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WONDERS OF THE UNKNOWN
By HUGO GERNSBACK

LTHOUGH the past century has seen the pub-
lication of hundreds of thousands of volumes,
crammed with facts gleaned by careful ob-
servers of every branch of science, and es-

pecially in the wonderfully-intricate field of
biology, it may be said confidently, and with-
out fear of contradiction, that the sum total of

our exact knowledge of the universe is infinitesimal in com-
parison with the vastness of the phenomena about us. It

is probable that the human race will never know one one-
millionth part of all that there is to be known, even in our
restricted portion of the universe. All around us we see
evidences of activity too complicated for our comprehen-
sion; all that the limited human mind can do Is to frame
a few foolish questions, and dimlss the mysteries.

A few examples may illustrate this point more clearly;

Take, for instance, the migratory instinct of birds. Noth-
ing is known as to what gives them this accurate sense of
direction. Prof. J. Arthur Thomson states that some species
of sea swallows, if transported from their nests in wooden
cages and shipped to regions outside their normal migratory
range, are in most cases able to find their way home in a
few hours or a few days, according to the distance. The
same is true of dogs, cats, ants and other living species
which, even though transported in sealed containers, very
often over great distances, are able upon release to find

their way home. What mechanism of their brains enables
them to do so, is not known.
One may take a female moth and put it into a small metal

container, put this into another metal container handled by
a different person, and so forth; until at last the moth is

enclosed within half a dozen nested boxes. The last con-
tainer may then be sterilized by various means until it

would seem that no scent could possibly remain, or efflu-

vium escape through the various containers. Yet a male
moth of the same species will be unerringly attracted to
the containers, beneath six layers of which the female is

concealed. What sort of “wireless” or radio the moths use
is another of the great enigmas of science.

Take, for instance, the common hat; if it is blindfolded
and released in a room which is pitch-dark and criss-crossed
with fine wires, it will not so much as touch a wire in its

apparently aimless flutterings. Perhaps, one may say, the
bat can see the wires in the dark. To disprove this theory.

Investigators have deliberately blinded bats, completely
destroying their eyesight; yet, without sight, the bats still

avoided the fine wires and threads as they flew about. Many
explanations have been offered, as to this almost super-

natural sense of the bats but none of the answers are

satisfactory. We simply do not understand the evident facts.

A female wasp, of a certain species, will paralyze a cater-

pillar by stinging it in a certain nerve center; and then
deposit her eggs in the still-living body of the caterpillar,

which will be preserved in this condition to supply fresh

food for the young wasps when they hatch. It is easy to

say that this is a fundamental instinct for the preservation

of life; but the wonder is, not only just how the wasp
learned to do It, but how the knowledge has been trans-

mitted through countless generations of wasps, none of

whom have had any communication with their parents,

through millions of centuries. Or else, though the entomolo-

gist may claim that insects do not reason, we will be forced

to conclude that every wasp since the beginning of the

species has reasoned out the details of this delicate proce-

dure in the same way.
It would seem that we, ourselves, should know best what

actions are going on in our own bodies, which are nearest

to us; but we cannot comprehend the why of these pro-

cesses, which are going on continuously, all the time, with-

out our knowledge. One of the slightest, which follows a
trifling occurrence like a scratch on one’s hand, is a subject

sufficiently complex, undoubtedly, to fill several libraries

with the explanation. We do know that, the minute blood

Is drawn, the involuntary mechanism of the human body
immediately sends into the breach small bodies, in the blood
stream, to protect the injured spot and repair the damage.
But, in so small a matter, there are involved hundreds of

different activities, most of them quite unknown to us.

Different kinds of living cells are transported to the “scene
of the disaster,” the escaped blood Is caused to coagulate,

and (by another process we do not understand) the further
flow of blood is prevented. We understand nothing of many
of these bodily activities: and It may be thousands of years
before we fully understand even a few of them.
When it comes to other functions of the human body, a

catalog which would be a tremendously large volume, our
lack of knowledge is similarly appalling; though all these
wonderful things are literally of vital interest to us, and
concern our welfare more than any other branch of science.
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OUustration by Paul)

Another double moon came; an election was held, Wendelin was put up on the platform and
elected king.
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THE TIME VALVE

A Sequel to the FitzGerald Contraction

FOREWORD

T is now twenty years since the arrival and

departure of the photon-ship. The events

in connection with Wendelin’s departure on

a two hundred thousand-year honeymoon,

once so vividly before the public mind, are

now probably forgotten by all except some of the

middle-aged and old people who were immediately con-

cerned. Since it is my privilege to present the first

connected account of the reappearance of Wendelin in

the twentieth century, it will be necessary for me to give

the briefest synopsis of the strange

events that led to his abrupt and un-

expected departure. My only ex-

cuses for this preliminary review are,

that Wendelin’s return to our own
time will arouse intense public inter-

est in the photon-ship and the little

romance that caused it to vanish in

a blinding glare; and the fact that

The FitzGerald Contraction,* in

which I related the tale in all its par-

ticulars, has been twenty years out

of print.

Herman Wendelin was six feet

three, and proportionately powerful;

he looked slow and clumsy, but had

a clever brain, and was a skilled avi-

ator. At the time of which I speak,

he was superintendent of the Cicero

Landing Field in Chicago. He and I

had been close chums and faithful friends since boy-

hood, and were at this time sharing a bachelor apart-

ment, while I held a position as Instructor in Mathe-
matical Physics at the University of Chicago.

Many strange ships landed on the broad acres of the

Cicero Airport, but never one that compared with the

huge polyhedron that appeared in a glare of blinding

light, and contained thirty human beings. The coming
of this vehicle had been watched through telescopes

from near the moon. The inmates were human beings

like us, and perfect specimens of mental and physical

development. When they

MILES J. BREITER, M.D.

had first emerged from
their ship, one of their

girls, mistaking Wende-
lin for someone very dear

to her, had run up to him
and flung her arms about

him. As soon as she

saw her error, she re-

treated in confusion.

The visitors who had
arrived from space

learned to speak English

with amazing speed, and

* The FitzGerald Contrac-
tion by Miles J. Breuer,
M.D., January 1930 Science
Wonder Stories.

E take great pleasure in presenting to our^
rr readers the long awaited sequel to £>r.

Breuer's marvelous story "The FitzGerald Con-
traction," In this story which, truly, has alt

the elements of mystery, adventure and romance,

we get a startling vision of what our earth may
be like in the far distant future. Dr. Breuer

does not pose as a pessimist when he shows us

such a terrible picture of our human race

200,000 years hence. He tries instead to point

out with scientific clarity that the human race

is treading a dangerous path, that there are

things that we must avoid if we are to keep

our present civilization. And with it all, he
has given us a thrilling story that cannot help

^ but keep our readers breathless to the very end.^

within a couple of weeks one of their number, Addhu
Puntreeahn, a powerful young engineer, was able to

stand up before an audience of scientific men and ex-

plain their story in English to everyone’s complete

satisfaction.

He stated that they were racially related to us; in

fact that we were their descendants. His race had once

in the dim, remote past, lived on the continent of Mu,
which had occupied the Pacific Ocean north and east

of Australia, a fact which is being confirmed by scien-

tific research of the present day. As the result of a

huge cataclysm, the continent of Mu was torn off from

the earth and flung out into space. It

constitutes what is now the Moon.

Its inhabitants foresaw the catastro-

phe, and prepared abodes deep down
in solid rock, so that they might sur-

vive it.

The few survivors founded the

civilization of the Moon. Within a

thousand years, marvelous scientific

and material progress had been made
by them. The progress was partially

stimulated by necessity, for the

Moon’s thin atmosphere was rapidly

disappearing, and its none too abun-

dant heat was being dissipated at a

rate that caused grave alarm. The
object of the Moon scientists was to

develop vehicles that would carry their

people back to the earth, where their

telescopes showed them new conti-

nents, inhabited by races in the lowest stages of savagery.

Eventually a method of space travel was devised, by
means of elements composed, not of electrons, but of

photons or light-corpuscles. A new chemistry was
developed, and it was found that these light-elements

would float on a light-wave and be carried along at

almost the speed of light. While the main group of

scientists worked on the problem of transportation to

the earth, an adventurous group decided to circum-

navigate the Universe. They spent ten years in build-

ing a space-ship, and were prepared to live in the

abundantly equipped ve-

hicle to the end of their

lives, to raise new gen-

erations, and thus to ar-

range for a remote fu-

ture generation to return

from the trip around the

surface of the Cosmos.

It was exactly analogous

to Magellan’s circum-

navigation of the earth.

Just as the thirty-one

people were ready to

start on this trip, and
the daughter of Drah-
napa Dhorgouravhad, the

learned old leader of the

expedition, was about to
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be married to one of the young engineers of the space-

ship, this man fell fatally ill of a cosmic-ray burn. Her
resolute disposition enabled her to make the heroic

decision to leave him behind and start with the expedi-

tion, though she suffered intensely from it. It was
this man who so closely resembled Wendelin. They
entered the ship, started it, and within what seemed

hardly more than a few hours, their automatic alarms,

which were set to ring when the ship had re-entered

the solar system, and which were not expected to sound

for several generations, suddenly roused them with a

determined clangor.

Thinking that something had gone wrong with the

machinery, they looked around, and found that they

were actually back in the solar system. But they saw
the Moon cold and dead, and their civilization gone.

They found the earth dotted with strange, new cities.

Landing in one of them, Chicago, they made observa-

tions and calculated that they had been gone for two
hundred thousand years.

Both their scientists and ours were able to answer

the riddle. Their immense speed had caused a short-

ening of all their properties, length, time, etc., accord-

ing to the Lorentz-FitzGerald formula, and two hun-

dred thousand years had passed like a few minutes.

However, the Mti people became rapidly acclimated

in Chicago, wore American clothes and rode American

automobiles. Only six of them, three married couples,

took slowly to our life. Wendelin and Vayill, the

daughter of the old leader Dhorgouravhad, promptly

fell in love. Suddenly, in the midst of a tremendous

blaze of light, the photon-ship disappeared; a note left

behind for me by Wendelin stated that he and Vayill

had been married, and had started off in the space-ship

on a honeymoon, accompanied by the other three couples.

CHAPTER I

Into the Future

I
TRIED repeatedly to persuade Wendelin to write

of his trip. But Wendelin cannot write; and if he

could write, he would have refused to do it. He
displayed the same attitude that was so noticeable among
the soldiers who returned from the trenches after the

recent World War; he refused to talk about his rack-

ing experiences. The best and most connected account

he gave was on the sandy beach, just after we had
rescued him from the savages. But upon his return,

he shut up like a clam.

I was equally determined to get the story out of him,

and I did get it, a word or a remark at a time. I care-

fully noted down every stray bit of information, but

it was a couple of years before I had enough data to

enable me to put the stuff together as a story. Conse-

quently the story is in my own words. The reader

must first picture this curious situation. Before all

these strange events had occurred, Wendelin and I had
been about of an age ; we had roomed together, argued

together on scientific matters, and played tennis to-

gether. We were evenly matched in our views and

aims, because we were both young. But now, I am
twelve years older than Wendelin. He is still a young
fellow -in his late twenties. I, who used to frolic with

STORIES
him, can see in him a reflection of myself as I was

twelve years ago. To me the matter is clear, for mathe-

matical theory is home-ground to me; but Wendelin

has never been able to get it through his head. It

still seems uncanny to him; he still has a scared light

in his eyes when he looks at me.

Because of the time-shortening due to the Fitz-

Gerald contraction, Wendelin traversed a period of

two hundred thousand years into the future, without

gaining in age more than a few minutes. It then re-

quired twelve years for us to devise a method of finding

him and bringing him back again. During these twelve

years the world kept growing old, and I along with

it ; but to Wendelin only a couple of months had passed.

He and Vayill are still a delightfully young couple.

His favorite device is to begin singing her praises

whenever I try to get him to talk about his two hundred

thousand-year honeymoon. But every now and then

a few words about some of the features of the trip

would slip out, and I always pounced on them, without

letting any change show in my face at my satisfaction

in getting the information. Here is what I make out

of his tale:

The trip itself was short. Vayill did not like the

'noisy, disorderly, hurly-burly rush of Chicago, and

wanted to get away from it. They talked it over, got

married, and decided to get into the space-ship and
start it around the Universe again—just to get away.
The other three couples, who were equally dissatisfied

with our civilization, were delighted with the idea of

going with them.

There was the same surprise at the short duration

of the trip that there had been the first time. Hardly
had the vehicle got under way, it seemed, when the

alarms went off, and the lights went on, all over the

ship; and their observations showed that they were
back in the solar system.

“Didn’t you know it would be that way?” I asked

Wendelin; “it’s just exactly like Addu described the

first trip of the vessel. What did you really expect?”

“We hardly stopped to think about it ; we just went.”

That was very much like Wendelin.

Their observatory showed them the earth, looking

quite familiar and commonplace; and then the Moon.
But, queer to relate, the Moon looked very small

; and
after some moments they discovered another moon.
Obviously our satellite had broken into two fragments.

They took their ship within the orbits of the two
Moons and studied the earth a little more closely. Then
they had to admit that there were a number of rather

new features about the face of good old mother earth.

The Atlantic Ocean was astonishingly wide, twice as

wide as they had known it before, while the Americas
were quite close to Asia. Florida was no longer a

graceful peninsula, but a mere little wart. Australia

was twice its familiar size, a big new piece of it ex-

tending to the north.

Upon approaching close enough to make out details, .

they were aghast to see, that while the continents looked

pleasant and green, there were no cities! Not a trace

of the huge, spreading splotches where should have been

New York, Chicago, London, and the other vast col-

lections of human structures. Not a city could they
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find, though they cruised about and studied the earth’s

entire surface. We must keep in mind that they were

looking for cities with large buildings and paved streets

and a great deal of material construction work. They

did note that America’s mountain ranges had changed

;

that the Cordilleras were low, rounded, and green, while

the Appalachians were terrifically high, steep, rocky,

snow-covered. Evidently cataclysmic changes had oc-

curred. Yet, the main general features seemed about

the same.

It was natural that they should pick out as a landing-

place the foot of Lake Michigan, at the former site of

Chicago. There could be no mistaking the exact spot;

Wendelin had studied the topography too often from

airplanes. The Lakes looked just about as they al-

ways had ;
there was little if any change in their shapes.

The travelers poised their machine above the spot where

Chicago had once been. But there was no city there.

There was sand, gleaming in the sun, a broad belt of

it. Then, a mile from the water was a black forest.

The Savages

They got out of the ship and looked about. The

trees in the near distance were conifers, and far-

ther on were sunflower trees. Wendelin spoke of them

as sunflower trees, and described them as real trees, tall

and hard-wooded, with great composite flowers of yel-

low petals and black, disc-like centers. He mentioned

several times the tight, gripping discomfort that came

up within him as he looked across the sandy beach and

saw nothing of the glorious city that had once been

his home. They saw two amazing things before they

were finally found by the people.

The first thing was the civilized insects. They looked

like dark-brown bees, but were shiny, like ants. They
had no wings. In fact it was chiefly their size that

suggested that they might be bees ; otherwise they were

really ants. They had a tiny city, consisting of several

thousand mud mounds grouped in hexagonal arrange-

ments, with streets between them. On these streets

were tiny vehicles dragged by beetles; and the bees or

ants or whatever they were, carried little sticks and

strings and other tiny objects. It was amazingly like

looking into a child’s story, where Bre’r Rabbit acts

and talks like a man. But there they were on the sand,

and the silk-clad scientists of Mii gazed at them with

as much amazement as did Wendelin himself. They
all felt an instinctive impulse to keep their hands off the

ant city, and to avoid touching it so that they might

not frighten or bother the insects.

Then the queer horses distracted their attention from
the insects. A dozen or so of them came galloping

down the sandy beach. Wendelin looked sheepish

when he told me that these horses had trunks, like ele-

phants; but immediately grew sober and insisted that

it was true.

“W’hy not?” I asked; “it is certainly possible that

such creatures may have evolved after two hundred
thousand years.”

The animals saw the group of people and stopped in

their gallop toward the water, as though to investigate.

They manifested quite an intelligent curiosity in the

strange spectacle that the group of people must have

presented to them, and gazed at them for a considerable

while.

‘Tt is not a horse ; it is really an elephant,” said one

of the Mu men.

The animal had a broad, short, flat head and wide,

floppy ears, just like an elephant’s. Its proboscis tap-

ered from six inches in diameter at the head, to less

than two inches at the end, and was very active, always

curling about here and there. I judged from Wen-
delin’s description that the animal was really a true

elephant which had evolved into this form for light-

ness and speed. He insisted that its body looked very

much like that of a horse; and that at the distance at

which they were, the illusion of a horse with a pro-

boscis was perfect.

Suddenly the group of animals turned around and

galloped back in the direction from which they had

come.

There was now no doubt in the minds of Wendelin

and his companions that they had traversed two hundred

thousand years. Wendelin once tried to describe his

sensations about it.

“It didn’t seem real that so much time had passed.

It seemed more like flipping the hands of a clock; and

the queer plants and animals were more like some odd

show.”

Vayill, his wife, was fascinated by the gigantic sun-

flowers in great profusion all over the trees, and was

anxious to get nearer to them. The entire group turned

toward the forest of sunflower trees. Then the sav-

ages appeared.

“Savages !” I exclaimed, when Wendelin said it.

He couldn’t think of anything else to call them.

They were mounted on galloping horse-elephants, and

there must have been twenty-five or thirty of them.

They scattered themselves between Wendelin’s group

and the photon-ship, yelling and gesticulating. It oc-

curred to Wendelin that the group of horse-elephants

had at first seen them, and had gone out and brought

this outfit back with them.

“My God !” Wendelin said, looking at Vayill. “Shut
off here, two hundred thousand years from home ! And
this bunch of bloody savages between us and the photon-

ship !”

“The photon-ship can’t get you back home,” one of

the Mu men told him, “We shall never see Chicago

again, any more than we shall ever again see Maj
Halore, our city on the moon. Those thousands of

years are gone, and can never come back.”

The savages dismounted and rushed toward them.

Wendelin was surprised at their appearance. They
were short, not over five feet in height; they were
practically naked, and copper colored, just like our

original American Indians. They yelled and gesticu-

lated and contorted themselves as they rushed toward

our group of travelers.

“At first I thought they were talking English,” Wen-
delin said; “it sounded just like it. I listened closely,

but couldn’t make out a word. It wasn’t English at

all.”

Their hair was brown and was worn long, hanging

to the shoulders. They were active, wiry, and lithe;
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but their bodies were not well built and finely developed

as had been those of the American Indians. They had

round, fat bellies and projecting shoulder-blades and

bow-legs. They were intensely ugly. They grimaced

and cackled in a demoniac laughter, and gabbled their

odd language. But they looked strong and active ; and

they looked intelligent. They were savages, but savages

can be intelligent.

The City of the Savages

They dosed around into a semicircle and finally

a circle, surrounding Wendelin and his compan-

ions, flourishing spears and bows and arrows. They
looked at the tall clothed men and women with un-

affected interest, but they wasted no time and took no

chances. Efficiently and swiftly they surrounded them

and held them covered with their weapons. It re-

minded Wendelin of military strategy on the part of

well-disciplined troops. All that he and his compan-

ions could do was to stand in silent dignity and await

what would happen ne.xt. They held up their empty
hands to show that they had no weapons.

“I could have kicked myself into the Lake for not

having brought some pistols. We could have cleaned

up the whole bunch of them,” Wendelin said in disgust.

The savages searched them efficiently for weapons;

Police-Sergeant Riley could not have done it any better.

There was much talk that sounded like a gabbled

English, but could not be understood. The savages

seemed puzzled ; they stared at our people and dis-

cussed them. But they were neither frightened nor

awed. In fact, they seemed to hold Wendelin and the

Mu people in a sort of contempt.

With rough shoves they indicated which way they

were to walk, and took them along. They maintained

good military formation, with a careful cordon about

the prisoners, and the rest in front and behind in col-

umns of fours. Even the order for “squads right!”

had a very natural ring to it, although the words were
strange. At this time Wendelin noted that the heads

of the spears and arrows were of stone. One of the

savages took charge of the entire herd of horse-ele-

phants and conducted them away.

The march led away from the photon-ship.

Wendelin was depressed as they marched along. All

his friends were dead and gone two hundred thousand

years ago. How complete was their decay he could

judge by the fact that even the steel and stone and
concrete of Chicago were gone, and only low, round
mounds of smooth sand remained in their place. There
was no way of getting back to Chicago. This was all

a silly thing to have done, just for a strange girl. Then
one look at her, trudging along beside him, filled him
full of pity for her because of the tragic fate into which
their impulse had led them, and full of fury against

the perverted looking savages. Heaven only knew
what awaited them.

They marched only a short distance before they came
to the city of the savages. It was quite a city! Of
square houses it was, with slanting flat roofs; shabby,

ugly shanties—unutterably dreary, thousands upon
thousands of them. They were arranged in square

blocks with straight streets between them, sandy streets

filled with all imaginable filth. Horse-elephants

roamed everywhere. The houses were made of logs

that seemed to have been burned off instead of cut,

of sticks and thatch and stones and mud; they looked

thoroughly messy, Wendelin said.

They walked through a mile or so of dingy street,

and entered a gate in a tall stockaded enclosure, in

the middle of the city. Here they arrived just in time

to see an odd ceremony. The stockade might have been

a quarter of a mile .square, and contained a good many
shanties; but these were not regularly arranged as

were those in the town itself, but haphazardly scattered.

Here and there were trees and holes and piles of rub-

bish. People were filing into the guarded gate, and

ranks of warriors among which mingled a few ugly

women, were ranged in front of a raised platform at

one side.

Four bald-headed, long-whiskered fellows -in skin

robes, whom Wendelin at once guessed to be priests,

led a man up on the platform ; and as they stood there

in view of the audience, clay bowls were passed about,

like collection-plates in church. Everyone dropped a

twig into the bowl as it went past him. The bowls

were brought up on the platform and the priests took

out the twigs, one by one. The man between them was

pushed off the platform, and slunk away
;
while another

was pvit up in his place. He also was rejected by the

popular vote and sent about his business, as appear-

ances went
;
and a third, rather capable looking fellow,

was “elected.” The priests bowed to him, put a fan-

tastic looking hat on his head, and handed him a ter-

rific looking war-club, a gnarled chunk of oak with

a knob at the end set with stone spikes. The populace

cheered like a bunch of turkey-gobblers, and then the

meeting broke up. They all bowed and grovelled to

the new chief, and he led the procession out of the

stockade.

CHAPTER II

Becoming Acquainted

The ceremony as Wendelin described it, was to

my mind a self-contradictory piece of horse-play.

It appeared to be an election of some kind, con-

ducted by methods which had a close resemblance to

those used among civilized people. Yet these people

certainly were not civilized. Up to this time, for in-

stance, Wendelin had not yet seen a single bit of metal.

By this time, in the progress of the story, I had made
up my mind that these people were not savages in the

ordinary sense as we understand it as evolving upward
from a lower type. They were a degenerate race, come
down from a higher, more civilized plane; they were

savage to the core, but had perpetuated many of the

outward forms of civilized practices.

Nearly all of the people went out of the stockade

and the gates were closed—in a clumsy fashion by car-

rying logs across the opening. Spear-bearers conducted

Wendelin and his companions to one of the shanties.

The few other inmates of the stockade were savages,

just as ugly as the rest of them. They lay about idly,

and gobbled food when it was brought to them later
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in the evening from the outside. Wendelin and Vayill

found the food very repulsive, and eventually learned

to eat the partly raw and partly scorched meat and bit-

ter roots only because hunger forced them.

Without the loss of a moment the Mxi men set about

learning the language. They were treated gruffly by

the savages whom they approached, but with true sci-

entific meekness, they persisted. I might say that later

on Wendelin also learned the language readily, and as

he is no philologist, I judge that it must have been

easy. Its resemblance to English impressed him

strongly.

One of the Mu men who had some knowledge of

astronomy, awaited the coming of night with consider-

able interest. When darkness came on, the stars were

for a moment crowded out of their attention by a weird

play of colored glows of light to the northwest. A
mingling of pale colors played in the sky, in spreading,

ray-shape from horizon to zenith, ranging from a violet

color to the dull red of the neon tube of the commercial

display sign. It had some resemblance to the aurora

borealis, but was a pillar or a column instead of an

aurora. Its width was an arc of about five degrees,

and it spread like an inverted cone toward the top.

Its lower portion was very bright and the colors mingled

and changed rapidly there; toward the top it paled

and dimmed. More than anything else, it looked like

the glow out of the top of some enchanted furnace.

They spent a couple of hours watching the wonderful

spectacle before they turned their attention to the stars.

WTndelin knew the stars from the practical stand-

point of an aviator, and was astonished to find that the

pole-star no longer stood in the North. Its place was

occupied by a bright blue star, which we have later

checked up to be Vega. Between him and the Mu
astronomer, some sketches were made; Wendelin has

preserved two of them, showing the arrangement as

they found it, of two familiar constellations, the Big

Dipper and the Noi'thern Crown.

The next day there was a trip to see the chief, made
under rigid guard. The chief sat on a pile of skins

in a shanty just as shabby as the rest, but hung with

more skins. He was the same uncouth fellow with

the glorious club who had been “elected” the day before.

He stared and gabbled at them a while, and then

ordered them back again. People did not treat the cap-

tives with much respect. They stared with rude inter-

est and curiosity, and shoved them roughly about, and

laughed hideously at these people who wore clothes

and had clean faces. The savages acted as though our

people were some new type of tame, harmless domestic

animal for which they as yet had no use, prodding them
with curiosity, shoving them out of the way, and turn-

ing their backs on them when their momentary curi-

osity had evaporated. I can picture Wendelin holding

himself in restraint, with no signs of his impatience

visible, but internally boiling with wrath and aching

to get a good crack at one of them. But he would not

fight without provocation.

The inmates of the stockade were not very friendly

either ; but for that matter, they were not very friendly

with each other. There was a fight between two of

them the following day, a snarling, treacherous melee

which followed no rules, and in which teeth and blows

and kicks and holds were all used. The rest of the

savage inmates of the stockade gathered and watched

it, howling with delight at the spectacle, until one of

the contestants was left dead or unconscious on the

ground. Wendelin never knew what became of him,

but the incident left him worried.

However, they all managed to maintain relations

sufficiently friendly to enable them to learn the lan-

guage. Though the people treated them with con-

tempt, like stray dogs, there was no actual cruelty. Be-

fore they learned enough of the language to get the

status of affairs quite clear, an incident occurred to

increase the savages’ respect for Wendelin and his

friends.

The God of Light

A GUARD with a stone-headed spear “tried to get

funny with Vayill,” as Wendelin put it; grimaced

at her and caught her by the arm. Wendelin swung
around and hit him a straight-arm punch on the point

of the chin. It knocked the ugly little wretch six feet.

Fifteen minutes passed before the man groaned and
gradually got up and crawled dizzily away; in the

meanwhile a crowd of savages watched him, glibbering

with delight.

After that, the inmates of the stockade were im-

mensely respectful to all of them. Crowds from with-

out the stockade came in and stared with intense curi-

osity at Wendelin. In a few days some of them gath-

ered courage enough to reach out and pluck at Wen-
delin. Shoving them away seemed to do no good;
finally he kicked several of them roundly on the shins

and sent them away howling, and this stopped their

interest in him for the time being. The crowd seemed
very much dissatisfied, and hooted and hissed. This
curious performance continued for two or three days.

Our people were patient with it because it gave them
opportunity to study the language. Also, they could

not help admiring the military effectiveness with which
citizens were permitted to pass the gate and prisoners

were barred. Eventually, one of the savages got the

idea of plucking Vayill by the arm. Wendelin promptly
knocked him sprawling.

Immediately the crowd began to yell and stamp with
delight. That is what they had been after all of this

time. It seemed to afford them the keenest pleasure
to watch the unconscious man, to see him groan and
turn over, and to stagger to his feet and slouch away.
The next day another one sidled up to Vayill and
grasped her shoulder. Wendelin was getting nervous

;

his fist fairly lifted the man off his feet. They did

the same thing for several days in succession, until

Wendelin recovered his sense of humor. He caught
on to their game, and even noticed that the victim of
his punch was thereafter an honored individual, so that

they jostled for their turn to touch Vayill and get
knocked down. He therefore kicked them on the shins
and other opportune parts of their anatomy, until they
got tired of the game. But no more were any of the
party treated with the former contempt.
A considerable number of days passed, of which they

lost count. They continued to marvel at the cone-
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shaped pillar of changing colors at night, and at the

changes in the stars, at the two queer little moons fol-

lowing each other about the sky. They discovered a

tall tree from the top of which they could see over

the city and out on the desert where the photon-ship

stood. Day after day they longingly looked at its huge

hexagonal bulk on the sand, so near and yet so far,

and talked endlessly over plans for escape, which, no

sooner proposed, were discarded as impossible. One
day two of the Mu men were up in the tree watching,

when a dull roar sounded and a deep vibration shook

the ground. The observers reported that an explosion

had torn a jagged hole in the side of the photon-ship.

They attributed it to the explosion of tanks of liquid

gases, oxygen, hydrogen, etc., which were stored in the

vehicle for air, water, and fuel supplies. Obviously,

the savages had been inside, playing with things, and

had blown themselves up. For three days the photon-

ship burned
;
and left behind a crumpled mass of black-

ened beams and plates. In spite of the fact that they

had known all along that it could not lead them back-

wards through Time, Wendelin felt a vast depression

at its destruction.

However, in the meantime they learned the savage

language, and found out something about the situation

in which they were. The people in the stockade were

prisoners of war, members of other tribes captured in

fights. War—it was a difficult conception for the Mu
men—was the natural state of existence for these

savages. It was their greatest pleasure, and they lived

in it. They were always fighting, for any reason and

for no reason. The prisoners took their fate philo-

sophically; they weren’t badly treated after the heat

of the fight was over, though they were occasionally

tortured. At times they were made to perform labor,

and this they considered worse than torture. They

were treated by the citizens with more respect than

Wendelin’s party had been, because they had been over-

come in a jolly fight, whereas our people had given

up without resistance.

The most astonishing thing about the business was

the “election” of the king or chief, every time the two

moons rose together. Apparently this was every month.

At that time, the reigning chief was sent “to visit the

God of Light.” This was some sort of a euphemism;

for, as a new chief was always elected, the conclusion

is that the old chief never came back. In reply to ques-

tions about the God of Light, they stated that the god

made men’s hands fall off, and caused them to go blind,

and ate off their noses. When asked if the God of

Light was the same as the purple glow at night, they

nodded violently in affirmation.

The warriors of the city voted for the new chief and

all had an equal vote; but—here comes the perverted

part of it—the chief was always from among the pris-

oners of war in the stockade. However, when “elected”

he had absolute power, and lived in all the luxury they

could give him. He could kill his subjects, have all

the women he wanted, make war, or do anything except

escape. It was an odd, inconsistent mess of customs.

No savage race in the past ever did things like that.

All these things were traces of degeneration from civ-

ilized customs and this idea was abundantly borne out
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by their physical characteristics, their pot-bellies, thin

shanks, flat feet, and ugly faces.

A New King!

A DREARY, monotonous month passed. Wendelin

himself learned the language. All of them ex-

hausted their brains trying to devise some method for

escape. They agreed that there was no hope of getting

back to any civilized age or time; but they looked for-

ward to escaping and establishing a little civilized col-

ony of their own, from which in time a civilized race

might arise and re-people the earth. A lot of inspired

talk was expended among them on that subject, Wen-
delin said.

Then, so swiftly as to take away their breath, things

happened; another double moon came, an election was

held, Wendelin was put up on the platform and elected

king. Before he realized it, he stood there with the

ridiculous hat on, and the perfectly wonderful war
club in his hands. For the moment he was terrifically

undecided as to what to do, but resolved, in the absence

of a better plan, to go on and play the game. What
else was there left to do? At least his new position

offered more chances of escape than did the situation

heretofore. Had it not been for Vayill, he says, he

would not have cared ; he would have drunk the month
to its fullest and accepted what its end had in store.

But one look at Vayill made him determine that within

the month he must find some method of deliverance.

When he was conducted to the royal abode, the sav-

ages acted as though they considered it the height of

luxury and splendor; their reverence was such that

they held their breath and scarcely dared touch it.

But Wendelin could hardly see the difference between
one dirty shack and another

;
perhaps we have to make

an allowance in our final opinion for his point of view
as much as for theirs. Anyway there was a profusion

of skins and pots and slaves, the latter such miserable,

cringing creatures that Wendelin wondered why they

cared to remain alive.

The savages took it for granted that he would want
to take Vayill with him to the royal palace. But when
the six other Mu people started along with him, the

savages pushed them back. Whereupon Wendelin
whirled around and roared at them—I’ve heard liim do
it on the aviation field—until they shrank back and let

him do as he pleased. At a point further along on the

march, several warriors bowed to Wendelin but held

their spears in front of the Mu people to prevent their

passing. Wendelin knocked one of them a dozen feet

sidewise with the flat of his palm against the man’s
face. From then on the people all fawned upon him
and let him have the Mil people with him. The Mu
men were not to be despised physically; but they were
still handicapped physically by the earth’s greater gravi-

tational pull.

Wendelin spent the month studying the city, becom-
ing absorbed in his problems as a ruler, till the matter
of escape really slipped his mind. Without watches
and calendars, the time sped by with surprising rapid-

ity. He felt that there ought to be some way of help-

ing these people and doing good among them. There
were so many things that needed to be done, and the
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people were so helpless and so ignorant: they needed

better houses against the rain and the cold; the streets

needed cleaning; the methods of preparing and pre-

serving food were terrible. The problem of sickness

was a terrific one. Though he was no doctor he saw

that there was much that he could do with the medical

training he had* received in his aviation work. The
number of babies that were born and died under his

observation was appalling. He kept seeing new prob-

lems, but could do very little. During the entire time

he was there, he saw no metal anywhere.

The month slipped by rapidly. One night he was

surprised by the onset of some sort of ceremonies.

Hoarse drum-beating, shrill chanting, fires, suddenly

roused the occupants of the royal palace.

“Tomorrow the King goes to the Lord of Light!”

came the words of the chant from the swanning streets

of the city. Vayill gasped and held on to Wendelin’s

arm; I could picture that because I’ve seen her do it.

However, Wendelin was glad of the warning, and slept

with his club, the head of which was studded with

stone spikes. He had a plan in mind.

The next morning an amazing procession arrived at

the royal palace, with drums and feathers and grease

and paint and grotesque antics. Wendelin went with

them down the street, at the head of the parade.

When the cavalcade went past the gate of the stock-

ade, he turned in. They tried to stop him. He planted

his foot down and roared at them. They were some-

what taken aback, but the whiskered priests, though

puzzled at the unusualness of it, protested. The God
of Light commands, they said. I am the God of Light,

said Wendelin. The priests signalled to the warriors,

and the warriors rushed at him. Wendelin swung his

club and knocked over a dozen of the poor little fellows

with spears, before they let him alone. He hated it.

There they were, sprawled about with their heads bat-

tered flat and their limbs twisted up and everything

gouted with blood. The smell of the blood made him

sick. But he led the way into the stockade, command-
ing the priests to follow him. There, upon the raised

platform, with the big club whistling round his head,

he forced them to hold an election. One civilized man
with a club forced the entire city to change a fixed

custom. He wondered why someone did not shoot an

arrow at him; but no one did. Wendelin was elected

king for another month.

An Explanation

Promptly thereupon, he decided to investigate

the God of Light. He announced that he would
visit the God privately. Would the priests go along and
guide him? A few priests were willing to do so, and

they set out mounted on horse-elephants. East to the

Lake they rode, and then north. Within an hour there

was no more vegetation. There was only bare sand

and rocks and a smudgy, black deposit on the rocks

that looked like the soot of a fire, but would not rub off.

Soon they were among low, rounded mounds of

sand. There were long rows of these mounds, and

aisles between them, intersecting each other at right

angles. Here and there were larger mounds or empty
spaces that interrupted the symmetry. Streets between

mounds of sand ! Eventually it struck Wendelin that

he was on the site of Chicago. And only that evening

did the full power of the realization strike him. Chi-

cago 1 There was nothing left of it but low mounds of

sand.

The little cavalcade stopped among the mounds and
the priests would go no further. The God of Light

would burn off their hands and feet and all their hair

would fall out and they would go blind, they said.

But they were willing to wait right here until night,

and watch the beam of colors, from pale-violet to deep

red, spreading upwards toward the zenith. At this

distance there was a steady rumbling, roaring, rushing

sound and a trembling of the earth, that kept up day

and night.

Wendelin lay there that night, and solved the ques-

tion in his mind. Thousands of years ago, Chicago

had been destroyed by a radio-active bomb, which was
still exploding. He had heard of continuous explo-

sives
; radioactive materials which, once set exploding,

would continue to explode; and in ten thousand years

would be only half destroyed
;
in the next ten thousand,

half the remainder would be exploded, and so on. There
must have been some terrific warfare in that part of

Time which he had bridged. The wars had left behind

only mounds of sand and savages, and a bomb that

after thousands of years was still destroying itself.

The next month there was a repetition of the cere-

mony. They again attempted to lead him to some sac-

rifice in the radioactive volcano, and he had to smash
the heads of a score of them and cripple up another

score, before they elected him their chief for the third

time. Then he attended to the wounds of those he had
injured.

“That’s another month to the good,” he said to Vayill.

“But I don’t know how long I can keep it up.”

He felt very blue and depressed about it.

From this point on, I can connect up the narrative

from my own side.

CHAPTER HI

A Ray of Hope

I
ET me begin my own story with the time when the

photon-ship suddenly departed never to return, as

result of the caprice of the two lovers, Wendelin
and Vayill. While the remaining twenty-three Mu men
and women mourned the permanent loss of their com-
panions, they seemed as a matter of fact less sorry than

were the scientific men of the University of Chicago,

who had expected some sensational findings in the con-

tents of- the photon-ship., I myself regretted tremen-

dously the loss of the opportunity to probe into the

scientific knowledge of a race that had advanced so

much further than we.

There was one exception among the remaining Mu
people, and this was the old man, Drahnapa Dhorgour-

avhad, the learned and venerable leader of the expedi-

tion. The departure of the ship containing his daughter

made a broken man of him. These Mu people treated

each other, on the other hand, with the outward evidence

of a deep and tender love, and on the other hand a

dignified and controlled reserve, which was especially
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marked in the attitude of the members of the married

couples toward each other. To see a man and wife of

them together made me realize that human beings are

capable of deeper, nobler, and more wonderful emotions

than any we have ever experienced.

Yet, they took the loss of their friends quite phil-

osophically. One of them, later on, was, outwardly at

least, quite reasonably resigned when his wife died of

the influenza, and went bravely about his business. But,

old Dhorghouravhad’s whole life was wrapped up in

his brilliant daughter. He was crushed. He spent most

of his time sitting and gazing dumbly into space.

The rest of the Mu people who had come with him
in the photon-ship needed money to live on. The Chicago

Tribune’s subscription fund served them temporarily

and as a start. Then they talked on the radio, gave

lectures, wrote books on the things which they knew
and for which the world was hungering, the ancient

civilization of Mu and the civilization of the Moon now
long dead and gone, and a great mass of scientific knowl-

edge with which they were familiar and we were not.

They all promptly got busy and traveled all over the

world, all but Dhorgouravhad. He sat in silence and

would not talk, except when directly addressed. The
others grew independently wealthy, took an entire apart-

ment house, and took care of their old leader.

I went to see him frequently
;
I felt bound to him by

the tie of the common loss, for Wendelin had been my
chum from boyhood days.

“Why do you take it so much to heart ?” I asked him.

“As far as you’re concerned, she is dead; and you
people take death philosophically.”

“That is just the trouble. She is not dead, and will

not be dead for two hundred thousand years. If I could

know she is dead, I should be at peace. But she will

be back here in two hundred thousand years. What will

she find? What will happen to her? What sufferings

and tortures are in store for he ?”

The old man seemed as distressed as though he were
actually witnessing the sufferings of his daughter.

“But by that time you will have been long dead and
gone
—

”

“It seems as real to me as though it were right now,”
he said. “Twenty-three minutes. A little trip of tweny-
three minutes is all that separates me from her, if

—

”

“Then let us make another photon-ship and go after

her,” I suggested.

He said no more just then. The idea must have made
some sort of an impression on him. He must have spent

many days in thought and study over it. The next

time I came to visit him, the first thing he said was

:

“There is an easier way than a photon-ship and a trip

around the circumference of the Universe. I have been
doing a great deal of thinking. It is quite possible to

find out what kind of a world she will find here when
she returns after two hundred thousand years. Our
Moon scientists had done a great deal of work .on the

matter of looking forward into the future. Nothing
clear and definite had been accomplished by my time,

but the principles were well established. I never paid

much attention to it. However, Addhu and I can work
it out.”

He had to wait until Addhu returned from a lecture
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trip in South America. But he waited patiently, saying

that it made no difference; in a year from now the

future would look just the same as if we did it today.

Dhorgouravhad did look into the future, and saw
what the world would look like in two hundred thousand

years, and confirmed the conditions about which Wen-
delin told. He did it by plain, straightforward scientific

methdds; there was no mystery, no hocus pocus about

it. Dhorgouravhad and Addhu were scientists of mar-
velous ability

;
but their science was the same science as

ours. It involved no new and unknown principles; it

utilized the same physics and chemistry and mathematics

as we use ; only it had developed these to an amazingly

further advanced stage.

Seeing the Future!

1
HAVE the manuscript of a book to publish, giving

the mathematics of this thing in detail, giving all the

steps from algebra to the marvelous results they

achieved, just as I learned it from Dhorgouravhad and
Addhu. For, the problem was chiefly a problem of

mathematics. When it came to experimental work, ap-

paratus, and mechanics, I was at least as good as they

were; in fact, I devised or supplied most of the me-
chanical portions of the method. It was the theory of

it that was marvelously advanced heyond my capacity.

However, under their instruction, I was able to compre-
hend it, and my book will soon make the details of it

public.*

“The mathematics of it is simple,” Dhorgouravhad
told me. “It can be done in a couple of weeks,” he said.

“It’s the gathering of the statistics that will be tedious.”

“How long will it take?”

“Several years, if we organize a laboratory of several

hundred technicians, and install the proper machinery

for handling statistics.”

“That will take money,” I objected.

“We shall get the money.”
Within a year he had the money. It was too late for

him to go into lecturing and radio broadcasting; by
this time all that he could tell the public had lost its

novelty; and doing such things seemed trivial and dis-

tasteful to Dhorgouravhad. But he devised a cold light

which cost two cents per thousand candle-power per

* Briefly, Dhorgouravhad’s method was as follows ; by means
of the “graphic algebra” process of the Mu mathematics, the
various variable factors in the progress of Time were expressed
as algebraic equations. Each of these equations is given
definite form by substituting known, past values; then by
substituting any desired date in the future, the equation can
be solved for the unknown variable. Finally, by the Mu mathe-
matical process of “summary calculus” and infinite number of
equations expressing individual variable-factors, were combined
into a single equation, which expressed the progress of time,
and which could be solved for any date, say two hundred
thousand years ahead, and the value of any individual variable
derived.

In order to work out Dhorgouravhad’s plan in practice, it

was essential to make a systematic survey of all the forces
influencing changes in the world’s affairs—truly a stupendous
undertaking

; but Dhorgouravhad was desperate, and also he
had the ability to carry it out—the integrating all of the
resulting equations into a single equation

; and finally, in the
terminal, integrated equation, substituting the abscissa value of
200,000 years and solving for the ordinate. The re-analysis of
the resulting ordinate into component values is easier than the
process of determining this ordinate, just as the differentiation

is easier than integration.
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year to operate, and a process for deriving electric cur-

rent directly from coal. I don’t know how many mil-

lions he had at the end of the year, but it was all he

needed.

There was a fifteen-story building on the Midway,

with two hundred and forty offices, each in charge of

an expert in his line, for gathering data in sociology,

geology, finance, genetics, sport, warfare, etc. Dhor-

gauravhad was training two hundred and fifty mathe-

maticians to work with the statisticians. That buzzing

fifteen-story hive of a building, with wires coming to

it from all parts of the world, with laboratories for

working out such statistics as were not already available

—that was the “machine” for looking into the future.

All for a slip of a daughter who was a little headstrong.

I have been too tedious already. For fear the reader

will begin skipping, I shall summarize briefly what this

machine said of the future period about which we are

concerned. There has been so much sensational ex-

aggeration in the newspapers about our five years of

work, that I am disgusted with it. But, nevertheless,

discounting for all the sensationalism of the newspapers,

the “machine’s” verdict is a gloomy, disheartening one.

I have lost my faith in civilization, in the Universe, and

in the “high things” to which my life was devoted.

A Gloomy Picture

There are two things which I must make clear

before it is possible to understand properly the

terrible fate which the equations predict for mankind.

Several facts which came out of the calculation as-

tonished us, although intelligent persons had seen them
long before our calculations had ever been thought of.

It is simple; there is nothing surprising about it. We
all know it. The terrible thing is that scientific methods

have made it seem so inexorably true.

One thing that was predicted was that the racial in-

telligence would decline over the next few hundred
years, and leave us a race of lowered intelligence, highly

emotional, improvident, lacking any ability to advance

civilization or even to hold its own. That alone would
down civilization.

The next result indicated the direction from which

the active destruction would come. We know that even

at the present time there are available enough explo-

sives and destructive agencies so that a half dozen

shallow-brained vandals could blow civilization off the

face of the earth. It was evident that the future would
bring more powerful explosives and more frightful de-

structive agencies.

It doesn’t need any process of summary-integration

to foretell what will happen with the decrease of average
intelligence and the increase of destructive power. Only,
the equations gave a fairly accurate idea when the cat-

astrophe would occur. The equations allowed the pres-

ent civilization about five hundred years. That certainly

was a small fraction of two hundred thousand.

Beyond five hundred years we had a picture of man-
kind almost de.stroyed. The billions of people were
gone. Only a few were left, at the level of brutes. Then
there was a slow evolutionary climb—in thousands of
years a little step forward ; in many thousands of years,

mankind had climbed up to the stability of savagery.

.After the five years of gathering data were over, it

took a lot of figuring to get this final result. Dhor-

gouravhad grew more pale and grim every day.

He rebelled against Fate. His giant brain would not

permit this terrible thing to happen that seemed to be

fated. Fate conquers mountains and races, but my friend

from Mu would not submit to it.

“I can’t leave her among a lot of perverted savages
!”

he said grimly.

“Let’s build another photon-ship and go after her!”

I said, thinking my idea was a bold one.

“I’ve thought about it,” he sighed. “It would take

ten years. I doubt if I shall live that long.”

I had hoped that the future-solving machine would

give the old man some sort of peace. Instead, it had

driven him frantic.

CHAPTER IV

The Time Valve

DHORGOURAVHAD, the marvelous old scien-

tist of Mu, became active again. He presented

a fierce appearance in his fervor. In a few weeks

he had given to the world his invention of the direct

application and storage of solar power, and millions of

dollars in royalties began pouring in again. Everyone

remembers that time, how within a few months industry

and transportation were revolutionized because power

had become so cheap and efficient. Especially aviation

leaped forward. The bullet plane is really a result of

solar power; the advantages of the modern short, swift

plane over the old type with wide wings and long fuse-

large, are due to extra power more than to any other

feature.

I had grown to love the old man. I sincerely pitied

him for his fierce and futile love for his daughter. He
was beginning to look piteously old, but was intensely

occupied in his fifteen-story building with some sort of

scientific work. I disliked very much to leave him, but

I had been planning a trip to Europe for a long time,

and had just received my leave from the University.

However, he assured me that he needed no help now,

and would have something surprising to show me when
I got back.

He did. The year and a half that I spent in English,

French and German observatories means nothing in

this story. But what he showed me when I got back,

does. I looked him up at once on my return. He hustled

me to the fifteen-story building which had once been the

future predicting “machine.” It was now a laboratory.

He led me feverishly to the back of the building and

showed me a bullet-plane of the type that has now be-

come popular. It was of about the ten-passenger size,

and was a marvelous thing, all made of glass. The
stubby wings and the short body were all one glass shell.

Inside of it, was a great deal of machinery visible; more

than the usual solar-power plane contains. Outside, the

only things that were not glass were the propeller and

the rubber-tired landing-wheels.

I gazed dumbfounded.
“In that we shall travel two hundred thousand years

!”

he said dramatically.

I looked at him amazed. It sounded childish. It

seemed for all the world like the things in the stories
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of the science-fiction magazines written by writers who
know insufficient science. Had the old man’s mind begun
to undergo senile degeneration ? 1 could see no sense in

the thing. Why make it of glass? How could he fly

two hundred thousand years? I was genuinely grieved

to think that the shock of the loss of his daughter had
really unsettled Dhorgouravhad’s mind.

I was due for a real surprise. He asked me to sit

down with him at a table covered with blue-prints, fac-

ing the odd-looking glass plane. He talked to me.

“I’ve done it. I’ve found how to jump ahead in time,

or backwards. I think I can easily make you under-

stand it.”

He beamed on me with a placid satisfaction that cer-

tainly had not been apparent in him when I had left for

Europe.

“What I have done,” he said, “is to construct a time

valve which will allow us to escape into the future. The
construction of the valve was not intrinsically different

from making the valves for electrons that are used in

radio transmission and reception. These latter valves

permit electrons to go in one direction only. My entropy

valve, which I call it, works just like an electron tube,

my experimental models look just like the tubes used

in radio.”

“And that time valve as you call it will take us into

the future.”

“Precisely,” the old scientist smiled. “It works on the

principles of entropy, with which you are no doubt
familiar. You see entropy is . .

.”

And soon afterwards his explanation was over my
head. And even today when I try to puzzle the thing

out, it escapes me. It makes me feel a little humble for

my race, too, to realize that this old man had a brain

and a scientific knowledge that could cause our best

scientists to feel like little schoolboys.

“So far, that is quite simple,” he said on concluding

his explanation of the valve. “It was a much bolder

idea to make the whole tube in the form of an airplane.”

“But why an airplane?” I said, somewhat groggy
from his discourse.

“For use on arrival. It isn’t altogether a safe bet to

transport yourself through two hundred thousand years.

We stand quite comfortably on this spot now. But in

two hundred thousand years, you don’t know whether
there will be fire or water or solid rock or a hurricane
or an explosion here. Suppose we made our time-trip

in the usual helpless, immovable ‘sphere’ or box that you
read about in science-fiction stories, and suppose on our
arrival we found ourselves in the middle of a desert;

or far out on the ocean ; or on a battlefield between two
armies, on foot, defenseless, without food, supplies, or
transportation ? The amount of good that we could do
Vayill wouldn’t be worth noticing. But, if we fly high
up in the air and then jump across the desired time
period, we shall be safe and in a strategic period.”

“Then the fact that this machine is an airplane has
nothing to do with the time-travel part of it ?”

“Nothing. We could skip our time-period in a ball

or a box or a bottle just as well. But I wanted a plane
for safety, and as a convenient means of getting about
in that future savage age.”

I drew a breath of relief. It all began to look reason-

able again. The old man’s brain was functioning at its

usual brilliant level.

“You see,” he continued, “whatever system it is that

is to rid itself of the illusion of time, or travel in time,

must be between the elctrodes in the vacuum. So I have

made the whole plane in the form of a vacuum tube.

The electrodes are in the tips of the wings. The inner

compartment can be sealed and filled with air to breathe.

The solar power motor generates the power to operate

the grid and the plate.

“With this we can go backwards and forwards in

time. We can get rid of time. I have not studied any

general aspects of the question
; I have concentrated all

my efforts on jumping exactly two hundred thousand

years, minus eleven years, four months, and the odd

days. I expect to get it accurate to within a few weeks

;

and we are equipped to spend that much time in search-

ing and waiting around.”

I sat silent and thought. I might see Wendelin. The
affair with Wilma that I had mentioned in the account

of The FitzGerald Contraction had turned out to be

a transient one, for Wilma was now happily married

to a doctor on the South Side. Dhorgouravhad looked

at me expectantly.

“When do we start ?” I asked.

After 20,000 Years!

WE sat in the inner compartment of the glass air-

plane. Both of us were breathing through the

tube of the respiration-colorimeters which were to de-

termine the current to send through the time valve.

Finally the old man put away our breathing tubes and
moved a switch. The filament of the huge vacuum tube

glowed beneath us.

“What now?” I asked.

“We shall rise twenty thousand feet into the air and
then charge our electrodes. At that height we can de-

pend on it that we shall be safe, in the period to which
we are going, from running into a building or a fire.”

The plane shot up in the abrupt spiral characteristic

of the bullet plane, which I can never cease admiring.

Dhorgouravhad handled it well; but for that matter,

these planes are so easy to handle that I can see the

time when even “infants and invalids” as the malted
milk advertisement says, will be handling them. Chicago
melted together into a blot below us, and soon there

was only gray mist down there.

“Now!” said Dhorgouravhad.
The only thing of which I was conscious was the

extra hum of the generators, just as when an X-ray
transformer is running and the current is switched into

the tube. Anyone who has had X-ray pictures made of
himself can picture vividly how it sounded and felt.

Possibly there was an added thrill in the sensation that,

unlike the usual patient under an X-ray machine, we
were inside the tube. But, the little extra buzz of the

generators was all that told us that anything had hap-
pened.

“Now we shall descend and see how it has worked,”
Dhorgouravhad said. “I’ve tried it a few times for ex-
periment, and it has always been like this.”

Below, was the very same mist. As we spiralled

downward, Lake Michigan appeared, looking quite like
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itself. But there was no dark blot where Chicago ought

to be. Chicago was not there, where it had been a few

seconds ago!

There was a bright white strip of sandy beach against

the black water on one side and the dark forest on the

other side. Down, down we went, and as we came

within a few thousand feet of the ground, we did see a

blot; a rather small blot—a dim, misty, empty looking

blot. It might have been a hole in the ground, a crater

of some sort, though its depths were not black. The
middle of it had a sort of suggestion of luminosity

about it.

Suddenly Dhorgouravhad acted very excited. He
stiffened and jerked the controls; the plane wobbled

sickeningly and shot abruptly upwards. His face was
pale and sweaty as he looked at me. As the ground

sunk away from us into the dim mist, he breathed in

relief.

“Narrow escape I” he hissed between thin lips. “Some
sort of an electrical disturbance; high-tension charges.

I noticed the meters kicking, and it gained intensity like

a flash. By the time I noticed it, it came near being too

late. If it had wrecked the valve
—

”

“But !” I exclaimed, almost speechless in amazement,

“the future machine stated that at this time the earth

would be peopled only by savages. How can there be

an electrical disturbance—in the absence of a storm?”

“I cannot answer it any more than you can,” Dhor-

gouravhad said, shaking his head. “I cannot understand

it. But we’ll go down more cautiously this time.”

Slowly we descended again, and as the needles flut-

tered, Dhorgouravhad turned the plane flat and headed

southward. As he kept the plane on a level and flew

southwards, the needles became quiet again. That is, it

was not our distance from the ground that determined

the electrical disturbance, but our distance from the

queer blot on the site of Chicago. We were therefore

confident that the electrical disturbance was due to the

misty spot with the hazy center. We kept the machine

in sight of the spot, but far enough away to keep the

needles quiet.

Below us was bright sand. The afternoon sun threw

shadows of little rounded hummocks that were arranged

in straight rows, here and there interrupted by a larger

hill or a flat space. There were miles and miles of the

low dunes, symmetrically arranged in rows crossing each

other at right angles.

“Chicago is a field of sand-heaps,” Dhorgouravhad
said mournfully. “Under the sand is probably steel and

concrete.”

It was a gloomy spectacle and a depressing thought,

and kept me quiet for a while.

“But the queer hole? And the electrical distur-

bances?” I exclaimed.

Dhorgouravhad was silent.

“It acts as though it might be some radioactive dis-

turbance,” I suggested.

He nodded as though that were self-evident.

“But how can that be?” I exclaimed. It took a long

time for the thing to dawn on me. “Such intense radio-

activity breaking out on a cooled planet! The earth is

too old for phenomena like that.”

Dhorgouravhad looked at me sadly.

“Do you remember what I said about the living mind

interfering with Nature. Man gets together great ac-

cumulations of energy. He gets up little wars and

throws about radioactive bombs—” \

“You mean— ?”

“Civilization wrecked itself. What you see below is

the crater made by a bomb of continuous explosive of

radioactive material ; the bomb that destroyed Chicago.

Probably there is such a bomb on the site of every other

large city.”

It left me weak and speechless. After some minutes I

managed to stammer;

“Detroit isn’t far away. Let’s look at it
!”

The Meeting!

Dhorgouravhad turned the plane eastward.

We sped over dense forests and saw tiny moving

things here and there on the ground. It seemed only a

small number of minutes before the shape of Lake St.

Clair appeared ahead of us. In ten more minutes we
saw the misty crater and the jerking of the needles on

our dials, and the innumerable mounds of sand arranged

in rows with the shallow valleys of the streets between.

Detroit was also a vast field of mounds, with that hor-

rible, bottomless chasm in the center. We headed back

toward the site of Chicago, unutterable despair gripping

at my heart.

I could picture to myself that last war. There was a

period of legal peace under a world covenant ; the fu-

ture-machine had told us that. But, with the continued

lowering of the racial average qf intelligence, individuals

were no longer able to live up to it. Passions flamed

up ; some smjill group, say a city, worked up a grievance

against someone in another place. Legal restraints

proved inadequate for the old savage fire, with fast

planes and stores of the terrible continuous-explosive

so conveniently available. Possibly just a few individ-

uals took it on themselves to sally out and perform the

heroic feat of destroying their enemy city.

Then, someone from the destroyed city, or some
friend of the destroyed city, was dissatisfied with legal

means of dealing with the crime, and took retaliation

into his own hands. Planes and bombs could be obtained.

The offending city was the second one to be smashed.

Thus the feud started. There could be no defense, no
fighting of any kind, only retaliation for the destruction

of one city by the smashing of another. With highly

advanced explosives and highly advanced means of

transporting them, it would not be long before there

was not one stone in the world left standing on another,

and men, such of them as were left, were without

homes. So that is what our glorious civilization is

headed for!

As we crossed the lower end of Lake Michigan again,

the twilight was deepening, and we pushed the machine
hard so that we might be able to land on the sandy beach
while it was still light enough to see; we didn’t want
to smash the glass machine in the dark. However, as

daylight receded, a strange purple glow ahead grew
brighter and more brilliant. We saw that we need not
worry about light enough to land by. The purple bril-

liance was sufficient.

As we curved down toward the shore, as near as
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possible to what was once Chicago, we saw a winding

procession of tiny figures moving across the sand
; a

long, thin string of them crawling along.

• “People !” I exclaimed.

A few moments’ observation showed us that they

were moving across the violet-lighted waste of sand,

directly toward the radioactive crater. We turned on
our searchlights and slid down close, so that we might

see them better. They were indeed people, almost naked,

and dark hued. The figure of a huge man, head and

shoulders above the rest, towered at the head of the

procession.

Suddenly, as our searchlight picked them up, the line

broke and ran, and the people scattered far and wide in

all directions. And all of them scampered in the direc-

tion from which, they had come, and away from the

crater. The line was gone, and there were only scattered

black dots disappearing in the distance. Then came the

strangest spectacle of all.

There were four or five horses in the line, which were

also thrown into a panic by the searchlight. They broke

into a gallop, but went straight ahead, directly toward

the changing blue and violet glow. Something queer in

the shape of the horses made me follow them with my
gaze

; they formed little black profiles against the misty

glow behind them. All of a sudden one of them seemed

to burst into a bluish blaze. He continued running and

the blaze spread over him and obscured him; and the

blazing spot of him continued to run. Gradually it

dimmed and went out, and there was nothing left be-

hind, no horse, nothing. One after another the gallop-

ing horses burst into a blaze, kept on running until they

were all consumed, and left us staring at the spectacle

open-mouthed. Several blazing, galloping specks, and

then nothing left.

But we had to look about us and land the plane, and

when we did, we noticed that the fleeing men had left

one of their number behind. He now stood alone, with

our searchlights blazing on him as we taxied toward

him. He hobbled slowly toward us, as though his feet

were bound together. Gradually, as we sat there and
stared, it dawned on my amazed intelligence that it was
Wendelin

!

I nearly smashed the machine getting out. I went

toward him in big jumps, and then stopped within a

few feet of him to look him over. There was something

amazingly queer about him to my eyes. He, on his part,

stood there with wide-open eyes at the glass plane.

“Some bus !” was his greeting, after a separation of

two hundred thousand years. “Where’d you get it ?”

That was the true, dyed-in-the-wool aviator for you.

He stood there with his hands tied behind his back and
his feet hobbled together with a leather thong, obviously

rescued by our opportune appearance from some sort

of death and extinction; yet his first thought was to

wonder at our plane. It required time for me to realize

that this plane was far in advance of any he had ever

seen ; and at the same time in the back of my brain I

was trying to solve what it was that was so strange

about his appearance. In a moment I had it. He was
young? Unconsciously I had expected to find him aged

by the same amount that I was ; but here he was, the

same fresh, round-faced youth that he had been twelve
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years before. Then Dhorgouravhad spoke:

“And Vayill?” he asked.

Wendelin jumped.

“Cut these things !’’ he said.
\

The Attack

I
CUT loose the leather strips with my pocket-knife.

He flapped his hands from the wrists to relieve their

stiffness.

“We’ve got to get her,” he said, as if to himself

rather than to us ; then to Dhorgouravhad : “There’s six

more Mu people there.”

“Where ?”

“In their dirty town. Filthy, ragged, stinking dump.
We’ve got to get her out. But how the hell it’s going to

be done, I don’t see.”

Anyway I was sure that it was Wendelin; his con-

versation sounded natural.

“Tell us about it,” we urged in burning anxiety.

So, he told us the story ; not as completely as I have

given it, but sketchily and incoherently.

“They tied me up in my sleep,” he concluded. “Taking

me out to visit the God of Light. You saw what hap-

pened to the horse-elephants? They enjoy that sort of

thing.”

He was clear on one matter.

“The stockade is in the middle of the town,” he said,

“and there are thousands of the fierce little devils all

around it. We can’t get through them.”

“Would it be possible to land inside the stockade and

take off again?”

“No. There isn’t fifty feet of clear space there; it’s

full of trees and holes and shanties. And every kind of

rubbish.”

We all stood puzzling and panicky.

“We’ve got to get Vayill out!” Wendelin said.

“We’ve got hand grenades,” I suggested. “We could

cut a way through the town from the beach.” I was the

same person who an hour before had been so horrified

at the signs of destructive warfare all over the earth and

so disgusted with man’s fighting and destructive pro-

clivities.

“Do you know the way through the town to the

stockade ?” asked Dhorgouravhad.
"Yes, but we couldn’t slip through, not even in the

dark. We are too big, and the little runts would spot us

first crack.”

Dhorgouravhad nodded. I could see that there was a

plan forming in his head. We went back to the plane.

The old man motioned to me. He handed me out two
spare headlights and a sack full of automatic pistols.

The headlights, run by solar storage batteries, gave a

blinding glare in the night, and weighed about fifteen

pounds apiece, including the batteries.

“Each of you hang one on his chest,” he said to

Wendelin and me. “Take a pistol in each hand and

several spare ones in your pockets. With the lights and
the pistols you can make your way to the stockade and
back. You can frighten your way through the town
when you cannot force it. If the lights do not settle

them, a few shots will. Kill a few if necessary.”

Suddenly Wendelin whispered: “Sh-h!” and snapped

off the lights.
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“Do you hear that cackling chant?” he breathed.

“They never sing that except on a trip like the one they

took me on.”

We stood and looked.

“Quiet !” he w:hispered again. “They must be coming

back.”

Indeed, before long, the harsh, squawky singing be-

came louder, and a dark column slowly emerged from

the distance. We pushed our plane back out of their

path, and lay down flat and watched. If they were

indeed headed toward the crater of violet light, they

would pass within a few feet of us.

I watched them with interest as they came on. Their

precise march, quite military in character, contrasted

oddly with the shrill, cackling effect of their song. I

could hear Wendelin beside me panting in his efforts

to restrain himself from leaping at them; for there

indeed in the line were figures, hobbling along with tied

feet,, looming a foot taller than the rest. Which of them
was Vayill, I could not tell, though I was confident that

Wendelin knew. I could hear Dhorgouravhad whis-

pering to him.

“He says wait till he gives the signal,” Wendelin
w'hispered to me. “Then jump up and yell and turn on
your light and shoot up into the air.”

Dhorgouravhad waited till the line was well past us.

Then we all rose up—it must have been a terrific shock*

to the poor savages, the huge blazing eyes of dazzling

light, the yells, and the shots. They broke and ran, in

the only direction possible to them, for we had cut them
off from behind, toward the pillar of violet light. Behind
them they left seven shadowy and motionless forms
standing on the sand. In a second, Wendelin had one of

the figures in his arms, Dhorgouravhad was patting her

head and murmuring something in the language of Mu.
I was busy cutting thongs.

“And now quick !” Dhorgouravhad said. “It will take

ten or fifteen minutes to measure the entropic rates of

the new passengers. It’s got to be done right, or we’ll

land back in the wrong period, which might be either

inconvenient, or positively disastrous.”

He led them into the car. I was last, and stood on
guard outside the door, till he should finish the pre-

liminary tests that were necessary before we could start.

Though I had a pistol in each hand, I was worried stiff,

what with the uncertain violet light, the queer shadows,

the moving dots in the distance, and the fragile glass

ship. Could an arrow damage it? A crack in the glass

with its ensuing loss of vacuum, and here we would be,

stuck in a degenerate world, with a roaring radioactive

volcano near us, two hundred thousand years away
from our home and kind. No sentry ever watched
more keenly than I did then.

So, when several black forms showed up in the dis-

tance, trying to creep up on us, I potted at them with my

guns without the least qualm. That they were human
meant nothing to me just then. I was too tensely

anxious about my own fate.

“All ready! Get in quick and seal the door!” came
Dhorgouravhad’s voice from within.

I jumped and obeyed, screwing the clamps down
tightly. As I took my last look through the door, a

tangled mass of black forms was charging at full speed

toward us. But the drone of the propeller rose into a

high-pitched whine, and the sand and the racing figures

sank down from under me. It took me thirty seconds

to get to a window ; but the time I got there, the savages

were fleeing for the third time, running madly toward

the purple flames, away from our (apparently) pursuing

ship. Even as I watched, two or three of the swiftly

fleeing black spots broke out into a violet blaze, which

trailed behind as they rushed onward. Those behind

stopped in indecision, but in a moment were blazing too,

racing madly in circles.

The first two or three rushing spots of flame went
out, leaving nothing behind. My last fleeting glimpse

as we rose up into the darkness, was a violet-lighted

desert of sand, covered with racing, blazing spots. Thus
did the curse of man’s petty wars descend upon the

remotest of his children’s children, thousands of years

later.

* *

The ten of us in the cockpit held our breaths in tense

anticipation. A moment ago there had been darkness

below us, blackness and void. Then had come the crash

of the switch and the rise in pitch of the transformer

hum.

Now we thought we saw lights and glows below.

Our heads throbbed with expectancy, as Dhorgouravhad
sent the plane down toward the earth. Several glowing
spots appeared down there, and rapidly spread beneath

us to a sea of bright points of light, in long rows and
dense clumps, and scattered at random. Wendelin was
peering closely down.

“Ah !” he breathed. “The Hammond beacon ! A slow

red circle and a fast green one. A little more to the

west.”

Dhorgouravhad turned the ship to the west. Wendelin
spoke again.

“Ah! The slow white circle! The Cicero landing

field ! Back home. Are you sure you can land her all

right ?”

His hands itched for the control stick, but Dhor-
gouravhad paid no attention to him

; so Wendelin sank
back in his seat and turned his attention to Vayill. She
was pulling at his arm.

“This time,” I heard her whisper meekly, “I am will-

ing to live with you in that—what did you call it?

—

apartment.”

The End.

See the Summer Wonder Stories Quarterly for the great story of the age

“ELEGTROPOLIS”
on all newsstands June 15thby Otfrid von Hanstein
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Just then 1 saw it—a huge globe, mounted on stiff metal legs which gave clearly the impression
of being mechanical. It sat down and watched me.
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THE FLIGHT OF THE MERCURYi

By the Winner of the Science Wonder Stories Cover Contest.

SAT at the entrance to my tent and gazed

up at the sky. Like diamond dust, the

Milky Way flung its misty haze across the

zenith, and I speculated dreamily on the

brilliance of the stars and planets in these

tropical latitudes. It was a midnight in August, and

above me Mars glowed like a large ruby
;
its yellowish-

red light in strange contrast to the blues and whites of

the stars about it. I gazed at it reflectively, as I had

done a thousand times before, and then I jerked my
pipe from my mouth with an ejaculation at surprise.

Across the darkness of the heavens, a darker object

was speeding! An airplane, here in

the desert, over a hundred miles from

a civilized settlement! I watched it

in amazement and my amazement

only increased as I saw that it was
rapidly approaching the ground.

When I first saw it, it was little more
than a spot in the heavens

;
yet as I

continued to gaze, it drew nearer and

nearer until I could make out all the

details of its form.

It was a huge, tri-motored mono-
plane, and its entire body glistened

like a polished copper. It moved
with a speed that was remarkable, but

as it drew nearer the ground, I could

see that its speed was being reduced,

and that it was maneuvering for a

landing. All the time that I stood

staring at it I was half-aware of something strange

about it, but it was not until it was close to the ground

that I realized that it was absolutely silent! That the

engines were running seemed obvious from the accu-

racy with which the ship was manipulated
;
but although

it was now no more than a quarter of a mile from me,

I was still unable to hear the slightest sound from the

propellers. I heard a thump as it struck the ground

and, a moment later, I was hurrying off to see who and

what the strange visitor was.

As I approached it, I began to see that there were

more strange things about this machine than I had at

first expected. For one

CHARLES R. TANNER

strangeness of the visitor, I had drawn nearer to it

and was now beneath one of Its huge wings. As I

paused, the cabin door opened and a man emerged—

a

blue-eyed, - light-haired man of about thirty-five, who
looked as if he might have been a specimen from some

‘

museum case labeled “pure Nordic type.” He was

dressed in a dark wool bathing-suit, and, as he saw me
in the light that emerged from the open door, he came
forward eagerly, with extended hands.

“My word, what luck! A white man! You know,

I never expected to run across a white man here in the

Sahara ! I do hope you speak English. My French

and Spanish are terrible.”

I hastened to assure him that I was

acquainted with the English language

and he grinned at my accent.

“American, what? I don’t sup-

pose it’s necessary to tell you I’m

British. My accent must be as ob-

vious to you as yours is to me.

, What?”
I agreed with a smile and then in-

vited him up to my tent.

“It’s not often that I have a visitor

in this neck of the woods,” I said,

“and I must admit I’m a little curious

about that plane of yours. Is that

some new kind of propeller you have

there ?”

“New kind of propeller? My
word, yes ! Wait till I get into some

proper rags and I’ll tell you something about it.”

He disappeared into the plane again and I noticed

with surprise that there were double walls to the cabin

and that the door was operated on a valve system, there

being an outer and an inner door, with a vestibule be-

tween. I stood there, puzzling over the strangeness of

the vehicle until the stranger returned, this time clad

in a sack suit that bore all the earmarks of having been

recently cut by a London tailor.

“It’s quite a neat little bus, eh? he beamed as he

emerged from the car.

The Stranger’s Story

thing, it was all metal,

and the metal, which

was either copper or

copper-plated, glistened

red in the light of the

newly-risen moon. And
for another, I saw as I

came close that the three

“propellers” were not

propellers at all, but huge

gray disks fully eight

feet in diameter. They
were three in number,

and were situated at the

rear of the plane instead

of in front.

Pondering on the

^ rr HIS story from the pen of the prize-winner

J. of the November 1929 cover contest of

Science Wonder Stories fulfills our good ex-

pectations for him.

Mr. Tanner possesses an undeniable gift of

portraying convincingly the strangeness and the

atmosphere of the places that he writes of.

The present interplanetary story is really

quite a simple one, and therefore is a relief from
more involved stories. But because of its sim-

plicity it carries a directness and forcefulness

that is hard to equal.

Mr. Tanner shows vividly some of the dif-

ficulties that an interplanetary traveler would
meet on a strange planet, encountering a strange

sort of life.

I
NODDED acquies-

cence and we strolled

back to my tent. Arous-

ing my servant, I bade

him prepare a pot of tea

(don’t tell me I don’t

know my Englishman),

and in a few moments
we were seated at the

tent door conversing like

lifelong companions. I

explained the purpose of

my expedition into the

desert, and discussed at

some length the hopes I

had of adding materially

to the archeological '
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knowledge of the district.

“Jolly interesting,” my visitor exclaimed, when at

last I had finished, “but, my word! I’ve got a story

that is a story!” and setting down his tea-cup (which

he had emptied for the fourth time), he filled his pipe,

lighted it and began to tell me his tale.

“My name is Harold Davies Fox-Kirton, and if that

sort of thing interests you, I may as well admit that I

have a title—Lord Dunsmere. But my friends call me
‘Dirk,’ ” and he affectionately patted a short dagger

that hung in a holder at his belt. I looked at it and
then leaned forward with interest and surprise, for it

was of Bedouin make and was thickly covered with

jewels.

“Always wear it,” smiled the Britisher. “Present

from a silly old egg in Morocco, who thought I once

saved his life. But that’s another story, so that’s that.

“But to continue— I’ve always been a sort of ex-

perimenter, and this bus is—well, what you might call

my magnum opus.* I’ve been working on it ever since

directly after the war and there are at least a half

dozen new ideas incorporated in it.

“But the greatest of all is my ‘ether-propeller.’ And
it’s such a simple idea, too. I can’t understand why
someone else hasn’t invented it years ago!”

“Ether-propeller?” I asked, “You mean a propeller

that drives through the ether?”

“Exactly, old man, that drives through the ether.

Have you ever studied radio theory to any extent?”

I admitted a very slight knowledge of radio and he

continued

:

“Well, in that case, you are probably familiar with

the wave analogy. You know, where they compare a

broadcast note to a stone thrown in the water?”

“Of course,” I answered. “The note or ‘dot’ in the

transmitter sets up waves in the ether, just as a stone

thrown in a pond sets up waves in the water.”

“Righto. Or just as a hand clap sets up sound waves
in the atmosphere,” he continued, “That’s it exactly.

Well, I’ve just carried the analogy a little farther.

Just as a screw drives a vessel through the water, or as

a propeller drives a plane through the air, so this ‘ether-

propeller’ of mine drives a car through the ether.”

“By George ! You have an idea, all right ! How did

you ever come to think of it ?”

“Just to satisfy an old ambition of mine. Ever since

I was a lad, I’ve longed to visit places that were never

explored before. I knew, though, that there wasn’t

much left to explore on this planet, and I don’t sup-

pose I was more than fourteen years old before I was
struck with the desire to visit the other ones.

“Of course, it seemed a hopeless ambition. But
then along came radio, and the idea of communicating
with Mars by wireless took up quite a bit of my time.

I lived radio from the time I was seventeen until the

outbreak of the War, and then all my work was swept
aside and I found myself in Flanders.

“I don’t suppose the War would have actually meant
so much in my life if it hadn’t been that I chose aviation

as my branch of the service. But after the War (in

which I bore a charmed life, and came out without a
scratch), the idea of an ether-propeller came to me
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with a bang. I began to work it out at once, but it was
ten years before I could get it finished.

“You see, my idea was something like this. I fig-

ured an aerial revolving somewhat on the order of an
electric fan, with a ‘shield’ behind it to reflect the waves,

like a beam. And I figured that the waves would have

to be extremely short, approximating the X-rays in

length, so that the atoms of matter would ‘ride’ on them
as they passed. You understand, it was quite impos-

sible to produce waves that short with the present type

of transmitter, so my first job consisted of inventing

something that would produce excessively short waves.

I worked for seven years on that problem alone, and
finally produced a radio-valve that was quite different

from any ever made before. It incorporated features

of both the radio-valve and the X-ray bulb, and it sent

out waves that were only the minutest fraction of a

millimeter in length.

An Astounding Statement

“T THOUGHT my troubles were over then, but,

A Great Scott, they were only just begun! I hooked
up my transmitter to a revolving aerial, switched it on
and—nothing happened. After studying the matter

over, I at last decided that the speed of the aerial was
too slow. So it was up to me to increase that speed

somehow.
“Well, old chap, I won’t go into all the details of my

experimenting. When I finally completed my ether-

propeller, it was built something like this. I took a
very thin tapering piece of copper about four feet long

and four inches wide. Then I prepared a liquid bake-

lite bath, and dipped the copper in it. When the copper

was removed, a thin film of bakelite adhered to it, which,

on drying, formed a very efficient insulator. Over this,

a copper plating was formed, taking care that it should

be deposited more heavily at the end where the copper

was already thickest. This process was then repeated,

and continued until there was built up a great semi-

circle consisting of thousands of layers of alternate

copper and bakelite insulator. Another of these semi-

circles was now made and they were then fastened to-

gether to make a disk.

“And now I was able to bring into use the wisdom
of another experimenter. Burton Farley, the great

chemist, had succeeded, the year before, in discovering

and isolating osmium B, an isotope of the element

osmium, and had discovered in it a peculiar property.

Normally a rather inert metal, when an electric current

passed through it, it combined with the oxygen of the'

air to form an osmium oxide, a non-conductor. Of
course, the electric current could not pass through the

oxide, and so it ceased, and this, remarkably enough,

caused the osmium to release the oxygen and revert to

its original form.

“I utilized this peculiar element in the following

fashion. Around the rim of my ‘circle’ I placed a band
of osmium B of just the right thickness. Then around
that I placed a band of copper. The current would pass

from the transmitter to the copper band and, through

the osmium to the first thin copper plate, which thus

acted as the aerial. But as the osmium between the

copper band and the first copper plate became oxidized.* Master work.
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it immediately stopped the current, which sought re-

lease through the second thin plate of copper. Here
the same process occurred, driving the current to the

third plate and so on around the circle.

“Now the osmium was carefully measured so that,

just as the current completed the circle, the return of

the osmium to its original state was begun. The result

was that the current again found passage through the

first plate and began the revolution all over again. Be-

ing entirely automatic, I secured a speed of over a

hundred thousand revolutions a second! Neat, what?
“Well, on my first experiment with it, I used a wave-

length that I figured was about that of an atom of cop-

per. I held various elements before the circle, as I

have called it, but felt only a tiny pull until I put up a

piece of copper. My word I It took that bit of copper

out of my hands like a shot! The propeller was lying

on a table and it hurled the copper upward and buried

it over an inch in the ceiling.

“So then it was merely a matter of time until I had
built a nice little copper bus, named it the Mercury,
after the old chap who used to fly between the heavens

and the earth, and was all ready to strike out for Mars,

Venus or any way-points!”

“By George! Do you really mean it?” I ejaculated,

“Are you actually going to Mars in that car ?”

“Going to Mars?” he answered, “Wait a bit, old

chap. You don’<^ under.stand. I’m just getting back!”

On to Mars!

For over a minute, I gazed at him in astonishment.

Somehow, the idea that he was going to Mars was
not nearly so hard to believe as that he had actually

accomplished that incredible feat! For the first time

since his story was begun I felt a doubt of the truth of

his narrative.

He noticed my incredulity and laughed good-

naturedly.

“ni have you believing me before we say good-by,”

he grinned. “There are some mighty queer things in

that car of mine, things that I feel sure will convince

you or anybody.”

Somehow, his careless matter-of-fact manner did

more toward convincing me than anything that he might

have offered in the way of proof, and I urged him to

go on with his tale.

“Well,” he continued, “when the Mercury was fin-

ished, you can imagine I lost no time preparing it for

a trip into space. It was loaded with food and tubes

of compressed oxygen, and I took along a lot of guns
and ammunition, too. No telling what one may find

on a trip to a world entirely different from ours, you
know ! And I had a rubber suit like a diver’s, that had
a metal headpiece connected to an oxygen tube, and this

headpiece had windows of thick lead glass. That was
for keeping out the ultra-violet rays of the sun, which
would obviously be much more powerful on thin-atmo-

sphered Mars than upon the Earth, quite sufficient to

blind one if his eyes were exposed to their glare for any
length of time.

“And oh ! there were a lot of other things that I took

along, but, don’t yxm know—in the end I forgot to take

any tea! You’w no idea how refreshing these cups

have been.

“So then at last I was ready, and one clear night I

hopped off from my landing-field and headed for Mars.

It was just like that, old chap, no mathematics, no care-

ful aiming of my space-ship, none of the stuff that is

so dull in most of the science stories one reads. You see,

my ether-propeller enabled me to drive the Mercury
just as easily as an ordinary plane, and so I just steered

for my destination.”

He paused for a moment, and puffed meditatively at

his pipe.

“There’s so little to tell about that flight,” he said,

after some moments of silence. “I rose up into the air,

higher and higher, hour after hour, and it seemed that

I was never going to cut loose from the Earth. Aly speed

at first was about a hundred and fifty miles an hour, but

it kept increasing, three miles a minute, five miles a

minute, eight miles a minute, until at six o’clock it was
approaching a mile a second. I almost said ‘by dawn’,

but, you understand, there wasn’t any dawn. Mars was
almost in opposition,* and I was keeping my course as

closely as possible directly toward her. So that kept me
speeding westward, and held me in the Earth’s shadow.
“My speed was accelerating all the time, even though

there was the gravity of tlie Earth pulling in the oppo-
site direction. You’ve no idea how uncomfortable a

constant acceleration can be ; but I held to it, for I was
anxious to see just how fast my bus really could go.

But I was doomed to be disappointed in this, for I

never had the nerve to let it get above forty miles a
second.”

“Forty miles a second !” I cried, “but how could you
avoid meteors and such particles of matter at that

speed ?”

“I suppose I did take a chance,” was the answer, “hut

I rather imagine that that end of it has been a bit over-

drawn by writers. At least. I never ran across any of

those wanderers of space. If I had, there in the early

part of my journey, it would have been the end, for I

couldn’t have steered the car away from it. You see, I

was a damn’ sick egg.

“I reached the speed of forty miles a second about

the time I passed the moon’s orbit. I decided that this

speed was quite enough and ceased the acceleration.

And then, my word! it was just like being in an eleva-

tor that suddenly began to drop swiftly. You know, that

queer feeling that one gets in the pit of one’s stomach?
Well, it was just like that, only—it kept on ! There was
still enough gravity to keep me on the floor then, but by
the time we reached five million miles frorp the Earth,

almost the last traces of gravitational pull had vanished.

Of course there was a pull still there, but it was quite

unnoticeable.

“It was about this time that I got my idea of con-
stantly varying the speed of the machine, so that the

acceleration would act as a substitute for the gravity.

I would drop the speed lower and lower until I was
going no more than a hundred miles an hour, and then
pick it up until I was back at forty miles a second again.

“In this way, I constantly had an effect of gravity,

even though I did have to spend half of my time walking
about on the ceiling. And so my illness vanished. But

* The Earth was in a line between Mars and the sun.
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I can assure you, old fellow, that the idea of space sick-

ness has been quite under-estimated by the imaginative

writers. It’s something that has got to be allowed for.

Strange Life

“XT 7 ELL, that’s enough about the trip. It got to be

VV the most boring, tiresome thing that I have ever

lived through. It was only the promise of the wonders

at the end of it that kept me going on. And at last one

evening, I landed upon the surface of Mars.”

He relapsed into another period of silence, and after

a while again took up the thread of his story.

“Like most students of the planet Mars, I’d always

suspected that the green tracts seen in the telescopes

were vegetation, so I planned to land at the apex of that

vast triangle known as the Syrtis Major, as the spot

on Mars most likely to support comfortably both Mar-
tian life and Terrestrial, as represented by myself.

“It was dusk when I landed, and I was completely

fagged from the work of the day. So without so much
as a look out of the window I threw myself down on the

cot and fell asleep.

“The next morning, you may be sure, I was up with

the sun. As soon as I left the cot, I rushed to the win-

dow and gazed out at as unearthly a scene as might be

imagined.

“I had landed on a low, rolling plain that stretched

nearly a mile to a group of flat-topped, reddish cliffs in

the distance. All the ground between me and the hills

was covered with large groups of translucent, pale

green globes that grew in scattered clusters over the

ground and ranged in size from a few inches to as much
as two feet in diameter. Here and there stood red,

branching things not unlike cacti, their branches waving

vaguely in the air as though searching for something.

And far in the distance grew tall, tapering things, for

all the world like a group of Lombardy poplars.

“Well, that was my first glimpse of the life of the

planet Mars. I stood gazing at it in the light of the

rising sun, and presently I began to wonder if this was
animal life or vegetable. You see, those things breathed

!

You could see them expanding and contracting gently

and regularly, the globes and the cactus-things ; and it

even seemed that there was some movement in the tall

things in the distance. But there was no use in specu-

lating, sitting here in the plane, so I hurried to make
preparations to go outside.

“First I tested the temperature and the air. The tem-

perature was all right, about six degrees above freezing,

but the air! It exerted a pressure of only a little over

six pounds to the square inch, and on analysis proved

to have a far larger proportion of nitrogen than the

earth. There was some oxygen, but not nearly enough

to support human life. And there was hydrogen too,

and carbon dioxide, in a ratio to the oxygen of about

the same as we have on the Earth. In a word, except

for the excess of nitrogen, there was about as much air

as we would expect about nine miles above the surface

of the Earth.

“So I unpacked my oxygen helmet and ‘diving suit’

and got into them, prepared to saunter forth. I real-

ized now, how lucky I was in having those thick win-

dows in the helmet. In this air, the ultra-violet light
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would have soon blinded me.

“Well, I stepped out of the car into a group of green

globes, and then for the first time I thought about the

gravity. Somehow, while I was in the car, it hadn’t

dawned on me that I was accepting the lesser gravity

of Mars in a very matter-of-fact manner. I don’t under-

stand even yet why I didn’t have trouble adapting my-
self, but I believe that the many days in space under a

constantly changing acceleration had trained me un-

consciously to accept any degree of gravity imposed

upon me.

“At any rate, there I was walking along among the

globes much the same as if I was on the Earth. The
globes seemed to be semi-transparent, you could faintly

see some outline of internal organs and veins or trachea.

There was no doubt at all that they were complicated

organisms. But as they were rooted in the ground, I

decided that they were some sort of vegetable. After

thinking it over on the way home, however, I don’t

believe now that they were either animal or vegetable,

but something unique.

“And now I noticed another form of life. All about

among the globes were little rods of a darker green,

about the length of one of those cigars that you Ameri-

cans called ‘stogies.’ For the most part they grew
straight up in the air, but there were quite a number
that lay flat on the ground, and one of these would
occasionally give a sort of flip to its tail and shoot across

the ground for about a foot. And twice I saw one reach

a spot which it evidently considered favorable, where-

upon it immediately buried its nose in the ground, stuck

its bally tail into the air and became an immovable vege-

table. I tried to pull one of these things up, but it

seemed to be well rooted in the ground

!

“Then my attention was attracted to one of the cactus-

things that happened to be not far away. There were
none of the other things within five or six feet of it, but

as I looked, one of the little green cigars flipped itself

across the vacant space surrounding it. Like a flash, one

of the stiff-looking branches swept down and caught it,

and, contracting, like the eye of a snail when you touch

it, folded the thing inside the main trunk of the ‘cactus.’

Again I was forced to revise my estimate of the form
of life these creatures were.

Hostility!

“T PICKED my way among the things, avoiding them
A as much as possible, for I didn’t know what they

might be capable of, and I’ve been stung once by a

jelly-fish and have no desire to have it happen again.

But the globes must have been harmless for I acciden-

tally trod on several and although I didn’t harm them
much, they made no attempt to harm me.

“I made my way toward the tall things in the dis-

tance, for the rods, the globes and the ‘cacti’ were the

only forms of life near me, and I was anxious to inspect

everything in sight. But the clarity of the air was de-

ceiving and the distance of the things must have been

greater than I thought, for it was nearly noon before I

finally reached them.

“And then their appearance was disappointing enough

—just thin central rods they were, with tough, dark

green plates radiating from them in all directions. But
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my disappointment was not to be long-lived, for it was

in this group of things that I found the greatest mystery

that I was to see on Mars.

“Just as I entered the ‘grove’ I saw it—a huge globe

nearly five feet in diameter, mounted on four stiff metal

legs, a globe of just the same pale green color as the

smaller ones, but one that gave clearly the impression

of being artificial, mechanical. And as I drew near, it

lowered itself on its legs, drew them up into it, and sat

down on that squat, globular body and watched me ! I

hadn’t a doubt, you know, from the beginning that this

was a creature of some sort of intelligence, and that it

was wondering what in the world I was.”

He paused again, and after a moment went on, a

reflective, philosophical tone in his voice.

“Have you ever thought how little we know about

Nature’s ways of producing thinking beings? We hu-

mans have hardly the faintest idea of the thinking pro-

cesses of even the higher mammals. And when it comes

to the birds and the insects, why, we’re just at a loss

where to start. Yet such insects as the bees or ants have

evolved a very complicated social system without using,

so far as we know, anything like what^we call reason.

Instinct governs them entirely, and yet they have a sys-

tem of government superior in every way to that of us

humans.

“But if we are at a loss to interpret the acts of these

intelligent little insects, how are we to understand the

creatures of another world? Back in the Proterozoic

Age or the lower Cambrian, the ancestors of insects and

men were probably brothers
;
but the creatures of Mars

are totally unrelated to us. Yet, strange to say, there

are some persons who expect to find familiar creatures,

yes, even men, upon Mars.

“And so, in describing the events that followed, I

want you to remember that I am as much at a loss to

account for the actions of the creature as you. And I

wouldn’t be surprised, you know, if it were just as

much at a loss to account for mine.

“When I first spied it, I just stood still and looked.

Somehow, I wasn’t surprised. There was no use in

being surprised at anything one found there. So for a
while I just stood still and looked—waiting, you know,
for the Martian to start things. But the Martian evi-

dently had the same idea as I
; so after a little I began to-

make signs. I pointed to myself, and then to my plane,

visible, off there across the plain ; and then I motioned

up into the sky in the general direction of the sun. The
Martian made no response, so I began all over again,

this time supplementing my gestures with a one-sided

conversation. I knew, of course, that it couldn’t under-

stand, but I hoped that it would grasp that I was using

some intelligent mode of expressing my thoughts, at

least. The Martian never moved, however, and I began
to feel no end silly, you know, swinging my arms around
and chattering away there.

“But at last something did happen, although I haven’t

the least idea what it all meant. I’ve mentioned, I be-

lieve, that the Martian was of the same translucent

shade as the globes that covered the ground. Well,

after a while a brown spot began to form on a part of

the thing nearest me. It got larger and larger and after

a while a sort of streamer of mist or vapor emerged

from it and stretched out toward me. As it approached,

I started with surprise, for on the end of that streamer

was a little round solid button, a brown glistening thing

that came nearer and nearer and finally touched me.

“And then the Martian jumped as if it had been

shocked, and the streamer of vapor snapped back into

the brown spot which faded out far quicker than it had
formed. And again we stood and stared at each other.

“After a while I had another idea. Surely the Mar-
tian would appreciate the intricacies of my plane. All

that I could see of the creature was that globe and a

faint glimpse of complicated machinery in the interior

;

but I figured from that, that it would surely compre-

hend some part of my machine; so I decided to go over

and bring the Mercury back.

“And then something new and—well, sinister de-

veloped. As I turned to retrace my steps, the Martian

glided around me and planted itself between me and my
machine. I tried to walk around it, but it moved again,

just keeping itself between me and the bus. I turned

away, feeling a deuced queer sensation in the pit of my
stomach, and pretended that I intended to walk in the

opposite direction. It swept around me and planted

itself in my path again, and quick as a flash I whirled

and started to run in the direction of the plane.

“But quick as I was, the Martian was quicker, and

in a moment it was ahead of me and had again placed

itself directly in my path. And from then on, try as I

might, I couldn’t keep the thing from in front of me,

whenever I tried to move.

Stalemate

!

“T DID manage to gradually work my way nearer to

X my plane by a series of rushes in first one direction

and then another, but as the afternoon grew later it

began to appear that I could never reach the Mercury
by nightfall. Although that may not seem so serious at

first thought, just remember that the temperature of a
Martian night must be far below zero. And I was
hardly dressed to battle with a temperature of the polar

regions.

“So I redoubled my efforts, but it soon became plain

that sunset was going to find me quite a way from the

plane, with the Martian still between it and me. And
at last the sun did set, while I was still some three hun-
dred yards from the bus.

“Have you ever run across the phrase, ‘the night fell

with tropical suddenness’? Well, the suddenness of

nightfall in the tropics is a snail’s pace compared to

nightfall on Mars. So clear is the air that it remains
almost broad day until the last tip of the sun has set.

Then it’s just like a black curtain sweeping up over
the sky from west to east, and night is upbn you.

“And with the coming of night, I discovered a new
phenomenon .of this world. Even before darkness en-

tirely covered us, I could see that all the little globes

that covered the ground were turning black. The cigar-

shaped things were popping out of the ground, and as

they fell on their sides, they, too, were turning black.

And as the last faint rays of daylight fell upon the
Martian, I saw that some subtle change had come over
it, too. With renewed hope, and driven by the fear of

(Continued on page 179)
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Panic fell upon the Avinians as the blast of atomic power melted the ancient wall from
their vision.
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THE BAT-MEN OF MARS

What Has Gone Before

Leonard Fry and Henry Randolph start off for Mars in a spaceship
built by Fry, Fry is a young but prominent scientist while Randolph is

a capitalist. While on the way Alicia, Fry’s sweetheart, who has stolen

onto the ship as a stowaway, reveals herself. They decide to allow her
to continue ivith them.

They land on the surface of Mars and, as Alicia goes for a stroll, some
strange zthnged creatures called Bat-men suddenly descend and carry her
away. A horde of them attack the spaceship but the two explorers
possessed of atomic disintegrators kill many of them and rise high into the

air to avoid the others.

Alicia meanwhile has been taken- to a cave by two Bat-men who begin
quarreling over her. She takes this opportunity to escape and is picked

up by a Martian air liner. They take her to a great city abtd she per-i

ceives that th0 Martians are highly developed people, human beings like

herself.

By means of a map she indicates that she is from the earth and by
pictures tells what has happened. The Martians allow her to try to com-
municate with the space ship by radio. She does this, establishes cofri^

munication and tells her friends that a Martian ship is coming out to

conduct them to the city.

When the space travelers come to the city, however, they are deprived

of the sl»p and they see Alicia in a conveyance with a regal-looking man
who turns out to be the Kor or King of Osin. They are prevented for

some reason from going near her.

They are finally taken under the wing of Horo, the science high priest

of Osin, the Martian nation they are in, and he tries to educate them in

the language. Hhe shows them a gigantic telescope in his observatory

with a reflector a full thirty feet in diameter.

Horo finally explains why Alicia has beetti kept from them. There is a

tradition on Mars that a virgin will come from another wcrld and wed

the Kor of Osin. When Alicia appeared, the Turinians accepted that as

the fulfillment of the prophecy. The news of Alicia's arrival is kept

secret, however, as Avin, the rival nation of Osin on Mars, has a similar

tradition and since Alicia was found on neutral ground Avin might claim

her. Avin leao'ns of Alicia and demands that the Osinians give her up to

them. Allowed the freedom of the city, our two earthlings are followed

by a Martian who slips a note into their hands from Alicia, telling them to

meet her at the palace. There, in a secret tryst, they meet also Tor Flora,

the Ko/s sister, who has befriended Alicia. Alicia is despondent when

she feels there is no way for her to escape the impending marriage.

ANDOLPH had been silent until now. He
had been enjoying the loveliness of Tor
Floro, whose charm he sensed as she sat

quietly near him.

“I wouldn’t go that
’ he said, encouragingly.far, Alicia,'

“There no chance at all that anything

could be done tonight, but Leonard

and I are now free for the first time

to go about as we please. This is the

first day the flying captains haven’t

been right at our heels whenever we
have been away from Horo at the

Por Lito. Give us a little time to

think it over. You may depend upon

it that if there is any way to rescue

you we shall find it.”

Alicia now told them of Tor Floro,

and this was what Randolph had been

most eager to hear.

“Tor Floro is in the same unhappy

predicament I am suflfering,” said

Alicia. “Her brother,

the Kor, has commanded
that she become the wife

of Hanya, his chief ad-

viser, and she both fears

and hates him.”

Instantly Randolph’s

interest in the situation

quickened. Hanya! Dar-

ingly, he hoped that the

chance he had been long-

ing for to outwit the

Kor’s chief adviser was

now to come. This, how-

ever, could not have been

responsible for all his in-

terest in Tor Floro. He
noted the emotion of the

beautiful Martian as her

breast rose and fell at

Alicia’s words. And now,

as she turned her eyes

for a moment on him, he

saw in them such an
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appeal as he had never seen in any human eyes before.

“It was our mutual worry and anxiety and fear,”

Alicia continued, “that drew us together. Tor Floro

'•Vvishes to help me escape from her

brother, and I am eager to save her

from Hanya. She has. been a godsend

to me. I know I should have lost

my mind but for her sweet compan-

ionship and encouragement.

“Tor Floro, however, despite the

fact that she is the Kor’s own sister,

is entirely without authority. She

has no influence with which to pro-

tect me, nor can she even save her-

self against the designs of Hanya and

her brother. Oh, please do something

to help us! We are both in such

trouble
!”

“And what,” inquired Randolph, as

Fry sought to comfort Alicia, “would

be Tor Floro’s plans, her desire?”

“She wants to escape marriage with

the despised Hanya.”

rjl HE concluding installment of this marvel-

X ous interplanetary story is coming to an

intensely dramatic finish I Overhanging our

explorers is the superstition of the Martians

regarding a strange prophecy. Between the two
Martian nations there exists a determined rivalry

for the virgin from the Earth. And separating

these two nations lies the crater of Dir filled

with thousands upon thousands of savage Bat-

men ready to be released for the destruction of

all humans. Surely here is a situation filled

with many possible explosives.

There is no doubt but this is an adventure

story par excellence. And yet between the lines

we read a lesson. We see that many of the dif-

ficulties of interplanetary travel are not con-

cerned with getting to another planet—but with

existing on that new world. Our interplanetary

voyagers must be equipped to meet thousands of

unknown contingencies otherwise they will find

a strange race or a strange environment ready to

plunge them into oblivion.

I understand, but how
does she think that might

be done?”

“Well, it’s like this,

Henry,” explained Alicia.

“She prefers death to

marriage with Hanya,

and of course a beautiful

young girl like her does

not wish to die. I have

told her about our own
world, and, while she

loves Turinia, she would

leave it forever if she had

the opportunity. That is

why we wanted you to

come and talk things over

with us. We both want

to escape
!”

Henry Randolph’s

pulse was beating faster

now, and for a minute he

could not speak. Swiftly
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he thought of a daring possibility—Tor Floro aboard

the projectile with him and his friends and going like

a comet back to the Earth. Ah, but surely that were a

dream ! Yet, perhaps it might be accomplished

!

“Would you really leave your own world. Tor Floro,”

he asked gently, “to escape from this unhappiness ?”

The Martian girl’s color mounted to her brow, but her

graceful poise was unshaken. Then her answer came,

her silvery voice thrilling Randolph anew.

“Yes,” she said simply, “in life or in death, but I

wish to live and find happiness.”

“And are you very unhappy now?”
She turned her troubled eyes full upon him, and his

question was answered. He saw the tears and the trem-

bling of her red lips, whereupon he vowed to himself

that she should have her chance if he could find the way.

“You would be willing to go with us to our world, to

Sjor?” pursued Randolph. “You would trust us on
such a venture?”

“I should be glad,” murmured Tor Floro, smiling a

little at the eagerness of his questions. “Something tells

me,” she addedj “that I may find happiness anywhere if

I only can escape from him—from Hanya.”

“And that you shall do. Tor Floro,” swore Randolph,

“if the way can possibly be found. Cheer up, in the

meantime, and we’ll see what can be done.”

Fry and Alicia had sat close tc^ther, listening to them

as they talked. But now all four seemed to realize that

the time had gone swiftly. There was a gentle tapping at

the door. Tor Floro turned out the light. The door

opened and the Martian watchman appeared. He spoke

in his own language. His knowledge of English was

confined to the few words Alicia had taughtihim.

“I am soon to be relieved at the gate,” he warned.

“There is little time left.” With that he was gone.

All four followed the watchman from the room and

stepped out upon the gently sloping roof. Leonard and

Alicia preceded the other two to the ladder down which

the men were to go and leave the palace grounds.

Randolph and Tor Floro stood near them whispering

in the night. And, although they had known each other

for such a little while, the situation in which they found

themselves was so unusual as to make possible develop-

ments that might otherwise require days.

“I am so deeply grateful to you for your interest,”

said the Martian girl.

Randolph marveled at her intelligence, for Tor Floro

had spoken in faultless English which she had learned

from Alicia.

“And I,” declared Randolph, “shall feel it a privilege

and an honor to serve you. Tor Floro,” he said sud-

denly, “it might happen that I shall never see you again.”

He felt her shudder as her shoulder touched him. “On
Sjor,” he went on, “it is not the custom for a man to

tell a woman immediately after they meet that he loves

her. But the circumstances of our meeting are unusual,

and I, Tor Floro, cannot go without telling you that I

love you.”

Tor Floro could not answer. But Randolph sensed

her agitation. A moment more and they had joined the

others who stood waiting. Randolph could see Alicia

clasped in his friend’s arms as they said good-by.

Randolph found Tor Floro’s hand and lifted it to
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his lips.

“Farewell, dear maid of Turinia,” he whispered, his

lips so close to her ear that a strand of her brown hair

touched his face.

“Farewell, dear friend from Sjor,” she replied softly,

“and we shall see each other again. I feel that fate will

be that kind to us—^to me,” she added.

The two men descended the ladder, slipped to the

gate in the darkness and were on their way to the For

Lito, the one searching his brain for a plan of escape

from the planet, and the other dreaming of a queenly

girl with soft brown hair and trusting eyes, who was

willing to leave her own world in pursuit of life and

happiness.

CHAPTER XIV

Horo’s Great Fear

The city of Hio was alive with rumors of what

the Avinians had planned against Osin. The Earth-

men found excitement a-plenty as they went forth

the next morning after their clandestine meeting with

Alicia and Tor Floro on the roof of the palace.

The Osinians were gathered in groups on the streets

to discuss the new situation. Some had heard that Avin

had declared war on Osin. There was a fear that Avin

had secret weapons of great power and that Osin was

doomed. Some scouted these stories as having been

spread by Avinian spies in the service of their Kor to

terrorize the capital city of Hio and frighten Osin into

yielding up the Sjorian virgin.

But for all the excitement, the Osinians, so far as the

Earth-men could determine, were of one mind on the

issue itself, the demand of Avin for Alicia’s surrender.

Osin could be expected to stand firm and unyielding in

support of the age-old prophecy. Had not Horo, master

of sciences and high priest of Osin, and his predecessors

for thousands of years kept the prophecy alive with

promises of prosperity and happiness and power that

should result from such a union with their Kor? Indeed,

the Avinians could not reasonably hope to frighten Osin.

The Osinian people would not yield and would support

their Kor to the last.

Returning to the For Lito, the Earth-men encountered

Horo, who they could see, was anxious and worried.

“Another demand has been made by the Kor of Avin,”

he volunteered. “I have just come from the palace.

Osin has been openly threatened. In fact, an ultimatum

has been delivered by Avin. It is now demanded that

the Sjorian maiden be escorted to neutral territory outr

side the walls of Dir by sunset tomorrow.”

“And the Kor of Osin still refuses?” inquired Fry.

“Naturally. Osin cannot, must not, and shall not

yield the Sjorian virgin to the Avinians.”

“And what was the threat, friend Horo?” asked Ran-

dolph, whose thought was also of Tor Floro.

“There was none beyond the impudent demand that

Osin yield or take the consequences.”

“But what, Horo,” persisted Fry, “could the Avin-

ians do?”

“I cannot say,” faltered the master of sciences and

high priest of Osin, “but I fear—oh, I fear
—

” The
old man did not finish.
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The Earth-men waited, hoping he would go on. They
remembered he had done this before in discussing the

same thing with them. But the troubled look in the old

man’s honest eyes deepened, and he seemed to age as

he sat in silence, gazing out over the beautiful city from

the proud elevation of the Por Lito.

“Just what is it you fear, my friend Horo?’’ urged

Dr. Fry.

But Horo shook his head.

“I dare not express it,” said the old man. “I wish

I might refrain from thinking of it. The possibilities

are so horrible, so unspeakable. Surely I must be wrong
to attribute such perfidy to the Avinians, but the idea

has haunted me constantly since the first demand was
made upon us.”

Neither Fry nor Randolph was disposed to discount

Horn’s great fear. They knew him better than to infer

that his anxiety was due to the excitement of the popu-

lace. For they had realized that the venerable Martian

was more than master of sciences and high priest of

Osin. He was scholar, philosopher and statesman as

well. Their contact with his mind and their knowledge

of its powerful grasp convinced them that perhaps this

one man alone knew what to expect.

“Have you warned the Kor?” asked Randolph.

“Oh, no. I don’t wish to terrify him.”

“Well, then, Horo, would it be war, possibly?” put

in Dr. Fry.

“Of a kind, yes.”

“You suspect they have weapons of which Osin

knows nothing?” suggested Randolph.

“Not weapons, exactly,” replied Horo, “but I know
they have a great power for evil.”

“A power for evil!” exclaimed Dr. Fry.

Horo bowed his head, the deepening lines of his face

betraying his growing anxiety.

“Oh, you must mean a force in science,” guessed

Randolph.

“But I don’t!” denied Horo. “If it came to science,

Avin would be no match for Osin,” he added proudly.

Strange Activity

AS they talked, Ken Jari arrived. He was in his

flying uniform, which showed signs of hard serv-

ice in the air. He went at once to Horo, who looked

up eagerly into the eyes of the handsome young Martian

and awaited his report.

“There is no change along the frontier,” said the fly-

ing captain, “but from a height I discovered great ac-

tivity behind the Avinian wall. The people appeared

greatly excited. It was most unusual.”

“Did 3'ou encounter any of their flying captains?”

inquired Horo.

“I saw two at a distance.”

“Where were they?”

“Scouting over the craters of Dir.”

“High or low?” demanded Horo, bending forward

eagerly.

“They were flying low.”

"And their course?”

“Directly along the walls of Dir.”

“Did they continue ? Was their flight rapid or slow ?

Did they halt at all?” Horo fairly flung these ques-

tions at Ken Jari in his excitement.

“They flew slowly,” answered Ken Jari, “and they

paused frequently as though intently studying some-

thing below them.”

“Did they observe you?”
“Yes.”

“And then?”

“They arose and returned at high speed toward their

own country.”

Horo sat silent for a full minute, gazing thoughtfully

into the gray distances beyond the city. It was evi-

dent that he was reflecting, was searching for the hidden

answer that lay somewhere in the answers Ken Jari

had made to his questions.

The flying captain stood respectfully at attention.

Meanwhile, the Earth-men were silent, both watching

Horo and each busy with his own thoughts. They had
followed Horo and Ken Jari as they talked and under-

stood what had been said.

At last Horo looked up and gave Ken Jari instruc-

tions.

“Let every flying captain keep close watch upon
Avin,” he commanded. “We may expect action of

some kind after tomorrow. You, Ken Jari,” he out-

lined with great emphasis, “are to confine yourself

wholly to observations in the region of Dir. Ken Mahu
is to operate with you. Neither of you shall have any
other duty. Keep an especially sharp lookout along

the walls of Dir, and remember that by all means a
watch is to be kept after nightfall. That is all. I

shall inform the Kor and Hanya of the situation. You
need not go to the palace. It is important that you
leave Hio immediately.”

After Ken Jari had gone, the Earth-men took their

leave of Horo, and went to their own quarters. They
suspected a message might come from Alicia at any
moment, and wished to be available if a messenger
sought them.

“Well, Randolph, what do you make of Horo’s anx-
iety?” asked his friend. “I confess it has made an
impression on me, and that I’m devilishly uncomfort-

able about it. Frankly, I don’t like the looks of things.”

“I’m sure the old fellow has sufficient grounds for

worry,” replied Randolph, “and I wish we knew what
was in his mind.”

“He seemed to consider Dir tremendously important,”

went on Dr. Fry, “as if the Avinians might make allies

of the Bat-men.”

Randolph whistled.

“I wonder if that was what he meant.”

Dr. Fry laughed.

“Not literally, of course,” he went on. “The Bat-

men are mere brutes. The Avinians could not make
allies of them.”

“I understand that perfectly,” returned Randolph,

“but Horo, you remember, said the Avinians had an
undeniable power for evil.”

“But that it was not scientific.”

“No, I feel that he would match them there, but I

am puzzled to discover just what he could have meant.

There’s no doubt at all that he considers the situation

very serious.”

“And that’s what worries me,” said Dr. Fry. “It’s
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plain the old man is greatly alarmed. He is in fact

downright scared and in dread of something he doesn’t

dare put into words. He even confesses he’s afraid to

think about it. And you know Horo is not the kind

to go off half-cocked. He thinks things out to the end.

My idea is that he is the only man in all Osin who has

any idea of what the Avinians would attempt in an
emergency.”

“I admit it’s beyond me,” declared Randolph, “and
I only hope that if this dread thing in Hero’s mind
develops we shall find a way to reach the girls.”

“Are you in love with Tor Floro, Randolph?” asked

his friend abruptly.

Randolph’s face answered the question ahead of his

voice.

“I want her, old fellow, more than I’ve ever wanted
anything in all my life,” he confessed.

“Then,” declared Leonard Fry, “our interests are

the same. Together let’s work and pray for a way.”

They waited far into the night, but no message came,

and at length they retired, wondering to the last mo-
ment of waking consciousness what it could be that was
weighing so heavily on Horo’s mind.

CHAPTER XV

Tense Moments

There had been no further message from Alicia

or Tor Floro. Nor had one come the next eve-

ning at sunset when the time limit set for the

surrender of the Sjorian virgin to Avin expired.

The Earth-men passed the long hours in increasing

anxiety. They went about the city of Hio, and every-

where they discovered that the main topic of discussion

was the Avinian ultimatum and Osin’s prompt defiance.

Nowhere, however, did they find reflected such mis-

givings as Horo had confessed but had not revealed.

The Earth-men wondered at this, for, obviously, it

could be interpreted in either of two ways. Apparently,

Osin was not greatly worried. This might indicate

ignorance of the true state of affairs, or it might sug-

gest that Horo, himself, was mistaken after all.

The more they thought of it, the more mysterious it

seemed. So at sunset when the Avinian ultimatum

ended without Alicia’s surrender, they were prepared

to accept any development that came. They knew Horo
so well now that it was difficult to consider him as a

possible alarmist. In fact, the persistent refusal of

the master of sciences and high priest of Osin to de-

scribe his fear in any way was proof enough that he

was nothing of the kind. In the end, they agreed that

Horo must have good reasons for the fear that ob-

sessed him, and that the rest of Osin felt confident and

secure only because of its ignorance of the possibilities.

Yet, search as they might and did, neither could dis-

cover a clue to Horo’s constant fear. War had been

outlawed by the two peoples. There were no weapons

in either country. Horo had made sure of that. So,

they reasoned, there could be no war of any kind except

an effort at hand to hand combat.

“But the Avinians are greatly outnumbered, Ran-
dolph,” argued Dr. Fry. “They would have to bring

such a conflict to Osin. And it would be foolish to
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suspect they would attempt that.”

“Well, the old man is so sure of his ground that I

can’t help thinking he’s right,” rejoined Randolph. “It

can’t be that the Avinians have secret weapons with

which to spring a surprise. If they had, Osin would

know something of it. There is enough contact be-

tween them for that. It would be next to impossible

for either to develop weapons without the other’s

knowledge.

“I can’t escape the thought,” Randolph went on, “that

Horo’s fear has some relation to the fact that Avin is

surrounded and protected by that wall. Somehow it

struck me when he first told us about it that the Avinians

had an ulterior motive in undertaking such a task.”

“I had the same idea, you may recall,” insisted Dr.

Fry. “I suggested, at the time, that Avin was pro-

teetd while Osin was exposed.”

“And Horo didn’t agree with us.”

“No.”
“And I believe I know now why he felt Osin was

safe.”

“And that was— ?”

“He never really believed that the prophecy of a vir-

gin coming from another world would come true.”

“Well?” said Dr. Fry.

“So he felt sure that the two peoples would never find

an issue between them that could lead to conflict. And
now, while you and I know perfectly well that Alicia’s

coming here had nothing to do with the ridiculous

prophecy, it is utterly impossible to convince Horo, or

anyone else, to the contrary. And there you are

!

Horo’s worry is due to the fact that Avin is secure at

a time when something may happen, and that Osin is

helpless.”

“But what is that could happen?” protested the other.

“That’s what gets me.”

“Of course it is!” agreed Randolph. “If we knew
what could happen, we should know why Horo is be-

sire himself with fear. But it’s now sunset,” he added,

looking at the roseate glow as the orb touched the

horizon, “and we may know something more tonight.

Horo, I believe, is expecting a demonstration at the

earliest possible moment.”

The Dreaded News

Horo dined with them in their quarters in the For

Lito. He was strangely silent, and seemed almost

ill. It was plain that he was laboring under a heavy

load.

Out of consideration for the old man, whom they

both loved, neither referred to the question uppermost

in the minds of all three. And after they had dined

they went to the observatory at Dr. Fry’s suggestion.

But tonight Horo was not interested in the heavens.

While Fry mounted the platform and swung the great

telescope into position, he paced the floor in quick nerv-

ous strides, his hands folded behind his back and a wor-

ried look in his eyes.

Randolph walked up and down with the old man,

attempting conversation. But Horo was in no mood
to talk, so his companion became silent.

Dr. Fry, meanwhile, was lost in contemplation of

the wonders in the heavens as usual. The gigantic tele-
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scope was a marvel to him. He never seemed to be

able to get enough, and every night he spent hours at

the eyepiece of the wonderful instrument, looking deeper

into the universe than had any other man of his own
world.

It was quiet in the observatory. The footfalls of

Horo and Randolph made no noise as they paced up
and down in their soft-soled shoes. The night was
still and peaceful. Lights twinkled from many win-

dows in Hio below the For Lito.

Suddenly there resounded on the still night air a

powerful i-eport, as of an explosion. It seemed to be

distant, yet it shook the tower of the For Lito in which
the telescope was housed.

Horo and Randolph stopped on the instant. The old

man’s face blanched and his form stiffened. Randolph
saw horror on Horn’s face and in his eyes.

“What was it, Horo?’’ he asked.

Dr. Fry came down to join Horo and Randolph.

The old man did not reply at once. He looked out

into the night, far beyond the city of Hio that lay so

peaceful and quiet and unsuspecting. Then he turned

to his questioner.

“I can’t say—yet,’’ he replied, his voice trembling.

“But I fear—I fear—the worst fate that could befall

my beloved country and people.’’

“But what is that?’’ demanded Dr. Fry.

“By all means tell us now !’’ insisted Randolph. Both
Earth-men were pressing him for an answer.

“No, no,’’ refused Horo. “We must wait. It may
be something else, and, besides, we may soon know. It

shouldn’t be long now if—if
—

’’ Again he broke off,

to add: “Ken Jari ought to be here within the hour.”

It was useless, the Earth-men knew, to press him
further. And they agreed too, that the old man had a

perfect right to withhold his fears from them, if he

wished. He did not possess, after all, any more actual

information than they had. He had kept them promptly
informed of all the developments, and had closed the

door only on what he feared and suspected the Avinians

might be driven to do by their zeal for the Sjorian

maiden’s possession.

They remained in the observatory, waiting. Pres-

ently, Dr. Fry went again to the eye-piece of the great

telescope. Randolph and Horo were now seated, but

were silent. Randolph was glad to observe that Horo
was getting better control of himself as they waited

for news of what had happened.

Fry was lost at once in distant space in contempla-

tion of the glories of the heavens. But he joined the

others as Ken Jari, the handsome young flying cap-

tain, burst into the observatory with what they all

sensed was an important report.

Horo was eager, but apparently was afraid to hear

what Ken Jari had to say.

“I dread what he may tell us,” he whispered to Ran-
dolph as the flying captain approached.

And then Ken Jari made his report to Horo, master

of sciences and high priest of Osin. “Avinians, he

said, “by using a powerful explosive, have torn out a

great section in the wall surrounding the craters of Dir !”

The Earth-men fell back aghast at the words of the

flying captain. Horo alone remained calm. His fears

had already prepared him. But the Earth-men whitened

on the instant.

“By heaven, Randolph!” cried Dr. Fry. “That frees

the Bat-men! They are the weapons the accursed

Avinians are to turn against the people of Osin I Was
there ever a more hellish plot hatched by human
beings ?”

“But is there no way to hold the Bat-men back?”

suggested Randolph turning to Horo.

The master of sciences and high priest of Osin sadly

shook his head.

“We have absolutely nothing v/ith which to meet the

rush of the Taga horde that will follow,” he told them.

“Fire would stop them if they were but few, but they

will come in swarms of thousands ! They will venture

forth at dawn tomorrow and will fall first upon the city

of Tara which is near them. Oh, it will be horrible!”

cried the old man in his anguish.

“I see now,” Horo went on, “what an error we made
when we left ourselves without defenses. But we have

no weapons with which to repel attacks, and there is

no wall about Osin to bar the beasts’ approach. It

means the end of Osin! The Taga will come and they

will rend and tear. Oh, what a fate for my people
!”

The old man shook as with ague while he lamented.

He knew too late how far in hate the Avinians could

go, for now there was nothing he could do to prevent

them from wreaking their devilish vengeance upon Osin.

Randolph addressed Ken Jari, the flying captain.

“How much of the wall is destroyed?” he inquired.

“The explosion tore out a section of wall as large as

the For Lito.”

“Could the break be held against the Bat-men by the

flying captains ?”

Ken Jari shook his head vigorously.

“We number only twenty, and by dawn there will

be hundreds, thousands, of Taga a-wing and making
for the open. It will be impossible to frighten them
away from the breach in the wall, once they discover it.”

“And it would take a long time to repair the break,

of course,” suggested Randolph.

“Ah, that couldn’t be done at all, I fear,” said Ken
Jari. “The Taga couldn’t be kept back long enough,

and, besides, the Avinians would only tear out more sec-

tions. I’m sure they are bent upon Osin’s destruction

just as Horo, the master, has said.”

The flying captain now left them and went at once

to the palace to report to Hanya, chief adviser of the

Kor. And then, alone with Horo, the Earth-men pro-

posed a plan which they insisted could succeed in sav-

ing Osin from destruction and in giving the country

absolute mastery over Avin. Hero’s eyes brightened

as Dr. Fry made his offer, seconded by his friend and
ally, Henry Randolph.

CHAPTER XVI

A Plan to Save Osin

“T TORO,” began Dr. Fry, “I appreciate the fact

I I of your great love for Osin, and I think I un-

derstand the despair that is now yours as you
contemplate, in sadness and terror, its destruction. As
you say, the Taga horde will fall upon your people and
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destroy them. That is inevitable. Osin seems to be

doomed. You have no weapons. You are utterly,

pitiably helpless. Avin has a wall over which the Taga
cannot go, so the Ayinians are safe. Meanwhile, Osin,

openly exposed to the horde, will be annihilated.

“Oh, Horo, you love Osin dearly! I know that. I

have had the fact of your devotion demonstrated in in-

numerable ways since I have known you. You would

save your country and your people, but you cannot ! I

don’t wonder at the depth of your despair. But, my
friend, all is not lost ! It is not too late for this dread

disaster to be averted. We know of a way to save

Osin
!”

Horo regarded the Earth-men with a new interest.

He could not speak, for emotion, but a look of eager-

ness in his eyes urged Dr. Fry on.

“We really can save Osin, Horo,” Fry assured him,

"without the loss of a single Osinian life, if you will but

let us do so!”

“You mean it?” asked Horo. “No, no,” he cried

in anguish, “it’s impossible ! Nothing can be done now,

it’s too late.”

“But I do mean it,” insisted Dr. Fry,

“It actually can be done, Horo,” promised Randolph.

“But how?” demanded the master of sciences and
high priest of Osin. “How can the terrible horde be

held back from my beloved people?”

“We can do it easily, if you will let us have our pro-

jectile,” said Dr. Fry.

“That could be arranged, surely,” said Horo. “But
in what way can the projectile perform such a miracle?”

Dr. Fry looked up to see Randolph shaking his head
in warning. He smiled understandingly at his friend,

having already realized that it was imprudent to let

even Horo know the secret of the power that lay within

the great shell.

“Is it necessary for us to explain, my friend Horo?”
countered the scientist from Sjor. “Don’t you trust

us?”

Horo glanced up quickly and said with a force that

compelled their attention: “I trust you, yes, but you
don’t tell me how you could do this. Obviously, you
don’t trust me.”

“We could not,” declared Randolph. “We have too

much at stake.”

“We dare not,” agreed Dr. Fry, “for there are con-

ditions, Horo, that must be met before we can reveal

the secret of our power and its ability to save your
country and people.”

“And those conditions ?” demanded Horo.
“The release of Alicia and of Tor Floro, the Kor’s

sister, and their freedom of action to accompany us

on the projectile wherever we may wish to go.”

Horo was astounded at Dr. Fry’s proposal. “But
that is impossible!” he cried. “The Sjorian virgin

cannot be permitted to escape the destiny meant for her

for thousands of years!”

“You are quite sure of that, Horo?” inquired Ran-
dolph.

“It cannot be otherwise,” replied Horo. “But,”

turning to Dr. Fry, “I don’t understand why you in-

clude the Kor’s sister.”

“Because I love her,” said Randolph simply.

“That is not reason enough,” declared the master of

sciences and high priest of Osin. “She is pledged by

the Kor himself to be the wife of Hanya.”

“But she herself wishes to go with us,” answered

Randolph.

“How do you know that?”

“My friend Horo, I have seen her and talked with

her. She hates Hanya, and would flee from him at

any cost.”

Horo was amazed. “When did you see her?”

“Two nights ago.”

“And she would leave Turinia!”

“Even so.”

Osin Must Be Saved!

There was silence, while the Earth-men waited

for Horo to give them a definite answer. They
believed he could be persuaded to agree to their plan,

but they wished a way might be found to convince him
before the Bat-men invaded Osin and claimed defense-

less human beings as their prey.

For Horo, although interested in what they had said,

was not yet convinced they could do what they claimed.

He paced up and down in his study in the For Lito,

turning their proposal over in. his mind. At last he

stopped and confronted them.

“Won’t you do this, my friends,” he pleaded, “in

the interest of humanity without imposing impossible

conditions ?”

“No, no, no !” said the Earth-men together’, vigorously

shaking their heads.

“Wouldn’t you save Osin for its own sake alone?”

“But, friend Horo,” reminded Dr. Fry, “Osin has

not considered our happiness, mine and Alicia’s, and

now the happiness of my friend and Tor Floro, whom
he loves, is also threatened.”

“But think of the carnage when the Taga horde falls

upon us! Think of a whole people wiped out of

existence
!”

“Ah, Horo,” Randolph urged, “but you should think

of that!”

Fry spoke. “Tender little children in the talons of

the Bat-men! Beautiful girls carried off to their lairs

in the craters of Dir! Old men and women torn limb

from limb, a civilization wiped out and forgotten, a

culture of the ages destroyed, the For Lito a ruin . . .

And all that, Horo,” he went on, dramatically, “because

of you, because you say it is impossible to give back to

me the woman I love, the woman to whom I belong

—

a woman of my own world and kind, held prisoner in

Osin against her will. Ah, Horo, I cannot understand

you, whom I thought I understood and whom I believed

I loved as my own father
!”

The master of sciences and high priest of Osin
whitened with fear at Fry’s picture of the ruin that

would come. But he remained silent.

“And in the city of Tara, the first one that the Taga
will ravage, lives your own sister and her family. That
promising boy, her son, Jao, who was a student here

in the For Lito and whom you had chosen to succeed

you as master of sciences and high priest, is there evep
now. No doubt he and his mother are ignorant of the

fate that is to befall them tomorrow. Horo, Horo!”
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cried Fry passionately, “you’ve got to do it! By God,

you yourself shall be the destroyer of Osin if you don’t

yield, for surely the Taga horde will come and destroy

if you don’t agree to our plan.”

“But I don’t know that you can do this thing,” pro-

tested Horo. He was weakening.

“I shall be glad to give you the proof,” said Dr. Fry.

“At once?”

“Of course. Can you arrange to have the guard dis-

missed, and then accompany us on the projectile?

“I have authority over the guard,” said Horo. “I

can dismiss them. And let us lose no time, my friends.

Osin must be saved, whatever the cost!”*****
The guard retired at Horo’s order and the three men

boarded the projectile. Dr. Fry went at once to the

controls. Nothing had been touched. The great steel

shell was apparently in the same condition in which

he had left it weeks before. A feeling of power came
back to the scientist. He exulted, for he knew that

the fortunate circumstance of the Bat-men’s menace to

Osin had given him precisely the opportunity for which

he had longed. He would rescue a worthy people and

at the same time protect his happiness and that of three

others.

The great shell throbbed as the power was applied.

The craft rose swiftly and easily to dart into the night

at a speed far greater than the Martians had ever

known to be possible.

Horo gave the course when asked to provide the scene

of the demonstration.

“There is a ruin some miles distant,” he explained

on learning what was required. “It is the site of an

ancient city, abandoned ages ago.”

Within a few minutes, so great was the speed of the

projectile, the ruin loomed up in the white glare of

the powerful searchlight. It was a crumbling struc-

ture of massive stone. The Earth-men had seen it be-

fore, when in the air with the flying captains.

“And now, Horo,” declared Dr. Fry as he brought

the projectile to a halt in mid-air, “you will see what

can be done in saving Osin from the Taga horde.”

Horo covered his eyes as a burst of flame shot out

from a lower deck of the projectile. Then he looked

and saw the ruin crumbling into powder, grinding and

crashing to the ground. In just a moment it was all

over. There was no longer a ruin. It had been leveled,

ground into powder. Atomic power, with which Horof

master of sciences and high priest of Osin, was un-

acquainted save in theory, had been released in all its

potency.

“Are you satisfied, my friend Horo?” inquired Dr.

Fry as they gazed at the dust cloud rising slowly from

the ground where the ruin had stood. “Do you think

that would keep the Taga horde back till the wall could

be repaired? And do you doubt that Avin would beg

for peace if this weapon were turned against her? Are

you convinced that your beloved Osin can be saved?”

“It is marvelous !” exclaimed the old man, thrilled

by the exploit. “You have won, my friends from Sjor.

I shall do as you say. I shall deliver the virgin and

Tor Floro into your hands this very night, and you

shall hold the Taga horde within the walls of Dir!”

“And you, Horo,” asked Dr. Fry, “will you suffer

any penalty as a result of this night’s work?”
“That won’t matter,” said Horo. “The Kor will be

furious, of course, but I am an old man and I don’t

care what happens to me. I shall feel to the end that

I have done my duty by my country and my people.”

“But, Leonard,” suggested Randolph, “Horo should

be in no danger at all. Can’t you see that we shall have

the Kor of Osin at our mercy, too? And Hanya as

well? We can compel them to agree that Horo shall

remain unharmed. And all Osin, I am sure, would

demand that, once the populace knew how he had saved

it from destruction.”

“Why, of course!” agreed Dr. Fry. And on the way
back to Hio, Horo, although not worried by what might

happen to him, consented to accompany them on the

projectile’s expedition to the broken wall of Dir.

Before returning to Hio, however, the plan was
worked out in detail for the rescue of Alicia and Tor
Floro. Without lights, the projectile would land quietly

on the grounds of the Por Lito, and Horo would leave

it there, to go direct to the palace of the Kor. Then
he would accompany Alicia and Tor Floro to the roof

where the meeting had been held two nights before.

Meanwhile, the projectile would ascend again and

hover over the palace until a signal was given by turn-

ing on a light in the room on the palace roof. Horo
and the two girls would then enter the projectile, which

would proceed at once to the walls of Dir and there

hold the horde of Bat-men at bay till workmen could

repair the breach.

“I shall leave a message for Ken Jari,” decided Horo,

“who will come to us at dawn. We can send him to

Tara for a large force of workmen. Ah, my friends,”

he added, embracing them, “you have made an old man
happy this night, and if you succeed, as I know you
must, all Osin will bless your memory for untold ages.”

Then, the projectile gently landing, Horo stepped

forth into the night and was gone.

CHAPTER XVII

To the Attack!

Horo succeeded in escorting Alicia and Tor Floro

to the roof of the palace without attracting at-

tention. Neither the Kor nor Hanya had seen

him. Nor did anyone question his right in the palace,

for, as master of sciences and high priest of Osin, he

was privileged to come and go as he pleased.

The moment he told the girls of the Earth-men’s plan,

they enthusiastically accepted it. Eagerly they went
with him to the cupola-like room on the room.

Tor Floro herself flashed the light which had been

agreed upon as a signal for the projectile to descend.

She was quite willing to leave Turinia and cast in her

lot with these friends from another world, since this

meant her escape from the despised Hanya.

Besides, Tor Floro’s heart told her that she might

find happiness on this new and strange adventure. Ran-
dolph had attracted her more than she had confessed

even to herself. So the sister of the Kor of Osin, young
and proud and beautiful, cast the die with willing hand
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because it meant freedom and perhaps a happiness on

Sjor that her own world could not offer.

The projectile settled gently in response to the signal

till it almost touched the roof of the palace. Horo and

the girls entered the great shell, whereupon it ascended

silently till, gaining height, it took course for the craters

of Dir where it had work to do at dawn.

It was past midnight when the projectile left Hio.

En route it passed over Tara, which might have been a

doomed city but for the fact that Horo loved Osin too

well not to dare the wrath of the Kor in circumventing

him. Tara lay peaceful and quiet beneath the adven-

turers, blissfully ignorant that the protecting wall be-

tween it and the Taga horde had been broken.

Dawn came early. They had not long to wait. Horo
had said the Taga horde would be astir in the early

hours of morning.

No one on the projectile had thought of retiring. The
girls were too excited over their escape from the palace

for that, and, besides, they were about to participate in

the most thrilling exploit ever known on the planet of

Turania.

Dr. Fry stilled the projectile near the break in the

wall and waited. The shell was kept at a height the

Bat-men could not reach, and there it hung as the gray

dawn appeared beyond the craters of Dir.

The breach made by the Avinian explosives was ex-

tensive. Apparently, there was only one such breach,

as Ken Jari had reported. It was guessed that Avin

had been content with this one effort at Osin’s de-

struction.

“The breach in the wall is very long,” observed Horo
to Dr. Fry. “Can you command it sufficiently?” He
was still a little nervous about the possibility of this

miraculous weapon from Sjor.

“Easily, friend Horo,” replied Dr. Fry. “We could

spray the Bat-men with the burning death if the breach

were many times as large. You see we are the center,

and the rays radiate from the projectile in any part of

a circle that we decree. They are effective for several

hundred yards. There is not a thing to worry about.

The Bat-men can’t leave the crater so long as we guard '

Osin against them.”

“But if the Avinians create new breaches in the wall,

what then ?” asked the old man.

“I doubt that they will, yet I have thought of that

complication which may develop. I think we ought to

send a flying captain to Avin to warn the Kor against

further demonstrations. However, Horo, if more
breaks appear in the wall, we can still save Osin. The
projectile is swift. We could overtake the Bat-men

and kill them instantly before they could do any

damage.”

Randolph and the girls were busy with powerful

glasses, searching the craters for the first sign of the

Bat-men. Alicia saw a movement along the tier of

grottoes and reported it. In a few minutes, as the dark-

ness lifted still more, they could see many black, un-

gainly shapes moving into the open a short distance

away.

“The Avinian devils!” exclaimed Randolph. “They

plotted to some purpose and tore out the wall close to

the grottoes in order that the beasts might discover the
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opening without delay.”

“That would be like them,” agreed Horo. “They
counted, of course, on our complete destruction.”

Then the Bat-men came, some afoot in their sham-

bling, ape-like gait, and others on the wing, flapping

heavily.

“Is everything ready, Leonard?” asked Randolph,

who had machine guns unlimbered for use in case of

emergency.

Dr. Fry nodded, watching the Taga horde gathering.

“Napoleon, himself, could not emerge through the

opening with the projectile here to resist him,” said the

man whose intellect had made the great shell possible,

and whose love for a woman now inspired him to em-

ploy its deadly power.

Inquisitively, the Bat-men approached the breach in

the wall. They were few at first, and somehow did not

emerge. But grottoes inside the wall as far as the

glasses could reach emptied themselves of the hairy,

winged creatures. There were thousands of them. A
new day had dawned in the Taga kingdom, and now
anything might be expected.

Lighter grew the heavens as the glow from the ris-

ing sun mounted higher. Meanwhile, the five on the

projectile waited and watched.

The Taga horde, as though by common consent, came
forward in a direct line.

“They have seen the projectile,” whispered Horo.

Into Nothingness

The first Bat-men to arrive continued to wait for

the others, as though they had sufficient intelli-

gence to put a value on the weight of numbers. And
then, reinforced by hundreds, the leaders took wing

and made for the opening.

The projectile was outside the wall and above it, so

those in the great shell looked down upon the flapping

horde. Both Horo and Tor Floro were nervous. Not

so the three others, who knew full well that the blast-

ing fury of atomic power could defeat the Bat-men,

regardless of numbers.

“Careful, my friend,” implored Horo at Dr. Fry’s

elbow, “lest they emerge
!”

The reply to his warning was a withering, fan-shaped

flame as the scientist touched a control and released

the power. The blast struck the Bat-men, enveloping

them.

Then Horo and the beautiful Martian girl were

aghast at what they saw. The Bat-men had vanished,

had disappeared utterly in mid-air!

“Where did they go?” asked Horo of Dr. Fry, who
stood ready to meet the next assault from the horde.

“Into nothingness, my friend,” said the Earth-man.

“They were consumed, annihilated.”

The master of sciences and high priest df Osin was
astounded. There had been hundreds of the Taga on

the wing, then a blast from the projectile and they were

gone—out of existence—into nowhere. He looked

again as other Bat-men took the air. Again the rapid

thrust of flame and the creatures disappeared. But
more came. And there issued from the great shell again

and again the blasts that meant their destruction.

Presently, the attacks from the horde grew weaker.
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and at last the few that remained turned and made
their way back to the shelter of the grottoes. And just

as the last ones disappeared and the sun rose above

the rim of the crater in the distance, hundreds of Osin-

ians were seen approaching from Tara, which lay only

a few miles from Dir, and which, but for the projectile’s

timely arrival, would now have been at the mercy of

the Taga horde.

Ken Mahu descended from a height above the pro-

jectile to report to Horo that he had already warned
Tara of its danger. He pointed to the small army of

men on the march.

“They are coming to repair the wall,” he explained.

“How long should it take them, Ken Mahu?” asked

Dr. Fry.

“One thousand men are coming,” replied the flying

captain. “If not molested by the Taga, they can com-
plete the work in a day and a night.”

“They shall not be molested,” promised the scientist.

“But the Taga—they may come,” Ken Mahu sug-

gested.

“They have come already,” advised Horo.

“And where are they?” inquired the flying captain.

“Gone,” said Horo.

“Back to their grottoes?”

“A few got back,” Horo told him. “but most of them
were slain right here, and there were thousands.”

Ken Mahu, his craft stilled beside the projectile, bent

his eyes upon the ground.

“But their bodies ?” he asked.

“Have disappeared— vanished— gone— become as

nothing,” said Horo.

“And how was it done?” asked the amazed flying

captain.

“By the employment of a secret power operated from
the Sjorian projectile,” explained Horo. “And you,

Ken Mahu, shall warn Avin to cease forthwith all

demonstrations against Osin. Tell their Kor of this

power possessed by the men from Sjor, how it can

utterly destroy and annihilate anyone or anything with

which it comes in contact. Tell him another breach in

the wall about Dir will be as a curse to him and his

people.”

Ken Mahu had been gone but a few minutes when
specks were seen between the craters of Dir and Avin.

The powerful telescope mounted on the projectile re-

vealed them as flying captains in the service of the Avin-
ian Kor. They were moving slowly, evidently heavily

burdened. Obviously, they were carrying more ex-

plosives with which to bombard the walls of Dir.

Dr. Fry prepared to ascend if need be. He was de-

termined to circumvent them.

On came the Avinians, apparently bent upon deviltry.

They skirted at a great height the walls of Dir on the

side \iext to Osin, They probably were selecting a

point of attack.

Suddenly the projectile shot upward at terrific speed.

The Avinians were bunched. Beyond doubt, their plan

was to drop the explosives together and tear out another

section of the wall.

It seemed to those on the projectile that the Avinians

had not observed the great shell’s approach, or had mis-

judged the rapidity with which it neared them. At any

rate it was upon them before they could separate or

drop their explosives.

Without warning, a withering blast from the great

shell enveloped the Avinians in mid-air. There was
an answering crash as the explosives went off, and then

a puff of smoke and a great burst of flame. But the

next moment the projectile swung in the air above the

craters of Dir alone.

The Avinian flying captains had vanished. They
had disappeared as a bubble that has burst. It was
quite as though they had never been at all.

CHAPTER XVIII

Defiance from Avin

Ken mahu arrived from Aviq the next day.

The Osinian workmen had just finished their

task of repairing the wall and had set out for

their homes in Tara when he came. The projectile

was waiting for him above the walls of Dir, with those

on board eager for news of his adventure.

But Ken Mahu had failed in his mission. Horo and
the others sensed it the moment he stilled his craft

beside the great shell to report.

They had laughed at him in Avin. He had seen both

the Kor and Terno, the chief adviser. And, in de-

rision, they had feasted him in the palace with a gay
company invited.

Terno, much to the amusement of the Kor and his

guests, had told him to feast his fill for he soon would
be empty with Osin devastated and despoiled. For the

Avinians, boasted Terno, after, hearing Ken Mahu’s
warning, had even greater machines of destruction than

the men from Sjor could conceive, and these should be

employed, together with the Taga horde, to blot Osin
from the planet of Turinia.

Horo was quick to observe the effect of the flying

captain’s report on the earth men. He was gratified to

note that Dr. Fry’s face flushed at the comparison,

which betrayed the fact that the Sjorian scientist’s pride

was stung. But now Horo, himself, was to be made
the victim of a comparison so odious to him that his

emotion was easily perceptible.

For, said Ken Mahu, Terno had boasted of a secret

power held by the Avinians, whose master of sciences

and high priest was by far the most powerful in ex-

istence. And then Terno had told the flying captain

to return to Horo, the novice, and his friends from
Sjor and bid them prepare for the oblivion into which
they Were about to be hurled.

Horo knew Terno had lied. He was familiar with

the scientific progress of the Avinians and was aware
that the boast of the man was an empty one.

“Did you see any preparations for a further demon-
stration against Osin ?” questioned Horo.

“Oh, yes. Terno was quite willing that I should see

what they were planning,” replied the flying captain.

“He showed me vast supplies of explosives with which

they will immediately attempt to destroy a much larger

section of the wall enclosing the Taga.”

“The projectile destroyed a detachment of their fly-

ing captains sent to drop explosives during your absence,

Ken Mahu,” advised Dr. Fry.
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“I am sure they don’t know that in Avin,” said the

flying captain. “They are coming in force at sunset,

determined to liberate the Taga horde.”

“What do you make of this attitude on the part of

the Avinians, Horo?” asked Randolph, who was puz-

zled by their defiance.

“Simply this,” explained the master of sciences and
high priest of Osin. “They did not believe Ken Mahu
when he told them of the projectile’s annihilating power.

They think we are helpless, and, no doubt, they will

attempt to carry out their plans as Terno has threat-

ened.”

“And you doubt that they have weapons such as

were described to Ken Mahu ?” asked Dr. Fry.

“I know they have not,” declared Horo with em-
phasis. “Yet,” he added, “the situation is serious and,

perhaps, dangerous.”

“Just why?” inquired Randolph.

“Because they are ignorant of your power. They
will go to any lengths to avenge themselves upon us.”

“In that case, then,” suggested Dr. Fry, “the only

thing for us to do is to give them a demonstration that

will be convincing.”

“By all means,” agreed Randolph, and both Alicia

and Tor Floro echoed him.

Horo now saw an opportunity to make a bold stroke

for his beloved Osin. He had seen the ancient ruin

crumble into dust before the withering blast of atomic

power, and he had witnessed the utter annihilation of

powerful living creatures. And now that he saw the

wisdom of his Sjorian friends’ argument that Osin had

left herself unprotected while the Avinians had built

their wall and were secure, he conceived the idea that

a way to remove this inequality was at hand.

“My friend,” said Horo, addressing Dr. Fry, "tell

me whether the power you have is limitless. Could it

be employed for a gigantic enterprise?”

“Indeed, yes,” said the Earth-man. “What have you
in mind?”

“That the projectile be used to destroy the wall around

Avin !”

The old man’s eyes burned as points of fire. He was
now become a warrior, indeed, one who would go to

any length to save his beloved Osin from a further

menace.

The Earth-men and Alicia were surprised at Horo’s

suggestion. Meanwhile, Tor Floro, an Osinian yet,

for all her willingness to leave her own world, thrilled

at the old man’s words. This, she knew, would give

Osin its greatest protection. For with the Avinian

wall destroyed, no further attempts to release the Taga
would ever be made. It would forever be to the interest

of both nations to safeguard the walls about Dir.

“Is it—too great—a task?” Horo spoke haltingly,

fearing he might have asked too much of his friends

who had already performed a miracle in saving his

beloved people.

"Oh, no, indeed, dear friend Horo,” declared Dr.

Fry. “That will not be at all difficult. And, under the

circumstances, it is the only thing to do if Osin is to

be safe in the future. I shall be happy to do it, my
dear friend.”

“He really can do this thing?” Tor Floro inquired
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of Randolph. Her interest was as quick and deep as

was Horo’s.

“I assure you that he can and will,” replied Ran-

dolph, looking down into her upturned eyes.

“Then Osin will be safe,” murmured the girl, “and

you of Sjor shall be enshrined in the hearts of the

Osinian people forever.”

“But you. Tor Floro,” whispered Randolph, draw-

ing her aside, “would not go back to Osin? You will

go with us—with me to another world?”

And now Tor Floro knew her heart, and was gladder

than she had ever hoped she might be.

“I have chosen,” she told him, “and I shall go on to

Sjor—anywhere to be with you.”

“For love of me, my own Tor Floro?” asked the man.

“Yes,” she confessed, “for love of, you, Henry,” and,

before them all, he took her in his arms.

Meanwhile, Alicia, whose affairs of the heart were

already settled, had been scanning the heavens with

powerful glasses. Suddenly she called Dr. Fry’s at-

tention to aircraft coming from Avin. There were more

than a dozen of them.

Horo and Dr. Fry studied the approaching fliers,

who evidently had been sent out by Terno from Avin

with explosives for another attempt on the walls of Dir.

Dr. Fry decided on immediate action. Up shot the

projectile at tremendous speed till it commanded from

its great height the entire area of Dir. And there it

hung, waiting.

On came the Avinian fliers, as though they had not

seen the projectile, or, seeing it, did not fear its pres-

ence. It was evident that nothing had been known in

Avin of the terrible fate of the other flying captains,

who had vanished in an instant under one blast from

the great shell. Terno, no doubt confident that Ken
Mahu’s message of warning had been exaggerated by

design, had probably told the fliers to have no fear of

the Sjorian projectile.

The Avinians flew close together* which betrayed

their purpose. They were plainly planning to drop their

explosives simultaneously on the wall in an effort to

demolish a much larger section than before.

There were fourteen of them, as the count now
showed. They could carry, Horo declared, a sufficient

amount of explosive to tear out a. section of the wall

many times larger than the first.

But Dr. Fry was watching, and when the Avinians

reached the middle of the area of Dir, bound for the

wall next to Osinian territory, the projectile descended

with incredible swiftness. It was like the swoop of an

eagle upon its unsuspecting prey, but swifter and more

terrible.

The Avinian flying captains never knew anything

about the punishment imposed upon them. Plunging

downward like a plummet, the great shell sent one fan-

shaped blast. A puff of smoke was seen, and a moment
later came the report of the explosion. And then—

!

There was no sign that the Avinians had ever been!

They were obliterated, made into nothingness.

Then, with the flying captains of Osin on guard to

report any more efforts to destroy the wall, and with

Ken Jari speeding to Hio with news of what had been

done, the projectile took course for Avin. At last the
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Avinian Kor and Terno, his chief adviser, who had

mocked Ken Mahu and made sport of the Earth-men

and Horo, were to have a demonstration of a power

of which they had been duly warned but which they

had not feared because they could not conceive it.

CHAPTER XIX

The Great Wall Crumbles

Horo exulted as he pointed out to the Earth-men

the capital of Avin, the city of Murn, toward

which they were speeding. For now, if, indeed,

the projectile could encompass the destruction of the

hated wall, his beloved Osin would be safe from the

Taga forever.

The steel shell had ascended to a great height, and

the large telescope was employed to prevent more flying

captains, possibly sent out by Terno with explosives,

from passing beneath unseen.

“It is not likely, however,” advised Horo, “that an-

other effort will be made without Terno knowing what

happened to his other expeditions. So, if we act quickly,

I am confident there will be no more attempts to re-

lease the horde upon Osin.”

“We shall lose no time,” promised Dr. Fry, as the

projectile was dropped to a lower level to begin its

work.

The arrival of the great shell, which the Avinian

populace had never seen before, brought vast crowds

into the streets, who shouted in derision as the pro-

jectile was stilled to permit Horo to warn them away
from the wall. But the throng retreated, despite its

shouts of derision, and immediately Dr. Fry touched

the controls to reduce the piles of masonry into noth-

ingness.

Panic fell upon the Avinians as the blast of atomic

power melted the ancient wall from their vision. The
withering flame shot out, enveloping long sections of

the wall, which disappeared on the instant. Terror-

stricken, the populace stood rooted to the ground as the

work of destruction went on. The labor of a thousand

years and Avin’s greatest pride was failing and falling

before the magic of men from another world.

The great shell moved on, pouring a steady stream

of atomic power upon the stone. Horo gasped and

marveled at the speed at which the projectile moved
in its miraculous work. It was surpassing by far his

highest hopes. At this rate, complete annihilation of

the Avinian wall soon would be accomplished.

As the projectile moved onward. Horo recognized

the palace of the Avinian Kor, which stood in an open
space, a great building of brilliant color and exquisite

architectural design. He pointed it out to the Earth-

men, and on the instant there emerged from the palace

in a fury of excitement a small group.

Horo took the glasses and studied the Avinians care-

fully.

“It is the Kor himself,” said the master of sciences

and high priest of Osin. “And beside him is Terno,

his chief adviser. But I fear there is little that Terno
can offer now in advice and counsel.”

But Terno was a leader both resourceful and cour-

ageous. As he witnessed the destruction wrought by

the projectile, he ordered out the remaining flying cap-

tains with explosives. They took the air at once, and

began to ascend, obviously in an effort to get above the

great shell from Sjor. But the projectile rose more

swiftly than they, and a few blasts of atomic power

wiped them out of existence.

And now came Terno, flying directly toward the

projectile. But he came without weapons of any kind,

and, guiding his craft on a level with the great shell,

sought parley with those on board.

Horo replied to him, as he begged for mercy in the

name of humanity.

“Ah, Terno,” said the master of sciences and high

priest of Osin, “you ask mercy who never knew what

mercy was! It was your plan to free the Taga horde

for Osin’s obliteration. You plotted to wipe a defense-

less people out of existence. There is no mercy for

such as you and your Kor!”
“But we would pay any ransom,” pleaded Terno, “if

you only will cease. You are destroying the work of

a thousand years. You are exposing all Avin to

danger.”

“There is no danger to Avin,” replied Horo, sternly,

“if Avinians do not tear down the wall enclosing the

Taga.”

“But we’ll pay, we’ll pay !” wailed Terno, who feared

his plea was hopeless. “And we’ll sign any treaty Osin
presents. Have mercy, have mercy!” he screamed, he

who had so recently made sport of Ken Mahu in the

Kor’s palace.

“Ah, Terno,” was the reply, “you will pay—after-

ward. When we have destroyed your greatest weapon
against Osin, which is your own security against the

Taga horde, we shall come for an indemnity.”

Then the projectile moved on, destroying the wall as

Terno screamed out beside it his prayers for mercy.

But Horo made no further reply, and at last Terno
flew back to the palace and they saw him no more.

The Destruction

AS the great shell continued its flight of destruction,

those on board witnessed the strange sight of Avin-
ians deserting their homes and fleeing long distances.

They encountered deserted cities and towns which the

people had left in mad panic. But on swept the pro-

jectile, ever destroying Avin’s power for evil which had
inspired in Horo such great dread.

But Avin was a large nation, and days were required

for the work. As it progressed, Horo felt sure that

Osin was now safe. He knew there would be no fur-

ther efforts to free the Taga horde, for now Avin also

was exposed.

Horo wondered at times what his own reception in

Hio would be when he returned. Would the Kor pun-
ish him for aiding the Sjorian virgin’s escape? And
Tor Floro, too, who had been the betrothed of Hanya

—

would the Kor, her brother, demand her return into his

and Hanya’s hands ?

Yet Horo, master of sciences and high priest of Osin,

had no fear of the results of the exploit he had made
possible. For had he not performed the supreme serv-

ice for Osin? Had he not saved it from ghastly de-

struction by the Taga horde? And even if condign
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punishment were inflicted upon him, could he not suffer

it for the sake of his beloved country and people, happy
in the knowledge that he had saved them?
But there were other minds than Horo’s thinking of

all these things, as the projectile from another world

continued its flight around Avin, blasting its wall into

nothingness. Tor Floro knew only too well what the

wrath of her brother could be. And she knew Hanya.

She wondered what fate might befall the old man

!

And Alicia and her friends, all of whom loved Horo,

thought about it as the projectile went on with its work.

The Earth-men suspected that Horo would be made to

suffer a penalty. They knew they were safe, as were

Alicia and Tor Floro, for they were determined they

would not leave the projectile again to set foot on Mars.

They would leave for their own world as soon as pos-

sible. And Tor Floro, now betrothed to Randolph,

would, of course, go with them. But Horo, they knew,
would insist on remaining in Osin to the end.

“Horo, my friend,” inquired Randolph, “what do
you suppose will happen when you return to Hio?”
The old man did not reply at once. But he regarded

his friend from Sjor quietly, no fear in his eyes, no
worry showing on his face.

“My son,” he said at length, “I am an old man, and
when I return to Hio, as I shall regardless of circum-

stances, I shall be more content than at any time in my
long and busy life. What I have done may stir the

wrath of the Kor, but I shall be happy to have achieved

so much for my people. There will be no sacrifice,

whatever my fate.”

“Ah, Horo, my dear, dear friend,” declared Fry
earnestly, “if you cannot return to Osin with the proper

appreciation of your service shown, don’t forget that

we can work our will upon the Kor and Hanya despite

their authority. What you have done for us we can

never repay. You shall suffer nothing. I swear it!

If the Kor and Hanya do not bind themselves as we
shall dictate, they shall pay a forfeit themselves that

I promise will be heavy. And then, my dear Horo. if

Osin does not want you, we take you to our own world
with us!”

Tor Floro’s eyes were shining as she smiled to en-

courage the old man she had known and loved from
babyhood.

“Master, go with us to Sjor!” she implored. “I

should be happier if you would. I don’t trust my
brother, the Kor, and Hanya—” she shuddered—“you
know Hanya is unspeakable!”

“But no, my daughter,” replied Horo firmly. “I re-

turn to Osin, to Hio. I shall go back to the Por Lito

and let them do what they will
!”

The Earth-men, however, were determined he should

not return unless Osin acclaimed him. Horo had done
too much for them for anything else to be permitted.

A Final Threat

The populace of the capital city of Mum turned

out to witness the completion of the projectile’s

terrible work. Thousands stood massed along the sec-

tion of wall left standing, but they prudently kept at

a distance that would permit free and easy operation

of the great shell. The Earth-men had eloquently and

tragically demonstrated the force at their command, and

there was none in all Avin eager to challenge them.

Both the Kor and Terno were present when the last

fragment of the ancient wall was blasted out of exist-

ence by the terrific force of atomic power. A great

sigh went up from the populace as the work of demoli-

tion was finished, and now the projectile hung above

Murn for a little while before returning to Osin.

The Avinians were silent—even Terno, who had

pleaded for the wall, though knowing his plea was not

justified. The Kor stood looking sadly at the destruc-

tion wrought, but he proudly returned the gaze of the

group on the projectile. And to the Kor Horo now
addressed himself.

“Thus, Kor of the Avinians,” said the master of

sciences and high priest of Osin, “has your country

been reduced in power for evil. You are now no more

powerful than Osin, and, while it may seem to you that

the price you have paid for your perfidy has been great,

be content that your situation is not worse.

“Nothing has been molested in your country. Avin

has not been harmed. Your palace still stands. Your
people’s homes and places of business, your institutions

and your edifices are all untouched. Yet remember that

the force at the command of my friends from Sjor

could easily have wiped all Avin out of existence. You
and your people, your culture, everything you have and

are—all could be made into nothingness in much less

time than was required to destroy the wall.

“But you, Kor of the Avinians, and your people have

been spared, all but the unfortunate flying captains

whom Terno sent to their death in an effort to destroy

Osin. The broken wall at Dir has been repaired. You
will never break it again, for you will not want the

Taga horde rending Avin as you and Terno plotted for

them to rend Osin.*

“No doubt. Kor of the Avinians, you will be required

to pay an indemnity to Osin. I shall leave that to my
government. In addition, you will be required to sign

a treaty, unless I err in saying I know what the Kor
of Osin will demand. And now, Kor of the Avinians.

have you anything to say before we depart for Hio?”
The Kor of Avin, a man in middle life and of

haughty mien, dared, despite the manner in which his

country had been humbled, to make a threat.

“Know you, Horo,” he said coldly, “that Avin shall

yet be avenged upon Osin. Nor shall we pay an in-

demnity. We owe Osin nothing but punishment for

what you have done to Avin. and to the memory of

Avinians for centuries, in the destruction of our wall,

our safeguard. I have spoken, Horo, and now you may
be gone.”

Dr. Fry had listened tb Horo’s statement and was
surprised to hear such a defiant retort from the Kor
after what had been done to render him impotent. But
he bethought himself of a warning he now might give

the ruler of the Avinians in supporting the position of

his beloved friend, Horo.

“Have a care, Kor,” said the Earth-man, sternly,

speaking in the language of Turinia, “lest you invite

disaster. Horo, master of sciences and high priest of

Osin, has warned you that an indemnity may be de-
manded of you. But you reply disdainfully and threaten
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Osin again. I had thought, Kor of the Avinlans, that

you were more intelligent!”

A deep flush spread over the face of the Kor, but

he was under splendid self-discipline and did not reply.

Dr. Fry continued. “Beware what you do! My
friends and I shall soon leave for our own world, but,

before departing, I shall give into the proper hands in

Osin the secret of the power you have seen demonstrated

here. As master of sciences and high priest of Osin,

my friend Horo, himself, shall hold over Avin, as shall

his successors, a force against which you dare make no
resistance. Think of that, Kor of the Avinians, before

completing your plans for revenge!”

Horo, his face beaming, embraced his friend from
Sjor who now caused the projectile gently to ascend.

Then, while the Avinians watched and their Kor stood

staring into space with the Earth-man’s words ringing

in his ears, the great steel shell shot at terrific speed for

the city of Hio in Osin.

When the projectile, its work behind it, at last hung
over the city of Hio and those on board pointed out the

Kor’s palace, the For Lito and other landmarks, a stir

was seen on the ground far below. Hio seemed liter-

ally alive with people, apparently moved by an under-

current of excitement. This became more marked as

the great shell settled to a lower level, and at last it was
plain to all on board what was under way. It was a

spontaneous welcome from the populace.

A Wedding in Space

HIO was gayly decorated as though for a festive

occasion. Throngs were gathered on the grounds
of the For Lito awaiting the landing.

Cheer on cheer rose from a multitude of throats as

the great shell was stilled a hundred feet above the

ground while those on board held council together. For
a while this obviously was a celebration in honor of

the Earth-men and Horo, Fry and Randolph, urged by
the two girls, insisted upon caution.

“The Kor, as you know, Horo,” reasoned the scien-

tist, “has been outwitted. And while he really has no

grievance against us in justice, he may feel aggrieved

nevertheless.”

“But you have saved him and all Osin from destruc-

tion,” argued Horo, “and my people are gathered below

to do you honor.”

“That is true, master,” agreed Tor Floro, “but I

fear Hanya and I shall fear him so long as we both live

on Turinia. And I know Hanya has a powerful influ-

ence over my brother, the Kor.”

“It were better, Horo,” advised Randolph, “that we
wait and make sure just what the situation is. I for

one am unwilling to run any risks whatever.”

So they waited while the concourse of Osinians grew
larger in celebration of their return. None could doubt,

as they looked down upon the people from the great

shell, that they were friendly. Yet all knew that the

word of the Kor was law and that Hanya might sway
the ruler against them.

As though in answer to their wishes, Ken Jari, the

flying captain, was now seen making his way in the

royal carriage, which meant that he bore a message

from the Kor. The people fell back and made way for

him. Meanwhile Ken Jari’s handsome countenance

shone proudly, and this was taken as an augury that

he brought good news.

The Kor, Ken Jari announced from the royal car-

riage, would welcome them at the palace, and would
permit full freedom of action to the visitors from Sjor.

For it was known in Hio what the Earth-men had done
in Osin’s behalf, and they were regarded far and wide

as the outstanding heroes in Osinian history. So, if

they would come to the palace, the Kor would be glad

to honor them.

“But, Ken Jari, my good friend,” inquired Fry,

“what of Horo and the Kor’s sister. Tor Floro? Tor
Floro is the promised wife of my friend, Randolph.

Does the Kor hold them responsible in any way?”
“I was bidden to say,” declared the flying captain

with a smile, “that our master, Horo, is to be elevated

in power. He is to take the place of the despised Hanya
as chief adviser to the Kor of Osin.”

“And Tor Floro, my promised wife?” asked Ran-
dolph.

“It is my happiness to inform you,” the smiling Ken
Jari replied, “that it was the good Kor’s pleasure to

select his sister of all the maidens in Osin and offer

her as your bride to reward you for your service to

his people.”

“And the Sjorian virgin?” inquired Fry.

“The Kor commanded me to say that he and all Osin
should feel aggrieved if you and the beautiful Sjorian

virgin did not consent to be wedded in the palace by
our master of sciences and high priest, Horo, himself.”

“Then, my beloved,” murmured Tor Floro, hap-
pily, “there shall be a double wedding in the palace

before we journey to Sjor.”

Horo, master of sciences and high priest of Osin,

and now chief adviser tolhe Kor, his heart full because
of such expressions of gratitude, blessed the lovers

where they stood with the great throng acclaiming them.
Then the great shell settled to the ground where stal-

wart guardsmen, under orders from Ken Jari, stood

watch to protect it. But this was quite unnecessary,

for there was none in all Osin, save, perhaps, Hanya,
now reduced to impotence, who would not have de-

fended it with his life.

Then Horo and the two happy couples, accompanied
by the smiling flying captain, entered the royal carriage

and drove in state to the palace between long lines of

cheering, happy Martians, whom they had saved from
the Taga horde and the vindictive Avinians.

* Jj: s|s

A double honeymoon in space—^two courageous men
and their no less courageous brides—unending night

outside the projectile as the great shell shot as a comet
back to the earth—absolute zero without, but within

the warmth of love and the thrill of adventure

!

Mars, or Turinia, lay far behind them, diminishing

rapidly in size because of their terrific velocity. And
out in space beyond hung the Earth, or Sjor, whither
they were bound.

Then after three weeks had passed with the pro-

jectile speeding more than one and one-half million

miles every twenty-four hours, the quartet neared the

(Concluded on page 179)
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By the Author of "‘The Day of Judgment.”

ILLIAM TREVETHEN, .loosening the

last of the scale which coated the rows of

boiler tubes upon which he sat, pitched his

scraper away and rolled half-over to rub

the painful corrugations pressed into his

thigh by the round pipes. Tossing his caged electric

bulb out through the open manhole above him, he got

upon his hands and knees stiffly, preparatory to stand-

ing up and elbowing himself through the opening. Three

forty-five P.M. by the boiler-house clock.

“Bill ! Oh, Bill !” Twenty-five

minutes later Jack Brinston stood

upon the brick floor just inside the

door, calling his co-worker. His eye

fell upon the light-bulb hanging at

the end of its cord beside Boiler No.

4, then traveled up over the rounded

sweep of grimy steel exposed above

the brick foundation. His glance

finally came to rest upon an oval plate,

from the center of which a long, inch-

thick screw protruded.

“Damn that guy anyway! That’s

what ya git fer havin’ a lousy cousin

on the shift ahead! Lazy katoot not

OHly can’t finish his job but hasta

leave me put the cover back on, just

’cause I’m ten minutes late; an’ I’ll

bet he never flushed the scale out o’

the bottom either. Well,

I gotta get steam up f’r

th’ evenin’ load by five-

thirty; ’f I scale-burn

somethin’ I’ll see’t he’s

the guy’t gets the hook
fer ’t!’’

So saying, along with

many other things that

were more within the lin-

guistic limits of a power-

house fireman than those

of decency. Jack climbed

to the top of the boiler to

replace the manhole
cover, which by rights

should have been a two-

man job.

The cover is an oval

piece of half-inch steel,

just large enough to

cover a hole admitting a man’s body, and is curved to

fit the contour of the top of the boiler. It fits on the

inside against a metallic gasket. The purpose of the

manhole is to allow a mechanic to get inside the boiler,

either for repairs or to scrape off the encrusted scale,

which, in course of time, decreases the steaming qual-

ities. If allowed to thicken too much, it ultimately

causes the tubes or boiler sheets to “burn’’; that is, to

be weakened by high temperature through the inability

of the water inside the boiler to disperse the heat fast

enough. Bill had been engaged in scraping the scale

from the rows of tubes, while sitting on top of them
inside the boiler.

Wrestling with the heavy plate and spider, emitting

grunts and maledictions of a force commensurable with

the effort. Jack at last got the orifice closed, and, curs-

ing the delay, turned on the water from the street main,

busying himself with the other boilers while the water

gushed in with a metallic tinkle. By the time water

showed in the gauge-glass, the oil-burners, driven from
the next battery of boilers, which had been under steam

all day, were already emitting their

gasping roar from the other three

fireboxes in this room.

Jack allowed a pool of oil to run

into the bottom of the firebox, soaked

up a piece of waste, lit it, and was

about to hurl it in, when he suddenly

leaned against the boiler-face with

closed eyes, while the burning waste

fell from his hand to the floor. For a

moment he remained thus, then moved
unsteadily to seat himself on a box.

“God, I feel awful! Jest as though

somethin’ had all gone wrong some-

wheres, ’n I can’t remember what.

Guess’ll hafta lay off the night life

before I get the heebie-jeebies f’r

fair
!’’ He moved about uncertainly,

frowning and shaking his head; then

suddenly, as his eye fell

on the boiler-room clock,

twitched his shoulders

roughly and picked up
another piece of waste.

Half an hour later, lis-

tening to the gentle sing-

ing of the water within

the boiler, he suddenly

shivered, and began
walking about uneasily, a

dull, wondering alarm in

his eyes. A few minutes

later he was watching the

boiler-head fixedly, un-

consciously backing away
with the demeanor of a

man looking at a sus-

pected infernal machine.

*

The Tragedy

D r. MADDIX was talking across the table through

curls of cigarette smoke, to his one-time class-

ihate, now instructor in archeology at the local univer-

sity—Professor Lawrence Kemey.
“Dam’dest I ever heard of,” said Maddix. “There

are some things about it—more the things I can imagine

than what I actually saw—^that make me feel squeam-

ish sometimes in the middle of the night.

“I was driving home along Front Street from the

VICTOR A. ENDERSBY

although this is a short story, the edi-

tors really rank it among the best they

have received. It is full of humor, pathos,

tragedy and deep wisdom; and yet it is exciting

from the start to the finish.

It is difficult to analyze the science of this

story in order to show what it proves, for it

has a bit of many sciences in it. And each is

worked out with the skill and care of a man
who knows what he is writing about. Mr.
Endersby, we might say, is blazing a new path

in science fiction—a path that most of our read-

ers associate with the name of A. Merritt. Those
who read "The Day of Judgment,” Mr. Enders-

by’s contribution to the November, 1929 Cotter

Contest, in the April issue of SCIENCE WONDER
Stories, will agree with us that we have here a

writer of the first rank.
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Industrial Hospital, when this bird Brinston dashed out

of the boiler-house door straight across the street, sort

of mad-blind, no eyes for the traffic at all. He landed

on the pavement at the other side, saw the wall in front

of him, and turned aroutid two or three times like a

poisoned dog. Then he got his feet under him and his

tail between his legs and was straight off for the docks

at the end of the street. I backed into an alley, got

turned around, and went after him hell-bent
;
suicide or

nuts, I thought. He hopped a foot when I got hold of

his arm on the pier, and just gibbered, stabbing in the

direction of the power-house with his finger. By this

time, as you may imagine, I was getting the jumps my-
self, and God only knows what I was expecting to see.

“There was nothing much at first. Three burners

were going full blast, but No. 4 boiler was cut out and

the fire killed. The manhole cover was off and steam

pouring out of it. I was beginning to realize what kind

of horror I was up against, and I was about as shaky as

Brinston by the time I got to the top of the boiler.

“Well, I let a bulb into the boiler, and waved it back

and forth; but the steam pouring out was so hot and

thick that I had to shake enough sense into Brinston

to get him to fan air into the hole with a big piece of

canvas—noticing incidentally that most of the skin was
off his palms and knees where he had been fighting the

hot manhole cover. My own shoe-soles were beginning

to heat up and stiffen on me. After a minute or two I

got enough used to the steam and dark in the boiler to

make out a blurry white patch. At this point Brinston

went goofy and tried to climb into the boiler. But there

was no use having two cooked corpses on hand, so I

drove him back, feeling a little cooler myself. I realized

there was no need for hurrying now.

“I got a piece of rope—^there was quite a mob around

by now—looped it around the victim’s shoulders; and

we dragged him to the top, finding that he had been

floating mostly upright in the space between the boiler

tubes and the outside shell, with his chin resting on a

board which he had taken into the boiler for a seat on

top of the tubes.

“God! When I saw that the man was actually still

breathing I knew exactly the feelings of a man who
meets a ghost ! I’d as soon have expected to pull a live

rooster out of a chicken-pie! I guess it was nothing

but the fellow’s good luck that gave* me the instanta-

neous series of inspirations that saved his life.

“First off, his appearance showed that the skin was
entirely cooked loose from his whole body, and I real-

ized that the pressure of the rope around his shoulders

was probably skinning him like a shedding snake. So I

had it belayed to the steam drum, not daring to pull

him on out through the metal rim. A queer recollection

of some child-birth injuries—^to the kid, I mean—^flitted

across my mind. Funny what a man can think of at

such times!

“Next I hopped off the boiler, set some of the men
drawing hot water into a small galvanized tank which

was in the room, and rushed for a phone. There I

started scraping up the biggest order of materials for

Carrel-Dakin solution that anyone had ever asked for

at one time. I don’t know whether you know about the

•stuff; it saved countless numbers in the big war. It’s

generally applied to a deep wound by branching rubber

tubes, which keep the injured tissues constantly bathed

in it. Under those conditions no infection is possible,

and the injury heals the right way—from inside out. I

thought, if you can’t fill the wound with it, in this case,

you can fill it with the wound

!

Fast Work

I
KNEW it would be hours before we could get the

stuff organized, and in the meantime I was taking

a desperate chance, but the only one I could see. I had

the galvanized tank full of good hot water hoisted up

to the boiler-top by a chain-block hung to a roof-truss.

Then we got two or three soft bandage slings under the

body and gradually worked it out through the manhole,

sousing it at once into the tank. I cut off the clothes

as gently as I could, and exposed the whole body under

water. Big patches of skin had come off with the hand-

ling, but I was interested to note that the cooking had
seemingly just affected the skin, leaving the flesh under-

neath pretty healthy. I began to feel that my hunch had
been right, and that I was about to get my hat plumed
for the most spectacular piece of life-saving in the

history of medicine around these parts.

“You know a few years ago we used to treat burns

by covering them up with this and that—exactly the

wrong thing to do. It’s not the local injury that does

the killing, but the absorption of toxins into the body
from the burned tissues. Nowadays we treat major
burns by scraping all the damaged skin and flesh from
the injury and applying something—often paraffin.

“In this case I didn’t think I would be up against a
nerve-shock, for the reason that you can boil the flesh

off a man’s hand without pain, if you keep it in the

water as you heat it up. The sensitivity is gradually

killed. Obviously this heating had been gradual.

“I didn’t want to pull off the skin until the solution,

was on hand, but I got worried about the effect of the

toxins while I waited, and took a chance. I had chloro-

form on hand, but didn’t need it ; he stayed dead to all

things mundane for hours. Well, I peeled him com-
pletely except his head and neck, which were merely
badly scalded. There was a cut on his head, and from
all the evidence I could gather, he must have slipped as

he started to straighten up to climb out, hitting his head
on the edge of the manhole. Either through luck or

some dazed movement for self-preservation, he got his

head on the board and floated, while his cousin came in,

thought he had gone, and closed up the hole after yell-

ing for him.

“According to the cousin’s story, it never occurred
to him that the man could be unconscious inside

;
in a

well-regulated plant a man in the boiler always leaves

a warning sign outside. Therefore Brinston was justi-

fied in firing the boiler. But later on he was seized with
an overpowering hunch that something was wrong; he
cut out the boiler and took off the plate. Then he went
plumb ga-ga. No wonder! But that was nothing to

what happened when the damn fool, moved by some
horrible fascination, edged up to look into the tank after

I had taken the skin off the body. We had to send him
temporarily to the psychopathic ward then.
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“After I had done all I could, and Irad to wait for

the arrival of the solution, I worked on the problem

why the fellow hadn’t smothered in the steam. I tell

you, Lawrence, the darned Incident was, in itself, a

whole education in medicine ! But as to the last point,

I knew that water ordinarily has a lot of entrained air,

•which is driven out as it is heated up. No doubt Treve-

theii was furnished with a small amount of fresh air

mixed with the steam right up to the time Brinston

opened the boiler. Being unconscious, he was breathing

lightly and using up no oxygen by struggling. The
water had just about come to a real boil when he was

rescued.

A Queer Case

“TT 7ELL, he was still alive when we got the water

VV switched for Dakin solution, although I had to

use an oxygen tank on him a good oart of the time to

make up for the respiratory area cl the skin of which

he was deprived. And, by the way, the biggest problem

we had in the hospital was to get oxygen applied to

enough of the body surface. Christians plastered with

gold leaf by the old Romans, you know, used to pass

out in a few hours from asphyxia.

“But that’s the story ! Now he’s out as good as ever,

with a nice new baby skin. And I’m cock-a-hoop with

^
the medical profession as I would never have been after

a mere forty years of good honest work!

“However, his hard luck didn’t end there. His fiancee,

who had once before been a bit hipped on Brinston,

was all love and commiseration after the accident
;
but

when he was pronounced safe, she had some kind of

reaction. Used up all her affection in one big flame, I

suppose. Anyway, as soon as he was up and around

she broke with him and married Brinston. And as

though that weren’t plenty itself—though between us I

think he’s lucky to lose her—some old aunt died, leaving

her a regular fortune. So Brinston not only skinned

Trevethen literally, but took his girl and his prospective

fortune. But of the two, I think Trevethen’s the luckier

!

Brinston’s a broken man. His conscience hurts from all

three wrongs, though heaven knows they were all un-

intentional
; and his system has never recovered yet

from the shock.”

Professor Kerney puffed for a moment rather rapidly

though abstractedly.

“Edgar, it’s a queer world,” he remarked. “Some of

these things line up with a hellish ingenuity, a sort of

demoniac cynicism, which sadly strains the word

‘chance.’ The world’s full of such. And another thing

—a thing which sometimes makes the world seem a

pretty weird place to me—is that no matter how aimless

a human action is in seeming, it is not so in reality. We
think we are masters of the hourly action; but I’m

telling you that there’s a moving hand within the brain
—^the unknown dictator—they can call it ‘subconscious’

if they want to, for it’s as good a word as any to ex-

press total ignorance—which uses our senses and organs

as catspaws without our knowledge.

“I know one case where a fellow dropped an impor-

tant document behind a wainscoting, while sorting some
papers. He never had the least idea what had become

of it, and suffered financially and personally all his life

from the loss. But on his death-bed he described the

location of the document correctly! Something in him,

Edgar, not only saw that document drop but dropped

it on purpose! Why?
“Take Brinston. That hunch was no hunch ; it was

subconscious knowledge coming out on top ! Something

in him willed to trap Trevethen, boil him to a turn, and

let him escape! Yet that desire was so at odds with his

normal, decent self, that its realization drove him tem-

porarily insane, and will haunt him the rest of his life!

And something in Trevethen willed that slip on the

tubes! What do you know about Freud, Edgar?”
“I know that he ought to be spelled v\iith an ‘a’,” re-

marked the doctor unkindly. “Once I was half-spoofed

by him like most of the medical profession. But I found

that he was one of those half-truths worse than a whole-

hearted lie. He had a good idea, true in its own sphere

;

but he rode it to death. A doctor learns plenty about

dreams that won’t click with the ‘suppressed-desire’

theory.*

“In fact, Lawrence, I had the same idea about this

case that you’re thinking of. But I’m convinced that

Brinston loves Trevethen like a brother, from a lot of

things I learned from both of them while the latter was
laid up. They formerly got along like cat and dog on
the surface, but—^the real thing was different. In fact,

in the case of the girl, each wanted to step aside for

the other; they ended it by letting her do the picking

herself, uninfluenced.

A Terrible Dream

“TJUT here’s something I’ve been turning over in my
XJ mind—never told anyone else. In some ways it’s

Freudian
; but I sense something more in it than that

;

something that disturbs me deep down and won’t leave

me alone. It’s a dream Trevethen tdld me. He says he

had it as he was unconscious in the boiler, but of course

he wasn’t rational in the head for long after, so you

couldn’t really date it. I’ll try to tell it in his own lingo

;

it has more carrying power that way. It was this

:

“
‘I had a dream in that boiler, doc, that I jes’ can’t

get away from. I gotta tell it to somebody, ’cause it

won’t let me sleep nights. I wake up now yellin’ with

the idea I’m really doin’ the awful thing I dream about.

It’s like this : I’m sittin’ on a big stone chair with lions

on, in a hall as big as all outdoors, with a big crowd all

aroun’ dressed like some kind o’ movies I seen. There’s

kind o’ Egyptian-like pitchers cut in the rock walls all

aroun’, and a lot o’ little triangle-shaped marks under

’em and aroun’ ’em. The people has on high hats, kind

o’ runnin’ up narrow to the top like chimneys, without

no brim, and straps runnin’ around ’em like leggins.

The men all has beards curled up kind o’ tight and black

like Jew peddlers, only fixed up fine and tied in clubs

like women’s hair usta be when I was a kid. They all

has sort o’ skirt clothes and sandals. I dream I’m

dressed that way too, only finer.
“
‘The people is all ranged in two long rows in front,

reachin’ away to the end o’ the hall. Right in front o’

me is a great big copper kettle, I guess anyway six foot

deep, settin’ up on legs. Some soldiers is buildin’ up a

* It is the theory of Sigmund Freud, the eminent psychologist,

that all dreams are the result of suppressed desires.
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fire under this kettle on the rock floor.’
”

“Here,” said Dr. Maddix, “he began to sweat and to

twist at my arm. He had to gulp and choke several

times before going on.”
“
‘Doc, they’s a man in that pot ! And the water keeps

gettin’ hotter an’ hotter, an’ he paddles aroun’ grabbin’

at the side an’ lettin’ go ’cause it burns his fingers, and’

he looks at me with eyes that makes my blood freeze

clear down to my toes. An’ I’m holdin’ a gal—an awful

purty gal—in my arm, while she fights an’ kicks, and

ever’ time this feller grabs an’ lets go she squalls some-

thin’ awful so it’s ringin’ in my ears yet. An’ I got

an awful yen for her that’s just burnin’ me up, an’ I

hate this feller so that seein’ him suffer is jes’ like pie.

And the happy feelin’ over him gets all mixed up with

wantin’ this gal an’ knowin’ I’m going to have her

—

’til I jes’ seem to sort o’ float like on a jag. An’ all

mixed up with it is a kind of awful horror of myself

and ever’thin’ else that makes me wanta die ; I hate this

feller an’ have a terrible pity fer ’im, and feel the way
I usta as a boy when I’d hurt a frog or mouse an’ be

awful sorry for it and hafta kill it to put it outa its

misery. An’ somehow all through it this feller seems

to be mixed up with Jack Brinston—and—Oh Doc,

Doc, it keeps cornin’ back to me nights! You gotta

give me somethin’ fer it 1’

“That dream, Lawrence, haunted the poor devil until

he began to get well, then it faded. And do you know,

I met him in the street yesterday, inquired after his

health; and when I asked him whether the dream still

bothered him, he said, ‘What dream?’
”

Professor Kerney was glaring at his friend white-

eyed. *****
“Why, what the devil’s the matter with you, Law-

rence?” said Maddix.

“Edgar, had Trevethen ever seen any Assyrian

stuff?” Kerney said slowly.

“No, I happen to know that he hadn’t. The nearest

he had ever seen was some Egyptian stuff. That struck

me too, so I showed him a picture of the Assyrian

tire factory put up in Los Angeles by the Samson

people—which’d be a good match for ‘Ye Olde Gas

Shoppe’ out on the San Bernardino road. He clicked

at once to the style of dress and the cuneiform writing

as what he’d seen in his dream. But I ascertained

positively that he’d never seen either the factory or

Thk

anything else on the Assyrian line. Lawrence, for

God’s sake, have a drink! I didn’t know you were

so squeamish about surgical matters.”

“That,” said Professor Kerney, in a slow voice

dragged with some effort from his larynx, “isn’t what
I’m squeamish about. Listen to this! We got in a

new set of Babylonian tablets about three months ago.

I’ve nearly finished the translations, on which I’ve been

working nights.”

He picked up his brief-case from its position leaning

against his chair, and fumbled through a mass of

sheets, finally handing one to Dr. Maddix.

The latter read painstakingly.

“Fixed on the West Gate by divine command of

Damik-Khimitu the Mighty, King of Babylon, Lord
of the Four Quarters of the Earth and Provider of

Prosperity and Abundance for the Multitudes of Men

;

that the magnanimity of the Great King be made known
to the inhabitants of the Earth.

“It came to pass in the Year-of-the-Destruction-of-

the-Kassites-at-Amara, that Nabu-Shapik, the Satrap

King of Shur-Uppak, well-beloved half-brother, did

refuse to the Great King his second wife, toward whom
the Great King did condescend to extend his ennobling

desire.

“Whereupon Damik-Khimitu the Great did cause

to be brought in chains to Babylon the body of Nabu-
Shapik the Satrap King, together with his second wife.

“And in the court of Babylon the Great, the King
Damik-Khimitu did cause to be boiled in a copper vessel

four cubits deep, the living body of Nabu-Shapik until

the skin did loosen.

“Whereupon the Great King in his mercy did take

from the vessel Nabu-Shapik, and did cause to be

anointed with the magic balms of the royal physicians,

the flayed body of the impious Satrap King. So that

after the space of three moons, Nabu-Shapik was healed

of his hurts. But the Great King did keep unto him-
self the second wife of Nabu-Shapik, and did abolish

the Kingdom of Shur-Uppak, taking unto himself the

lands and the cattle and the gold of Nabu-Shapik.”
“Wouldn’t you like to know the answer?” asked Pro-

fessor Kerney in a voice which perceptibly failed of

casualness.

Dr. Maddix laid down the sheet and selected a smoke,
noting with some interest that the cigarette-case rattled

against the table as he picked it up.

“No,” he said slowly. “I don’t think I would !”

End ——
THE MASTER ALLEGORY

By THE
As I read beside the lamplight

On each pleasant summer night.

Thoughts come crowding to my memory
Earthly things are dropped from sight.

Something, coming from the Unknown
Seems to take me by the hand.

Lifting me above all mortals

Guiding me to some strange land.

Taking me to other planets

Over starry cosmic lanes,

Wandering along the spectrum
Exploring all the different planes.

PRINCE
Space means nothing, distance nothing,

Eor us Time is but a word.
And we travel through the ages

Seeing sights to man unheard.

And I marvel by whose power
(But ’tis told e’en as I ponder)

“I am the Vanguard of Knowledge
Making way for Science wonder.

"Though I’m but a formless vision

But an imaged thought-condition,

I’m the master allegory.

The great symbol
—

‘Science fiction!’
’’

PLANET



{Illustration by Leonard)

The ant darted toward the Malay. David had no choice. He threw his revolver to his hip and fired.
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THE WAR OF THE GREAT ANTS

HEN David Marsden entered the Malay

jungle on the first of May, 1945, little did

he realize that he was entering upon one

of the most astounding adventures ever to

liefall a human being.

Penetrating the interior with a party of five Malay

“boys” for the purposes of surveying the territory near

Southern Siam for a railroad, they had stopped for the

night on the banks of the narrow, sluggish Tanum
River, up which the party had been wending its way
all day.

After the Malays had dragged the two gracefully

carved dugouts upon the shore, they proceeded to a

small clearing nearby. Here David

broke away from the others, and

while they proceeded to make camp
and prepare supper, he took the op-

portunity of the few fleeting mo-

ments before dark to survey the sur-

roundings.

They were in the interior of a tropi-

cal jungle. The vegetation was par-

ticularly dense ;
as seen only in these

tropical forests where the decay of

vegetable matter during ages past has

enriched the soil to an unbelievable

depth. From this has sprung a pro-

digious mass of vegetation in the

form of huge trees, shrubs, under-

wood, creepers, thorns, and climbing

and trailing vines, all struggling to

reach the upper level of that almost

unbroken growth.

Lateral branches are rare ;
instead they shoot straight

and smooth, for a hundred feet before they branch out,

cabbage-like at their summits. Ferns, mosses, orchids,

and other parasitic plants in countless varieties cover

the trees from top to bottom.

Immense vines that more nearly resemble ropes or

great hawsers trail from tree to tree, up and down and

over each other. They sometimes reach lengths of five

or six hundred feet and appear to bind the jungle to-

gether in one great tangle.

Here indeed is the florists’ paradise. Orchid plants

abound on every side. To one on the ground how-

JIM VAKUy

ever, their blossoms, like

other flowers, are quite

scarce. For it is the roof

of the jungle that blazes

with a myriad of wonder-

ful colours, little or none

of which is apparent

from within.

David walked in a half

circle from the clearing,

coming out again on the

river bank about two

hundred feet above camp.

The yellow waters of the

Tanum flowed silently

past on their leisurely

journey to the China Sea.

The sun had almost set

and as David watched the blazing path it struck across

the jungle stream, an object bobbing up and down on

the little waves, passed before his eyes, slowly floating

downstream with the current.

David’s attention was drawn immediately from the

beauty of the tropical sunset. Objects floating down
these streams were not uncommon. Quite the con-

trary. Broken bits of cocoanut shell, logs, old cloth-

ing, even large trees when there has been a storm in

the mountains above are often seen.

But this was nothing like that. It glittered in the

last rays of the dying sun and as the young engineer

started along the river bank to follow it, he noticed

there were corrugated rings about it.

No, it could not be a tin can—it was

too large. Now David began run-

ning, arriving at camp slightly ahead

of the floating object.

“Tok!” he cried, calling his head

guide. “Quick ! Come here
!”

In a moment the Malay came run-

ning through the bush to where Da-

vid stood on the bank.

“Look!” cried David, pointing to

the shining object that was floating

by. “I must have it. Quick! Get

it for me.”

In another instant Tok had plunged

into the muddy waters. A few pow-
erful strokes took him to the object

and a minute later his dripping form

was again beside David on the bank

In his arms he held a two quart ther-

mos flask, similar to the kind the party carried in their

own equipment.

David and Tok returned to camp where the Malays

now had supper ready. But the first thing David did

was sit down and give full attention to the mysterious

flask. It was almost dark now but by the light of the

camp fire, David turned to the flask. There was no
cap on it, nor was there a cork. The neck of the bottle

was plugged crudely with, a roughly rounded piece of

wood. By dexterous use of his hunting knife, David
soon had the plug removed and a moment later drew
forth a sheath of thin bark, carefully rolled so as to

of the Tanum.

humans give oar small neighbors the

yy ants credit for too little intelligence. We
watch their amazingly efficient activity and
comment on it as mere “instinct."’ Yet a great

many competent students of ant life say that it

is a reasoning intelligence rather than instinct

that allows the ant to conquer his environment

in the astonishing manner that he has.

Ants are really clever creatures, and it is pos-

sible, as our author pictures, for them to build

up great cities, and make slaves of animals that

despise them. Suppose, for example, ants could

make slaves of us and have us do their work for

them? As our readers can realize, this is a most
intriguing idea, and Jim Vanny has used it here

to work out a corking adventure story.

fit into the flask.

He now gave full reign

to his curiosity. Supper
was forgotten. The Ma-
lays ate without him.

They could not under-

stand why anyone should

want an old thermos bot-

tle more than a good
cooked supper after a

weary day’s journey up
the river.

With fingers trembling

with excitement, David
unrolled the curious

script and peered into its

contents. The singular

appearance of it had fired
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his curiosity and he could hardly wait to see what mys-
tery it might hold. Why had it been placed within

this thermos flask and cast to the care of the waters
of the Tanum? David carefully spread it before the

camp fire.

The Manuscript

1
r is the 18th day of April, 1945, (the manuscript ran)
as I sit it) my prison and pen this chronicle of my

experiences since January, 1944. After months of cap-

tivity, I have at last formulated a plan by which I

soon hope to escape from this city of horrors. At least

I believe I shall soon be safe again. If God wills, I

shall leave behind forever this terrible place. Through
careful secrecy I am able to prepare this manuscript.

Should they discover either the manuscript or my plans

to escape, I should be put to instant death. So before

making my attempt, I sliall cast it, sealed in this thermos
flask, over the river wall. Then should I fail to escape

or be unable to reach civilization after leaving here,

may this reach the proper hands. For the world must
know of this terrible menace. Also I want my little

Lureen provided for. Thank God I have enough to

leave to her so that she shall not want anything. And
should I never see her again, I want her to know that

my last thoughts were of her. How she must have
suffered from the uncertainty of the last year

!

My name is John McConnell, of London. I am a
professor of biology and a member of the staff of the

British Museum.
On January 30, 1944, I was granted funds by the

British Museum with which to organize an expedition

to the Malay Peninsula to make a study of some curious

biological phenomena to be found there. World progress

has little changed these jungles—they remain the same
as they have been for innumerable ages. When Charles

Darwin called the Malay Peninsula the “Topsy Turvy
Land,” little did he realize the full significance of his

statement. But I must get to my story. At any moment
I may be discovered and then all would be lost.

I selected five other men to accompany me on this

expedition. The world will undoubtedly recall these

gallant sons of science, namely : Lemuel Corson, Geolo-

gist; John C. Kroll, Zoologist; James Earl Addison,
Interpreter; Henry E. Longsworth, Botanist; Jess

Lynch, Photographer.

We worked with great haste and two months after

funds had been granted for the expedition, we found
ourselves in the midst of the tropical jungle.

I have forgotten those first days in the Malay jungle.

Our party consisted of three dugouts, six white men,
and nine Malay “boys” for guides, cooks, and general

assistants. For two days we passed up the waters of a
sluggish stream, taking photographs, collecting speci-

mens of the insect life and the flora of this section and
noting the general data. We were in our glory. I have
never known happier moments in my life. The only

cloud on the landscape was the fact that my daughter,

Lureen, could not be with me. But this is no place for

a white woman. There are a few here, to be sure, but it

is a hard life for them.

On the third day out we made camp near a small

village on the Tanum River. After supper had been

finished, our Malays wandered off to the village and

left us six white men alone to discuss events together.

We had been sitting about the camp fire for about an

hour when an old Malay returned with three of our

“boys.” He seemed greatly excited over the fact that we
intended to penetrate farther into the interior toward

Gunong Tahun, which is Malay for “Forbidden Moun-
tain.” It seems that only a few hours before our arrival,

the village had been raided by a giant white ant (accord-

ing to its inhabitants) and some of their children car-

ried off. So they were holding a great religious cere-

mony that these evil ones might not return.

I have heard many of the superstitious tales of the

Malay, but never anything like this. My interest was
aroused as was the other members of the expedition,

and we bade the old fellow join our circle and tell his

story.

CHAPTER II

Omar’s Story

(as interpreted by Addison)

Long ago,” began old Omar, “there came to this

jungle a large, white ant. From the beginning

he was an aggressor and soon established himself

monarch in the country about the headwaters of the

Tanum. He would attack other ant villages and carry

off the young to be brought up in slavery in the city of

the white ant.

“The city of the white ant was built both underground

and above, the excavated portion being used for storage

and the growth of fungus upon which the white ant

lived almost entirely. The upper part of the city was

constructed of boughs and leaves gathered from the

surrounding forest.

“As time went on, this ant evolved from an insect of

about two or three inches in length to an enormous crea-

ture some three or four feet from tip to tip. But his

smaller prey did not increase in size like the great white

ant. Yet, as the ant city grew, the need for slaves in-

creased—slaves who could do the work that the smaller

ants could no longer do. So one day a squad of white

ants raided a Malay village and carried off many chil-

dren. The Malays were frightened but furious. A
searching party was at once organized and sent in search

for the missing children. Only one member of the party

returned, his body covered with savage bites and his

system racked with poison. Before he died he told an

unbelievable story of a city of giant ants, many miles

up the river.

“In all the jungle the great white ant became feared

—by all but one. He was the driver ant, who, in spite

of his relative smallness, was feared by the giant slave

hunters. Through generations of slavery the white ant

had become a rather lazy, inactive creature. The driver

on the other hand, was an industrious, active insect.

“Since that first invasion of the Malay village, many
others have occured. Other villages have been raided

and the natives of the interior live in constant fear of

this terrible ant. Surely he must be some god and if

the proper sacrifices are offered, he will in time be ap-

peased.”
s(c 3je *
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As David reached the end of Omar’s story, he stirred

the dying embers of the camp fire and called to Tok for

more wood. The fire replenished, he turned once more

to the fascinating manuscript under the light of the

brightening blaze.

* * * *

Omar’s interesting story (the manuscript went on)

caused much jovial comment on the part of the six

members of the British Museum Expedition.

“Ants,” scoffed Corson, digging his boot heel into the

soil. “More likely the poor devils were carried off by a

tiger.”

“If they were carried off at all,” returned Lynch.

“Righto!” It was Addison talking now. “You know
the Malay is as rich in tales of folklore as any race in

the world.”

We agreed that Omar’s tale was a most extraordinary

one ;
and with laughing good-nights, we turned in

shortly thereafter, the tale of the aggressive ant for-

gotten.

The following day we pushed on up the Tanum which

seemed to grow narrower at every yard of travel, losing

itself in the tangle of tropical jungle.

We pushed on upstream for another day until at

noon of the second day our boats scraped bottom. By
building a lock, the “boys” were able to go farther up
the shallow stream. Then we built three or four locks

that afternoon, dragged the boats over low waterfalls

by using jungle creepers for ropes, until sundown
forced us to again make camp on the river bank.

It is strange that our Malays had never heard the

story of the giant ants, but they came from the more
populated district far below the superstitious jungle

villages and being less religious than the people of the

interior, were less influenced by their fantastic tales.

Slowly we made camp for we were tired from a more
than usually strenuous day. Monkeys abounded on all

sides ; and we were never wanting for fresh fish, for the

Malays were excellent fishermen with their spears.

After supper I conferred with Saru, my head man, and
found that we were only a day’s march from the source

of the Tanum River. Here we would have to abandon
tdie boats and go on afoot toward Gunong Tahun. Then,

weary and tired, I turned in.

The Attack

I
T must have been along toward midnight when I

was awakened by a strange murmuring sound that

I could not place. I lifted myself on one elbow so that

I might better catch the sound. All about the camp
there appeared a dull, phosphorescent glow as if many
giant pairs of eyes circled us. Tigers ! I reached slowly

to my side and grasped my rifle. With caution, although

I felt that every move was being watched, I aroused the

camp.

Two of us were armed with heavy repeating rifles.

The others gripped the handles of .45 calibre automatics.

Saru threw more wood on the dully glowing campfire.

It blazed up. The eyes advanced from the shadows of

the forest. But even as they did so, our blood froze

with horror. For not the lean body of the tiger fol-

lowed them. A tangle of spindly legs—a long, white

body

!

“Omar’s white ants !” yelled Longworth hysterically,

and simultaneously his automatic shattered the solemn

silence of the jungle. We followed suit. As the staccato

of shots died down, a half dozen of the ugly insects lay

on the ground convulsing in their last earthly struggle.

But we could never load and fire fast enough to check

the advance of that onrushing insect horde. We fought

wildly, grasped our rifles by their barrels and beat at

the invaders with the butts. But with no avail. Their

strength was appalling. I heard the terrified screeching

of the Malays. I saw my comrades go down, felt my-
self going—and a merciful blackness spared me further

agony.
He

David shuddered as he turned the next page of the

manuscript and glanced apprehensively about the deep

shadows of the jungle. He threw more wood on the fire

and again turned to his reading.

When I again came to my senses I found myself in a

very peculiar prison. It was built up of logs from the

surrounding forest and the interior greatly resembled

a log cabin except that there were no windows. A small

doorway about four feet square was sealed tightly with

a log door. The floor and ceiling were also of logs fitted

tightly together.

From without came a curious low hum of teeming

insect life. I listened intently but could make out

nothing distinctly. Then I examined myself from head

to foot.

I was none the worse for my experience. My clothes

had been torn to tatters, a two quart thermos flask which

I usually carried strapped to my belt was still there. I

remembered that I was so tired that its empty weight

had been forgotten and I must have lain down to sleep

without removing it. The only other article that re-

mained on me was a short pencil in one of my shirt

pockets. With no clear idea in mind I removed the

flask, placed the pencil inside it and concealed them
under a pile of straw which lay in one corner of my
•prison.

Shortly thereafter the sound of footsteps outside the

door arrested my attention and a moment later my door

swung in and a native Malay entered with food. I at-

tempted to converse with him but he would say nothing.

I spoke a few words of Malay with no better success.

He left the food and went away again. It consisted

of a drink of sparkling water and a durian. Unused to

this famous Malay fruit, I could eat but little, for,

although regarded by the Malays as a rare delicacy, to

me it was like attempting to eat a very bad egg. It cer-

tainly smelled as such. The water was very fine, how-
ever, and after washing down what little of the foul

food I had been able to partake, I felt somewhat better

and eager to learn more of this strange colony into

which I had been made a prisoner.

I was not kept in my prison long. Through the Malays
I was told that there was no use attempting to escape.

I was therefore divested of my tattered clothes, dressed

in a sarong and made to consider myself a slave of the

great white ant.

This ant city is built in a circle like an ant hill, except

that the “hill” is constructed of wood and contains living
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quarters and various chambers. Through my weeks of

slavery I have never allowed an opportunity to escape in

which I might learn something about these amzing crea-

tures. This species of ant is greatly like the tropic ant

known to scientists as the Oecophylla smaragduia, which

forms leaf nests fastened together by silks. The ant, in

my opinion, is a direct descendent of this little tropical

cousin. The ant of this city, however, has in the course

of evolution, acquired the diclosis or slavery trait. Just

how it has been acquired, I am not prepared to state. It

greatly parallels the European Formica sanguinea, who
raids the nests of other species and carries off the pupae,

from which workers subsequently develop,

“If We Make It.”

That these creatures are ants there can be no

doubt. They are at once recognized by their el-

bowed antennae, and conspicuous “waist” formed by the

constriction of the abdomen where it unites with the

thorax. There are no wings.

The ants appear to have no outward means of con-

versation. When they they touch their antennae, their

thought travels from one to the other and there is no
necessity of any words. I do not know if they can

read the human mind. It is obvious that they have some
way of conveying their demands to their native slaves,

for the Malays all seem to know what is required of

them.

I have no idea where the others of our e.xpeditiori

were carried to. I do not even know if they survived.

And I have no way of finding out. These ants live

chiefly on fungus growth which they cultivate them-

selves in underground chambers or “gardens.” It is in

one of these chambers that I have been put to work.

For days now I have been planning an escape. Saru,

the Malay “boy” who I mentioned before, has just been

put to work in the same chamber as I. There is a flume

or rather underground tunnel which enters this chamber
conveying water to the fungus chambers. It was evi-

dently dug by the ants from some stream or river out-

side the city. There is a gate at this end and I am sure

one at the other end for the water may be stopped flow-

ing when the chamber gate is open. I have mentioned

this sluice to Saru and he is willing to attempt an escape

through it with me. How far it reaches or where it

comes out I have no idea. Perhaps that is why others

have not tried to escape through it. But Saru agrees

with me that anything would be better than a life of

slavery under the white ant.

I only wish I knew the fate of the other members of

the expedition. Saru says that many of the Malays were
killed resisting the aiits. That makes me shudder. For
we white men certainly resisted the attack.

By constantly peeling the bark off the logs of my
prison room (which I am using to write this manu-
script) I have made an opening large enough to slip my
thermos flask through. I can just see water when I peer

through and I believe it is the source of the Tanum
River. I must take a chance. Perhaps if luck is with us

we can escape and bring succor to our unfortunate com-
panions, if indeed they are yet alive. If Saru and I do
not make it, it may fall to the lot of this thermos flask to

do so. It is almost time for me to return to the fungus
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chamber so I must stop writing. Until we meet again

—

Farewell

!

. CHAPTER III

A Meeting in the Jungle

T hus the absorbing manuscript came to a close.

The camp fire had again died down to a heap oi

glowing coals. The Malays all lay sprawled about,

sleeping. Their worries were not many. They had had

a good supper and there was nothing for them to do but

sleep until the morrow.

For a long time David sat and smoked his pipe in

the brooding silence of the jungle. There was many
things he wanted to ask Tok, but he, too, lay sleeping

with the others. At length David knocked the cold

ashes from his pipe and followed their example.

After the engineer and his Malays had breakfasted

the next morning, David called Tok to him.

“Tok,” he asked, “have you ever heard of a legend

of a great white ant?”

The Malay thought for a moment.

“I have heard' of such a story, tiian,” he replied in

his native tongue. “But I have never heard it told. We
Malays do not believe all the stories that come from the

interior. You see, tumi, many of them originate with

the Orang Utans. (Jungle Men).”
Tok carefully questioned the others but they likewise

were ignorant of the curious insect. So David derived

from the information that the ant city, if such existed,

must lay near the base of Gunong Tahun, the Forbidden

Mountain.

David had several times pondered upon the possi-

bility of a hoax, and had it not been for the fact that

the disappearance of the McConnell Expedition had

been the talk of England some months previous, he

would undoubtedly have forgotten the strange manu-

script and gone on with his surveying. But after care-

ful consideration, he decided that there might be some-

thing to it. So after coming to the conclusion that the

manuscript should be placed in the hands of the author-

ities without delay, he dispatched two Malays on a re-

turn journey to Singapore, where they were to turn

the script over to the British authorities.

From here David went on with the search. A week

passed but they found nothing. Time passed quickly.

Too quickly, David thought. He had practically aban-

doned all the survey work and had devoted himself in

earnest to the task of locating some clue that would give

a foundation to the amazing manuscript.

It was early afternoon on their fifteenth day in the

jungle. They were traveling through a dense forest of

bamboo by the way of an old elephant track. It had

been worn to a deep rut from generations of elephant

traffic.

Suddenly Tok who was in the lead halted and held

up a hand in warning.

"Diam!” he whispered, which in Malay means “Be

quiet.”

Cautiously he disappeared around a turn in the trail.

For five minutes we waited, then he returned as silently

as he had gone.

“It is another party, tuan’’ he informed David
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quietly.

“Another party?” David repeated in some surprise.

“Who is it?”

“They are camped just ahead, tmn. There are only

four people in it. Two Malay boys, and a white man
and woman.”
“A white woman!” exclaimed the engineer. “What

nonsense is this— ?”

“A white woman, ttum,” insisted Tok firmly.

“Good Lord!” cried David. “What can a white

woman be doing in this God-forsaken country?”

Then turning to Tok. “How old is she?”

“She is young,” replied the Malay.

“And the white man?”
“He is not young, yet he is not so old.”

“I see. Let us go on.”

It was indeed a surprise but when the party ahead

found it was friends, they were more than glad to

welcome the engineer and his Malays.

“How good it seems to see a white man!” cried the

girl. Her companion laughed. He was a monocled

Englishman with a small, sandy mustache and cold blue

eyes.

“Not so complimentary for me, wot?” he suggested.

“Oh now, Robert,” said the girl in a soothing tone.

“Don’t take it that way. You know I should never have

gotten along in this frightful wilderness without you.”

“All right, Lury,” he replied. “But perhaps we had

best introduce ourselves.”

“That goes for myself,” put in David. “I am David

Marsden, of London, surveying for a government rail-

road.”

“This is Sir Robert Darcy,” the fair haired girl in-

troduced her companion who bowed politely to the

young engineer. “And I,” she went on, “am Miss

Lureen McConnell of London—

”

“Lureen McConnell!” grasped David hardly believ-

ing his ears. “Are you related—^that is—do you know
Professor John McConnell—

”

“Yes, yes,” the girl’s eyes were shining with a new
interest now. “He is my father. Do you know him—

”

“For God’s sake, man !” cried Sir Robert stepping to

David’s side. “If you know where Professor McConnell

is don’t keep us in suspense
!”

D avid shook his head. “No, I don’t know. But
I have a very strange story to tell you. If you

will sit down—it is rather long.”

“Of course. I beg your pardon,” replied Lureen.

“In my excitement I quite forgot.”

“As I told you,^’ began David, “my reason for enter-

ing the jungle was to survey the route of a proposed

railroad for the British government. . .
.”

The girl hung on to every word he said. Through the

entire course of the story she never interrupted once.

And when David had finished she sat for several min-

utes in silence.

“I believe we shall find Daddy,” she said earnestly.

“I’ve always hoped and prayed that he would some day

return. But the suspense of waiting was too much. So
I insisted that Sir Robert assist me in searching for

him. We came to the Peninsula ourselves, got these

Malays to guide us, and came into the jungle. You see.

we thought it would be wiser than to bring a large party

of inexperienced persons into the wilderness.”

“You were very wise,” David assured her. “But

now that we have met, I believe it would be wise to

organize a plan of search. That is—if you care to have

my assistance.”

“Why—of course. It is really more than I had ex-

pected. You see
—

”

“Yes, I understand,” broke in David. “But the in-

terests of science and humanity come foremost with the

government. They would insist that I abandon my
present work and follow up the clue furnished by the

manuscript. So my ‘boys’ and myself are at your dis-

posal, Miss McConnell.”

The girl smiled in sincere appreciation.

“That is so good of you, Mr. Marsden,” she replied.

“But please do not insist on being so formal in the

forest. I should feel much easier if you would just call

me Lury.”

The engineer chuckled softly.

“Certainly. And all my friends call me Dave,”

It was the girl’s turn to laugh.

“All right—Dave.”

“And when addressing me,” chimed in Sir Robert,

“kindly make it Darcy.

“You see,” he explained, “we get so much formalities,

we are glad to get away from them for a little while.

Lury and I are engaged to be married and we’ve been

attending so many formal teas, dinners, parties and

what nots that we’ve become rather bored with it all.”

“Oh—I see.” There was a note in David’s voice that

he did not understand and he wondered why the girl

turned away and appeared occupied at something else

when Sir Robert spoke of their engagement.

But David’s manner did not betray his sudden in-

terest in Lureen McConnell. Instead he went on mak-
ing plans with his two new found friends for the rescue

of the girl’s father. The girl did most of the talking for

herself and Robert while the Englishman sat and lan-

guidly puffed on an Egyptian cigarette.

On the following morning the two search parties went

on as one. On acount of the small number of them it

was deemed wiser and safer to continue thus. Farther

and farther into the interior they penetrated until at

length they came to the slopes of Gunong Tahun. The
clatter of birds and numerous chattering monkeys were

the only means of breaking the monotony of the pri-

meval forest. And once an elephant passed nearby, but

was soon lost in the dense wooded fastness.

“This is the neighborhood
—

” began David. The girl

shook her head in understanding. Then looking up the

wooded slopes of Gunong Tahun she asked: “Can this

be it?”

David turned to Tok with a question. Then he turned

once more to Lureen.

“Tok says this is the mountain your father mentioned

in his manuscript,” he assured her.

“Then we must be near the ant city,” the girl ven-

tured softly. “Oh, where is it?”

“We can’t be sure,” replied David. “You must re-

member we are in a vast expanse of jungle. The city

will be but a mere speck in its vastness.”

“You will remember also,”^ he continued, “that it was
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at the base of this mountain that Professor McConnell
and his expedition camped. We must not follow his

example. I propose to ascend this mountain from which

we can get an excellent view of the surrounding forest.

Perhaps we can even locate the ant city from its

heights.”

“An excellent idea,” was Darcy’s opinion.

For half a day they toiled up the steep slopes of the

forbidden mountain. Gradually, through breaks in the

vegetation, they could see the panorama below them
begin to unfold. Then, about an hour before sunset,

they came out upon a high point not far from the moun-
tain’s summit and saw spread below them the wild maze
of the tropic jungle. It seemed to lie in an unbroken
blanket as far as the eye could reach. But after piercing

the distance with a pair of powerful binoculars. Sir

Robert Darcy turned to David.

“Tell me what you see off to the southeast,” he said

handing them to the engineer.

David looked. “The ant city!” he cried a moment
later.

On to the City!

The girl grasped the binoculars eagerly and peered

through the powerful lenses. It twas as her father

had described it in his manuscript. A round mound of

Ic^s and materials that had been gathered from the sur-

rounding forest. From their point of vantage they

judged the thing to be a mile across with a wall some
thirty feet in height all around it.

“The ant city,” said Lureen again.

“Or an aboriginal village,” suggested Robert. But
David only shook his head.

“I don’t believe you will find an aborginal village so

far in the interior—or so near this mountain,” he said.

“And to think we may be looking down upon my
father’s prison,” murmured Lureen softly.

“We shall soon know,” David assured her.

“How?” was the girl’s eager question.

“We will camp on the mountain to-night,” replied

David. “No camp fires—we must take every precaution.

After dark I shall reconnoiter a bit. I can easily slip

through the forest—I shall take Tok with me. Perhaps

we can learn something of this queer city in the jungle.

We shall try
—

”

“But Dave,” there was an anxious note in Lureen’s

voice. “There is danger. You may be captured—or

killed. Isn’t it best we all go—^together?”

The engineer shook his head. “Tok and I must first

get the-lay of the land. The whole party would be tak-

ing too great a risk.”

With reluctance the girl gave in. Darcy made no

comment. He probably felt that David would have his

own way eventually in spite of all protests.

After a cold supper, Tok and David prepared for

their trip. They took only bare necessities including

water and ammunition for David’s automatic. Tok’s

arms consisted of a good stout club.

At nine o’clock they slipped noiselessly away from
camp. They had determined that the city lay not less

than five miles away from their camp on the mountain

and therefore they must make haste. They did not ex-

pect to return before daylight.
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“If I do not return by noon tomorrow,” David told

Lureen and Robert at parting, “it is best you and your

boys go on over the mountain for help at the island of

Penang which lies not more than seventy-five miles

beyond.”

The girl nodded, but from the expression on her face,

David felt that she would do no such a thing. She
would in all probability follow him and Tok. He said

no more. But in his mind he formed a firm resolve to

come back.

Tok led the way down the mountain. It was a pre-

carious route made more so by the darkness. They
covered three miles with no mishap, although they knew
that the danger which lurked on every side was closer

as they drew nearer the forbidden city. It was past mid-

night and the silence of the jungle night was appalling.

Nearer and nearer the Malay and the engineer ap-

proached the city. Greater grew the danger of detection.

But they kept steadily on. Presently Tok halted and

pointed through the trees.

“Look !” he whispered in the white man’s ear.

Almost at their feet ran a yellow, sluggish stream

that appeared black and forbidding under the cloak of

night. It was about ten feet wide and directly across on
its opposite bank ran a clearing some fifty feet in width.

It terminated in an abrupt wall. The ant city, without

a doubt!

Tok clutched the heavy club he carried. David ner-

vously fingered his automatic revolver. And as they

stood there uncertain of their next move, the black’s

form stiffened and he again drew David’s attention,

this time to the top of the wall.

There, plainly outlined against the sky, stood a giant

white ant!

CHAPTER IV

Breathless Moments

For a minute the thing stood perched thus as if

trying to determine something, uncertain of its

next move. Then it came swiftly down the per-

pendicular wall and headed toward the stream. With a

single bound the thing had cleared the ribbon of water

and was making for the brush where the two spies lay

concealed.

“Quick, Tok! Your club!” whispered David sharply.

The Malay swung at the giant insect with all his

strength. With a quick move as he came on, the ant

sidestepped the blow and darted toward the Malay.

David had no choice. He threw his revolver to his hip

and fired.

As the echo of the deafening report died in the

jungle, other ants suddenly began to pour over the wall

of the city. Then suddenly from somewhere up in the

wall came a human’s voice.

“Help! Whoever you are, do not leave me—Help!
Help ! Help

!”

“Who are you ?”called out David.

“John McConnell of London. I
—

”

“We are outnumbered!” David shouted back. “We
must run ! But we will return. Don’t give up hope. We
will be back !” And with these parting words he foK
lowed Tok back into the jungle.
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The two men fled blindly. They had the advantage

of a slight start, but from somewhere behind they could

hear the low drum of many feet moving swiftly through

the brush. They knew that their hideous enemies were

in hot pursuit.

They ran in a half circle, heading back toward the

stream considerably below the ant city. It seemed they

must soon give up. The pursuers were closing in. Both

men were nearing exhaustion from their rapid flight.

Then suddenly there was a splash and they stumbled

into the water. Quickly recovering, they found it to be

not over a foot deep.

“Quick!” cried Tok grasping David by the arm.

With haste the two plunged downstream. One hun-

dred feet, two hundred feet—on and on they went. Per-

haps it would serve to throw the insects off their trail.

Yet at any moment they expected to see the pursuing

horde loom upon either bank and overwhelm them.
* * * *

The morning light was breaking when David and Tok
finally came to the foot of the mountain on whose slopes

they had made camp the previous night. Their bodies

were wet and tired, sore and burning from their hasty

flight through the tearing, clawing brush. Even now
they went on cautiously. No telling how far these crea-

tures had spread their net to ensnare them.

It was nearly noon when they at last reached the site

of their camp. Anxiously David peered ahead for some
sign of greeting from those they had left behind. None
came. But as David and the Malay broke through the

tangle of brush and stood once more where their camp
had been they started back in horror.

Scattered about in confusion was all that remained

of the camp they had left in such perfect order the night

before. The bodies of several of the Malays lay crum-

pled about the wrecked camp. They were terribly muti-

lated. And as David’s eyes fell on one limp form, he

sprang forward with a cry of mingled rage and sorrow.

Sir Robert Darcy lay quite still, his cold hands still

clutching the automatic rifle whose chamber was empty.

The empty shells scattered on the ground about him
gave mute testimony of his losing battle.

Both he and the dead Malays were bloated from the

formic acid poisoning. Tok and David were sickened at

the sight. What had happened to Lureen and the other

Malays? It was not hard to guess their fates. The ants

had discovered the camp before David and Tok re-

turned.

With sorrow written on their faces and vengeance
in their hearts, the engineer and the Malay guide buried

the dead as best they could. David marked each grave
with a crudely carved piece of wood from the jungle.

And when his task was finished he stepped back.

“God!” he breathed in anguish. “What can we do?
How will we find them? How will we save them?”
“Tok find them,” replied the Malay with assurance.

David gave his head a little twist of determination.

“We’ve got to find them, Tok,” he said, gripping the

Malay’s hand.

David Again

WHEN the great white ants appeared suddenly

from the surrounding jungle and attacked their

camp. Sir Robert Darcy and the Malays fought with all

the intensity that comes of despair. But as in the case

of the British Museum Expedition, they were outnum-
bered beyond all hope.

Sir Robert emptied his automatic rifle into the maze
of creatures before he was over whelmed and felt their

terrible jaws sink into his body. Then a merciful black-

ness overtook him and he passed beyond the realm of

mankind.

The Malays were putting up a losing fight with clubs

of firewood while Lureen stood transfixed at the sight

of the terrible thing that had overcome Sir Robert.

The defenders were soon beaten down, killed, or car-

ried off into the enveloping blackness of the jungle.

Such was the fate of Lureen. Sharp pincers pierced

her soft skin as one of the hideous things carried her

along in its mouth. She was covered with saliva from
its dripping jaws and she shuddered in horror as she

was borne away. To what fate? Must she become a
slave of these overgrown insects? Must she toil for the

remainder of her life in the fungus beds of the white

ant? Then she thought of her father and wondered if

he had escaped as planned. She longed to see him, but

not in the power of these awful creatures. She hoped
that he should never see her in such suffering, nor she

him.

Then she thought of David. What had been his fate ?

And Tok? Good, faithful Tok. Had they too fallen

prey to the ants? Or had they, by some miraculous

chance, been spared this fate? Somehow she felt that

David had escaped the creatures. And she knew he
would soon rescue her. And in her thoughts of him she

found comfort.

The ants moved swiftly through the jungle. And
long before dawn had unfolded the mantle of night,

Lureen saw looming walls before her and knew that she

had come at last to the ant world.

There were no portals to be opened; no gates to be

guarded. Quickly the insects mounted the perpendicular

wall, clambered into an entrance high above the ground
and Lureen found herself in pitch darkness. She knew
these ants could see their ways about. But she was
utterly helpless in the stygian gloom.

Presently she felt the grip on her relax and she

dropped suddenly to a bed of dried brush or straw. She
heard retreating footsteps and she knew that she was
alone. Her first impulse was to get up and run—any-

where—but her cooler sense told her that her captors

had foreseen this. She was a prisoner, and a prisoner she

would stay.

And so, tired from the previous day’s travel, weary
from the terrible events of the night, and with the

bronzed face of a young civil engineer haunting her

dreams, Lureen McConnell slept fitfully through the

dark hours before dawn.

When Lureen awoke she gazed about her in a rather

dazed condition. Slowly the events of the night previous

came back to her.

The sun had been up for some time. She arose and
examined her prison. It was similar to that described by
her father in his manuscript. She wondered what fate

these creatures had in store for her and as she recalled

the previous night’s experience, sheshuddered.
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A native Malay brought her food as he had done

Professor McConnell, but the girl was able only to

drink the clear water. Then she sank limply into the

pile of straw and tried to think. Was there no possible

means of escape from this dreadful city? As she pon-

dered the door of her prison swung slowly open and

Lureen sprang to her feet with a stifled cry of joy as

David entered the room.

“Shhh—” he cautioned. “Quick! We must get out

of here.”

Obediently she followed him. They passed from the

log room to the passage outside and quickly along its

dark interior. The girl wondered at the absence of the

creatures she thought would infest the place.

In the Flume

PRESENTLY they entered a chamber that was a

great garden of fungus.

“But how did you ever gain entrance to the city?”

asked Lureen of David.

“Tok and I got back to camp at noon yesterday and

found your raided camp,” he explained quickly. “We
needed no one to tell us what had happened. We have

been scouting this city ever since. Our chance came
about an hour ago. Some white ants returned from the

forest on the run and when they got to the others great

e.xcitement prevailed. I don’t know what it is but I’ve

a hunch
—

”

“What is it?” asked the girl eagerly.

“Driver ants ! The white ants are making great prep-

arations for the defense of the city. You remember
your father said they feared none but the drivers.”

“Yes. And Daddy—where is he
—

”

“Safe,” replied David shortly. “Hiding in the flume

the ants use to bring water in from the river to their

gardens. During the excitement, Tok and I dammed
the upper end of the flume and entered the city by it.

Your dad and Tok are there now with a few other

Malay boys we rescued from the city. Come.”

Lureen asked no more questions. She followed David

to the entrance of the flume where a man whose care-

worn features and gray hair made him look old, waited

for them. And as Lureen saw him she flew into his

arms.

“Daddy !”

“Lureen ! Yes, it is my own little Lureen.”

They embraced. Then David reminded them of their

situation and all three retreated into the flume. Tok was
there and his joy at Lureen’s rescue was evident. And
then the girl turned once more to David. •

“And—what about—Sir Robert?” she asked halt-

ingly.

David turned his head away. The girl laid a reassur-

ing hand on his arm.

“I—understand,” she said softly, in genuine sym-

pathy. There was no trace of grief in her voice.

“Sir Robert died like the gallant gentleman he was.”

David reassured her when he found his voice. “We
found him still clutching his rifle.”

“Poor Robert,,” murmured the girl.

Her father reached out and took her hand.

“Perhaps it is better this way,” he said to her. “But

through five years of misfortune I have realized what
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an old fool I had been in insisting on such a match. Had
Robert lived, Lureen, I want you to know that I would
have released you from your pledge.”

“Dear, dear Daddy,” were her only words.

“You—” began David; but Tok broke in.

“We must get this entrance barred, tmn,” he said.

“At any moment we may be discovered.”

Together they swung closed the great trap door that

sealed the passage.

“Let us hope it withstands the attack,” said David

desperately.

“It must,” were Professor McConnell’s grim words.

“If the driver ants ever get through—well, nothing can

stand before them.”

“But haven’t the white ants repulsed similar attacks?”

asked David.

“Yes. But I hope that they will not withstand this

one. Each attack has been stronger and each time it

has caught the white ant lazier and weaker. These

white ants have developed, it is true, to a high state of

intelligence. But they have lost much through the in-

stitution of slavery. It has weakened them as a race

—

made them less hardy. You see
—

”

David nodded.

“If the white ants win the battle we stand little

chance of ever getting out of here,” David said. “If

the driver wins, I understand he will go on away leaving

the city devastated.”

“That is true,” replied the professor. “Let us wish

the best of luck to the driver ant,” and he chuckled in

spite of the hardships he had passed through.

The War of the Ants

An hour sped by. Then suddenly from without,

came a cry in Malay. Tok turned to the others.

“They are coming,” he said simply.

In the inky blackness of the flume they could see

nothing except when David used his flashlight. He was

sparing with this for he did not know how long the

fugitives would have to stay in the tunnel. He had

sealed the lower end so that they would get enough

fresh air while they were thus hidden.

And now from outside came sounds of great activity.

Then came sounds of confusion, noises of combat, the

yells of Malay slaves. The city trembled under the

tramp of many feet and those within the flume knew
that the driver ant had launched his attack. The battle

was on in all its deadly intensity.

“God, if they should break through I” murmured the

professor.

“They won’t,” David assured him as they listened.

For an hour the batle raged in fury.

“Will they ever finish?” asked the girl. “Oh, it is

so horrible!”

But no one answered. For at that moment there came

the sound of a terrific explosion. The earth shook and

portions of the ceiling of the flume fell on the fugitives

within.

“What was that?” cried Professor McConnell

alarmed.

“That was a man-made explosion!” cried David ex-

citely.

“Man-made?” came Lureen’s voice. “What do you
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mean ?”

“I don’t want to raise false hopes,” continued the

young engineer breathlessly, “but I believe the govern-

ment has answered your manuscript, professor.”

Another deafening explosion followed.

“We can’t stay in here much longer,” David said,

flashing his light about to note the damage. “We don’t

want the walls to fall in on us.”

From outside came the staccato bark of a machine

gun. The sound of scurrying insect life was rapidly

dying out. Several more explosions followed the inter-

mittant barking of the machine gun. Then a voice with

a broad English accent hailed the city.

‘“ello! Anybody ’ome?”

David waited to hear no more. Calling to Tok he
turned his attention to the barred doorway. In another

minute it was swung open and the little party emerged
from the dripping, stuffy interior.

And the sight of a detachment of Britain’s soldiers

poking about the ruins of the shattered ant city was
never more welcome to David and his-companions.

They stayed only long enough to completely search

the defeated insect world. But there were no traces of

the five men who had accompanied Professor McCon-
nell on the expedition five years before. Sadly they

turned away from the strange city, yet with hearts

thankful that they had been spared the fate that had

overtaken the others.*****
The sun had dropped behind the forest top when they

made camp once more on the banks of the lower Tanum,
and the twilight that overspread the jungle seemed to

breathe of peace. And when the twilight had faded into

night it was not long before a crescent moon rose over

the tree tops across the river and filled the cloudless sky

and surrounding country with its silvers- sheen. They
sat upon the river bank, Lureen and David, while the

warm breeze whispered softly across the river and blew

the golden curls from her forehead. Her hands were

in David’s and as they looked out upon the bright path

thrown across the river by the moon, it seemed that they

were in a fairy world ; the old one was forgotten. And
they were content to let it be so for the present. The
clouds of yesterday were gone and they built only

castles in the dream world of tomorrow.

The End.

What Is Your Knowledge
1

—

What is the meaning of “diclosis” with refer-

ence to ants? (Page 144)

2

—

V\4iat is it that kills in the case of a severe

burn? (Page 137)

3

—

What is the “suppressed desire” theory?

(Page 138)

A—What is the meaning of Mars being in opposi-

tion to the earth? (Page 119)

5

—

What is supposed to be responsible for the

complicated social system of the ants and

bees? (Page 121)

6

—

What is the effect on a body when it travels

at an immense speed, according to the Lorentz-

Fitzgerald formula? (Page 104)

7

—

M'hat peculiar properties have radio-active

materials when they start exploring? (Page
109)

8

—

What are herbivora? Saurians? (Page 153)

ANNOUNCEMENT
Due to the great avalanche of replies to the Slogan Contests an

announcement of the results has been deferred to the August

issue of Wonder Stories.

—The Publishers.



(Illustration by Paul)

Again Sarro laughed in our direction. Utterly appalled we watched, hoping that death had come
to end the condemned man’s tortures.
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What Has Gone Before

Several young men driving along a mountain road near Denver,

Colorado, come upon a strangely dressed man lying unconscious on

the road. They take him to a hospital and on his recovery he tells the

story of his disaster. He is an inventor, named Ned Gothram, and

together with his nephew Ted Cranston, attempted to bore a tunnel clear

through the earth with a machine they called the Penetrator, After^

going down a number of miles the machine took a sharp fall avid landed

into a great sea of oil which formed part of a gigantic subterranean

cavern. They reach the shore and finally find a great city in a valley

below them. They are attacked by winged human-like creatures and

taken to the city where they are brought before ike governor called

Taman the Thrice Wise. By means of a Sonaa, an instrument put on
their heads, they are able to converse telepathically. Taman tells them
that they can never return to the surface world. They are taken to a
house of confinement. On the way they pass a beautiful young woman
whom Teddy falls in love with. The mysterious girl comes to visit them
but a winged man tries to force her to leave. Teddy vanquishes him
and he leaves after making a threat against Teddy. The girl reveals

herself as Noama, granddaughter of Taman, and the man as Sarro,

Minister of Police, whom she has refused to marry.

OTH Teddy and I were very much dis-

appointed by Noama’s announcement, and

for several moments we were silent.

“But I am quite forgetting the object of

my impromptu visit.” Our guest interrupted

the silence laughingly. “I am very curious to learn how
you people came into our land, and

what your intentions are. I questioned

my grandfather about you; but, be-

yond stating that both of you are

from the surface world, he declined to

give me any further information. I

have broken the prison rules by com-

ing here, but I just could not resist

the temptation.”

Aided by occasional promptings

from me Teddy eagerly undertook

the task of acquainting Noama with

the story of our adventure up to the

time when we had first met her at the

great white pyramid. With deepest

interest and eager, shining eyes she

listened intently, and when my
nephew had finished, she applauded

both of us cordially.

“What an extraordi-

nary, wonderful idea it

was !” she complimented

me sincerely. Then her

face saddened. “Too bad

that you will not be able

to carry it out now, even

if it were not for the cen-

tral ocean.”

“But say, Noama, is

that central ocean in any

way connected with the

oceans on the surface?”

Teddy inquired. “And
how liig is it anyway ?”

GEORGE PAUL BAUER

tors, the Primarians, were still living upon the surface.

Then came the great cataclysm, foretold by their coun-

cil of wise men; and the people, at least part of them,

emigrated down here to this land which their scientists

had prepared for them. This happened about two mil-

lions of your years ago. It was during the great cata-

clysm then that the connections of the

central ocean with the surface were
sealed up forever.”

“The first earth and the two moons—^the great cataclysm—two millions

of years ago
—

” Teddy mouthed
rather idiotically. “Why, what do you
mean, Noama? You are not joking?”

“Joking!” For just a moment
Noama drew herself haughtily erect,

and a quick gleam of anger shot from
her eyes Then, perceiving the amaze-
ment in Teddy’s face, and no doubt

in mine also, she realized her mistake,

and relaxed. She laughed softly

“No, Tedde-e, I was not joking,”

she explained. “By ‘first earth’ I

meant, of course, this same earth, as

it was before the explosion of the sun

burnt up about half of its

The Walls Have Ears I

HIS eagerness to learn

seemed to please
the girl. She smiled.

“The central ocean is

about two thousand of

your miles across, and it has a surface too. But as to your

first question—^the central ocean is not now connected

in any way with the oceans on the surface. But there

was a time when it was indeed joined to the waters of

the surface, so the records say. This was during the

first earth, and the two moons, when our ancient ances-

^ rjlHlS story is now approaching its mosf^
J- thrilling phases. Our two adventurous

explorers into the earth’s interior are due for

some astounding experiences, such as few men
have had. The story is gripping, because our

author has such a vivid imagination, which he

displays in his ability to picture strange worlds

beneath the earth’s surface.

But there is both humor and tragedy in the

situation of our surface men and their attempts

to get out of the clutches of the Inner People.

What is particularly interesting is the attitude

of these sub-surface men to our own race.

Whereas we pride ourselves on our achievements,

on our civilization and believe ourselves to be

the cream of the universe, the people of the

Inner World see us as half civilized savages. A
reading of this story then, might provoke a new
point of view on ourselves. ^

diameter. That was the

great cataclysm. The
earth had two moons
then, a larger and a

smaller one. The present

moon is the remains of

the larger one — the

smaller one was com-
pletely destroyed.”

She pointed to a pecul-

iar apparatus at the far

side of the room.

“But you can get all

that and more, visibly,

from that electronic re-

cording machine there. It

will show you the high-

points of the Primarian

history.”

“Yes—yes, Noama. But
you mentioned something

about two millions of years ago, when your ancestors

came into this land,” Teddy reminded her. “Two mil-

lions of years seems a good long time.”

“Perhaps it seems a long time to you surface people,”

she said thoughtfully. “But we Inner People often for-

get that there is such a thing as time. We have in fact
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no instruments for time-recording such as you people

use to regulate your life by. We don’t need such things.

As you have seen, with us it is always day. We eat

when we are hungry, we sleep when we are tired, and
we work when there is work to do. But, to return to

your question—it was, as I said, about two millions

of your years ago when, in order to escape complete

annihilation, the Primarians descended from the surface

to this land ; and have lived here ever since.”

“Then there must be a way, a shaft or something like

that, which leads to the surface,” I said eagerly. “Do
you know where it is, Noama?”

She gazed at me with sudden hostility, and I knew
that she read the thought in my mind.

“Yes—I know where it is,” she said slowly and
reluctantly. “It is called ‘the forbidden gate.’ And the

penalty for entering it is death
!”

“Noama! Noama!” a great voice boomed suddenly

through the room, causing the three of us to jump
precipitately to our feet. I whirled about. There, from
a large sphere of jet-like substance which stood upon a

stone pedestal near the middle of the room, the awful

visage of the governor of Raa, Taman the Thrice-Wise,

stared out at us. But his angry, flaming eyes seemed
directed to Noama only.

“Return to your quarters immediately!” he com-
manded harshly. “And remain there until I have word
with you. Go !”

Almost immediately the vision disappeared. I was
still staring in fascination at that magic black ball, when
I heard Teddy’s voice out in the hall. I swung about

then and discovered that I was alone. A few moments
later Teddy returned.

“She’s gone,” he announced with a doleful face.

“Darn that old— !”

“Stop, Teddy !” I interrupted him sternly. “Remem-
ber that this room might have not only eyes, but ears

as well.”

CHAPTER IX

Two Million Years Ago

“TTTHAT do you say to experimenting with thatW ‘electronic recording machine’ as Noama
called it. Uncle Ned?”

It was many hours later. We had taken a nap in the

adjoining sleeping chamber, had eaten another lunch,

and were now resting at our ease in the entertainment

and study room. I was amusing myself with studying

the hieroglyphic characters in one of the peculiar books

of flexible metal, and Teddy was shadow boxing.

“Suits me.” I agreed. “Maybe we can figure out how
to run the thing.”

Seen from the side, the apparatus in question was
shaped like a capital P, with a very heavy leg. But from
the front it resembled an upright piano, only that it

was wider, higher, and more bulky. Two upholstered

comfortable-looking chairs were placed immovably in

front of it, above each of which, in the extreme outer

curve of the upper part, two vertical, oval openings ap-

peared, each of them framed by a raised and padded
collar of metal. From each side of these collars a short,

flexible arm jutted out, to the curved end of which a

cone, similar to those of the soma, was attached. A
single, somewhat larger, cone on a longer arm protruded

about twelve inches below the lower edge of each collar.

About midway between the two oval openings was a

dial the size of a dessert plate, which was divided into

twelve sectors, and was surmounted by a movable

hand, or indicator, attached to a round knob. Below this

dial, in an easily accessible position from either side,

were two large buttons, a black one and a white one.

We seated ourselves in the chairs, and immediately

discovered that our faces fitted nicely into the raised

and padded collars of the oval openings. We likewise

found that the two upper cones fitted completely over

our ears, and that the lower one was just right to fit

snugly over our solar plexuses. The inference was

quite plain.

“Do you remember what Noama said about this ma-
chine showing the high-points of Primarian history?”

I said to Teddy. “Well, I have an idea that their history

is divided into twelve parts, and that by setting the in-

dicator hand on this dial we can get any part we want.

Let’s set it on the first sector, and see what happens.”

“Fine !” Teddy agreed. “And the two buttons below

the dial are the controls, I guess ; the white one naturally

for starting.”

I quickly set the dial, and then he pressed down upon
the white button.

^ ^ ^

Almost immediately a peculiar, greenish-golden lu-

minosity began to grow before my eyes, and within this

phenomenon of light, seemingly many miles away, I

saw a small disc of greenish-white radiance. However,

the luminous disc was obscured and rendered indistinct

by a fog-like phenomenon, and I was speculating inter-

estedly what it could possibly be, when the obscuring

curtain of haze suddenly disappeared.

My first thought was that I was gazing at the moon
during its maximum fullness. But quickly I realized

that the luminous disc was not only much larger, but

also brighter. But the most peculiar thing was that I

seemed to be suspended somewhere in interplanetary

space, and was gazing down at it from an immense
distance.

Suddenly I seemed to be hurtling downwards at

frightful speed. The luminous disc below me became

rapidly larger and larger—resolved itself into a world

of water, in the middle of which lay a great continent

—

And then, as suddenly as it had begun, the downward
motion ceased, and to my amazement I found myself

suspended above a vast, primal forest of gigantic, fan-

tastically shaped trees.

But it was not a silent world this. For almost im-

mediately my ears were filled with a medley of hideous

sounds ; an utterly ferocious and blood-curdling roaring

and bellowing and screaming, which struck against my
nerves like a searing pain. Far, far down in the dark

abysses beneath the vast trees I could discern indistinct,

moving shapes

—

Then I seemed to be passing over the forest in a

lateral direction and at very moderate speed, which en-

abled me to see everything quite clearly. Presently a

large, swampy meadow appeared, at the edge of which

I saw a horde of gigantic animals feeding peacefully
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upon the luscious grasses and weeds.

The motion stopped, and my vision remained sus-

pended just above the feeding monsters. With keen

interest I noted that the flat, massive snout of each was

armed with four slightly backwards curving horns, two
large ones in front and two smaller ones back of them.

Their heavy legs immediately reminded me of a rhi-

noceros, but their huge bodies were covered with long,

and very coarse-appearing blackish hair. Suddenly the

largest of their number elevated his enormous head high

into the air, opened his great mouth, and sent forth a

bellow like that of ten angry bulls in unison.

It was a challenge. And I was not long left in doubt

as for whom it was intended. For almost instantly

the gigantic challenger’s furious bellow was answered

by a not less vicious, defiant roar from the far side of

the meadow. This vision shifted so that I could now
perceive a second group of huge herbivora,* feeding at

the opposite edge of the wide grassy space. The largest

one stood a short distance apart, with his great head

held proudly erect as he voiced the acceptance to the

challenge—an immense elephantine creature with mas-

sive columnar legs, whose gigantic body was covered

thickly with short, reddish-colored curly hair, and from
whose lower jaw two ponderous inward-curving tusks

protruded, the sharp points of which made them for-

midable weapons.

Several more times the two champions of the oppos-
ing herds exchanged thunderous bellows and roars of

challenge and defiance. Then suddenly, as if at a given

signal, they rushed towards each other with a speed that

was positively amazing in creatures of their bulk; their

ponderous bodies cutting through the deep grasses and
weeds like the bows of battleships through the waves of

the sea.

The End of the Battle

They met in the center of the meadow; and the

crashing impact of their monstrous bodies sounded

like the smashing to earth of a great tree. A battle of

unspeakable ferocity followed. While the four-horned

titan was endeavoring to rip open his adversary’s belly

with the sharp points of his horns, the other one was
intent to drive his tusks into his enemy’s neck and thus

reach his heart.

They circled about each other, retreated, advanced and
charged in never ending succession, and with ever-

increasing fury, while their roars and bellowing caused

the trees to tremble, and sounded in my ears like the

rolling of near thunder. Blackish, thick blood soon
spattered the grass all about them, and formed in ever-

enlarging pools on the trampled, moist ground and
crushed herbs. From both sides the two opposing herds

now urged on their respective champions with a bedlam
of roars and bellowings that was almost unbearable.

But presently I became aware of a new movement
in the meadow, and soon perceived four or five immense
shapes creeping up on the two fighters from as many
directions. Frightful monsters they were, resembling

lizards of gigantic size, their dark-green scales and

Animals that live on vegetation as contrasted with carnivo-
rous or flesh-eating animals.

beady eyes gleaming and glittering in the ruddy light

of the sun. I recognized them immediately for what

they were ; carnivorous saurians,* armed with razor-like

claws in their arm-like fore limbs and with dagger-like

teeth in their heavy, cruel jaws.

Upon the approach of the gigantic saurians the two
herds of herbivora had fled precipitately. But the two
fighters, blind with battle and blood lust knew nothing

of the dread presences until the sharp, cruel fangs of the

saurians crushed down into their spines. But, spent

from their battle and loss of blood as they were, their

frantic resistance was unavailing, and with demoniac,

throaty laughter, the saurians devoured them while they

were still half alive.

I was greatly relieved indeed when the vision moved
away from that scene of carnage and death. A large

inland sea appeared now, at the swampy shores of

which a number of great reptiles were visible. They
were even larger than the carnivorous saurians of be-

fore. But evidently they were of the plant-eating kind,

for they were peacefully feeding on the leaves of trees,

and on the succulent grasses and weeds near the water’s

edge. Smaller saurians, apparently the young offspring

of the larger ones, were feeding and gamboling half

submerged at the shore.

It was while I was watching the antics of them that

suddenly a pair of immense jaws shot out of the water
close to them, caught one of the young saurians by the

neck, and despite its frantic struggles pulled it out of

sight beneath the water. For a few minutes the sea

boiled and foamed as the battle continued beneath its

surface. But quickly everything was quiet again; and
the feeding and playing went on as if nothing had hap-
pened.

Presently I seemed to float over the tops of gigantic

trees again, the upper terraces of which were alive with
a multitude of smaller creatures, that climbed and
crawled and flew, and filled the air with a thousand dis-

cordant cries and noises. The vision passed on, and a
wide, grassy space came into view. The place was an
almost circular valley

; and as the view extended, I saw
that in the distance it was surrounded by a system of
peculiar, jagged mountains.

But quickly my attention was drawn to a number of
immense- creatures, whose bodies appeared a solid mass
of great, bony shields, and whose backbone was a con-
tinuous chain of short, sharp horns, the size of which
diminished gradually towards the ends of their long,

flexible tails.

Skeletons and carcasses of many animals were scat-

tered all over the valley, about the latter of which large

swarms of great, bat-like creatures fluttered and flew,

and fought viciously; their harsh, discordant cries fill-

ing the air with a frightful din, and their sharp-toothed
jaws tearing huge chunks of putrid meat from the car-

casses. Undoubtedly they were flying reptiles, of the
order of pterodactyls, and I suddenly smiled to myself
as I remembered Teddy’s designation of them as “pre-
historic fowls” during our travel on the Penetrator.

The vision remained stationary above this valley ; and
even while I was disgustedly watching the feeding of

* A division of the reptile family referring to lizards, etc.
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the noisy, bat-like saurians a peculiar haze was begin-

ning to form itself before me, which quickly blotted

out the scene below me. And with the disappearing

of the vision, all noise pertaining to it ceased also.

CHAPTER X

The Grim Warning

I
HAD a feeling that an immense period of time

passed. Then presently the luminous haze began to

thin again. It disappeared— And then I stared in

utter, incredulous amazement at the magic change which

had taken place in the valley below me.

There was not the least doubt that it was the same
valley upon which I had gazed before the haze had

blotted it from my view; a glance at the surrounding,

peculiarly shaped jagged mountains assured me of that.

But where before I had viewed a most primitive, grass-

covered plain, peopled by prehistoric, nightmarish mon-
sters, there appeared now before my incredulous gaze

a great city of magnificent buildings, peopled by a mul-

titude of busy humans

!

Directly beneath me appeared a most beautifully

arranged, circular park of magnificent trees, emerald-

hued lawns, and marvelous flower beds of a thousand

brilliant colors and shades. But almost immediately

my attention was drawn magnet-like to an object in

what I judged to be the exact center of the park. From
my position it appeared to be a perfectly circular build-

ing of glistening white stone, or similar material, topped

by a vast hemispherical dome of shining ruddy-golden

metal, and encircled by a colonnade of graceful, close-

set columns, to which a circular set of nine low and

broad steps led.

Like spokes from the hub of a titanic wheel, sixteen

wide, tree-lined avenues radiated from the park, being

interconnected at regular intervals by concentric boule-

vards, which ranged outwards from the park in ever

widening rings as far as the eye could reach. I counted

twenty of these ring boulevards altogether, and found

that they divided t^e strange city into twenty-one dis-

tinct circles of city blocks. But the most remarkable

feature of the city was the fact that each one of these

rings of city blocks was of a different color. Beginning

with the deep red of the outermost, and finishing with

the brightest violet of the innermost ring of buildings,

all the colors of the rainbow were represented, each of

three shades, which blended perfectly into each other.

Never had I seen a more wonderful color scheme.

But my interest strayed quickly from the buildings

to the inhabitants themselves—rthousands upon thou-

sands of tiny, colored mites, of whom as many appeared

to be in the air as upon the ground. I seemed to descend

again now—caught glimpses of happy people and chil-

dren in the air and upon the grassy spaces of the park

—and then I seemed to be standing upon the bottom

step of a great white circular palace.

The vision carried me up this stair of nine steps and
through the colonnade into a vast and lofty chamber,

a place of purplish twilight and shadows—silent and
mysterious like the interior of a great cathedral. In

awed wonder I glanced about me, and my gaze came to

rest upon a silent group of twelve men, seated in a circle

upon what appeared to be low cushioned stools.

The vision passed across the vast, tesselated floor of

polislred stone, and came to rest quite close to the

twelve. They were all dressed in long gown-like gar-

ments of bright violet color, held together at the waist

by a sort of thick cord. The faces of some of them

were hairless, and some wore long white beards; but

there was a something, an indefinable air about- them,

which proclaimed them of vast age ; and the impress of

great wisdom was in the face of each.

The sat absolutely motionless, with crossed legs and

folded hands, and their eyes were half closed as if they

were meditating deeply. But presently he who ap-

peared to be the oldest and most venerable in the group,

raised his head and began to speak sonorously. Mean-
while with a long, thin rod of silvery metal he pointed

to the floor within the circle of chairs, where, in some

miraculous manner, the starry heavens seemed to be re-

flected, being quite plainly visible in the dim light of

the chamber.

“No doubt remains, councillors,” the solemn, deep

voice began. “Our planet, and probably most members

of our solar system, are doomed to either partial or com-

plete annihilation
!”

He ceased for a moment as if to let the awful import

of his words sink into the minds of his companions,

and his penetrating gaze passed slowly from one to an-

other. He resumed:

“I have again gone over my calculations with the

utmost care, hoping to the last that possibly I had been

mistaken, and that our solar system would be saved

from a tremendous, unthinkable calamity. But my sums

checked perfectly, and the result remains the same : An
immense swarm of meteors will strike the sun at the

precise time which I have foretold, and the resultant

explosion with its incalculable heat and burning gases

will doubtlessly destroy partially or wholly our entire

solar system of thirteen planets and twenty-nine satel-

lites.”

The speaker ceased and leaned back in his chair,

calmly waiting for the others to speak, while again his

analytic gaze observed the grave faces of his fellow

councillors. There was a deep silence for several mo-
ments.

“It will be an awful calamity for all the people of the

inhabited planets,” one of the twelve said with utmost

gravity. “Is there then no hope for our people, vener-

able master?”

The patriarch inclined his regal head, and spoke

slowly

:

“Ever since my calculations have revealed to me the

coming catastrophe I have been secretly endeavoring to

find a way to save our people; and I have been suc-

cessful.” He noted the intent and expectant faces of the

eleven, and continued

:

“In a manner which some of you will understand I

have succeeded in discovering, deep down in the in-

terior of the earth, a chain of immense, interconnected

caverns, several of them with rivers. It is that sub-

terranean region which will be the new home of our

people. If the earth is completely destroyed, then of

course everything will be for naught, and we will all

be destroyed with it. On the other hand, if our planet
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is not wholly annihilated, there is a chance for us to

survive.”

Again the patriarch waited for one of the others to

speak.

“But is there light to see by, air to breathe, and soil

to grow food in, in that subterranean land, venerable

master?” one of them inquired deferentially.

“Neither of those elements exists there now, with

the exception of a little oxygen from the water in the

rivers,” was the. quiet reply. “But we shall create them.

We must create these necessary elements, because our

millions of people must be saved; else what use would

our science be. Let us therefore begin the task im-

mediately. What says the council?”

Immediately eleven pairs of hands, with the index

fingers fully extended, rose into the air.

The patriarch nodded gravely. “It is well. So shall

it be!”

Into the Earth

The vision faded—disappeared. Again a period of

time seemed to pass. Then there was a new scene.

I seemed to hover over an immense plain, near a

cluster of extensive, flat buildings, through the many
doors of which a multitude of busy, half-clad men
passed continually in and out. Great piles of building

material of all sorts were arranged in an orderly array

about the buildings, and these materials the workers

conveyed into the buildings by means of various kinds

of self-moving vehicles.

The vision passed into the largest of these buildings,

and immediately I viewed an extremely busy scene:

An innumerable multitude of the half-clad, brawny
workmen were putting the finishing touches to the thou-

sands upon thousands of strange vehicles with which

the place was crowded. Each of these vehicles con-

sisted of a long metal cylinder, curved laterally like the

segment of a spiral, and ending at eadh extremity in a
head resembling that of a huge cannon projectile. Along
each side and its bottom ran a line of massive castings,

into each of which a solid wheel had been fitted. That
was all which one could see from the outside. But I

did notice that the periphery of each wheel was rounded,

like an automobile tire, and that only a small sector of

the bottom wheels was visible. Here, somewhere on
the inside, where the bottom wheels emerged, was the

driving mechanism I judged. The head of one of them
—or it might have been the rear end—was swung open

on great hinges, like a door, and I glimpsed the elec-

trically lighted interior. I said electrically lighted, be-

cause that was what the luminous semi-globes in the

ceiling of the vehicle appeared to be. And by their

bright light I saw a long row of comfortable seats,

racks for baggage against the walls, and at the far end,

which I now positively identified as the front end, I

glimpsed a well-lighted panel mounted with a number
of switches, levers and knobs, and before this a single

seat; the station of the operator without a doubt.

Suddenly a movement went through the mass of

workers, and their eyes focussed upon a certain point.

The vision shifted and I saw the reason: through the

main portal of the building a striking group of men had

entered, and I immediately identified them as the twelve

members of the council whom I had seen in the white

palace, or temple, of the city of the Primarians. With
the patriarch leading, they made they way in a leisurely

and dignified manner to a place near the entrance, where

a great metallic tube, like a section of a subway, rose

out of the ground laterally, at an angle of about fifteen

or twenty degrees. Quite close to this one of the queer,

completed vehicles had been placed, through the open

rear of which the council of twelve entered it and seated

themselves.

During all this time I had been wondering how it

was possible for the huge vehicle to maintain its equi-

librium; for, unlike the others which were not yet in

use, it was not supported with props, but was standing

free upon the single row of wheels on its bottom. But
suddenly I perceived the reason: the heavy, laterally

placed wheels, or rather solid discs, at the sides of the

huge cylinder were revolving at such high speed, that

until now I had been sure that they were stationary.

It was, of course, quite plain to me now that the gyro-

scopic action of the massive wheels—there were six on
each side—^held the vehicle in an upright position.

The vision passed into the interior of the vehicle now,
just as if I were actually entering it. A narrow aisle

ran the entire length of the car, and on each side of this

were ranged the seats, with room for three grown per-

sons in each. I counted thirty of these seats on each

side; which meant a capacity for one hundred and
eighty passengers. The council of twelve had occupied

the first two rows of seats. Beyond and ahead of them,

in the very nose of the vehicle, was the control compart-

ment ; consisting of a slanting table, upon which a num-
ber of shining levers, knobs, and peculiar indicating

instruments were mounted. Two operators, clad in the

ordinary simple tunics of the people, were seated in

front of the controls.

And even as I watched them curiously one of them
threw a lever, which caused the rear end to close with

a gentle slam, while the other manipulated several knobs
and levers, setting the vehicle in motion. It is evident,

of course, that I could not feel the motion of the car,

due to the fact that only two of my senses, that of sight

and of hearing, were represented. But in front of the

two operators was an upright screen, similar to the re-

flecting screen of a periscope, by means of which it was
easy to perceive everything that was going on outside.

We were slowly and smoothly entering the great, in-

clined tube which led into the depths of the earth. The
vehicle tipped forward as we made contact with the in-

clined plane. But one of the operators shifted a lever,

and immediately we were level again. With ever in-

creasing velocity we were descending into the bowels

of the earth.

The observation screen showed a vista of brightly

lighted, curved walls ahead, and I realized in amaze-
ment that we were traveling down a shaft, a continu-

ously winding shaft, formed like the threads of a screw

!

The bottom of this winding shaft was shaped like a

very shallow capital V with a blunt apex, and it was
this apex which formed the track for the bottom wheels

of the curved vehicle, whose curve, by the way, fitted

the curvatures of the shaft perfectly.
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Arrived

!

AS soon as the car had gathered momentum, the op-

erators shut off the driving power, and henceforth

we were hurling onward into the depths by gravity

alone.

Down ! down ! down ! with a speed which was becom-
ing moment by moment ever greater. I wondered what
would happen if something should go wrong or break.

But one fact struck me as very significant : despite \

the tremendous speed at which the vehicle was now
shooting downwards, there was no noise beyond a soft

humming. It was an eloquent testimony of super ex-

cellence in designing and construction on the part of the

Primarian engineers.

We must have traveled thousands of miles, when
finally the two operators began to check the frightful

speed of the machine. And then presently after a long

interval during which the vehicle attained normal speed,

we shot out of the shaft into an immense, brightly

lighted space.

We had arrived

!

The rear of the vehicle was open, and the vision

passed outside with the venerable council of wise men.
Immediately I realized that we were in the great cavern
where the city of Raa was situated, or at least one
similar to it ; for high overhead shone the multitude of

miniature suns, pouring their golden light over every-

thing.

It was very puzzling, this mingling of the dim past

and the present, and it was quite impossible for me to

realize that I was witnessing events which had hap-

pened during a highly civilized era in the world’s his-

tory, two millions of years ago.

Near the entrance to the shaft hundreds of workmen
were busy at a series of great ovals of metal, to the

sides of which sets of gigantic wings were attached. The
council of twelve entered the nearest one of these, and
by means of the magic vision I entered with them. The
two operators of the airship started the invisible ma-
chinery, and to the rapid, droning motion of the four

sets of great wings it rose majestically into the air at a

slight incline, righted itself, and shot away at an even

keel at prodigious speed. And now, gazing backwards,

I noticed that there was a second shaft entrance visible,

several hundreds of feet farther on in the great rock

wall of the cavern. No doubt it was the return shaft

by which, during the coming emigration of the Primar-

ian people, the empty vehicles were to rise to the surface

after having discharged their human freight. And
upon contemplating this, I marveled again at the won-
derful sagacity of their scientists, and wondered too

how and by what magic means they had been able to

drive a shaft of such shape and length through the

thousands of miles from the surface of the earth. Truly

they must have used a far superior system to mine.

At the bank of a great river the huge airship landed

gently, and the twelve wise men stepped to the ground.

With his back to the river, the patriarch allowed his

gaze to travel over the large stretch of level ground,

and then waved his right hand towards it.

“Here the capital of our new land shall be built,” he
announced gravely. “And it shall be called Raa, seat

of wisdom.”

CHAPTER XI

In the Grip of Sarro

S
UDDENLY an icy touch against the base of my
brain brought me back to reality. Like once be-

fore, when first entering this strange land, my body

was instantly paralyzed, and every vestige of strength

seemed to have left it. The next moment I was jerked

roughly from my seat, and found myself in the grasp of

four husky Raanians.

I happened to be facing in the direction of my
nephew, and saw that he too had succumbed to the

touch of a Kra. But it was not that which sent a sudden

stab of fear through me, it was the fact that above

Teddy’s prostrate body hovered a figure that I recog-

nized as that of Sarro, the man whom he had defeated,

the powerful minister of the Raanian police. And there

was a sardonic smile on the man’s face which gave him a

touch that was truly satanic. At that moment the words

of Noama flashed into my mind, “he will never rest

until he has fully revenged himself for the insult to his

pride which you have inflicted on him.” What possible

chance had we against such a powerful enemy? How
could I possibly aid my dear nephew against Sarro,

helpless as I was myself?

In response to Sarro’s imperious order, four men
placed Teddy onto a carrying net, while four others

attended to me in like manner. A few moments later

they had carried us to the roof, and rose with us into

the air; each beat of their powerful wings carrying us

perhaps toward death.

In what seemed a very short time we had arrived at

our unknown destination. I recognized the place in-

stantly: It was the great semi-spherical building of

flaming crimson about which Teddy and I had specu-

lated when we had first viewed the city!

We landed just in front of the massive double portal

;

and without delay Sarro drew from his belt an instru-

ment like a small flute, and sounded four sharp de-

scending notes, followed immediately by four ascending

ones. No sooner had the sound of the last note died

away, than the ponderous wings of the wide portal

swung silently open, and we were swiftly carried inside.

A wild chorus of bestial roars and screams greeted us

as we emerged out of the gloomy passage into a vast

circular court, and for a moment I thought that the place

was on fire. I immediately perceived that the flam-

ing ruddy radiance with which the great court was
filled was due to the outer light passing through the

roof of crimson-colored glass overhead.

My first impression was that we had entered a zoo-

logical garden, for the entire court was surrounded by
three tiers of,strongly barred cages, the upper tiers re-

ceding backwards from the lower, like steps. But with

a shock of utter horror I quickly realized that the fright-

fully distorted visages staring out at us through the

thick metal bars were human—^their big, wild eyes,

saliva-dripping and snarling mouths, and hairy features

causing them to appear like so many demons from hell

itself. The explanation shot into my mind like a white-

hot bullet into the brain. There could be no mistaking

the situation: This was the madhouse of Raa, and
Teddy and I had become inmates of it

!
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We were in the merciless grip of Sarro, and this was
his revenge.

They hurled us brutally into two empty, adjoining

cells of the lowest tier, and resuscitated us with a Loo.

But before we had regained enough strength to make
a break for liberty—almost hopeless as it was under

the conditions—they had slammed our doors, and from

the outside stared in at us mockingly.

In the crimson light from above, Sarro’s face was
more satanic than ever. He shouted a few words

through the din of the madmen at Teddy, and although

I could not, of course, understand what he said, the

malignant smile which accompanied them was suf-

ficiently eloquent to make me shudder for the safety

of my nephew. But Teddy merely laughed at the big

Raanian contemptuously, which appeared to infuriate

the latter intensely. Realizing that neither of us could

understand him, he gestured significantly toward a

sinister object which stood in the center of the court,

and then he and his men quickly left the court.

“Great Jupiter—what a place!” Teddy shouted

through the infernal din of the madmen, the nearest of

whom were crowding against the bars of their cages

with the evident intention of viewing us. “What devil-

try do you suppose Sarro is up to ?”

We were both standing close against the heavy metal

bars which separated our cages, but even by means of

shouting it was almost impossible to carry on a coher-

ent conversation, so great was the noise due to the

roaring and screaming of the madmen.
“I don’t know, Teddy,” I replied.^ “But I didn’t like

his face when he pointed out that thing there, in the

center of the court.”

The object in question was a sort of high, metallic

table, resembling an operating table, from the sides of

which broad, heavy straps dangled down. Four heavy

columns of metal rose from the corners of the apparatus

to a height of about three feet above its somewhat
slanting top, and on their flat upper ends a thick

panel of dark gray material was placed. To the under-

neath side of this panel a number of curious tubes and

rods and balls of crystalline substance were attached.

“Tell you what, uncle Ned,” Teddy said grimly. “I

bet a dozen pairs of new socks that it’s some sort of

torture machine, and that Sarro intends to give me a

taste of it.”

“Heaven forbid 1” I cried horrified. “That would be

terrible. Better be dead than anything like that.”

Suddenly the noise of the madmen rose to such a

pitch that further conversation became quite impos-

sible. We were not long left in doubt as to the cause

for this. A party of six men, under the supervision of

a seventh, entered the court, bearing large baskets filled

with raw bloody meat, which they at once proceeded

to fling through the bars into the cages of the unfor-

tunate madmen, like one feeds captive, wild animals.

And even like wild animals the dehumanized prisoners

pounced upon the bloody chunks of meat, and amidst

snarlings and growlings began to devour it ravenously.

It was a most abominable, nauseating sight, and I was
devoutly thankful that no food had been provided for

Teddy and me. I am sure it would have been impos-

sible for either of us to eat a single bite.

The Torture

S
EVERAL hours later Sarro returned with four of

his strongest men. The vast, arena-like place was
unusually quiet, because most of the unfortunate pris-

oners were lying on the bare stone floor of their cells

in a sort of dazed condition after their horrible meal.

Following their master’s sharp order, Sarro’s men
opened one of the cages, and dragged forth the strug-

gling and screaming inmate, whom they immediately

strapped to the sinister apparatus in the center of the

court. When they had completed their task, Sarro

strode to the front of Teddy’s cage. For a few moments
the two men gazed at each other; my nephew coolly

and unafraid, and the big Raanian malignantly. Pres-

ently a sardonic smile contorted the latter’s face, and
his gesture quite plainly invited Teddy to watch the

screaming victim upon the table in the center. Then,

without having spoken a word, he turned his back and
walked over to the apparatus.

The screaming of the unfortunate madman had
aroused all the others, and the place was now in a
hellish uproar. Everywhere we could see fear and
hate-distorted faces pressed against the metal bars of

the cages, all eyes concentrated upon that nameless

scene in the center.

Sarro was standing at the head of the strapped man,
gazing down at him with a vicious scowl. He raised

his right hand and manipulated some mechanism at the

edge of the panel above the victim, and immediately

one of the crystal balls flashed into life. A white-blue

ray shot down from it to the wide-open mouth of the

man, and his screaming ceased abruptly. His face con-

torted with unutterable pain, and a stream of black,

smoking blood issued from his nearly closed mouth.

I heard Teddy nearby cry out in horror. He grasped

and shook the bars of his cage in a sudden frenzy of

anger. “You damnable fiend of hell!” he yelled at

Sarro above the clamor of the madmen. “Some day
I’ll make you suffer for that

!”

Even if the pitiless, torturing arch fiend did not un-
derstand my nephew’s words, he seemed to guess their

import from the expression on Teddy’s face. But this

did not seem to anger him. Instead it appeared to

please him.

He leaned back and roared with ugly laughter, in

which his four henchmen joined him with gusto, as if

the whole matter were some delightful joke. Quickly
he manipulated another mechanism, and at the same
time shut off the power from the crystal ball. A tube

just above the tortured man’s head glowed suddenly.

No visible ray descended from the tube
; but we watched

in horrible fascination as the black, coarse hair of the

unfortunate turned rapidly white, shriveled up, and
then disappeared entirely. But still that monster in

human flesh did not turn off the terrible invisible

power. And presently we were further horrified to see

the bare scalp turn to a dark red color and bluish

smoke begin to ascend from it.

Again Sarro laughed in our direction as if our atti-

tude, and especially that of my nephew gave him pleas-

ure. I hoped that perhaps the frightful ordeal had
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reached its end. But not so. For the big Raanian had

no sooner turned off the power of the glowing tube,

when two thin pendant rods, a couple of inches apart,

burst into radiance, each sending a thin purple ray to

one of the suffering madman’s eyes. Utterly appalled,

Teddy and I watched the quick swelling of the eye-

balls, until they protruded entirely out of their sockets.

Rapidly they increased to enormous proportions. The
man did not move, and I hoped that death had merci-

fully come to end his tortures.

But it was the end of Sarro’s hellish performance.

Quickly his men unstrapped the motionless body, and

hurled it to one side on the floor. And then utter fear

gripped me when I saw Sarro and his men approaching

Teddy’s cage.

But only for a moment or two fear held me. Then
a terrible anger replaced it. In that moment I realized

what murder lust meant, and knew that temporarily I

had become a throw-back to a primitive age.

“Fight to kill, Teddy!’’ I roared fiercely. “Drive

them over here to me so I can grab them from behind
!’’

A Dash for Freedom

He signified that he understood, and then faced his

oncoming enemies with a savage grimness that

thrilled me strangely. Suddenly the door of his cage

was flung open, and the five Raanians were upon him.

Crack I crack ! crack 1

Teddy’s powerful fists shot out with the lightning

speed and deadly accuracy of the trained fighter. He
was battling for his life and more, and he knew it.

He killed the first man who reached him with a single

snapping blow against the fellow’s windpipe, broke the

jaw of the second one, and rammed the third in the

solar plexus with a force that flung him half a dozen

feet away. His head struck the stone floor, and he lay

still.

“Look out behind you, Teddy!” I cried in warning.

Instinctively he ducked, and avoided Sarro’s Kra

by the merest fraction of an inch. Yet so eager had

tire big Raanian been in trying to jab the dangerous

weapon against Teddy’s neck, that the latter’s ducking

threw him forward, off his balance, and the loaded Kra
touched the man whose jaw Teddy had broken, and who
had valiantly returned to the fray. The terrible elec-

trical charge of the weapon killed the man instantly,

and before Sarro could charge it again, Teddy’s fist

crashed against his temple, rendering him unconscious.

But in that moment the most powerful of Sarro’s

men, the only remaining one, tackled my nephew from

behind, and encircled him with his long, powerful arms.

Teddy was completely helpless in the big man’s grip,

and things began to look bad; for at any time Sarro

might regain consciousness, or some others of his men
might enter the place.

“Try to roll over here to me, Teddy!” I shouted

above the bedlam of the excited madmen, who seemed

to realize what was going on.

Teddy understood. With a sudden, unexpected mo-

tion he hurled his body sideways, so that the huge

Raanian’s back almost touched the metal bars where I

waited with fierce eagerness. The next moment my
arms had shot out between the bars, and I encircled

the man’s neck in an unbreakable strangle hold. With

savage exultation I flexed my muscles to their utter-

most. His big body gave a few convulsive jerks and

then he lay quite still. I had broken his neck.

In the meantime Teddy had caught up Sarro’s Kra,

had slipped out into the court, and now slammed the

door of the cage on the dead and unconscious Raanians.

In a moment he had loaded the Kra, and was at my cage

door, demolishing the lock. I pushed open the door

and leaped to his side.

“Come on, let’s get out of this while we can,” I

shouted.

“I wish I had it in me to kill that arch demon,”

Teddy said as we ran toward the pKjrtal. “But I can’t

very well kill an unconscious man. That’s the main

trouble about being civilized.”

“He deserves being killed half a dozen times,” I ad-

mitted vengefully. “Because he is bound to make us

no end of trouble in the future.”

CHAPTER XII

The Escape

J
UST inside the portal, on special holders, we found

the flying apparatuses of Sarro and his subor-

dinates. Without delay we helped each other into

two of them, glad that our loin and breast belts had

receptacles for them.

“Chances are we’ll break our necks with these things

the first time we try to fly with them,” I said dubiously.

“Personally I know about as much about running one

of them as a Chinese laundry man knows about run-

ning the United States mint.”

In spite of our dangerous situation, Teddy laughed

heartily.

“Don’t forget that we may soon be angels, uncle

Ned,” he joked. “And in that case a little preliminary

wing practice would help a whole lot.”

With admirable forethought he had taken from

Sarro’s belt the small flute with which, in an apparently

magical manner, the latter had opened the great portal

when they had first entered that awful place. Teddy’s

sharp ears and keen memory for music served him

well now. For he imitated with utmost precision the

brief tune of descending and ascending notes that

Sarro had sounded, and with the last note the ponder-

ous wings of the portal swung silently open.

“How do you suppose that opening and closing mech-

anism works?” Teddy inquired as we passed out, “By
radio control ?”

“Must be something on that order,” I agreed. “The

particular sound impulses from the flute probably act

upon some sensitive diaphragms which change sound

vibrations into electrical impulses.”

I sighed with relief as the closing portal shut in the

awful screaming and roaring of the excited madmen,

frenzied by what they had witnessed. Death would be

a hundred times preferable to returning to that place

of horrors.

Luckily for us the grounds about the madhouse were

deserted. We lost no time in hurrying into the dense

shrubbery which surrounded the open space about it,

on the side away from the town, and did not stop until
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we reached a little glade. Here we decided to try our

wings
;
for we realized that we had but very little time

to spare before some one, probably the food carriers,

would enter and our escape would be discovered. We
knew too that Sarro in his rage would not lose a

moment in pursuing us. And we further knew that

being caught would mean something far worse than

death ; Sarro would see to that.

It did not take Teddy long to catch on to the opera-

tion of the flying apparatus, and he seemed to enjoy

the experiment immensely.

“It’s not a bit difficult, and it’s bushels of fun,” he
announced jubilantly when he had landed nicely at my
side. “Here, let me explain.”

In a far shorter space of time than I had dreamed
possible I too had caught on to the amazingly simple

operation of my flying machine, and we started on our

predetermined trip without further delay.

Based upon what we had learned from the marvel-

ous electronic recording machine, we soon oriented our-

selves; and using the great river for a guide we flew

along its course until we should come to a peculiar bend
in it, which we remembered as the first contact that the

Primarian council of twelve had made with the river

when coming from the entrance of the shaft. We were
confident that thus we would be able to get the approxi-

mate course to what Noama had called “the forbidden

gate.”

“I wish we had some food to take along, though,”

Teddy complained. “I feel half starved already. How
about foraging for something in one of those orchards

below ?”

“All right,” I agreed readily. “But we’ve got to

make it snappy. We can’t afford to waste much time,

you know.”
We had been flying high, dizzily high for me, so as

to keep out of sight of occasional flyers and the rare,

huge, bird-like airships which we glimpsed now and
then in the distance. But now we dropped sharply

downwards on a steep incline, steering ourselves with

our feet. For it will be remembered that the lower

tips of the wings were fastened to the foot coverings.

All my life I had been subject more or less to vertigo,

and now I was completely amazed to find that the flying

itself made me scarcely dizzy, and moreover that I en-

joyed the experience almost as much as my youthful

nephew. It is marvelous how adaptable the human
organism is

;
especially under stress of circumstances.

There were no workers visible in the orchard where
we descended, for which we felt grateful. It was evi-

dent that the less we were seen the better for us in the

event of pursuit. It did not take us long to fill the

capacious pockets in our belts with various kinds of

fruit. And after a hearty drink of water from a spring,

we took to the air again, eating as we flew, for all the

world like a couple of birds.

An hour or so passed, and then suddenly the dense
atmosphere reverberated once again to the awe-inspiring

sound of the great bell which as yet we had never seen.

The same thought struck Teddy and me at the same
time, and we looked at each other significantly.

“I bet a dozen pairs of new socks that our particular

friend, Mr. Sarro, esquire, is ringing that big dinner

bell for our special benefit,” Teddy commented. “He
is no doubt even now collecting a posse and smelling

out our trail.”

“Yes, I’m inclined to believe you’re right,” I agreed.

“The ringing of that bell might well be the alarm that

we have escaped. Of course we might be wrong at

that. Let’s hope so.”

At the Gate

OUR immediate goal, the peculiar bend of the river,

was just ahead. We passed over it, flying now
very high, and struck out for that vast dimness in the

distance where we knew the great walls of the immense
cavern formed the limits to this subterranean empire.

At the river the fertile lands terminated abruptly.

From tlien on we traveled over a vast, arid and stony

region, which, unlike the region of farm lands, was only

dimly lighted by scattering miniature suns. Again, like

many time previously, I wondered interestedly what the

mysterious source of their radiance, and what the power
of their rays might be. That their light and energy
rays were almost, if not exactly, identical with that of

the real sun was attested by the extraordinary luxuri-

ance and productiveness of plant life about Raa, and
their heat-giving property. But I doubted if the little

suns generated any ultra-violet rays, because I had never

seen the least sign of tan in the complexion of any of

the inhabitants. I wished that I had time to fly up to

one of them and investigate. But that, of course, was
now out of the question. The main thing was to escape

back to our own world as speedily as possible.

For quite a while Teddy had been almost morosely
silent; and I guessed that he was thinking of the fas-

cinating Noama, and that the realization that he was
never going to see her robbed the prospect of going
back to our own world of nearly all its attraction.

Presently the vast forbidding walls of the cavern
loomed ahead of us, and at their foot we glimpsed the

entrance to one of the ancient shafts, surrounded by a
high wall of stone. The sight brought Teddy out of

his revery, and he became almost his old, cheerful self.

“What ho!” he cried grinningly. “The gate to liberty

in sight, and still the villain doth not pursue. It doth
not seem right.”

“Which is exactly my opinion,” I answered seriously.

“In all likelihood Taman has advised Sarro that it is

our intention to escape, and that we are to be watched
closely. Those two shafts ahead there being the only

possible avenue of escape, there would be no need for

him to look anywihere else for us. Of course, we might
have been mistaken about the ringing of that bell, and
our flight might not have been discovered yet.”

We had been flying downwards at a sharp angle, like

a descending hawk, with our wings stopped, and now
slowed down gradually by spiralling; a trick which
Teddy had learned from an aviator friend and his plane.

There I Was it merely my overwrought nerves play-
ing tricks with my vision? But I could almost have
sworn that just a moment before we landed in front of
the massive gate of the enclosure, I had glimpsed the
stealthy movement of several sinister shadows within
its thick stone walls.

I mentioned the matter to Teddy, but he merely
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laughed at my fancy. Then, gazing at me quizzically,

and imitating my voice to perfection :

“I am afraid you’re letting your imagination run

away with you. Do you, perchance, remember a certain

white bat? Well—

”

With one accord we broke into hearty laughter.

“Nevertheless, I believe in preparedness at all times,”

I persisted.

A short search round about revealed a long sliver of

tough, flint-like stone. It was about three feet long and
three cornered, and one end of it terminated in a jagged

point. With this in hand I felt better.

The Guardians of the Portal

“ OINCE for some reason we have forgotten to bring

the key. I’ll simply have to ruin this nice lock

with Mr. Sarro’s Kra, I guess.”

We were standing before the great double gate in the

high stone wall, gazing with interest at the huge lock

set into the middle of the perfectly wrought joint be-

tween the two wings. There were two oval-shaped

holes in the lock, wihich might or might not have been

keyholes. However, Teddy made short work of the

lock with the Kra.

This done, we placed our shoulders against one of the

portal wings and pushed with all our might. Slowly

the ponderous metal panel swung inwards. With the

Kra held ready in his right hand, Teddy leaped eagerly

through the narrow opening into the small court. There
was a sudden harsh roar, and I followed just in time

to see him go down under the impact of a huge, tawny-

colored animal.

I had not been mistaken after all

!

With all my strength I crashed down my,stone dub
onto the creature’s great head. Apparently dazed it

rolled to one side, and to my infinite relief Teddy scram-

bled quickly to his feet, and touched the animal with

the charged Kra, killing it instantly.

Nevertheless, he was not a moment too soon. Be-

cause now, from the shadows of the walls, two more
of the tiger-like beasts were creeping quickly towards

us, beating the floor of the little court viciously with

their tails, and growling ominously. The one confronting

Teddy jumped first. But with his trained quickness of

eye my nephew had timed the great cat’s motion ac-

curately, and evaded its attack by a lightning leap aside.

The animal hurtled harmlessly past him, and before it

had recovered from its missed jump, he had touched its

spine with the Kra and killed it.

I found out about all this afterwards though. Be^
cause, while my nephew was busy, my own attention

was entirely required in my own defense. With a shock

of incredulous amazement I realized for the first time

the nature of the beast confronting me. Often enough
I had seen pictures, and had read paleontological de-

scriptions of it. Without a doubt it was the direct

descendant of a sabre-toothed tiger, although perhaps

smaller in size than its progenitor.

For a moment or two the beast and I were watching

each other. I gripped the stone club with both hands

like a short lance, and raised it above my right shoulder.

He leaped; and with all my strength I drove the point

of my primitive weapon straight in between his terrible,

slavering jaws.

I sensed the terrific impact of the tiger’s body—was

conscious of a searing and burning pain in my right

side—had the awful feeling that the breath and life was
being crushed out of me under a great weight— And
then I suddenly realized that the crushing weight was
gone, and that Teddy was speaking to me anxiously.

“Great Jupiter! You gave me quite a scare for a

few moments,” he was saying. “I thought that hell cat

had killed you.”

With the Kra, Teddy had killed the three formidable

guardians of the shaft portal, and the way to the sur-

face lay open. I was glad to learn that he had come out

of the short battle without a scratch; for the folded

wings on his back, and the base of his flying machine

had protected him from injury when the first tiger had
attacked him. But I, having had my front toward the

beast which attacked me, had not been so lucky. One
of the tiger’s razor-like claws had made contact with

my right side, and had laid open the ribs for a distance

fully six Inches long. The wound was bleeding pro-

fusely, and from it the torn flesh hung down like a wide,

bloody ribbon.

The worst about the matter was that we had no oint-

ment, not a scrap of bandage, and not even a knife. I

pointed to the great circular door of reddish metal which

concealed the mouth of the shaft.

“Open that door with the Kra, and make a break for

liberty, Teddy.” I pleaded. “I’m done for with this

wound. Leave me the weapon, and I’ll use it in case

Sarro and his bunch comes. They’ll not take me alive.

It doesn’t matter about me anyway; I am old. But
you’ve got all of your life before you yet.”

But instead of doing what I requested, Teddy gazed

at me in deep reproach.

“I didn’t think you would consider me capable of such

an inhuman and cowardly act. Uncle Ned,” he said.

“If you can’t go. I’ll stay with you, and that’s all there

is to be said. Now just lie still and hold that torn flesh

in with your hand, while I fix some bandages.”

Pursuit!

He caught up a loose stone and with this broke off

one of the sharp tusks of the nearest tiger. Using
this for a knife, he quickly proceeded to slit open the

skin of the animal at the belly, until he had several long

strips ready. As gently as possible he removed the fly-

ing apparatus from my back, and wound the impro-

vised bandages about my body, pressing the strip of

flesh in place over my ribs. The ends of the still warm
strips of hide he fastened together by means of lacing

them with narrow strips. It made a most wonderful
difference in my feeling, easing the pain greatly.

“You are a most noble boy, Teddy,” I said gratefully.

“I’ll try to stick it out. Now let’s move as quickly as

we can. I have a feeling that Sarro is on our trail.”

During our trip we had decided that, since beyond the

little fruit we had gotten in the orchard we had no pro-

visions of any kind, nor water, it would be physically

impossible for us to climb the many miles to the surface

on foot. It would have taken us probably more than a

week even with a supply of food and water. There re-
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mained only one possible, but uncertain, means of reach-

ing our goal—we would try to make the trip by means

of our wings.

“I wish we had one of those queer passenger vehicles

that the Primarians used?” Teddy said longingly, as he

carefully replaced the flying apparatus onto my back.

“With one of them we could be on the surface in a jiffy.

I wonder what became of all those thousands that es-

caped being destroyed by the cataclysm?”

“They were probably destroyed, or scrapped, and the

metal used for some other purposes,” I suggested.

“Even if some of them had been saved and were in

working order, say for museum purposes, you may be

sure that Taman and his council would not leave them
in any accessible place, or anywhere near these shafts.

They would no doubt be too great a temptation for some
of the more venturesome among the younger Raanians.”

Teddy supported me to a water trough of stone he

had discovered, the drinking place for the tigers, no
doubt, and both of us took a long drink from the fairly

fresh water it contained. Then we made our way to the

portal of the shaft. Teddy quickly opened it with the

Kra, and as he swung back the massive disc of metal

on its great hinges, a musty odor streamed from the

dark space beyond it. We were just about to start into

it, when a sudden intuitional impulse caused me to

glance upwards.
,

Like vultures a swarm of Raanian
flyers were gliding swiftly and noiselessly towards us.

Teddy saw them at almost the same moment.
In less time than it takes to tell he had swept me into

the shaft, and then swung himself about and grimly

waited for them, gripping the Kra in his right hand.

Beyond him I saw the enclosure fill rapidly with silent

men in yellow and purple uniforms, and knew that

Sarro had found us after all. And presently I saw him,

staring at Teddy mockingly from a short distance away.
A faintness, doubtless caused by the considerable

loss of blood from my wound, came over me gradually,

and I sank slowly to the stone floor of the shaft. With
all my might I struggled against the condition which
threatened to overcome me—but suddenly an abysmal
blackness seemed to engulf me, and swept all con-

sciousness from my mind.

CHAPTER XIII

In Prison Again

I
OPENED my eyes to find Teddy bending over me
in deep anxiety. His forehead was heavily ban-

daged to the top, one of his eyes had a pronounced
“shiner” and his nose was quite a bit swollen and dis-

colored. A smile of relief quickly replaced the anxiety

on his face when he noted that I was conscious.

“Glad to see you back on earth. Uncle Ned,” he
welcomed me cheerfully. “You certainly missed a bear

of a fight out there at the forbidden portal. I had a
wonderful time while it lasted ; but it wasn’t any use.

They finally downed me, and brought us back to Raa.”
I turned on my bed, and glanced at the couch oppo-

site, and at the table and chair between the two. Some-
how the color and shape of the furniture was familiar,

and so was the pattern and color of the wall decorations.

Wonderingly I glanced at Teddy. He nodded grin-

ningly.

“Yes, it’s the same place all right. They’ve brought

us back home to jail. We arrived only about an hour
ago. An old doctor, with whiskers a yard long was
here just now, and fixed your side with some liquids

and one of those Loo things. How does it feel now?”
“Seems to feel surprisingly good.” I answered. “How

about your head? Did they open up your old wound,
or is it a new one ?”

“It’s a new one,” he said with a wry grin. “One of

those flying cops struck me with something and knocked
me dizzy; and then somebody else, our friend Sarro I

guess, touched me with a Kra and put me out of the

game. But I enjoyed myself thoroughly while the fun
lasted. You ought to have seen the faces of some of the

others. The old doc fixed me up too.”

I gazed affectionately up into his sparkling eyes.

“Good boy !” I commended heartily. “I hope you
landed a few good ones on Sarro. By the way, did you
happen to learn what they intend doing to us?”
He smiled grimly and nodded.

“As soon as we are out of the old doc’s hands, we are

going to be tried before the supreme council of Raa,
with Taman, the governor, presiding. I guess you know
what that means.”

“And another thing
—

” he added, “they’ve put a

couple of jail guards up on the roof, so that we’re pretty

well bottled up. I wonder if Noama—

”

He turned suddenly toward the door, and there she

was, just as if the thought of her on his part had ma-
gically produced her. She smiled at me in quite a

friendly way, but did not enter the room. Instead she

beckoned to Teddy, and they went off together; to the

entertainment room I guess. Noama had appeared in a
hurry, and I wondered what was up. About half an
hour later Teddy returned alone. He seemed to be
greatly elated.

“She’s a wonderful girl !” he cried enthusiastically.

“She came here against her grandfather’s solemn com-
mand, in order to tell us that she would do everything

in her power to help us.”

“But how about the two guards on the roof ?” I in-

quired. “Didn’t they try to stop her?”

He chuckled delightedly.

“I asked her that too; and she told me that before

she landed on the roof she ordered the two men to stand

at the parapet with their backs turned to the entrance,

and not dare move from the spot until she told them to.

She’s a real girl, Noama is!”

“She’d better watch out for Sarro.” I said dubiously.

“If he ever finds out about this visit, he’ll take tlie news
straight to Taman, you may be sure of that. Besides,

he’ll watch her so closely that she will never get a chance

to help us.”

Teddy was silent and thoughtful for a long time.

“Do you know. Uncle Ned,” he confided at last, “I

never used to think much about girls. But I’ve come
to the conclusion that life with a girl like Noama would
be a wonderful experience.”*****
A great crowd of curious people awaited our coming,

as, between our guards, we entered the spacious court-

yrda of the great white pyramid, and were marched
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through a side entrance into another ante-chamber, not
as spacious as the one inside of the main entrance, where
Sarro and several of his lieutenants awaited us.

There was a smile of malicious satisfaction on his

Satanic face as he personally examined the heavy chain
manacles on our wrists, which held our hands close to-

gether before us, and I knew that as far as he was con-
cerned we were already condemned before we were
judged.

A door opened, and, with Sarro leading and two of
his lieutenants bringing up the rear behind us, we passed
into the great chamber beyond.

The vast apartment had the form of a perfect right-

angled triangle, and was done almost entirely in a
funereal black. Black stone of marble-like sheen formed
the high, vaulted ceiling, and panels of the same mate-
rial and sombre color constituted the three walls, each

panel separated from the next by graceful half-columns

and arches of startling violet color. The tesselated

floor was almost entirely of triangular, polished slabs

of ebon, with the sole exception of the apex of the

great chamber, directly in line with the door whence
we had entered, which, in violent contrast, was of snow-
white stone in the form of a large sector of a circle.

Condemned

!

A MASSIVE, throne-like chair of crystal had been
placed onto a sort of dais in the very apex of the

white sector, and from this elevated position the tre-

mendous figure and awful personality of Taman, the
Thrice-Wise, dominated the strange, forbidding scene.

His large, luminous and penetrating eyes were regard-
ing Teddy and me like the devastating orbs of an aveng-
ing god.

Below the dias, at his right, three solemn-faced coun-
cillors were seated, while an equal number occupied the

space at his left. I recognized the two councillors near-
est to Taman as the two venerable guides who had first

conducted us two adventurers into the awful presence
of their chief. A few yards to the front of either trio

of councillors stood a large table, also of black, polished

stone, at each of which two men, evidently court clerks,

were waiting with ready electric stylus and recording
tablets. One young man stood at each of these tables

—junior scientists, if one judged from their unadorned,
gown-like garb of yellow cloth—holding several sets of
Sonaa.

A large, half-globe of crystal in the ceiling flooded

the room with a strange, unearthly radiance, which
somehow appeared to accentuate the harshness in the

faces of the councillors and their chief, rendering their

features inexpressibly severe and pitiless.

Everybody in the room, with the exception of us five

newcomers, had already been supplied with a set of
Sonaa

; and now the two young scientists at the tables

approached us, and quickly equipped us likewise. As
if at a signal, each one of the four clerks raised his

stylus in readiness, and the court proceedings began.
Taman fixed me with a piercing gaze, and addressed

me.

“You and your companion have been accused by the
minister of police of opening and entering the forbid-

den gate, and attempting to escape to the surface,” he
said sonorously and ominously. “Do you admit the
charge ?—or do you deny it ?”

I figuratively gripped my courage with both hands,
and forced myself to meet his intense, accusing gaze
with a bold one of my own.
“The charge is true!” I stated coldly. “Neither my

nephew nor I care to deny it. It was the natural thing

for us to do. And furthermore, I know I can speak
for both of us when I say that I deny you or anyone
else the right to prevent free-born, American citizens

from returning to their own land !” The last few words
I had spoken sharply and incisively.

Taman’s great eyes burned with a terrible anger.

“Spawn of an accursed race, do you dare to defy the

supreme council?” he thundered in an awful voice.

But my own temper was up now. Slow to arouse, I

am like an erupting volcano when I get started, and
Taman’s insulting epithet anent our origin had made me
furious. Before Sarro guessed my intention I swept
him out of my way with my manacled hands, leaped

to the foot of the dais and faced Taman.
“Yes, I do defy you and your council!” I shouted.

“And if it were not for your age, I would drag you
down from that chair, and thrash you within an inch

of your life for your insulting remark!”
“Bully for you, uncle Ned !” Teddy cried enthusi-

astically. “That’s the way to talk to these big-heads.”

For a moment or two our, no doubt unprecedented,

defiant action appeared to paralyze everybody in the

room. Then Sarro and his two aides grasped us and
dragged us forcibly away from the dais. Manacled as

we were we could not offer much resistance, even if it

had not been for the Kras of our three guards.

Taman’s face was awful to behold in his wrath.

“Never in the history of our race has this sacred

council chamber been so defiled !” he thundered. “You
have not only defied the supreme council of Raa, but

you have also threatened with violence the sacred per-

son of the governor. That, and your attempt to escape

to the surface has earned you the double death, to

which I now condemn you
!”

He swept his flaming gaze over the members of the

council on both sides of him. “What says the council

—

does the sentence of the governor fall or stand?”

There was a very brief interchange of words between
the two groups of councillors. Then the nearest one
at Taman’s right rose and bowed to him reverently.

“The judgment of the governor stands forever!”

he announced solemnly.

When the leader at the left had gone through the

identical ceremony, Taman turned to us once more.
“You two felons have heard the august decision of

the supreme council,” he said harshly. “Have you any-
thing to say?”

I drew myself up to my full height of six feet and
five inches, and faced him intrepidly.

“Yes, most assuredly I have something to say,” I

replied loudly. “I utterly condemn the sentence as

absolutely unjust and cruel! A cowardly injustice ex-

ercised upon two helpless strangers in an alien land,

where no redress for them is possible
!”

“And that expresses my views exactly !” Teddy
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shouted aggressively.

“Enough ! enough !” thundered the governor in awful

wrath. “Take them to the worst part of the mines,

and let them suffer the double death
!”

CHAPTER XIV

Few Regrets

WITHOUT the least ceremony Teddy and I were

roughly hustled out of the council chamber into

the courtyard, where a surprise awaited us.

Amidst the large throng of expectantly watching people

one of the large, bird-like flying machines had been

landed, towards which our energetic guards propelled

us quickly.

So far, Teddy and I had seen these curious vessels

of the air only at a distance, and naturally, despite our

unenviable state of condemned prisoners, we were both

very interested upon perceiving that yre jyere to travel

in one of them. Unlike our airplanes at the surface,

this vessel of the air was equipped with movable wings,

four of them, of indefinable material, and evidently

collapsible. Its crimson-colored, long-stretched body

reminded me of a swallow, and was indicative of con-

siderable speed, while at the extreme front just below

its neck were two large round lenses of crystal, evi-

dently observation windows.

But I had not the time to observe more, for we were

now urged up a narrow outer stair, built neatly into the

side of the graceful vessel, and stepped onto its topless

upper deck, where our guards immediately ushered us

into one of the long, bench-like seats which ran athwart

its almost entire length. But before we seated ourselves

I observed, far forward, the rail-encircled opening of

an inner stairway, and rightly judged that it led into

the machinery and control department below.

Two of Sarro’s men seated themselves in front of

us, and two behind, each of them suggestively armed

with a Kra. But I was secretly deeply thankful that

the arch fiend himself was not to go along. Because,

somehow, the very presence of the man irritated me,

and I had reason to believe that he affected Teddy even

more so.

We had barely seated ourselves, when a gentle trem-

bling went through the airship, and we heard the rapid

beating of its great wings. The next moment, without

the least jar, the great mechanical bird rose quickly

from the ground and ascended into the air at a steep

angle. And with equal rapidity the great w’hite pyra-

mid and the other immense buildings surrounding it

sank downwards out of sight, until nothing remained

visible but the ever fascinating, many little suns, in the

hazy blue abysses far far above us.

“Well, it seems we’re in for it now, Teddy,” I com-

mented ruefully. “I don’t mind so much about myself.

But when I think that but for my wild scheme of pene-

trating the earth you would now be enjoying yourself

back home, instead of losing your young, promising

life by some unknown, horrible death—^well, it makes

me feel like a murderer, that’s all.”

With a clinking of his chains Teddy swung around

to me, and I was amazed because of his cheerful, almost

careless smile. Of necessity, on account of the man-

acling cliain at his wrists, he placed both hands affec-

tionately upon my arm.

“Cheer up, uncle Ned !” he said consolingly. “We’re
not dead yet by a whole lot. Many things are! liable to

happen between now and our last breath you know. Be-

sides, I never would have forgiven you if you hadn’t

let me in on this adventure. So let’s forget all about

death, and enjoy our trip. Do you notice how silent

this airship operates? Quite a difference between it

and our noisy airplanes, isn’t it? I am determined to

find out how it works, and if we ever get back to the

surface, I am going to build one.”

“Which might not at all be a successful venture,” I

said dubiously. “Do not for a moment forget the great

difference in air density between here and the surface.

And then there is the question of driving power. These

people probably have something along that line which

might not be at all obtainable on the surface.”

Teddy was thoughtfully silent for a few minutes.

Then his face brightened, and he spoke triumphantly;

“But say, uncle Ned—^you have apparently entirely

forgotten the significant fact that, according to the elec-

tronic records, the Primarians were using similar ves-

sels to these on the surface, two millions of years ago,

before they ever emigrated to this land. Why, in the

name of Jupiter, couldn’t I do what they did?”

“You’ve got me there,” I admitted smilingly. “How-
ever, it’s just possible that two millions of years ago

the atmospherical conditions on top were somewhat dif-

ferent from today.”

With that both of us relapsed into reflective silence;

Teddy no doubt dreaming about the fascinating Noama,
and I listening to the resonant voices of our conversing

guards, and to the droning of the great wings that

carried my nephew and me to our doom.

Presently I was conscious of the fact that the con-

versation of our rear guards had stopped abruptly, and

a peculiar sound, like a deep, shuddering sigh caused

me to turn my head and glance at them. Certain that

I was suffering from temporary delusion, I stared in-

credulously, and then nudged Teddy. Those glassy eyes

and rigid bodies—^no, there could be no mistake—^in

some inexplicable manner the two guards had been

paralyzed by a Kra

!

Rescued

!

HOW, in the name of wonders, had this amazing

thing happened?
But even while Teddy and I were yet staring at the

two paralyzed men, there arose from somewhere be-

hind them a head, entirely covered by a sack-like mask
of crimson with slits for eyes, followed by a gloved

hand. The hand made a quick Raanian sign of silence

to us, and then it and the masked head sank out of sight

as mysteriously as they had come.

That sign of silence ! Could it be possible ?

—

Tremendous excitement gripped me as we turned our

faces to the front again and waited tensely. It had all

been a matter of seconds, and the two guards ahead

were still conversing animatedly, not having noticed

anything amiss
;
their own voices, the noise of the wings,

and the rushing of the heavy subterranean air past the

speeding vessel destroying all minor sounds.
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A few moments passed. Presently, with the silence

of shadows, two masked and winged figures of men on
hands and knees crawled into the comfortable space

between our seat and the one in front, and advanced
towards us, one from each side. From one hand of

each the cold glitter of a Kra flashed its ominous
message.

The masked intruder on Teddy’s end reached his

objective point first. Inch by inch the deadly Kra in

his gloved hand rose towards the neck of the nearest

guard. But just as the weapon was about to leap the

short remaining distance, the comrade of the threatened

man saw it out of the corner of his eye, and shouted

a strident warning, leaping to his feet at the same time.

But he was too late. The Kra had found its mark, and
the touched man stiffened into helplessness. Turning
at bay, and with his own Kra ready, the sole remaining

guard made ready for battle. But at that instant a

heavy net dropped over him from the air above, en-

meshing him helplessly, and a touch from the weapon
of one of the marked men rendered him inert.

I glanced upwards, and to my astonishment per-

ceived that directly above us hovered a small, slender

airship, evidently traveling at the identical speed of

the huge prison ship. A comfortable-looking ladder

of metal dangled down from it, and up this our two
masked rescuers urged Teddy and me, following imme-
diately after us.

The instant we were aboard, the small vessel dropped

behind the prison ship, turning in a sharp bank, and
sped back towards Raa, which was already barely

visible in the distance.

The airship which had so opportunely rescued us

was evidently a private vessel, an air yacht; its grace-

ful lines and luxurious deck arrangement attested to

that. But our two masked friends immediately hustled

us below by silent gestures, where another surprise

awaited us

:

In a small, ovoid-shaped room in the nose of the

yacht—^the control room—two other masked and winged

men were menacing the two operators, and were evi-

dently controlling the vessel through them.

By means of an amber-colored liquid, which dis-

solved the metal like hot coffee dissolves sugar, our two
rescuers removed our manacles, and then helped us

into wings, possibly those of the two operators of the

airship. It reminded me of a pantomine, and I had a

curious sense of unreality. Who were these men? I

wondered. And why were they rescuing us?

But I had not time for speculation. Because no
sooner were we equipped with the wings, than we were
again led to the deck, and our two mysterious friends

conducted us immediately to the flattened tail of the

vessel. Without an instant’s delay they started their

wing mechanism, motioned for us to do the same, and

without further ado hopped off into the void, signaling

us to follow them.

Teddy did so with evident zest
;
but I had a peculiar,

unpleasant feeling at the pit of my stomach as the force

of my wings carried me smoothly off the tail of the

airship, on the trail of my three companions. As I

passed on I glanced behind me, and saw the other two
masqueraders rise from the deck of the vessel, and fly
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in our direction. Then, accelerating my speed by a

twist of the control knob on my chest, I caught up with

Teddy, and we flew on abreast, following our two

unknown leaders over the scattered houses and wide

gardens and orchards of the outskirts of Raa, where

a multitude of workers were busy among the plants

and flowers, paying not the slightest attention to us.

But now the two masked flyers ahead of us began

to rise upwards at a steep angle, until we had reached

an air level far above that of ordinary wing travel, and

much higher even than that used by the great airships.

Evidently our two leaders believed in “safety first.’’

“Quite a lark, isn’t it, Uncle Ned?’’ Teddy remarked,

as we were flying level again. “But I wonder what

became of our other two friends? I don’t see them

anywhere.”

I glanced back. He was right, the other two masked

flyers had disappeared.

“This flying might be a lark to you,” I said, answer-

ing his first remark. “But it’s a confounded nuisance

to me. Give me the ground for comfortable traveling

every time. And as for our two vanished friends: I

think that the general idea is to scatter as much as

possible. After all, I have an idea that a bold rescue

like ours is not a matter of everyday occurrence. No
doubt there will be an awful hullaballoo about it,

especially when our particular friend, the high and

mighty minister of police, Mr. Sarro learns of it.”

“Great Jupiter’s whiskers! I’d like to see Sarro’s

face when he hears the news,” Teddy cried in malicious

glee. “I bet he’ll spit a ring around himself.”

When we had arrived above the center part of the

great city, our two silent guides dived downward again,

at an acute angle, and it quickly became evident that

their objective was an immense frustum of an octagonal

pyramid, which reared its colossal bulk in the middle

of an exceptionally spacious and luxuriant garden of

magical beauty. A few minutes after our toboggan-

like descent, we landed on the spacious roof of the

rose-colored pyramid.

We did not tarry on the roof, however. For with-

out a moment’s delay our two guides, whose com-
paratively small stature I now noticed for the first time,

hurried us down a broad stair to a large, octagon-

shaped hall. One of them immediately disappeared

through one of the seven or eight doors ; but the other,

who had been the real leader through it all, pulled off

his sack-like mask, and turned to us smilingly.

For a few moments both of us stared at that smiling

face utterly dumbfounded. Teddy was the first to find

his voice.

“Great Jupiter—^it’s Noama!” he cried almost

breathlessly.

With an even greater delight than his amazement
had been, he caught one of the blushing girl’s hands

in his own, and pressed it fervently to his lips. “You
wonderful, spunky little girl!” he said with deep feel-

ing. He had both of her hands now, and even if she

did not understand the words themselves, she could

not very well misunderstand the sound of fond endear-

ment in his voice as he said them, nor the tender light

in his shining and admiring eyes.

But if my nephew’s eyes expressed his tender senti-
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''ments, those of the girl fully reciprocated. “Tedde-e

da-a-r-ling, I love you,” she crooned in English.

Naturally, this amazing, open and unmistakable

declaration on Noama’s part in our own language dumb-

founded me momentarily. Until I remembered that

during Teddy’s and my convalescence at the jail, the

girl had secretly defied her grandfather’s commands,

and had visited with my nephew every day. It was

now quite evident that my energetic young relative had

utilized his opportunities fully, and had not lost any

time in teaching his beautiful visitor the American way

of making love in the modern and approved whirlwind

fashion, with the appropriate words and gestures. It

was likewise obvious that Noama had proved an apt

and willing pupil.

Nevertheless, the granddaughter of the ruler of the

land was anything but giddy-headed, and did not for a

moment forget the danger of our precarious situation.

Taking Teddy by the hand, she quickly led us to a

door situated just behind the stairway, glancing once

or twice apprehensively towards the elevator shaft in

the center of the hall as she did so. Only when the door

had closed behind us did she seem to breathe easier.

CHAPTER XV

Noama Confesses

“T tOW, in the name of wonders, did you do it,

Noama?” Teddy asked with keen interest, when

we were comfortably seated, and equipped with

sets of Sonaa. “You must have anticipated the sen-

tence that your grandfather gave us.”

“I did,” she admitted. “And then too, Sarro, guess-

ing my love for you, I suppose, allowed no occasion to

pass without trying to torment me by telling me what

he intended doing to you when he got the chance. Un-

wittingly in his passionate jealousy he told me just what

I wanted to know, and accordingly I laid my plans.”

“With three devoted friends, who owe their lives to

me, I commandeered the vessel you saw, waited beyond

the city, high up, for the coming of the prison ship,

and then two of us landed on it. You know the rest.”

“You are wonderful !” Teddy praised enthusiastically,

and possessed himself of her unresisting right hand,

which she blushingly allowed him to kiss and fondle.

“But if you had failed? Or, worse yet, if your grand-

father should find out what you have done—what then ?”

Noama’s beautiful face appeared to become mo-

mentarily strangely harsh when she answered:

“In the first case I would have followed you to the

mines, and would have awaited my chance to rescue

you from there. But as far as my grandfather, the

governor, is concerned—if he should find out what I

have done, it would mean death! No citizen of our

land, no matter how exalted his or her station may be,

can interfere with the august decisions of the supreme

council and live. It is the law
!”

Teddy gazed at her in an attitude of reverent wor-

ship.

“And yet, knowing all this, you took that awful

chance, darling,” he said in a tone of mingled love and

reproach. “Why—why, I would rather die a dozen

deaths, if that were possible, than to have harm come

to you through me.”

Noama smiled at him lovingly, and patted his cheek

affectionately.

“Then, if you feel that way about me, Tedde-e da-a-r-

ling,” she said softly, “do you not understand that it is

but natural that I should feel the same way about you,

and that I should be cheerfully willing to risk my life

when yours is in jeopardy?”

They were splendid, those two fine young lovers, in

their simple readiness of self-sacrifice for each other,

and I endured as much as I could of their utterly clean-

souled, frank, and unconventional love making; but

finally, in sheer self-defence, I felt it incumbent upon

me to remind them that I was still present—a fact which

both of them seemed to have utterly forgotten.

“Just what are your plans regarding Teddy and me,

Noama?” I inquired rather diffidently. “Pardon me
for asking

;
but naturally I am rather anxious to know.”

She turned to me then, and gazed at me as if she was

just awakening from some beautiful dream. She smiled

happily.

“Oh

—

yes—of course,” she agreed, drifting back

again to reality. “You see
—

” turning to Teddy again,

“I judged that the best thing to do under the circum-

stances would be for you two to stay right here, until

the governor and Sarro come to the conclusion that

you have escaped to one of the other eleven cities. After

that we will watch our chance and escape to the upper

woi'ld by the secret way which, long ago, I discovered

by chance, and of which I alone hold the secret.”

“We— ?” Teddy asked incredulously, as if not daring

to hope that he had heard aright. “Do you really mean

that you—” he ceased as if unable to go on, and waited

breathlessly.

She smiler, blushing, and her beatuiful, large eyes

were like pools of clear, sacred fire as she gazed at him

with all her love revealed in them.

“Of course, Tedde-e da-a-r-ling,” she said softly,

looking radiantly beautiful in that moment. “Of course

I am going with you to your land. Is not the place of

a bride with her lover?”

Without a word the utterly happy husband-to-be drew

the marvelous girl into his arms then, and I escaped

precipitately into the adjoining dining room, where I

began to satisfy the insistent demands of my stomach

with the plentiful and select viands provided.

Great Plans

1
HAD finished my leisurely meal, and was just con-

templating whether or not I should begin all over

again, when Teddy entered the dining room. His face

was all aglow with great happiness, and he slapped me
affectionately on the back, so that I almost swallowed

a new kind of fruit I was trying tentatively.

“Great Jupiter!” he cried in an exuberance of joy.

“I feel so happy, I could embrace a four hundred pound

nigger mammy!”
“No need of trying to kill a fellow about it, is

there?” I grumbled peevishly. “And I’d rather have

you do that hugging stunt than me. Seems to me you’re

getting rather expert along that line.”
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He colored right up to the roots of his copper-colored

hair at that, and slapped my back again. “Be nice unkie,

and don’t grouch,” he begged grinningly. “How’s
lunch? I’m as hungry as an eskimo.”

“Oh, is that a fact?” I said with mock sarcasm.

“Well, well, that is most surprising indeed. Seems to

me I've read somewhere, or heard, that a soul in love

nourishes itself on love alone. At any rate, all poets

say so, they tell me, so it must be so. That being the

case, I can’t understand why—

”

“But it’s the soul—the soul only—that feeds on love,

remember that little fact, uncle o’ mine,” Teddy inter-

rupted me laughingly. “But the poor, mortal body re-

quires more substantial food. For instance, a nice

porterhouse steak, done just right, with plenty of smoth-

ered onions on top and
—

”

“You go to thunder!” I growled outragedly, and vi-

ciously attacked my seventh plate full of odds and ends.

Presently Teddy stopped with a fork-full of salad

halfway to his mouth, and grinned at me mysteriously.

“By the way. Uncle Ned—I’ll bet you a dozen pairs

of new socks, you can’t guess whose house this pyramid

is.”

For a few moments I stared at him wonderingly.

Finally I shook my head. “No, I haven’t an idea. Why?
Whose is it?”

“Listen then,” Teddy began with mock grandilo-

quence, “and I’ll tell you the secret: We happen to be

the house guests of Taman, the Thrice-Wise, governor

of Raa, and chief justice of the supreme court! Now
what do you think of that little piece of news?”
“Go on—^tell me another one,” I said sarcastically.

“That one is too big to swallow. Give me something

easier.”

“Sounds like bunk, doesn’t it?” he said with sudden

gravity. “But it’s true as the gospel, nevertheless.

Noama told me just before she left. And she also ex-

plained why she brought us here—it’s logically the only

place in Raa that would not be suspected to harbor us.

Furthermore, this part of the palace is never used now,

and there is no possibility of our being discovered by

any of the servants. One only besides Noama knows
about our presence in the palace—one of her ladies-in-

waiting, her personal, intimate friend; the unknown
who was with her during our rescue.”

“Well, by Jonah !” I said dazedly. “I feel like Daniel

in the lions’ den; but without his faith of invulnera-

bility.” Then, after a few moments of thought ; “But
that astonishing girl is right. They would never dream
of looking for us here. I am forced to admire your taste,

Teddy. There is more in that young woman’s head than

feminine nonsense.”

“She is wonderful!” he said enthusiastically. “And
that isn’t all : She is going to bring us wigs which will

not only camouflage our hair, but make our heads look

bigger, and she will give us a sort of make-up cream
that will disguise the color of our bodies, and make us

look like natives. She said these things would be neces-

sary in case we had to make a quick getaway.”

“She is quite right,” I agreed. “But how about the

language? We would have to play dumb and deaf, I

suppose.”

“I don’t think so. Uncle Ned. Because, when we

STORIES
were still convalescing at the jail, Noama and I got to

talking about language, and she said that the Raanians

had an arrangement whereby their children learn things

while they are asleep. It’s a process of absorption of

knowledge by the subconscious mind, if I understood

her right, and she intimated that at the first favorable

opportunity she would get a set of the instruments and

teach us the Raanian language in a few days. I’ll ask

her about it when she comes again.”

CHAPTER XVI

More History

S
OFTLY, so as not to awaken Teddy, I rose from
my couch, tightened the sash of my sleeveless,

kimono-like house dress, and passed from the dark-

ened sleeping chamber to the front room. The long

sleep had refreshened me, and I felt the need of food

and entertainment. In the pretty little dining room,

with its brightly tinted walls, I found a substantial and
satisfying lunch, which our good fairy had provided

while we were asleep, and then amused myself in the

front room by examining the fixtures and the furniture.

One curious apparatus intrigued me almost imme-
diately. It was a large and substantially built easy-

chair, from the high back of which hung a large, and

evidently adjustable ovoid of shining metal. On each

arm of the chair were several knurled knobs. Full of

curiosity I seated myself in the chair, pulled the ovoid

down over my head like a diver his helmet, and waited.

Nothing happened. My right hand touched one of the

knobs on the chair arm, and I gave it an experimental

twist.

Immediately the soft strains of string music, unlike

any I had ever heard, sounded most pleasantly in my
ears, and at the same time a picture took form before

my eyes—the life-like, moving picture of a young and

beautiful girl, unmistakeably a Raanian, who appeared

to be standing upon a sort of pedestal, playing with

nimble fingers on the strings of a harp-like instrument.

Presently she began to sing in a marvelous contralto

voice, and I realized that in some magical manner I

was actually witnessing a theatrical performance, which

was happening somewhere in the great city.

A touch of a hand on my arm startled me. I quickly

shut off the music and vision and pushed up the big

metal cap.

Teddy was standing by the side of the chair, gazing

down at me anxiously.

“Do you know you gave me quite a jolt. Uncle Ned,”

he said. “When I was coming out of the bedroom and

saw you sitting here so still, and with that big diver’s

cap over your head, the thought flashed into my mind
that it might be a sort of electric chair, and that you
were dead.”

“Wrong, Teddy, my boy,” I said laughingly. “Your
old Uncle Ned is still alive and able to kick like a

healthy steer.”

When I had explained the machine to him, he natur-

ally had a try at it, and was as enthusiastic as I was.

Through experimenting we discovered that we could get

almost any kind of music or vocal rendition, and de-

cided that it was a sort of super-radio and television
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machine. In each case the naturalness and reality of

voice or sound, and of vision was so perfect that we
appeared to be right on the spot where it was produced.

But after an hour or so of musical entertainment we

began to tire of it.

There was an electronic recording machine in the

room, quite similar in appearance to the one we had

used at the jail, but profusely ornamented, and of evi-

dently finer material.

“What say we try that recording machine. Uncle

Ned, and find out what happened to those interesting

Primarians,” Teddy suggested.

“Now let’s see
—

’’ I mused as we were seated in

front of the apparatus. “We have already seen three

epochs of Primarian history ; and therefore, if I set this

di-al to the fourth division, we should get the consecu-

tive period. Well, here goes.”

Teddy pressed the white starter button, and then both

of us placed our faces to the padded, oval openings and

stared into the black interior.*>!<***
Once again we viewed that peculiar, golden-green

phenomenon of luminosity which had accompanied our

other three visions of Primarian history

—

The luminous haze thinned. And then gradually a

great disc of brilliant radiance pierced it, its light so

bright that it taxed my eyes to their uttermost. I had

the sensation of gazing upwards at it. And suddenly

I understood : That great disc of white fire was the sun

!

But it seemed an alien sun—somehow, in some in-

definable manner, menacing. It was at its zenith ap-

parently, but it bulked as large as one ordinarily sees

the evening sun, when it is about to sink below the

horizon.

Suddenly I experienced a strange sensation. I seemed

to be turning a slow somersault in the air, and as the

brilliant disc of the alien sun disappeared upwards, a

great grassy plain appeared below me. There was

something familiar about the place, and the view of a

group of flat, extensive buildings obliquely down from

my point of vision immediately reminded me that I was
gazing at the great terminal of the marvelous twin

shafts which led down to the new, subterranean home
of the Primarian race.

However, there was now a new factor in the scene

which it had lacked when I had last viewed it : A per-

fectly circular border had been formed about the great

plot of ground occupied by the buildings, and from this

radiated in perfect symmetrical order row upon row of

countless thousands of ovoidal huts, or tents. They
were of all colors of the rainbow, and, like the houses

in the great city which I had seen, the colors and shades

were all grouped apart. And through the streets and
avenues thus formed, and in the air above them, I saw

the ceaseless motion of myriads of people in many-
colored garb.

The Great Cataclysm!

O THER thousands and tens of thousands were ar-

riving constantly through the air from all direc-

tions, like great swarms of migratory birds, carrying

bundles that were doubtlessly personal belongings; and
the varied coloring of wings and clothes, together with

their constant and variable motion, made a wondrous
and bewildering spectacle. It was doubtlessly the mo-
mentous time of their emigration from their old home;
for on the ground an infinitely long line of people, four

abreast, were passing slowly and orderly into the vast

terminal building, through the side entrances of which

a likewise constant string of the strange, curved pas-

senger vehicles entered, being transported from the

surrounding buildings on specially constructed carriers.

The vision passed into the great building. A scene of

intense activity was revealed. Gone were the thousands

of vehicles which the former period had shown, they

being no doubt already dispatched on their long voyage

to the new, subterranean land with loads of emigrants.

Instead, the immense building was now literally crowded
with a multitude of people of all ages, who were moving
in an endless stream towards the shaft of departure.

There, under the supervision of a corps of police guards

they boarded the continually incoming passenger con-

veyers, and were immediately whisked out of sight into

the yawning entrance of the great, winding shaft.

And presently too I noticed with great interest that

from the shaft of return at the other end of the ter-

minal occasional empty conveyers began to emerge,

back from their trip into the bowels of the earth, in-

dicating that the stupendous transportation chain was
about completed, and that now a continuous line of

moving passenger vehicles spanned the more than fifty

thousand miles composed of the two tremendous shafts.

I began to study the people then—a robust, muscular,

and healthy-appearing race, on the average larger and
stronger than people in our world—and found that they

behaved very much like modern people would have acted

under like circumstances. The majority of the older

ones were sad and thoughtful, no doubt realizing that,

even if the earth were not destroyed, they would never

again see the light of the golden sun, nor the blue sky

above them, nor the flashing of the sunlight upon the

emerald waters of the sea. But the younger people and
the children evinced no sign of sadness or regret. In-

stead there was the joyous spirit of adventure and the

eager anticipation of unknown experiences manifest in

their flushed faces, and expressed in the impatient haste

with which they flung themselves into the vehicles

when their turn came.

But suddenly, through the tumult of embarkation and
uproar of countless voices, I became conscious of a more
strident clamor outside. A group of wild-eyed, pallid

young men rushed in through the main portal, hurling

people and children to left and right, and making their

impetuous way to the mouth of the embarkation station.

“The sun has exploded !” they yelled shrilly. “The
sun had exploded ! Save himself who can

!”

A scene of indescribable violence and ferocity ensued,

as with one accord the thousands surged towards the

mouth of the entrance shaft, and other frantic thou-

sands were endeavoring to get in from the outside. In

a moment, as it were, an orderly people had become
wild, raging beasts, urged on by insensate fear and the

primal law of self-preservation. They surged over the

armed guards as if the latter had never existed, children

were crushed to death, women were trampled under-
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foot, men tore each other’s flesh with their bare hands,

and above all sounded the soul-sickening anguished

screams of the maimed and dying.

Presently the vision passed from that scene of fright-

ful savagery and death to the open again. Once more
I seemed to look up into the heavens and beheld the

strange, alien sun. But now its appearance had changed

utterly. Its size had increased to enormous proportions,

and it shone with unendurable brilliance. But the most

striking feature about it was the radiations from its

entire periphery—stupendous jets of blue-white fire

that seemed to reach out to infinity. And even as I

watched the tremendous celestial display in utter awe,

the sun’s disc was blotted out, and its dagger-like radia-

tions merged into a cloud-like phenomenon of blinding

light, which rapidly covered the entire heavens.

I guessed what was happening. Despite the precise

calculations of the wisest of the Primarian wise men,

and his prediction based upon this, something had gone
wrong, and the explosion of the sun had happened pre-

maturely, and was now hurling from its vast surface

in all directions an immense mass of white-hot gases,

traveling at a speed of many thousands of miles per

second.

An unspeakable terror gripped me as I visualized

what would happen when that awful cloud of destruc-

tion would engulf the earth. Presently I became con-

scious of an utterly dreadful, blood-chilling sound,

coming from below.

The vision changed again to the great plain. A
frightful change had taken place in its appearance. For,

where before had been green grass and flowering

bushes, there was now nothing but brown and black

spots and blotches horribly suggestive of annihilation

and death. And as I stared appalled, I perceived in

utter horror countless thousands of indistinct, human
shapes, crawling—crawling—crawling

—

And then suddenly ever5rthing disappeared in a hell

of blinding, stabbing flame!

CHAPTER XVII

A Horrible Calamity

Hours later, when Teddy and I were still discus-

sing the awful cataclysm we had witnessed,

Noama paid us another visit.

She had made herself amazingly, wondrously beauti-

ful.

A most artistically embroidered, short-sleeved house
dress, rose-colored and satiny, and of many folds, en-

veloped her perfectly modelled figure almost to her

graceful ankles; while embroidered slippers, of the

same color and sheen as the dress, adorned her small,

arched feet. A narrow belt, formed entirely of diamond-
like jewels, drew the folds of the gown closely to her
slender and supple waist; while a small round cap,

fashioned from the same kind of scintillating gems,
crowned the long, wavy tresses of her silken, dark hair,

and completed the frame to a picture of feminine love-

liness about which poets might well go into ecstasy.

Her large, starry eyes passed lightly over me, and
their tender, warm gaze fastened itself upon my favored

nephew.

“How do you like me in this dress, Tedde-e da-a-r-

ling?” she fluted coquettishly.

“Like you— 1” Further words evidently failed him;

for he sprang up and pressed his lips to her right hand

in silent, fervent adoration.

But suddenly he stared in turn at Noama and at me,

with astonishment written large in his face. “Great

Jupiter I Don’t you notice something very strange, uncle

Ned?” he questioned almost breathlessly.

For a moment or two I stared back at him puzzedly.

Then his meaning struck me, and I realized a marvel-

lous, inexplicable fact: Noama had spoken to us in her

native tongue, and without a set of Sonaa, and we had
understood her every word!

I answered Teddy’s question with a silent nod; for

I was quite a bit dazed, and then both of us turned

questioningly to our beautiful young hostess, who
seeed to be hugely enjoying our amazement. Her musi-

cal laughter rang through the room like a perfect chord.

“I think, Tedde-e, that both you and your uncle are

doing quite well after but one language lesson,” she said

laughingly. “Your mental capacity of absorption, and
your power of recollection appear to be very superior.”

“Language lesson?” Teddy showed his utter aston-

ishment. “But I don’t remember taking any lessons.

What do you mean, Noama?”
Whereupon that amazing girl explained that, by

means of the teaching machine of which she had al-

ready spoken to Teddy she had given us our first lan-

guage lesson while we had been asleep, and evidently

our subconscious mind had absorbed her teaching per-

fectly.

But, wonderful as the process was, we had yet merely

acquired the most rudimentary knowledge of the simple

Raaian language, and needed a number of additional

lessons. Therefore, in order to carry on intelligent

conversation, we had to resort to the helpful Sonaa
again. We told Noama that through the record machine
we had witnessed the awful catastrophe which had over-

taken the luckless Primarians in that long-past age of

the earth, and desired further information on several

points regarding that terrible event.

Noama’s beautiful face had become very sad.

“It was indeed a most horrible calamity for my un-

fortunate progenitors,” she said in a low voice. “I

have often witnessed those last awful moments in the

record, and it always shocks me dreadfully. The writ-

ings, and also the vocal records which have come down
to us teach that fully seven-tenths of those poor people

were in a few minutes completely annihilated on that

terrible day.”

“But, Noama, how was that record taken, dearest ?”

Teddy asked with deep interest. “Surely no sort of

apparatus could possibly have endured in that solar

furnace.”

“That was not so difficult, Tedde-e, when you know
that the chief of the Primarian wise men was the in-

ventor of the wonderful Zanoon, as he himself indi-

cated verbally in the earlier record, if you remember.
All these records have been taken by means of the

Zanoon, in combination with an electronic absorption

machine. You must understand that long before thq

date set for the immigration of the Primarians into thi^
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their new land, ^11 the scientific instruments had already

been transported down here, and set up in the great

white pyramid, where you saw them, the temple of

knowledge, as the Primarians called it. And many of

the scientists were also already down here when the

premature explosion of the sun occurred. Of course

there have been many improvements added to the Za-

noon since then ;
but the principle is the same. The

inventor of it, the greatest of the 'Primarian wise men,

also perished on that awful day.”

“But there seems to be an inconsistency somewhere,

Noama,” Teddy said thoughtfully. “Because, how, in

the name of wonders, could it have been possible to take

the records of primal life long before the appearance

of man on the earth, as my uncle and I saw it in the

record machine?”

Noama’s Story

OAMA smiled af him tolerantly.

“That is a bit of trickery, in a way,” she ex-

plained. “You see—after the cataclysm with its anni-

hilating fiery gases, which burned up about half of its

original diameter, the earth, at least its surface, was

practically in the same condition as when it was first

formed. But, of course, the cooling, and the consequent

forming of water and land was infinitely more rapid.

“From generation to generation then, through the

thousands and tens of thousands of years, the wise men
of our land watched through the Zanoon the gradual

cooling of the surface, the forming of the water and

the new land, and the appearance of plant life and

animal life in their order. Thus, the record of primi-

tive animal life which you saw ahead of the record of

Primarian life, was taken during the formation of the

second earth. Quite logically the wise men calculated

that the primal conditions of the first earth must have

been about the same.”

“That was indeed a most logical conclusion,” I agreed

readil\^ “What a wonderful ancestry you have, Noama
—what wise men and sages. It’s a pity though that the

wisest of the Primarian wise men made such a grave

miscalculation, with such awful consequences.”

“But that terrible cataclysm was not due to a mis-

calculation, my friend,” Noama corrected me gravely.

“It was caused by some strange interplanetary force

which suddenly greatly accelerated the speed of the

oncoming swarm of meteors to such a degree, that it

struck the sun very much sooner than expected.”

“Tell me, Noama—” Teddy began gently, “did any

of your people ever try to get back to the surface?”

“Yes, twice. When the second earth had fully formed

and the era of reptiles, together with adverse atmospheri-

cal conditions had passed away, the council of wise

men decided that the time was ripe for a pioneering

attempt to repeople the surface. By means of simple

calculations they had long before discovered that the

thickness of the earth’s new crust intervening between

this land and the surface was only about one sixty-

second part of the original thickness. Therefore the

upward trip, which was to be made on foot, would not

be at all difficult.

“In a very short time a corps of engineers had placed

the air-ducts and lights of the remaining lengths of

shaft in order, and had ascended to the top of it, to

remove the molten rock masses which sealed its en-

trance. Only one of the shafts could be used ;
because

by means of the Zanoon it was found that the mouth

of the second one was under water.

“When everything was in readiness, the supreme

council selected five hundred thousand young and hardy

people of both sexes, among whom were all trades and

professions, to form the pioneers of the new race which

was to be established on the surface. As leaders they

were given one hundred eminent . scientists and wise

men, and one governor^ a member of the supreme coun-

cil, to guide them all.

“Equipped with merely the most necessary utensils,

the great army of jiioneers ascended to the rocky and

barren island on which the shaft terminated, and made
ready for their long and perilous journey. Far, far

in the direction of the setting sun from the island, the

wise men had discovered an immense continent, rich

in vegetation and animal life, and this was the object

of the journey. But between stretched a great ocean,

whose storm-whipped waves hurled themselves thun-

deringly against the cliffs of the island, while above

them vast and black cloud masses lowered threateningly,

as if about to pounce down upon those venturesome

children from the subterranean world.

“iMany there were among the pioneers, especially the

women, who were secretly terrified by this noisy and

hostile new world, and who longed to get back to the

silence and tranquility of their suliterranean home. But
they were of a brave race, and kept their thoughts to

themselves. Specially large and powerful wings had
been made for each of the pioneers, and at a given sig-

nal they rose into the air like an immense swarm of

birds, one hundred thousand of them at a time, and
followed their leaders in that long trans-oceanic flight,

to a new life and to the many unknown dangers of a

new and wild land.

“The remaining millions of people kept themselves

informed of the progress of the pioneers, of course,

by means of the Zanoon. Suffice it to say that, with

the exception of several hundreds of unfortunates who,

for one reason or another, fell into the ocean and
drowned, the great army of adventurers arrived at their

new home-land in good condition, and began their new
life with zest and vigor.

“At first, under the fatherly guidance of the governor

and their wise men, the pioneers jointly overcame all

the thousands of difficulties and dangers confronting

them, and formed one united and happy people.. And
so promising did conditions seem, that another five

hundred thousand immigrants from here joined them
during the first hundred years.”

{To be Continued)
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LOW, circling range of

crumbling red cliffs hem
in a tiny valley in the

heart of the desert— a

pale green speck in a sea

of red sand. At their - base, a great

cavity in the cliff-face gapes black, set

about with little black and red cu-

bicles of baked mud or sheet iron.

The valley is a scant half mile in di-

ameter, a dot lost in the red waste,

but in its center rise tall slim domes

of silvery white, two hundred feet or

more in heigiht and a fourth as much
in diameter, reflecting the blinding

rays of the setting sun. About their

base clusters a little, restless smudge
of black, ebbing and flowing about the

three broad vanes and interset jets of

each great machine, rest- ^
ing on the base of white

concrete that fills the cen-

ter of the valley. High
above, in the cloudless

sky, a scattered swarm of

gnats drone dully through

the flickering haze be-

neath the deep blue heav-

ens, where already dozens

of stars are rivaling the

brilliance of the setting

sun.

Darkness, spangled
with silver and set with

gems of blue and red and

gold, falls suddenly, with

no blaze of twilight, over

the crimson desert. In

the little cubicles near the

cave, in many of the tiny

black openings of the sil-

ver towers, lights blink

into being. From the val-

ley floor rise circling
shafts of light, white or

golden or red, that bathe

the silver towers and stab

up and up into the star-

spangled night. From
their bosom, the droning

P. SCHUYLER MILLER

E print herewith the winning story of the

February, 1930, cover contest from Aib 'Won-

deb Stoeies. The contest closed on March 5,

1930 and at the date over 500 manuscripts had been

received. We are quite proud of the winning story,

“The Red Plague” ; for from a point of excellence of

style, intensity of narrative and general tenor of the

story, “The Red Plague” is one of the best stories we
have received since the inception of our magazines.

The receipt of a story such as this justifies amply our

desire to interest amateurs in the writing of science

fiction and if Mr. Miller can continue the same high

level that he has set, he has a promising career ahead.

Our readers will agree, we believe, that the use

made of the cover picture was quite ingenious. Mr.
Miller was evidently determined to escape from the

old war theme, which occurred to most of the contes-

tants. The whole story in fact, rings with originality.

If there be a criticism, it is with the interpretation

of the scene. The moons of Mars—Deimor and Phobos
—would not appear as large as shown on i,. j cover.

They would in fact be quite small as seen from the

surface of Mars. Therefore some of the stories which
pictured the two objects in the background as a

double or binary sun, were really more scientifically

correct. But the other features of “The Red Plague”
were sufficient to overcome that objection against it.

The second and third prize winning stories will be

printed in the succeeding issues of Wonder Stoeies.

gnats are spiraling down to the valley

floor, to spew forth "lesser blots of

black figures that join the silent

throng in the center of the valley,

now drawn back from the base of the

three silent domes of white metal.

Far off on the horizon a single gem
swims into view in the sea of black,

a glowing ruby, blazing steadily

against the velvet darkness. Some-

where, a gong strikes once, a low

throbbing beat of golden sound. Si-

lence falls over the restless throng of

black mites. Again it rings, dull and

muffled as from far below the sur-

face of the ground. In answer comes

a blinding blaze of golden flame,

veined with crimson and shot with

silver, and on its heels a shattering

^ blast of sound that starts

little trickles of boulders

on the face of the cliffs.

And after it comes a fine

intermittent piping that

is lost in the silence of

the desert. Above, three

dots of red flare into in-

candescent white and

vanish. Below, three tow-

ering domes of silver are

gone from the concrete

center of the little valley,

where the splotch of

black is thinning, spread-

ing out into the darkness,

and the drone of gnats

has risen once more.

So a wandering deity,

roving carelessly through

space in the neighborhood

of an especially insignifi-

cant little sun, might have

witnessed the going of

Man’s three hopes out

into the uncharted, un-

tried sea of space, leaving

their little planet Earth

to seek charity and broth-

erhood from an alien race

who must have solved

171
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the problem that was wasting away the life of the

planet. As is the way of such minor deities, his interest

might have been aroused by this puny onslaught of a

race of mites, and he might hesitate in order to tamper

mischievously with the wheel of Fate, balancing Suc-

cess against Death in an eternal instant of indecision,

then tossing down his choice and going his way, just a

little bored, to create a sun or crush a solar system.

Ten long years before, a nameless aviator, crossing

one of the less dangerous deserts of western North
America, woke to the fact of his imminent destruction

with a rude start as a scorching mass of incandescent

metal hurtled past him into the blank white sands,

throwing aloft a geyser of powdered rock and sand, and
bringing him fluttering to earth in flames. When, nearly

a week later, rescuers found him gnawing his last sand-

wich and shying pebbles at the still hot meteorite, a few
noticed that immediately around it the sand was red,

and crumbled queerly into dust, while the moisture in

their bodies seemed to be sucked out by the abnormally

dry air. The meteor was small, and buried deeply, and
nobody gave it a second thought until it forced the

knowledge of its presence upon the entire world.

That year, prolonged drought made the crops in a

rather isolated section of Arizona fail, but nobody

cared, with the exception of a few half-breeds and an

Indian or two, who depended upon them for a liveli-

hood, and a queer old cuss with long whiskers who made
millions from a mine a hundred miles or so to the

north, and who raved for months because his prize

roses shriveled in the sun.

Two years later, the crimson sand reached the near-

est of the regular tourist stations, where another “queer

cuss” with a yellow walrus mustaache and a couple of

degrees was hunting for a meteorite which nobody had

ever heard of. Then the world woke up, and wondered

why something wasn’t done about it all.

It took “Swede” Hansen just two weeks from the

time when he left his canteen of water unstoppered

for ten minutes in the shade of a red rock to the time

when he found his meteorite—and the source of the

Plague. In another fortnight the place where the thing

had fallen resembled a cross between an airdrome and

a university. By the end of the third year, the entire

understanding population of the planet knew what had

happened, and what in all probability would happen in

all too short a length of time.

To be brief, the meteorite, the same which had

brought down the aviator, had also brought to Earth

from some place far outside the limits of the solar sys-

tem that dread scourge which man knows as the Red

Plague. It had one new element in it, radioactive,

placed by the chemists beyond Uranium, which must

needs have been formed under conditions strange enough

to warrant its properties. This element was the catalyst,

the carrier, so to speak, of the Plague. There were also

certain unknown compounds of the most inert of the

known elements, which, in the presence of the new

Galactium, constituted the Red Plague itself.

As Hansen very soon discovered, once given the clue

of the empty canteen, the Red Plague meant the even-

tual and rapid withdrawal of water from the list of

Man’s resources and necessities. These new compounds.

apparently as indestructible as their parent elements,

attacked all silica and aluminum rocks. Activated by

infinitesimal amounts of Galactium, which was readily

soluble in them, they attacked rock and soil of almost

any sort, reducing it to a crumbling crimson sand, which

in turn pulverized to a fine red dust of nearly molecular

dimensions and consequently of enormous surface. This

either sand or dust, had practically infinite powers of

adsorption for water.

The Plague Spreads

WITH this huge available surface in even the .small-

est mass of dust, and with the additional proper-

ties which amounted to the unprecedented and inex-

plicable phenomenon of chemical magnetism for water,

any moisture that came anywhere this red menace was

immediately and completely adsorbed onto the surface

of the dust. Valid physical and chemical tests proved

that the water was adsorbed rather than being absorbed

into any pores or used as water of crystallization. The
stuff spread like wildfire, the fine gold dust going its

deadly way on every gust of hot dry wind, and in no

time the leprous red scabs festered everywhere in the

northern half of the western hemisphere. Water could

not be used to lay the dust—indeed, it must not be so

u.sed, for to Man and to all the living creatures of Earth

water is Life.

Scientists of every race and sort, led by the tireless

Hansen, worked endlessly over the dust, searching for

anti-catalysts, searching for solvents, searching for any-

thing that might save America’s water, or regain that

which had already been lost. For no man could remove

from the dust that water which it had taken to itself.

Electrolysis, indeed, broke the water into its component

hydrogen and oxygen, but in the vicinity of the radio-

active catalyst they instantly recombined to form water,

giving a beautiful and expensive explosion but nothing

more. So electrolysis, and with it the entire field of elec-

tricity, was foolishly abandoned. And so the vain work
went on.

Five years passed, years of toil and isolation and

knowledge that death was not far off for America. In

the face of the peril to the world, Europe and the rest

of the nations of the planet kept a strict embargo upon

immigration. Commerce was strictly one-sided: water

poured from all the world into America—at a price.

Everywhere were the blackened vegetation, the shriveled

bodies, the empty river beds, and the dry red scabs of

the Red Plague. And still Hansen labored tirelessly,

with all the millions of old Ephraim Cutter, the mine-

owner whose roses had withered and died, at his di.s

posal.

Then, with the coming of the fifth year, panic broke

over the world. For, whether from winds, from birds,

or from other, smaller meteorites, or even, as many
hinted, deliberately spread by inhuman fiends, the Red
Plague burst over the planet from pole to pole, and

Death stared Man in the face. Science had found that

the Plague did not of itself sink far beneath the surface

of the Earth, and, consequently, every day found more

frantically digging men and women, striving to bury

themselves blindly in the supposed safety of the Earth’s

heart. Soon this seemed the only refuge, and govern-
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ment by government, the world sought the isolation of

great Man-made caverns deep in the earth. And then a

young astronomer announced that it was the dust of the

Plague that colored Mars

!

Every eye was turned to the cloudless, blue-black

skies, star-flecked even in the daytime, where Mars
swam low. Madness came, frenzied curses, for many
believed that it was from Mars that the meteorite bear-

ing the Plague had come. But Science led through to

sanity, showed that such a thought was ridiculous and
impossible, asked why Mars should visit destruction

upon a planet which might save it from a like fate.

And Science showed hope, for Science knew that even

as our own polar caps of ice were fast waning, and
snows no longer came nor vegetation made green the

river valleys, so the polar caps of Mars were growing,

year by year, creeping in toward the red wastes of the

equator, outlining the mysterious “canals” with deeper

and broader green as time passed. Mars was conquer-

ing the Red Plague!

As the dust of the Plague spread over the Earth and
outlawed traffic upon its surface for fear of carrying

the dread red dust to some untouched spot, Man had
taken entirely to the air. From the broad roof-fields of

every towering city, from little farms and great fac-

tories, from ocean liner and man-made floating island

rose numberless ships of the air, carrying Man about

his business. In a short five years the few great con-

tinental air-lines had spread over all the world. Not
long since, Man had feared the air, feared to leave the

surface of his planet and entrust his life and safety to

Science. Now, Man feared the ground ! Atomic energy

became available in part, albeit at great expense, and
now every man paid his government for the energy

which kept him safe above the plague-infested surface

of the Earth.

With the news of the young astronomer borne by the

news service to every corner of the world, Man revived

again the dreams of those days long before the Plague

when scientist and layman alike struggled with the

thought of leaving this little Earth and speeding, in

great shining rockets, out into empty space, to other

planets, other suns, other universes. And with the world

at his back, old Ephraim Cutter turned his failing mil-

lions from the fruitless battling of the Plague to Man’s

last hope—a great, threefold leap into space, in an effort

to enlist the peoples of Mars in the service of a helpless

Earth. Three great rockets of strong, light durium,

built by the master engineers of the world, driven by
the energy of the broken atom, manned each by a crew
of six experts, would drive up into the night from the

still-green oval of Cutter’s Hole, up and up until at last

the red deserts of » Mars should be beneath, and the

solution to Man’s problem should lie before the three

ships of space, to be won or lost forever.

Rising at first slowly, then ever faster, until the

broadening bowl of the Earth changed to a floating ball

of bloody green, the three rockets sped upward and out-

ward, glowing from cherry red to incandescent white

with the friction of the atmosphere, then cooling in the

absolute zero of space with a suddenness that set the

sorely strained metal hull into a bedlam of creaking as

it cooled. Only superb workmanship in the making of

the great ships kept them from bursting under the enor-

mous tension. In each, five men sweated and strained

under the terrific heat and acceleration—men who had

been trained for five long years to withstand these very

burdens. Before the master control-board, sunk in the

heart of the ship where no harm might come to it, sat

the commander of each rocket, eyes strained to the

televisor and the many dials of the board, beside him

food capsules and the sleep drug, that he might work

for three Earth-days without relief—in the first of the

three, “Swede” Hansen. Five hundred miles of space

separated the three great rockets, surrounded by the

luminous golden haze of their exhaust gases, but in the

televisor each commander stood side by side with his

fellow, bristling Swede, burly spectacled Negro, and

clean-cut athlete from Annapolis, guiding, by word and

touch and gesture, their silvery ships of space. They

were forgetful of the telescopes on mountain peak or

desert plateau that searched the skies for three tiny

fleeting shapes with the glory of the sun reflected from

their shining metal sides.

On the Way!

At the little barred windows of heavily-wired quartz,

. the men of the crew gazed wistfully at the green

the blue globe, etched with familiar outlines and

splotched with scabrous red, that grew ever smaller

behind. Now and again the voice of their commander

would ring from the speaker in the wall, his gestures on

the great screen direct them, and they would sink pant-

ing to the floor or flounder helpless in their hammocks
while the great after jets poured forth golden vapor

and the starry heavens reeled and spun before the enor-

mous acceleration that drove them ever nearer to their

top speed of one hundred thousand miles an hour. For

an instant, far behind in the black of space, two silver

specks drove on and on along the unmarked trail that

Man followed for the first time. Then the rolling thun-

der of a jet would shake the ship and the swinging

heavens sweep them from sight. A strange and thrill-

ing experience for these erstwhile masters of the air,

now become navigators of empty endlessness.

Ahead, the Moon loomed dead and bare, its pocked

and pitted face swelling into a wilderness of crater and
jagged crag and bottomless crevices, blqnketed in the

dense white volcanic dust that once spewed from the

thousands of great volcanoes of a living world. Then,

with the passing of the day on the chronometers, its

pear-shaped bulk swung past barely a million miles be-

low, and three little specks of silver light hurtled on
into emptiness, half a million miles with each five hours,

“Swede” Hansen slept less than any man in that leap

through space. On every ship were five men beside the

master, each fully capable of handling the ship for a

day or a week, gauging with trained accuracy the

change for any slighest deflection of the course, holding

to the thin silver line on the space chart, representing

a leeway of many thousand miles (the line ran straight

from green curve to red against the polished black)

watching the pressure, the fuel, the air, the radiation rate

and temperature, doing all the thousand and one things,

great and small, that navigation by dead reckoning in

open space must entail. On all but the flagship of the
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little fleet, each man took his t,.'.ti of three days, so that

with the last watch, at the end of the third week, each

commander should take his post to maneuver his ship

through the atmosphere of Mars to a safe landing. But
in the leading ship the bristling yellow moustache would
appear in the televisor, the blue eyes twinkle, and the

jolly voice boom in the speaker.

“Hallo! How you takin’ it, over there? Tell your
lazy captain that the girls should be sunburned to suit

his taste in color, on Mars!” Or else

—

“Hallo! You there, on number three! Where’s your
commander—writin’ love letters or playin’ football?

Tell him he’s a thousand off the median, or else I am.”
And they would come to the control room of their

ships, the great bulky Negro with his perpetual grin

and horn-rimmed spectacles, and the college man with

a dream in his smiling eyes, and josh back at him, or

send little meaningful messages from man to man of

the crews.

“Hey, Swede !” the athlete would shout. “I dare you
to come over and wrestle me, you big soft lump ! Who
called you a scientist, you blamed old walrus? If you
don’t chew off that fringe of bristles, right pronto. I’ll

send a little meteor over to clip ’em for you !”

“Never mind my whiskers, young fellow. An’ don’t

sass your commander-in-chief, or he’ll have you ma-
rooned on an asteroid to cool off. Say, kid, tell Frenchy
there, your radio man, that Bill got a whale of a picture

of Eros the other day when we passed it. He says he
can make out water on it, but it takes pretty good eyes

to make out the mountain ranges. Beat that if you can.”

Or the Negro, Johnson. He talked rather slowly, but

moved like lightning at the controls, and always spoke
in a serious tone that belied his flashing grin and the

way in which he ignored his spectacles.

“Oh, Cap’n Hansen, we’re havin’ a little mite of

trouble over here, with the vision apparatus, and our

radio man has the willies from stayin’ awake too long

watchin’ the stars. I soit of thought you might know
something about it. It’s been a-flickerin’ off an’ on, sort

of like a loose connection somewhere, but we don’t seem
to be able to find it. I’d appreciate it a lot if you would
sort of think it over some time soon, an’ let me know
what your idea is.”

“Say, Johnny, where d’you keep your brains when
you’re off the controls? Didn’t you tell me not more
than a week ago that you’d moved the blamed thing up
near the generator? You’ve got a hole in your screenin’

some place, an’ the generator’s just naturally raisin’ Old
Scratch with your field.”

“Thanks, Cap’n, thanks a lot. You know that I’m

not just dumb, but there’s a heap of sunburn to weigh
me down, like you have with that shoe-brush of yours.

I’ll see you later when we fix the vision up a bit better.”

A pleasant trio, good friends, great men and great

scientists, companions to their mixed crews. And then,

two weeks out, a frantic call came from the control

room of the steadily decelerating ship that sent “Swede”
to the board on the run with every man on edge and at

his post. There was no time for more than a nod and a
brief “Hallo!” to his comrades, each in his place with

a grim set expression on his face. Out of space, di-

rectly in the course of the onrushing ships, a huge,

widespread swarm of meteors plunged directly toward,

the three tiny silver specks. They could not stop, or

diverge widely, could not survive the sudden accelera-

tion of the change. At the terrible speed with which

they were approaching head on the scattered cluster of

iron and stone giants, any collision must be fatal, and

the only chance must be to plunge through the thinnest

part of the swarm, deflecting where possible, and trust-

ing to God for the rest.

On, on, into the maelstrom of hurtling star-frag-

ments, the smallest of which could deal destruction to

any of the ships, and hence to an entire planet, the first

rocket sped. “Swede,” every sense on edge, every mus-

cle tense, hovered over the controls. Here, half a mile

meant life or death. A rushing bulk in the screen, the

whirl of a dial, the rattling thunder of a jet, a sickening

lurch, and safety—repeated in terms of seconds, with

miles of crowded space in every swerve!

Again and again, time after time, then a glancing

blow from a mass of rock and iron the size of a basket-

ball, that ripped the great armored plates off the side

of the ship for half its length, destroying a vane en-

tirely and driving a deep dent in the inner sheathing

—

then dart and dodge and through in safety ! And within

twenty seconds Johnson is in it, gripping his dials

grimly, cold sweat on his shining face, strong white

teeth clenched through a mangled lip! Swerve, leap

swerve again, and then a blur of flame in the screen, a

tearing of metal, and blackness ! On the other screen a

clean-shaven man grits his teeth and turns aside his

straining eyes, ‘then freezes to his work, his duty to

Man. On, on, through flying masses the size of giant

buildings, fragments of lost planets, swerving, darting,

slowing, a master’s hand at the keyboard and dials, thin

lips set in a narrow line under the strain of the accelera-

tion! Ten seconds, twenty, twenty-five, and the way is

clear. He shudders, grins into the televisor at “Swede,”

then freezes in horror ! His voice chokes in the speaker.

“So long, you—damned—old—walrus—you !” In a

flash he is gone, shattered by the great thing tha{. hurtled

in the wake of the swarm, or frozen instantly in the

absolute cold of space. Perhaps neither was more than

a hundred miles off “Swede’s” course, the course of

safety, a mere three seconds’ distance, but in all likeli-

hood ten miles would have been as fatal. It was four

days before “Swede” Hansen took over the controls,

to guide the slowing ship safely to its landing.

On Mars I

Down through the thin air of Mars, gliding in a
long, flat spiral over the endless wastes of red

sand through which jutted the Crumbling remains of

ancient peaks, the battered space-ship sank toward the

surface of the planet, rising, become flatter, then sud-

denly concave. The canals were plain in the clear air,

broad lanes of matted moss running mile on mile across

the decayed red wastes, blending at the edges into the

desert of crimson dust that swirls in great clouds over

the barren wilderness. Here and there they converged,

came together in great circular areas many miles across,

where the crumbling rock that jutted up through the

rank moss had strange, half familiar forms. Cities had

been here, once. In some the moss was withering, the
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lanes of green velvet thinning before the onslaught of the

Red Plague. Near the equator, especially, was this true,

where the shattered ship must land. To the north and

south, where broad ice caps glistened white, it might be

otherwise. Time must tell, would tell.

“Swede” Hansen, worn, haggard, the memory of his

comrades deep in his eyes, struggled through the crum-

pled metal port of the mighty ship that had plowed deep

in the sand, its vanes twisted and scored, the edges of

the gaping slash in its hull fused by the friction of the

air. After him came three men. Two had been in that

part of the ship which was struck, and died of the sud-

den shock and compression which had dented the in-

sulating armor and burst in an inner bulkhead. A few

hundred feet away the moss began, an unhealthy metal-

lic green. Above, opposite the blazing sun, swung

Phobos and Deimos, the two moons of Mars—Phobos a

scant six thousand miles above the planet, and Deimos,

jerked from its former distant orbit by the most mas-

sive comet in the records of astronomy, which now ro-

tated very near its limit of disruption, and was daily

drawing closer to its mother planet. Neither showed

any important piarkings, clouds of pumice and ash from

long extinct volcanoes having buried all mountainous

features of their surfaces, even as has been done on a

less tliorough scale on the Moon. Sunlight, reflected

from the red surface of their parent planet, bathed them

in an orange light.

Wearily the four men dragged forth the heavy cases

which contained parts of the comfortable and roomy

aero with which they were to explore this new planet.

There would be more room, now, for food and instru-

ments, with two men less, they thought bitterly. Then

they withdrew into the ship, leaving an electrical alarm

with the cases, for a much needed rest. Now that there

was no longer danger of the storeroom collapsing on

the aero, and leaving them stranded, the world and Man
could wait for one more day.

When the sun set once more over the red Martian

wastes, a new, lithe form lay beside the crumpled rocket,

speed in every line of its marvelously designed frame.

The engineers of Earth had striven long and hard to

provide this most perfect of Man’s aeros for the ex-

pedition. Of tough, shining metal and clear crystal,

stream-lined with the utmost perfection, capable of cir-

cling the Earth in a day or less, no man of the remain-

ing crew but was proud of the trim craft. And he who

had designed her, young Jimmy Van Deusen, late of

Boston, strutted grinning beside her, stroking the broad

stuljby wings and tail surfaces, testing the resilient

landing gear, looking to the lubrication of the twin

propellers and trio of helicopters, and at last, at a word

from his chief, leaping to tlie pilot's cockpit for a test

flight. The atomic motors purred sleepily, the helicop-

ters began their crescendo whine, then with a flash of-

silver under the setting sun he was off, and up within

fifty yards, the wind whistling over the clean cut body

of the aero and setting up tiny whirlpools in the red

dust. Up and up, until the vanished sun once more

shone gloriously on the silver bird of Man, up until

only a shining speck was visible, then down, mile on

mile in a screaming dive that flattened out a bare thou-

sand feet above the sands, and changed to a mad frenzy

of loop and spin and roll, climbing, diving, whirling.

Then, with propellers and helicopters reversed, drop-

ping almost vertically to rest beside the great half

buried hulk of the rocket. He tumbled out joyously.

“She's great. Swede !” he shouted. “With this atmos-

phere, and gravity like this—Wow! We’re going to go

places and do things with this little lady, all right, and

don’t you doubt it I Oh what a ship!”

“Good. We must not waste time. In the morning,

early, we should go. Can we?”
“Sure! We could go right now, if we were packed.

Let’s stow everything away now, and beat the sun up.”

So, with the rising sun, the little ship with its cargo

of four eager men roared up in a golden mist of dis-

integrated atoms and flashed through the brightening

skies to the southward, toward the greatest ice cap of

Mars. As mile' after mile sped by beneath, affording

brief glimpses of ruined, crumbling cities and rotting

red peaks, they saw with hope and joy that the green

lanes of giant moss became ranker and broader, seeming

to press out from the line of their flight into the red

desert on either side.

Then, far on the horizon, appeared a flashing, daz-

zling glory of light, the mighty antarctic ice sheet of

Mars. Here was the great area over which a triumphant

IMars had conquered the Red Plague, had redeemed her

precious water, was doing so day after day. Here

would be the Martians, skilled, intelligent beings, wiser

than Man, who must be persuaded to share their secret

with a sister planet before it was too late. An hour,

now, and they would be there!

And with the passing of that endless hour, the green

path had broadened into a mighty emerald carpet, lead-

ing straight to the base of the towering walls of ice that

crowded down from the south. Rimming about the

rampart of ice, separating it from the green of the con-

verging lanes, lay water, a lake of cool, pure water,

lying open and unharmed under the rays of the sun!

Then Jimmy noticed them, queer obiong ships that

floated motionless above the edge of the narrow lake.

Three were in sight, perhaps fifty miles apart and two

hundred feet above the line where water and moss

merged. More than the thin air and lesser gravity, these

men of Earth had found it hard to accustom their senses

and motions to the judging of distance on this planet

of greater curvature, but comparison with more familiar

objects later gave the necessary clue to their size and

distance. The strange machines were about forty feet

in length and twenty-five in width at the middle. They
seemed to be made of pure gold. In a fifteen foot ring

at each end was set a polished mirror of green stone,

while above the tubular central body, which separated

the rings, was a bulbous tower some ten feet in height.

Everywhere were little windows of the green crystal,

indicating that creatures of some sort manned the ma-

chine, though it was little more than ten feet in thick-

ness. No other sign of life or intelligence was visible.

“Hey,” said Jimmy hoarsely, “they must be pretty

small, to man that. What is it, anyway, Harry? Got

any ideas?”

“Certainly,” replied the tall Englishman. “It seems

to me to be plain enough that it is the thing that we are

after, the apparatus that makes the moss grow and the
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Plague fail. But where are the Martians ? They can’t

live in those.”

“Hover for a while, Jimmy,” put in Hansen. “If

they’re there, they ought to see us and make their pres-

ence known. We can’t afford to wait, and it won’t do

to make them our enemies. We will have to handle

them with kid gloves.”

The Examination

For nearly two hours they hovered, or circled the

queer machine, trying to peer through the windows,

but without result. Then “Scotty” MacRae, the third

man of the crew, who had been roughly mapping the

place, grabbed Harry by the arm and pointed below.

The others, seeing the gesture, looked through the ports

at the surface of the planet, a hundred feet or so below.

The thick carpet of moss was buckling upward in

three widely separated spots, showing the red earth

beneath, which was being pushed slowly upward and

outward by some slow steady pressure from below.

Then a polished dome of pink metal appeared, followed

by two others, and rose with a slow rotation some thirty

feet into the air, revealing a ring of hooded openings

leading onto a narrow ledge that ran around the entire

dome. From a large opening in the flattened peak, little

red figures were swiftly rising toward the aero and the

queer machine, on which they began to play bright

yellow rays of some sort—^human figures, five feet in

height.

They approached the aero fearlessly, appearing now
as suits of red and white metal with crystal head-pieces

above which protruded luminous green horns. As the

little figures sped upward or came to rest, these cor-

respondingly came together or diverged, showing that

by interaction between them and a force field of some

sort these individual flyers were propelled. Where hands

would have been, on Earth, twin pivoted ray-tubes were

fastened.

One of the little flyers rose barely ten feet in front of

the hovering aero. Others joined it. The heads of the

Martians were visible through the crystal, ugly little

creatures, but evidently enormously advanced. The head

and face were bare and shiny, with large ears pressed

flat against the skull, adapted for hearing in the rare

atmosphere. The chin was small, pointed, and protrud-

ing, the jaw small, the mouth thin and expressionless.

Great nostrils in a nearly vertical nose made it possible

to inhale great lungsful of thin air with comparative

ease. The black eyes, round and goggling, and sunk

deep in their sockets, regarded the men with an indif-

ferent stare.

Suddenly the nearest Martian flashed his yellow ray

full in the faces of the group.

“Who are you?” came the thought. “What do you

want ?”

Hansen replied verbally, pointing to his lips to in-

dicate that he could talk.

“Do not speak. Think. I have the ray on you. Our
languages are not the same.”

Each mentally pictured the history of their expedi-

tion, its cause, the fate of their companions. Hansen
asked to see someone in authority.

“You are from the Third Planet. We have noted the

coming of the Plague. We expected you. You will be

examined. If you prove worthy, your race will be

aided. If not, it is wisest that you perish. Leave your

machine for examination. It will be returned, if you-

need it. Land, and follow me.”

At a sign from Hansen, Jimmy brought the aero to

the ground beside the nearest dome, and the four men
left it to follow the- Martian. He led them into one of

the openings on the ledge, which closed, leaving them

in the dark. Suddenly the floor sank, bearing them down
into the blackness, then stopping short many feet below

the surface. They followed their little guide into a vast,

dim cavern, crowded with the little red forms of flying

Martians, entered a long low vehicle that shot like a

bullet through the narrow streets, the while emitting a

high pitched wail. They came finally to a halt before

a great windowless building of grey metal, surrounded

by a wide plaza. Inside, they were shoved into a small

bare room and left alone. The door, when they turned,

was invisible.

Then, through a crystal oval in the ceiling, the yellow

ray flooded every corner of the room. Standing there,

helpless, they felt the probing questions of their ex-

aminers, pelting them with queries of all sorts, dragging

every thought from their bewildered brains. They
knew the futility of any failure to reply, and hence

settled down to search their memories for every scrap

of information that they might contain which would

better outline Man’s knowledge of the Universe. Now
and then, when memories conflicted, the questioning

took on a sharper, impatient note until the point in

question was fully cleared. Once or twice, as they spoke

of the atomic release that provided Man with energy,

the questions were eager with the knowledge of a new,

unsuspected truth. It was this power of Man to partially

free the energy of the atom which proved his worth and

his right to the air and brotherhood of the peoples of

Mars, a race which, for all its greater age and triumphs

in other fields, had failed utterly in this. At last the

ray flashed out, and they sank on the hard cold floor in

exhausted sleep.

Their former guide woke them, led them to an escala-

tor, then left them. The moving metal belt rose steeply

into the upper portion of the building, ran on through

the dark and out into light, dim, but brighter than the

outer caverns. The Martians, adapted by centuries of

life to dimness, could not stand light such as they might

easily have produced artificially, and when in their

golden electrifying machines must needs use the green

crystal to shield them from the sun.

Now, for the first time, they saw a Martian without

his flying and protecting suit. They had slight, dwarfed
forms, barely four feet tall, with huge chests and tiny

legs. Their arms were short and thin, with large deli-

cate hands and long, very slender fingers that seemed
well on the way to the formation of tentacles. When
they spoke, surprisingly enough, their voices were deep

and grave, showing that their dwarfed size was due to

no disease or physical defect, but to direct evolution

under the cramped conditioned of under ground life.

Now the thought-carrying ray was focused on them
once more, and from the ten greatest scientists of all
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Mars they learned indelibly what the Martian govern-

ment had decided to tell them.

Several thousand years before, when the Martians

had not yet attained Man’s station in life, a meteor

bearing the Plague fell in the heart of the most densely

populated portion of Mars, and spread red destruction

over all the planet. Even as Man was doing now, they

had buried their cities deep into the safety of the planet’s

heart, and there in the semi-darkness had developed the

existing race, mental giants but physical dwarfs.

Always they had striven to combat the Red Plague,

which had covered all the surface of Mars and was
slowly eating its way toward their retreat. There, in

their great natural and man-made caverns, they had dis-

covered the motive force of the flying suits, and of all

their flying apparatus. They had developed a crystalline

substance so energized in a manner analagous to magnet-

ism, that when like poles were brought together, they

reversed the gravitational field over an area depending

on their strength. When they lay in the same line, it

was neutralized, and the flyer hung motionless, or

drifted as the mechanism of the solar system willed. At
any median angle, with reversed polarity, gravitation

was amplified. The use of variations of this principle

for nearly all extended motion led to the ultimate de-

velopment of their atrophied legs and feet, and the for-

mation of slender, flexible fingers for manipulation of

the keyboard controls common to all their devices.

Then, accidentally, they found that a very strong elec-

tric field would effect the rapid disintegration of the

catalyst, our Galactium, to familiar elements, leaving

the other compounds harmless except for any natural

adsorptive powers of a dust so, finely divided. Of
course, if the soil were to be recontaminated by the

catalyst, it would again become the former menace, but

here it was discovered that certain mosses flourished in

the newly reclaimed soil, and that they so altered the

compounds as to make the catalyst impotent. Again,

with the mosses removed, contact with the pure com-

pounds would cause something like a change into the

harmful forms, but this could be avoided, and moss-

tracks were laid from most of the buried cities to the

poles, where some water yet lingered, and reclamation

began. Most important of all, the reclaimed soil was
extremely fertile, and could be used in the synthesis of

the energized crystal. The long, thin machines of gold

were energy convertors, turning the radiation of the sun

The

into electrical energy, and laying down the electric field

that destroyed the catalyst. Already, the area of per-

manently reclaimed land had spread remarkably, and
other plants were growing where the moss had cleared

the way. These, with the frequency of the thought ray,

were the secrets that Mars gave to her sister. Earth, and
in turn the Martians learned the application of their

devices to the liberation of atomic energy, somewhat
more efficient than solar radiation as a source of power.

“That is all,” concluded the spokesman of the Mar-
tian men of Science. “You will be given the moss. A
space ship of our own type has been prepared for you.

You may use the gravitors to repel meteors. You, of

the Third Planet, Tellus or Earth, are better for physi-

cal strife than are we. Our minds are capable of greater

comprehension. Let us henceforth share our knowledge,
that together we may succeed where one race should

soon fail. We will not leave Mars, for we are physically

unfitted for the strain. It will take thousands of years

to change us, for we are an old race. Meanwhile, come
and go in peace and welcome. Tell us of the Universe,

which we may not see for ourselves. Be our bodies and
our senses, and we will aid your minds. Farewell

!”

The manipulation of the new ship was easily learned,

though quickness on the unfamiliar keyboard control

came hard to men accustomed by long practice to

switches, levers, and dials. Soon Mars was shrinking
behind the spherical space ship with its great projecting

rods of crystal at top and bottom. Then space once
more opened before them, and closed once more behind
as the white phantom of the Moon flashed past, and
Earth at last spun below.

Everyone knows the result. The Martian moss flour-

ished, and, crossed with plants of our own, proved more
effective than ever. The unsuspected value of the red
earth has been quickly taken advantage of in many
fields, and the crimson wastes are taking on a new ap-
pearance. Within the year, a second expedition will set

forth into space, carrying the new plants to Mars,
solving the shrouded mysteries of Venus, reaching out
beyond the asteroids to the major planets, whose larger
satellites may harbor life. The thought ray breaks down
the barriers of race between all thinking beings, and it

seems certain that at last the dreams of the ancient
writers are to be realized in a union of the planets in
knowledge and peace.

End. ________

ADVANCE OF SCIENCE
By THE PLANET PRINCE

From the dark, medieval ages

Comes the infant tread of Science

Stumbling soft as if in wonder

—

Seeking courage, self-reliance.

But its pace grows quickly firmer

And its step becomes a stride

With its measured march resounding.

Keeping pace with Human tide.

Now it travels even faster

Roaring like some rampant soul
Surging, leaping, stronger, vaster—

^

Howling like some demon goale’d.

Blinding, searing, it darts onward
At an untold, timeless rate;

Crowding, forging ever faster.

It’s an avalanche of Fate!

Science, whither is thy journey:
What inferno is thy goal?

Will your rush be ever checkened
Or your story ever told?
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Whose Flight Was the More Hazardous

LINDBERGH’S or BYRD’S?
RESULTS OF THE PRIZE CONTEST

S
OME months ago, we received a letter

from a Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania school-
boy, Nicholas Marcin, asking us to tell

him who in our opinion had the more hazard-
ous flight. Colonel Lindbergh in his hop over
the Atlantic from New York to Paris on
May 27, 1927 or Admiral Byrd in his flight

over the South Pole. Mr. Marcin stated that

his school science club desired earnestly the

answer to this question. Believing this sub-
ject to be of great current interest to not
only Americans but the world at large, we
inaugurated a prize letter contest in Air Won-
der Stories, offering a prize of $25.00 for

the best letter on the subject.

The returns in this contest exceeded by far
our expectations, and in fact we were pleasur-

ably surprised at the tremendous interest in

this question. All told 5,593 letters were re-

ceived. Of these 3,008 believed that Lind-
bergh made the more hazardous flight, 2,460
favored Byrd’s and 125 stated that there was
no appreciable difference between the two.
The prize letter is that of Mr. John Ran-

dolph, of Pompton Lakes, New Jersey, which
is printed herewith. The editors were im-
pressed by the scientific spirit with which
Mr. Randolph approached the problem, con-
trasting so greatly with the haphazard guesses
and “feelings” of so many of the contestants.

Mr. Randolph saw clearly that a general an-
swer to the question was impossible without analyzing the
various factors that made up the hazard; and he did this so
well that we are sure our readers will agree in our choice of
the first prize.

The next best letters, entitled to honorable mention, were
those of Edward Mowbray Tate, 1128 John Jay Hall, Colum-
bia University, New York; and Maras Serriov, Box 801, Palo
Alto, Cal.

The text of the prize letter follows:

Editor Hazardotis Flight Contest,

Wonder Stories,

98 Park Place, N. Y. City.

To compare the hazards faced we should consider the hioivn
causes of accidents.

The Navy’s analysis of cause of all air crashes for eight

years charges: A—52% to “human element”—personal failure

of pilot. B—31% to structural or motor failure. C—17% to

weather and miscellaneous.

A—If the flyers are equal in technique, judgment, caution,

nerve and stamina, then this greatest hazard must be judged
by the comparative number of consecutive hours each pilot

must endure to reach safety.

Railroads and employers have found that every man’s alert

efficiency decreases after sixteen consecutive hours and that

after twenty-four hours the mind lapses into a condition of

numb, semi-consciousness and involuntary and unrealized naps

causing wrecks and accidents.

This condition is intensified by continuous noise and by being

alone; and is cumulative in its effect.

This fact alone suffices to prove that Lindbergh’s solo flight,

with its many hours beyond the ordinary point of human endur-

ance was more hazardous than any other successful flight over a

course with no emergency landing place.

B—In case of forced landing account causes either A or B,

Byrd and party might have reached the ground unhurt. He was
on a known meridian, he had matches, alcohol and concentrated

food; his scout planes with their sun compasses to follow his

course could succor him. Had Lindbergh been forced down in

mid flight his position would have been more hazardous.

C—In long flights with no emergency land-

ing fields the weather is important : There
were planes as good as Lindbergh’s and more
famous pilots than he, waiting for less hazard-

ous weather at the time he started his flight.

Byrd had many safety devices and improve-

ments which were not available to Lindbergh
at the time of his flight.

Byrd used the Sun Compass and could

hardly lose his course by accident in the clear,

dry, polar day, while the variation of the

Mariner’s Compass is so erratic on a passage

from New York to Paris that its eccentricity

is a hazard to any pilot’s first trip over the

course.

In case of severe storm, fog or deviation from
the expected course, Byrd had fuel enough to

fly a few hours longer than his estimated trip.

Lindbergh’s fuel-excess margin was much less.

We, who understood the conditions and the

hazards which confronted Lindbergh at the

time, can assure the boys of the School-Science

Club that

1. Had “Lindy” been suddenly incapacitated

on the morning -of his flight, no other famous
flyer would have volunteered to take his place

and attempted to make the flight that day. Not
even Admiral Byrd.

2. Had Admiral Byrd been incapacitated on
the morning of his attempt and there had been

a dozen of the country’s greatest flyers on the spot they would all

have jumped at the chance to fly in his place because there was a
reasonable chance for success and in case of failure a reasonable

chance for life. Summing up all the factors, I believe Lindbergh’s

flight to have been the more hazardous.
John Randolph,

Pompton Lakes, N. J.

The various answers received were quite interesting, and
by a summary of the points made in favor of each contestant,

our readers will clearly perceive why the great majority favored
Lindbergh in his flight rather than Byrd. The editors wish to

state however, that they are not attempting to make any esti-

mate of the personal qualities of the two outstanding figures

of modern aviation, nor are we attempting to estimate the

value of their flights to the nation or the world. We have tjie

greatest admiration for both of them, and believe that Lind-

bergh has shown that he is capable of being the calm, calcu-

lating scientific solver of aviation problems; while Byrd’s cour-

age and dash mark the man just as his organizing and execu-

tive abilities do.

Points Endangering Lindbergh’s Flight

1. His youth and inexperience.

2. His aloneness, with no relief pilot.

3. The duration of the flight (33 hours against 19 by Byrd).
4. The previous failures and precedent against success.

5. The bad weather.

6. The lack of an emergency landing place on the trip.

7. The motor hazard ( a single-motored plane, while Byrd's
was tri-motored).

8. The lack of reliable instruments and radio.

9. The lack of adequate preparations (as contrasted with
Byrd’s). ^

10.

The lack of surplus fuel.

Points Endangering Byrd’s Flight

1. The lack of accurate maps.
2. The lack of help nearby should the plane fail.

3. The danger from unseen, uncontrollable forces such as

blizzards, imseen mountain peaks, etc.

4. The extreme variability in the weather.
5. The lack of a definite landing place under known conditions.

JOHN RANDOLPH
Mr. Randolph is 45 years old,

and the poet of Pomptonia. His
vocation is a laborer—his avoca-

tion a poet, naturalist

and philosopher.
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The Bat-Men of Mars
(^Continued from page 135)

terrestrial mass. Tor Floro was awed by the vast

amount of ocean, for, in spite of the astronomical lore

of Turinia, she had not realized there was so much
water anywhere.

Dr. Fry was elated. The aim of the projectile for

the Earth had been almost perfect. He cut out the

gyroscope, however, as the Earth’s mass loomed dead

ahead and only a few hours distant.

Now the great shell entered the earth’s atmosphere,

and its speed was gradually decelerated. The Earth
people were almost home, and with them was one who
had gladly left another world to find happiness else-

where. And that. Tor Floro had found in the devotion

of her husband from Sjor.

In the distance loomed land and a city. Between lay

the shimmering blue of the Pacific ocean.

“Ahead, Tor Floro,” said her husband, “lies San

Francisco, one of our proudest cities. In just a little

while we shall be at home in good old St. Louis.”

“Where they won’t believe a word of what we shall

tell them,” wryly suggested Dr. Fry, “so perhaps it

would be just as well if we told them nothing.”

“But that would never do !” declared Randolph, who
was^much in love with the queenly Tor Floro. “We
shall be compelled to tell the world everything! How
else could Tor Floro be accounted for? For I am sure

her like has never been seen upon the Earth!”

“Another statement like that,” retorted his friend, the

scientist, “and I shall insist upon your taking a seda-

tive. You’re getting excited!” But Tor Floro, from

Turinia, repaid the gallantry of her hero husband from

Sjor with a happy smile.

The End.

The Flight of the Mercury
{Continued from page 121)

freezing if I stayed there very long, I again tried to get

around the Martian, and this time it remained quite

motionless, and I was soon running like mad toward my
plane, my teeth chattering with the sudden and increas-

ing cold. I dashed through the doors, slammed them
shut and turned on all the heaters in the cabin. Then I

prepared and finished a much-needed supper, and turned

in for the night.

“You know. I’ve thought quite a little bit about that

sudden change that came over the Martian world at

sunset, and I’ve come to the conclusion that that sudden

cessation of life corresponds to our sleep. But with the

extremes of temperature, and the thinness of the at-

mosphere, the Martian sleep is a thing far more over-

powering than ours, apparently just a sudden over-

whelming unconsciousness that lasts until the next sun-

rise. At any rate, the next morning when I awoke, the

sun had already risen, and on glancing outside, I saw

that the Martian world was again its normal pale green

self.

“I saw another thing, too, for directly outside my
door squatted the globular Martian. It had evidently

awakened and finding me gone, had hastened to the

only place that its reason or instinct told it that it could

find me. And when, after breakfast, I tried to leave

the plane, I found the Martian just as determined to

keep me in it as it had been the day before to prevent

me from getting into it.

“Well, old chap, it seems absurd to admit it, but it was

a stalemate! For three days, I remained in the vicinity,

trying to elude the Martian, or at least trying to pene-

trate the mystery of it; but in the end I gave it up. I

decided that that particular part of Mars was no place

for me, and so I started the plane and left for parts

unknown.

“But once I was in the air again, I went into a funk.

I don’t know whether it was the air, or my food or what,

but I got into the worst spell of the blues that I’d ever

had in my life. And it all ended in my turning the bus

back toward the Earth! You see, I figured that this

Martian game was just a little too much for one man,
j

and that I’d better come back for reinforcements. And
so here I am, back on the Earth, feeling like a Columbus

that had turned back in sight of San Salvador.”

He finished his narrative, refilled his pipe and sat

smoking, thoughtfully.

“Anti-climax, what?” he said at last, “No princess

rescued, no rebellion quelled, not even the usual guide

to give an explanation of the wonders I saw. I feel no

end a bally fool. I shouldn’t have tried to do it all by

myself. But I’m going back to London in the morning

and get a staff of scientist Johnnies and trot them up to

Mars and let them do a little observing. Then when
we return perhaps we’ll have a more interesting tale to

tell, eh?”

He knocked the ashes out of his pipe and stood up.

“I won’t impose on your hospitality any further, old

man. I can sleep just as well in the cabin as I could up

here, anyhow. So I’ll just toddle along. See you in the

morning,” and he sauntered away. I watched his form

as he walked away, and finally I, too, arose and entered

my tent.

The next morning when I arose his plane was gone

!

I supposed, of course, that he had returned to London,

and I watched eagerly for news of him. But even after

my return to civilization, I heard nothing of him, and

I have finally concluded that he never returned to

London at all. I wonder—I just wonder if his curiosity

overcame him and he returned to Mars? Or, perhaps,

did he go to Venus?

The End.



ScienceQuestions

and Answers
T his department is conducted for the benefit of readers who have

pertinent queries on modern scientific discoveries and on established

scientific facts. As space is limited wq cannot undertake to answer more
than three questions for each letter. The flood of correspondence re-

ceived makes it impractical also to print answers as soon as we receive
questions. However, questions of general interest will receive careful
attention. If you desire individual answers to your queries, enclose 25c
in postage to cover time and mailing.

Gliders
Editor, Science Questions and Answers'.

1. Please tell me if you think a glider train-

ing course would be of use if I intend to have

an aviation career?

2. I wonder if you could draw a diagram

showing some of the things on the Curtiss

Tanager plane that helped it to win the $100,000

prize in the Guggenheim Contest.

William Donaldson,

651 Kellogg Street,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

(1. There Is no doubt but that a glider

course would be of great aid in an aviation

career. “Gliders, and How to Fly Thera,” a
book published by the Popular Book Com<
pany of 98 Park Place, ITew York, which has
been on sale at all newsstands and can now
be obtained from the publisher will tell you
all you want to know of the theoretical and
practical details. This book costs only fifty

cents, and is the only one of its kind.

2. We are unable to print the complete plans
of the Curtiss “Tanager” plane that won the

$100,000 prize in the Guggenheim safe plane
contests which closed last fall. But the ac-

companying photograph shows the plane and
some of the details that won the first prize

for it.—Editor.)

tain object is. He says, “It’s in my apart-

ment. My apartment is located at the corner
of A and 6 Streets on the tenth floor.’* Now
if he had said that his apartment was located

on A Street on the tenth floor he would not
have described it. He had to use three de-
scriptions of location (called “coordinates” by
the mathematician) in order to describe it.

Now Einstein says that that description by
three coordinates is still not complete but
that the man must add a time coordinate; he
must say, “My apartment is located at the
corner of A and B Streets on the tenth floor

on June 1, 1930.”

That time coordinate is called the fourth
dimension by some. Another conception of
the fourth dimension arises in the following
manner. We take a pencil and make a point
on a piece of paper. Then we extend the point
until we have a line. That line is said to

have one dimension—it has only length. Now
if we were to draw three more lines so that
we have a square inscribed on the paper we
have an object of two dimensions—it has
length and width. Now if we were to pile

papers one on top of each other the resulting
pile would be an object of three dimensions.
Now the scientists who speak of the possi-

bilities of a fourth dimension say that by
taking a three dimensional object and per-

The Curtiss TAN-
AGER plane—win-
ner of the $100,000

Guggenheim Prize.

Some of the fea-

tures notably the
automatic slots,
the wing flaps and
floating ailerons

are shown.

*

What is the Fourth Dimension?
Editor, Science Questions and Answers'.

Will you please answer this question for me?
What is meant by the fourth dimension? I

have read many stories about it but I do not

seem to be able to grasp its meaning.
W. Johnson,

1419 E^st 54th Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

(In not grasping the meaning of the fourth

dimension, Mr. Johnson has plenty of com-

pany—for there is really no established mean-
ing for it. The three ordinary dimensions of

anything are length, breadth and thickness

or its location by means of its three distances

from a fixed point. Now it is believed by
many, 6y Einstein for example that it is not
sufficient to describe an object by giving those
three dimensions alone. Just as it is not
possible to describe a solid piece of anything
by merely giving its length. Einstein believes

that an object's place in “time” is just as
Important, as its location physically. For ex-

ample, a man wants to describe where a cer-

forming appropriate “tricks” such as I have
described in making a line into a three di-

mensional object, it can be made four
dimensional.
The difficulty with trying to “visualize”

with one's eyes the fourth dimension, is that
we are beings with three dimensional senses
and we live in a three dimensional world.

Any description then, of a fourth dimension,
we admit is inadequate.—Editor.)

What is Gravity?
Editor, Science Questions and Answers:

There is something that troubles me about

gravity. Could you explain to me in the clear-

est terms just what gravity consists of? Will

it ever be conquered? What are your ideas as

to how it will be done?

J. Claude Roby,
Lachute, Quebec, Canada.

(Gravity, explained simply, is a magnetic
attraction between particles of matter that

tend to draw them together, just as two mag-
nets oppositely charged are drawn together.
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Matter, unless It Is electrically charged with
similar charges, seems to have that property
of being attracted to other bits of matter.

The attraction Is strongest when the bodies
are close together, and the further away they
are the weaker it becomes. In fact the

force is inversely as the “square of the dis-

tance.” In other words if two objects are

five feet apart and they are moved ten feet

apart, they are twice as far apart and tb«

attraction between them is only one-quarter

of what it was. The attraction also depends
directly on the mass [or amount of material]

in the bodies. If they are large, the attraction

will be greater, increasing with the size of

the bodies.

Gravity is being conquered every day by
heavier-than-air flying machines. So long as

an airplane can maintain a certain minimum
speed through the air it is defying the effort

of gravity to pull it to the ground. But a
nullification of gravity, we believe, will come
by the storing up in the body to be nullified

a certain amount of electric charges which
tend to oppose the electric charges of the

earth. The electric energy, of course, to

nullify the gravity of a body and lift it, we*
believe will have to be just as great as if

the gravity were not nullified. The advantage
of gravity nullification is that no heavy fuel

will have to be taken on the ship. All the
work can be done on the ground.-Editor.)

Controlling Growth
Editor, Science Questions and Anszversi
Can the growth of man be controlled by the

pituitary gland? Will this method work on
animals? What is the general method of

operation? Where can I learn about* growfh
control, as I wish to make a study of it?

Gallant Hayes,
419 Mass Street,

Gary, Indiana.

The pituitary gland is located at the base

of the brain, a little way behind the top of

the nose. This gland is now clearly recognized

as an organ controlling the bony growth of

the body, both in length and width, and to

some extent the growth of the soft tissues.

When it is too active, we find overgrowth,
which sometimes reaches the extent of giant-
ism. The body becomes tall and lean, and
the condition brings with it a tendency to high
blood pressure and hardening of the arteries.

Where there is a deficiency of the secretion,

on the other hand, we meet not only a re-

tardation of the skeletal growth but a strong
tendency to obesity, a feminine type of figure

even in the male, tapering fingers and a high-

pitched voice. In extreme cases dwarfism
results. The “fat boy” of the school is usually
deficient in this secretion.

In the hands of trained laboratory workers
the growth of animals has been regulated up
or down by giving or withholding injections

of extract of pituitary gland. Its use in the

hands of skilled, physicians has produced re-

markable results in persons who suffer from
rickets, softening or brittleness of the bones,

and in cases of abnormal “fatness” of ado-
lescence. Science Is only beginning to learn

the significance and Importance of this gland.

Needless to say, glandular extracts are not

a thing for untrained experimenters to dabble
with. No one who is not a highly trained

specialist should ever attempt to play with
so intricate and delicate a subject. However,
anyone Interested will find a good deal of in-

formation in the new (14th) edition of the
“Encyclopedia Britannica,” and In “Constitu-
tional Inadequacies,” by Nicola Pende (Lea
and Febiger, Philadelphia).—Editor.)
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Dead or Living Dead
Editor, WONDER STORIES:

Having just completed reading the May issue

of Science Wonder Stories, I decided to

write a letter to you.

I feel that it is only an obvious thing, and
needless repetition to say how much 1 like

your magazine. So I will try to talk of other
things.

I believe that the best story in the May
issue is “The City of the Living Dead.” Per-
haps other stories in the issue were better from
a purely literary standpoint, but, although a
story is more enjoyable in proportion to the
superiority of its literary style, I put this story
first, because of the idea which was expressed
in it. There has been one or maybe more stories

along this general line, at least to some degree
similar to it. But this one had a better idea,

and expressed it better, than any of the others
which I have read, Of course this is merely
ray own opinion, and many readers may differ

from me.
It raises a rather interesting consideration,

something similar to the often mentioned one of
not being able to prove ourselves not to be
inmates of an insane asylum. Assuming that
all the senses were connected to this “record,”
as the story did, and assuming the record to
be a most complex thing, how can w'e say that
these “living dead” were any more “dead” than
we are. Could they not be said to be alive,

since they have all the senses which we do?
If a device similar to this, yet permitting a

return to the normal state, should ever be in-

vented, I imagine that it would become very
popular. It would certainly excel any means
of entertainment which we have now. If the
records could be made sufficiently complex each
person could live a “perfect” life—perfect from
ins viewpoint and his tastes. Too, he could
probably do it in an hour, since the psycho-
logical time element could, probably, be con-
trolled.

In your “Science News of the Month” I no-
ticed an extremely interesting article, about the
electron. It stated that the modern wave theory
of mechanics now considered the inner con-
struction of the atom to be a wave phenomena
in 6 dimensions. Now, I think it would be
very interesting to most of your readers, for
you to print a short condensed article, giving
the main conclusions which the modern theories

have reached about the atom, electron, etc. Of
course this should be published in as simple
language as possible. At present the great ma-
jority of people can not get much literature on
such subjects, because it is necessary to have
a complete education in mathematics and physics.

Jack P. Sickels,

Lapwai, Idaho.

(Mr. Sickels is quite right in his idea about
t’.ie living dead. After all, we know we are
alive because of our senses and our conscious-
ness. The living dead, therefore, immovable
a- they might be to us—are to themselves liv-

ing intensely active lives—in fact they are, to
use Mr. Sickel’s words, “living completely.”
'i hat is a state that we live people never achieve.

'Hie question then arises. Suppose such a
machine were invented to permit us to do what
the living dead did. Should we take advantage
of it, and forsake our normal life? We would
welcome the comments of our readers on this

very interesting question.

It would be very difficult, we believe, to ex-

pl.ain the wave theory of mechanics in simple
language. For it deals with conceptions that

are to us purely mathematical. It is almost
impossible to translate the mathematician’s lan-

guage into our own. However if we receive a
manuscript that we believe covers the subject

adequately, we may publish it.

—

Editor.)

Interplanetary Society Progresses
Editor, WONDER STORIES:
We have had so many requests for informa-

tion about ourselves and how one may become
a member that we offer the following.

The American Interplanetary Society is an
organization of laymen and scientists, associated

for the purpose of encouraging interest and re-

search in interplanetary communication and
travel. At present, meetings of the New York
members are being held twice each month at

the American Museum of Natural History in

New \brk City, at which time papers or ad-

dresses on special phases of the problem are
presented by members or invited speakers.

The Society already numbers in its member-
ship such notable persons as Dr. Robert H.
Goddard, the rocket experimenter, of Clark
University; Dr, Clyde Fisher of the American
Museum of Natural History; Captain Sir Hubert
Wilkins, the explorer; and Mr. Hugo Gernsback,

ON LETTERS

Because of the large number of let-
ters we receive, we find it physi-

cally impossible to print them all in
full. May we request our correspond-
ents, therefore, to make their letters
as brief and to the point as they can;
as this will aid in their selecHon for
publication? Whenever possible, we
will print the letter in full; but in
some cases, when lack of space pro-
hibits publishing the complete letter,
we will give a resume of it in a
single paragraph.

the editor and publisher. Other active mem-
bers include engineers, technical men, writers,

newspaper men, lawyers, physicians, business
men and teachers of science.

The Society is assembling a library on inter-

planetary communication which will be the most
comprehensive in America, to serve as a clear-

ing house for information on the subject. It

expects to issue an annual report, which shall

be the result of a survey of all the available

material on interplanetary travel, and to publish
a monthly bulletin covering the news of the
entire field of its activities. In these ways,
members will be kept informed of all develop-
ments, and public enthusiasm can be stimulated
to the ultimate end of sending projectiles to the
moon or other planets.

The Society, by the raising of funds, and
otherwise, also expects to stimulate research by
American scientists on the problem, and to

hold public meetings at which prominent authori-

ties will be invited to speak.

Two. classes of membership are open to indi-

viduals: active and associate. Active members
are entitled to all the rights and privileges of
the Society; the freedom of its library; a voice
in the direction of its affairs and the holding
of office. To mature men and women, there-

fore, the Society offers the opportunity to
pioneer in the newest of all sciences and a
chance to help bring to a reality the most stu-

pendous adventure ever conceived by man.
The dues for active members are $10 per

annum, payable in advance.
Associate members may attend all meetings,

have the freedom of the library, receive all

publications issued by the Society and other-
wise enjoy all privileges accorded to active
members except a voice in the direction of the
Society. Dues for associate members are $3.00
per annum, payable in advance. The Society
is inclined . to limit active membership to men
and women over twenty-one years of age, who
have at least a high school education or its
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equivalent, and a sound knowledge of the sci-

ences and the nature of the physical world.

The officers of the Society are: David Lasser,

president; G. Edward Tendray, vice-president;

C. P. Mason, secretary; Laurence Manning,
treasurer; and Fletcher Pratt, librarian. Ad-
dress all communications to the undersigned.

C. P. Mason, Secretary,

American Interplanetary Society,

302 West 22nd Street, New York.
(We publish this information about the Amer-

ican Interplanetary Society for the benefit of

our readers. By all evidence the Society is

destined to become a power in scientific circles

as soon as the public awakens to its potentiali-

ties.

—

Editor.)

Phenomenal and Unbelievable
Editor, WONDER SI'ORIES:

I have been reading Air Wonder Stories
for the past eight months and I have found
them pleasurable and instructive. But since

my duties confine me to the house, I have to

do all my traveling through your great maga-
zine. It describes things so phenomenal and
unbelievable in this age, one has to stop and
wonder where in the world such intellectual

men have been found to write such scientific

realities.

I can never get enough of these stories. Such
entertainment for a quarter was unheard ot

\mtil I discovered your magazines. Who knows
but that in the next age the miracles that are

performed for us in your Wonder Stories will

be enacted in real life.

(Miss) Gladys Ambrose,
347 E, Roosevelt Boulevard,

Philadelphia, Pa.

(We think that Miss Ambrose has struck a

great truth in our magazines. And that is

that we all yearn to travel to far distant places,

to escape for awhile the boredom of the same-
ness of our lives, and live in a newer and more
glorious existence. And we ask ourselves, how
can we do that and still remain here, as we
must? Then the answer comes—through the

imagination. For the half hour or hour that

one is immersed in a gripping story of new
worlds and new ages, he is really living in that

new world and that new age. Science fiction

then, we believe is a new method of transpor-

tation. Only the passage is made instantane-

ously both ways. We thank Miss Ambrose for

calling this very interesting idea to our atten-

tion.

—

Editor.)

Einstein Again
Editor, WONDER STORIES:

It seems like resurrecting the dead to renew
the argument about Einstein’s theories, but 1

must correct your statement that the leading
scientists accept them as fact. I believe that

at a comparatively recent meeting of a fairly

representative group, a decision was made in

the negative.

If Einstein is correct, I give up. I can’t see

how gravity can be centrifugal force when such
a solution would mean a trip in space for the
poor fellows that happened to be on sides other
than the leading or inner ones.

On the subject of gravity, why do all the
writers insist on giving large bodies great grav-

ity? We don’t know enough about the force
to adhere to the theory that they have in mind
so steadfastly, especially in a science-fiction

magazine, or rather THE science-fiction maga-
zine—since the other seems to have decayed in

ideals.

A suggestion: why not be ultra-unique and
run a perpetual story, much as the newspaper
runs comic strips. A number of these have
plots worth following. With a good subject and
a writer who can make things seem real—you

(.Continued on Page 182)
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It the grey shadow
By W. F. Hammond

On 'All

HORROR HOUSE
By Walter Livingston Martin

Your blood will run hot and cold by turns, as

apparently inexplicable crimes follow one an-
other in rapid succession. But science lights

the path of the law—and the secret of
Horror Hoitse is revealed at the dramatic
conclusion to a story that is “different" than
usual. A weird yet logical story of an amaz-
ing killer.

THE MIND MACHINE
By George Eugene Key

We do not believe that any story which has
been published in the last few years so
plausibly explains the scientific developments
we may expect to be commonplace by 1950.

A story of murder and crime in future years
—clearly and excitingly narrated.
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father. From beginning to end

you follow the trail with Fiske

Errel, the scientific man-hunter,

until, by a stroke of brilliant

reasoning, he destroys The Grey

Shadoiv.

THE TOWER
MYSTERY

By E. Zorbas

The victim of a ruthless girl dis-

appears into thin air. Follow

Detective Prawn’s incisive deduc-

tions as he exposes an astounding

crime.

THE MYSTERY OF THE
PHANTOM SHOT

By Amelia Reynolds Long

A wealthy man is alone in his study. A shot
is fired within the room—the man is found
dead—yet no bullet has touched his body.
“HOW? WHY? and WHEN?” are the
questions you will ask yourself when reading
this masterpiece of fiction.

And other stories of absorbing interest and
excitement.

An Unusual Offer

8 MONTHS $1.00
By clipping the coupon at the left
and mailing it immediately to
AMAZING DETECTIVE TALES
you will receive the next eight
issues for One Dollar. This is
much lower than the regular sub-
scription price and you should take
advantage of this offer NOW.
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THE READER SPEAKS
^Continued from page 181)

have quite a choice—I am sure the idea would

“go over.’* It wouldn’t be necessary to develop

the plot much each issue, a couple of pages

each time. It might be put in sketches as in

newspapers, A “history” of the future would

make a wearing subject. What do the others

think? Irving Houston,

Hartford, Conn.

(We are not aware that by Einstein’s theo-

ries gravity is the same as centrifugal force.

The only relationship that might have been

brought out was that a planet is held in its

orbit *by a balance between gravitation [the pull

of the sun on the planet] and centrifugal force

[the tendency of the planet to escape from its

orbit and go flying off at a tangent to its orbit].

Large bodies are assumed to have a large gravi-

tation force because, everything else equal, they

have a large mass and therefore a great power

of attracting other bodies. The behavior of

planets about the sun confirms experimentally

or at least from a point of observation New-
ton’s laws of gravitation. Until they are upset

we can hold on to them as the best explanation

for the behavior of matter.

The idea of a perpetual story is an interest-

ing one—only we are afraid that if the story

is exciting enough to deserve being perpetual,

the strain on the nerves of our readers would
be too great waiting for the next installment.

However, it is worth thinking about.—Editor.)

“Hunches” and Time Traveling
Editor. WONDER STORIES:
At last I can write you to tell you that Won-

der Stories is a very important periodical in

modern literature. I wish the editors the suc-

cess they deserve—which is quite a bit

I would be glad to hear from any of your
readers, at any time. Members of my family

were early settlers in your land and also in

Australia. I myself have come from England
only recently.

Now about time travel stories. They may
be possible. Even the recording of the future

may be possible, despite what some of your
critics say. For we do not record the past

with our minds, but with definite instruments

such as the camera and gramophone. But 1

had had several experiences in which I saw the

future events before they occurred. We have

what is popularly known as a “hunch.” These
hunches are worthy of the study of any scien-

tist. I would be glad to get your reader’s atti-

tude on this, and their own experience witli

“hunches.” Sidney J. Starling,

c/o Post Office Narre-Warren,
Victoria State, Australia.

(Mr. Starling mentions a very interesting

thing which already has much to be said for

it. People have really claimed to have “pre-

visions” of future events, and Camille Flamar-
rion, the late noted astronomer, wrote a whole
book on such experiences of people. Perhaps
Mr. Starling is right, that when one has a

“hunch” that he is getting a dim, vague but

never-the-less certain glimpse into the future.

After all there is so little that we know about

ourselves, about our actions, our thoughts, our
mental and psychic makeup that things quite

startling may be revealed to us l>y future science.

We would like to hear from other readers about

experiences similar to Mr. Starling’s.

—

Editor.)

Why Not a Ballot?
Editor, WONDER STORIES:
Would you kindly answer the following ques-

tions:

1. When will “The Martian Revenge” and
“The Annihilator Comes” be published?

2. Wliat is the price of back numbers of

Science VV’^onder Quarterly?
3. Why don’t you have a ballot on the serial

question?

4. A few suggested improvements are: .'\

reprint department; no Science News of the

Month and having Paul as the only illustrator.

More sub-sea stories please.

James Lassiter,

Huntingdon, Temi.

(1. “The Martian Revenge” was crowded
out of 'the June issue of Wonder Stories only

because of the combination of the two magazines.

For the same reason we were unable to use

“The Annihilator Comes.” Both stories, we
believe, will be published in the August issue

(Continued on page 183)
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(Continued from page 180)

of Wonder Stories.

2. Back numbers of the Quarterly may be

had at fifty cents each, except on a subscription

plan or in large quantities.

3. We believe that the serial question has

been settled, at least for the time being. We
have found the great majority of our readers

in favor of serials. We prefer to wait, before

reopening the question, until the combined maga>

‘zine has had a chance to functioh for a little

while.

We appreciate the '•uggestions and will give

them consideration .— Editor )

Change a Mistake
Ediior, WONDER STORIES:

J am a reader of your magazine Science
Wonder Stories, and as such am interested

in it. The biggest mistake made in your first

year of publication was the decision to change

the name of your magazine. By calling your

magazine Wonder Stories you will degrade

it to the level of other inferior magazines.

The old title is one with which the magazine

commands respect and one its readers need not

be ashamed of, while the new is weak and in-

expressive. I, for one, would be ashamed to

champion the cause of a magazine with such a

title, though its contents were as good as is the

case with your publication. I think you will

I
F you have not as yet seen the

SUMMER WONDER STO-
RIES QUARTERLY
WATCH FOR THE
SILVER COVER

Be sure to procure a copy from

your newsstand.

ON SALE JUNE 15
This magazine specializes in in-

terplanetarian science fiction and
the Summer issue contains the fol-

lowing marvelous stories:

“Electropolis”

By Otfrid von Hanstein

“The War of the Planets”

By R. H. Romans
“The Tower of Evil”

By Schachner & Zagat

“The Eternal Man Revives”

By D. D. Sharp

“The Monsters of Neptune”
By Henrik Dahl Juve

^

hear from other readers who think as I do and
I will go so far as to prophesy a loss of sales

rather than a gain. I know that my own group

of science-fiction enthusiasts all heartily dis-

approve of the new title.

John L. Kline,

331 South ClifFwood Ave.,

Brentwood Heights, Cal.

(We appreciate Mr. Kline’s sentiments. But
we ask him to have faith. The publishers made
the change only after, mature consideration and
the taking of all available evidence. They be-

lieve that the change is really to the interests

of science- fiction and therefore the science-fic-

tion enthusiasts that Mr. Kline represents. Since

Mr. Kline has been a loyal reader we ask him
to give the new title a chance first and then

let us have him comment again. But we appre-

ciate^is point of view.

—

Editor.)

AH Right With Him
Editor, WONDER STORIES:

I have just received the June issue of Won-
der Stories. It certainly is a great improve-
ment on the past issues.

As to the name, Wonder Stories is all right

with me. I agree with you that you will get

more new readers by having omitted the word
“science.*’

The paper is much better, making the ma^-
zine quite thin. As I am one of those who
bind my numbers, this is an advantage.
Now as to the stories themselves. **A Sub-

terranean Adventure” starts off fine. I hope
(Continued on page 184)

At the left is a view of

my drafting and epeei-

ficatlon offices where a

large staff of experienced
experts Is In ray constant

employ. All drawings and
specifications are pre-
pared in my offices.

Protect Your Ideas

Take the First Step Today
If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an improve-

ment on an old one, you should communicate with a competent Registered

Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applications for patents

are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or more applications are

made for the same or substantially the same idea (even though the inventors

may live in different sections of the country and be entirely unknown to one

another). In such a case, the burden of proof rests upon the last application

filed. Delays of even a few days in filing the application sometimes mean the

loss of a patent. So lose no time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing

the coupon below.

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time and attention

to patent and trademark cases. Our office.s are directly across the street

from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the

technicalities of patent law. We know the rules

and requirements of the Patent Office. We can

proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in

preparing an application for a patent covering your

idea. Our success has been built on the strength

of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to in-

ventors and trademark owners located in every

state in the Union.

strict Secrecy Preserved—
Write Me in Confidence

All communications, sketches, drawings, etc., are

held in fetrictest confidence in strong, steel, fire-

proof files, which are accessible only to authorized

members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully

and frankly. It is probable that I can help you.

Highest references. But FIRST—clip the coupon
and get my free book. Do THAT right now.

No Charges for Information
on How to Proceed

The booklet shown here contains valuable informa-
tion relating to patent procedure that every in-

ventor should have. And with it I will also send
you my “Record of Invention” form, on which you
can sketch your idea and establish its date before

a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable

to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send
you the booklet and the “Record of Invention”
form, together with detailed information on how
to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW,
No need to lose a minute's time. The coupon will

bring you complete information entirely without
charge or obligation.

Clarence A. O'Brien
Registered Patent Attorney

Member of Bar of Supreme Court of the United
States; Court of Appeals, District of Columbia;
Supreme Court, District of Columbia; United
States Court of Claims.
Practice confined exclusively to Patents, Trade-

marks, and Copyrights

CLARENCE A. O’BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney

3504 Security Savings and Comm’l Bank Bldg..

Washington, D. C.

^ or —
Suite 1106, Weeiworth Bldg., New York City

Please send me your free book. "How to Obtain
a Patent," and your "Ilerord of Invention” form
without any cost or obligatiot) on my part.

(important: Print or Writ© name clearly
and address office nearest you)
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George talking it over with Joe

later: "Yes sir; that’s the wa7
I’m going to live whenever I’m in Wash-
ington. No more *one room stands’ for

me. Why it was just like home at the

Cavalier—with that nice big suite. That
Parlor makes all the difference in the

worldl Didn’t have to meet *the bunch*

in the public rooms. And here’s the best

part of it, Joe, it doesn’t cost any more-
six dollars for the whole layout.”

Philadelphia. Pa*

The Fairfax

The Chatham

Plttsbnrffh. Pa.
The Fairfax

Bnffalo. N. Y.
The Fairfax

RATES
Single room and bath__^$8-|5
Double room and bath__$4-$6
Parlor, bedroom and bath |4-|8

Special rates by week or month

Ten Tools In One
A small but handy article which serves for every pos-
sible need of the all-round mechanic. Invaluable in

any emergency.

An excellent combination of utilities for the household
—every necessity featured : hammer, knife-sharpener,
nail-puller, bottle-opener, screw-driver, can-opener,
cork-screw and weigh-scale. Just glance at the illus-

tration and you will see how really useful this article \
is. Only 10 in. high. Indispensable to autoists,

campers, Boy Scouts, canoeists, picknickers, etc.

Price $1.00 Postage Paid. Be the first one in your
town to own the “Ten Tools in One.” Send coupon
with your name, address, city and state with one dollar.

Grenpark Company, SG-7
245 Greenwich Street,
New York, N. Y.

Enclosed find $1.00 for which please send me
prepaid your “Ten Tools in One."

Name

Address

City State

SEND
FOR

YOURS

T
O
D
A
Y

MAIL COUPON

NOW!

'T'T TTIT^ T'O 101 special announcement of the new
A X AVVJH XyX scientific-technical-mechanical magazine which is— " —

i

. now published.

THE READER SPEAKS
iContinued from page 183)

you will give us more stories by this author.

Although I usually do not like Walter KateleyV

stories, his latest, the ’Tncrediblc Monstrosity”

is excellent, as is “Trapped in the Depths.”

The rest of the stories were also good.

I notice that you have changed back to the

large type. I do not know if this is tem-

porarily or permanent. However, I prefer the

larger type, as it is easier to read, even though

it does lessen the contents. Quality, not quan-

tity, is what counts.

Success to the new and better Wondes
Stories. Michael Fogaris,

157 Fourth St.,

Passaic, N. J.

(We have received letters stating all possible

opinions on the change of title. Mr. Fogaris
is apparently favorable, as Mr. Kline, whose
letter is printed herewith, is unfavorable. But
we ask our readers to have faith that we are

acting for the best interests of all.

The larger type will be run in the future.

The smaller was an experiment^ and being open-

minded, when we found that our readers did not

care for it, we abandoned it. That experimental

and open-minded attitude we hope to maintain.

—

Editor,)

The Perfect Story
Editor, WONDER STORIES'.

Is it permissible for one writer to comment
upon another writer’s work? If so, I wish to

make use of the Reader Speaks column to tell

you what I think of the story “The Falling

Planetoid” by I. R. Nathanson.
From start to finish it was a perfect story.

Quietly, without undue fuss, Nathanson in-

forms us that the earth is threatened with ex-

tinction. Immediately our interest is aroused
and held in suspense until we learn that the

threatened danger is cleverly averted.

I have read stories with a more complicated
and interesting plot but’ never have I read any-
thing in the pages of Sciencei Wonder Stories
that could equal Mr. Nathanson’s story for

pure literary merit. If the readers noticed, they
will see that it is entirely different from the

usual run of stories. There is not a bit of

conversation or breath-taking adventures, yet

the story is a gem of its kind. Mr, Nathanson
presents, with the ease of a master writer, the

fears of the populace, the impotence of their

leaders, the penny-pinching avarice and jealousy
of the various nations. In fact, he covers every
possible contingency that could arise under the

circumstances and with quiet power and sly

humor he shows up the world for what it is.

I wisb Mr. Nathanson would tell us in

“The Reader Speaks” column something about
himself. I am sure the other readers are as

interested as I am. Also, I would appreciate

having a list of the other writings of Mr.
Nathanson.

(Miss) M. F, Rupert,
C236 Dorchester Ave.,

Chicago, HI.

(This is one of the many letters of applause
for I. R. Nathanson’s “Falling Planetoid”

which appeared in the April 1930 issue of

Science Wonder Stories. This letter is all

the more to be noted inasmuch as it comes from
the pen of the author of “Via the Hewitt Ray”
in the Spring 1930 Science Wonder Quar-
terly. Both Miss Rupert and Mr. Nathanson
are excellent and they write stories with a moral.

•~~Editor.)

On Sleep and the Sub-conscious
Editor, WONDER STORIES:
A word in regard to your editorial on sleep.

First I would like to state my position. Some
of your statements are in accordance with my
personal experiences; the others I have not

experienced, so that I cannot say yes or no to

them. However, the theory that sleep is caused

by the accumulation of poisons in the system,

seems one upon which I can pass some kind of

judgment. Sometimes after a day full of base-

ball, I would reach home, turn on the radio and
immediately lose all feeling of fatigue. Even
though my calves had been aching five minutes
prior to the pressing of the switch, my feet

would begin to twitch to the rhythm of the

dance music, ray head would clear and I would
start dancing over the room alone.

A reason for my favoring the “tiring of the

brain” theory is the fact that, after getting to

iContinued on page 185)
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ELEGTROPOLIS
By Otfried von Hanstein

WE are pleased to announce to our
readers that we have purchased the
American rights to “ElectropoUs,’* one

of the greatest, If not THE greatest science
story that has been published on the continent
this year.
This story has been translated by us and

published in its entirety in the QUARTERLY.
It is vastly different from anything that has
ever been published in the annals of science
fiction-~it will cause a tremendous sensation.
This talented German writer has condensed

into this story sufficient material to easily
fill half a dozen ordinary novels of first-class

science fiction. Radium, Air Transportation,
Weather Control, World Automatons and
dozens of other inventions fairly tumble over
each other throughout the thrilling pages of
this remarkable book.
Incidentally there is nothing contained

within this story that is not strictly possible
and within the bounds of future science.

144 Pages

4-Color Cover

On all Newsstands
50c. The Copy

Other Stories in This Issue

THE WAR OF THE
PLANETS

By R. H. Romans

TOWER OF EVIL
By Nat Schachner and Arthur L. Za^at

THE MONSTERS OF
NEPTUNE

By Henrik Dahl Juve

THE ETERNAL MAN
REVIVES
By D. D. Sharp

A BIG SAVING!
The regular price of the QUARTERLY for

one year’s subscription is $1.75. By clipping
out the coupon—filling it in and mailing im-
mediately, you will receive the QUARTERLY
for the nezt year at $1.25.

CLIP COUPON NOW!
WONDER STORIES OUARTERLY, WS>7
98 Park Place. New York, N. Y.

Enclosed find $1.25 for which please send me
the next four issues of the QUARTERLY.

Name *

Addresa

City State

(Canada and foreign $1.50)

THE READER SPEAKS
{Continued from page 184)

bed as I did this Saturday night or rather

Sunday morning at approximately four A. M.,

1 got up in the morning perfectly refreshed and
with a clear head. However, after an hour or

two of activity, ray head began to ache and I

became dizzy and listless. Had sleep been caused

by excess poisons in the system, I should have
gotten up still feeling sleepy. Rather there was
a likeness to a storage battery that is exhausted
and allowed to stand idle after which it picks

up and can be used for a little while and then

goes dead again. (This has happened many
times before.)

Now for a few words on the actions of the

sub-conscious mind pertaining to myself. I am
positive that my sub-conscious mind is awake
and at work all the time I am awake. About it,

when asleep, I do not know—never having ex-

perimented. To explain, I will give you the

latest case of its actions. In the story, “Trapped
in the Depths,” you state that there is an
error. I read the story with the view of finding

it, but the story was so interesting that I lost

track of ray original intention. After finishing

the story I still did not remember about the

error. I listened to the radio and then started

to walk towards the other end of my house.

While on the way and without warning some-
thing asked me mentally, “And what happened
to the nitrogen in the submarine?” It hap-
pened just like that.

I did not start a systematic elimination of all

possible errors in the story. The fact is the
story was not in my mind at all when this

question popped up. The only way I explain
it is through the sub-conscious mind. As I

said before, this is one of many instances.

Should you have any other explanation for

these occurrences will you please enlighten me?
Joseph Osofsky,

280 East Broadway,
New York City.

(Some of Mr. Osofsky’s experiences are quite
interesting, and they demonstrate one thing

—

as yet our bodies and minds are unknown or-

gans to us and we can only conjecture about
them quite blindly. Mr. Osofsky’s experience

—

awakening after a little sleep to feel fresh and
fit—and then suddenly relapsing, is parallel to

what is known among athletes as the “second
wind.” A period of steadily, lowering resistance

during violent exercise is followed suddenly by
a renewal of energy as though the body had
suddenly tapped a new source of energy.

Furthermore, a mentally and physically tired

man may suddenly have a renewal of life under
the stress of great excitement—such as at a fire

or a race. But the moment the stimulus has
gone he relapses all the more violently. The
moral is that there is not only our physical
body to consider in these questions but also the
thing known as mind—and that series of elec-

trical impulses known as nerves.
Naturally in the case Mr. Osofsky mentions,

his subconscious mind, because, perhaps of a
subconscious interest had been fastening on the
fundamental error in the story all the time.
And when it had its conclusions complete, it

turned them over to the conscious mind.
The editor would be pleased to have any

other comments on these interesting questions.

—

Editor.')

“I Will Never Read Your Magazine
Again”

Editor, WONDER STORIES:
I have a request for my renewal subscription

at hand. I will not subscribe to your magazine
for the following reasons;

1. The stories are fantastic and highly im-
probable, you know this as well as I do.

2. 90% of the stories are tripe, no better
than a western story thriller, just plain tripe,

you know that too.

3. Your money-making policy, you have no
ideals, you have no principles except one, make
money.

4. Your, weak-kneed policy as regards Re-
ligion, which is, both Religion and Science are
right, both cannot be right, they have always
been at war since the time of Galileo and al-

ways will be. Science is gaining, Religion is

losing.

5. The make up and the paper used in
your magazine is awful, cheap as possible and
still sell.

{Continued on page 186)

Let RCyA.
Institutes
start yon on
the road to

Success in Radio

Radio needs you
. . . That’s why the

entire Radio industry

is calling for trained

men. ..That’s why
thousands ofmen who
answered these adver-

tisements arenowearn-
ing from $2,CXX) and up
a year. Manufacturers,

broadcasting stations, aviation and radio are
now eagerly seeking trained RCA Institutes

men . . . Never before was there an oppor-
tunity like this in Radio.

Radio Mechanic and
Inspector^ $1800 to

$4000 a Year.

This Is the Only Course Sponsored by
the Rtxdio Corporation of America

The RCA Institutes’

Home Laboratory
Training Course en-
ablesyoutolearnRadio
in your spare time. In
only an hour a day,you
can obtain a thorough,
practical education in

Radio... You study
right at RCA, the
world’s largest Radio organization. You
learnRadio by actual experience with the re-

markable outlay of apparatus given to ever/"

student. That’s why
every graduate ofRCA
Institutes has the ex-

perience,theabilityand
the confidencetohold a

worthwhile Radio job.

Graduates ofRCA
InstitutesFindltEasier

to Qet Qood Jobs

SEND FOR THIS FREE BOOK . . . Read about these

practical RCA methods of training that have prepared
hundreds ofmen for success

in Radio. Everything you
ivant to know about Radio.

Forty fascinating pages,
packed with pictures and
descriptions of the brilliant

opportunities in dxis world-
wide profession. RCA Insti-

tutes will back you up to die
limit. Our catalogue is

yours, free.. .SEND FOR
IT today/

Broadcast Operator,

$1800 to $4800
a Year*

leandStation Oper»
ator, $1800 to $4000

a Year,

Broadcast Station
Mechanic, $1800 to

$3600 a Year.

RCA Institutes, inc.
A Division of Radio Corporation ofAmerica

Clip this Coupon NOWI
RCA Institutes, Inc., Dcpt.SRA-7 |

75 Varlck St., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please sendmeyourFREE 40-page

Jbook which illustrates the opportunities in \
Radio and describes your home laboratory-
method of instruction. *

Name i

Address

State. I

Occupation i
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BookPrices Slashed!
AS LONG AS THE SUPPLY LASTS-
Sent Prepaid

'I for $1.00
to You ODC Copy ^ ^±=

No. I

Here you will read the
interesting and unusual
experiences that happen
behind the closed doors
of a doctor’s Inner office.

Written in dl.'iry form by
Maurlco Chideekcl, M.I>.
UnbeliOTablo but true.

No. 5

Dr. Darld H. Keller,
M.D.. discusses such im>
portant topics as Sexual
Physiology of the Young
Man. Love and Marriage,
The Normal Sex Life,
Psychology of the Young
Girl, Companionate Mar-
riage and doicens of other
Important topics from a
scientific standpoint. Con-
tains the best and must
advanced thoughts on Life
and Reproduction of in-
terest to everyone — en-
lightenment on every
page.

No. 4

So few people today
know the schemes Intro-
duced by the racketeers—
and the astounding suc-
cess with which they ex-
tract tremendous suras of
money from people. Only
government inspectors and
agents are familiar with
their methods of extor-
tion—the baffling ways of
the racketeers. In
RACKETEERS dozens of
outstanding schemes and
the name.s of the leaders
are exposed.

All of these books sold for SOc.

a copy up to now. But in order

to clean our stock we are selling

them at 35c. a copy AS LONG
AS THE SUPPLY LASTS.

If you ever wanted a fine book

at a big bargain, here is your last

chance.

NO FICTION
POPULAR BOOKS aim to

educate you and entertain. They
never contain fiction. They are

all on SPECIAL SUBJECTS.
Each book is compiled by EX-
PERTS. Every book contains

far more matter than the usual

$2.00 book, and gives you a

wealth of material for the price

of a high-class magazine.

All books are uniform in size

—

the large (9 x 12-inch) page

which is a favorite with readers;

heavy and durable paper only is

used, and the type is selected for

its readability. The covers are

always in four colors and var-

nished to keep from soiling.

The majority of POPULAR
BOOKS are profusely illus-

trated. FILL IN THE COU-
PON AND ORDER TODAY.
100 large pages per book.

We accept money orders, U. S.

stamps or cash.

POPULAR BOOK CORP.
976 PARK PLACE NEW YORK

The first complete book
In the English language.
Gliding Is a sport that
can be practised by every-
one. It is the easiest.
Quickest and cheapest
nie.aiia of learning to lly.

This book enables you to
build and fly your own
glider with little work
and small expense.
Written by expert gliders.

No. 3

SNAPPY HUMOR is a
collection of the world's
best wit, culled from
periodicals of every lan-
guage. It contains the
cream of the world's
mirth, French, German,
English, etc., etc., with
rich and snappy illustra-
tions, also many varied
stories. Over 750 Original
Illustrations. Plenty of
laughs — thrills on every
page.

No. 6

BEAD 'EM AND
LAUGH — The pet story
of each of a hundred
world-famous celebrities,
personally Interviewed by
the author . . . each
person is introduced by a
comic introduction fol-

lowed by an uproarious
caricature by the author.

POPULAR BOOK CORPORATION.
97G Park Place, New York. N. Y.

Please send raa the book (nr books) selected below. I have encircled the numbers I desire. I enclose
remittance for $ at the rate of 350 a copy or 3 books for $1.00. You are to send the books to me
postpaid (CANADA and FOREIGN 50 extra postage per book).

1 have selected the following bcM^s: 1 2 3 4 5 6

NAilE

ADDRESS CITY AND STATE,

THE READER SPEAKS
(Continued from page 185)

6. Your use of boys and girls to advertise

your magazine free, through Science Fiction

Week.
1 have only read about one or two decent

stories in your magazine in a year. I think

Gawain Edwards is your best writer by a wide
margin.

I surely will never read your magazine again,

Donald Peart.

(Naturally, an editor is distressed to receive

a letter such as Mr. Peart's, although he can-

not help but be grateful fpr Mr. Peart’s candor.

Such frankness is always, after all, quite help-

ful—and we are quite sorry to lose Mr. Peart
as a reader.

We have received a great many letters on
the science-religion question. A number of

readers have criticised us for saying that there

was “anything to be said for religion.” These
readers, such as Mr. Peart also stated that our
attitude was dictated by a money-making policy.

They further stated, as Mr. Peart does, that

Read these thrilling stories in

the July issue of

AMAZING DETECTIVE
TALES

THE GREY SHADOW
By W, F* Hammond

A masterpiece of amazing detective fiction.
A wealthy criminal employs the latest
scientific inventions to hound the group
of financiers which ruined his father.
From beginning to end you follow the
trail with FIske Errel, the scientific man-
hunter, until, by a stroke of brilliant
reasoning, he destroys The Grey Shadow.

THE TOWER MYSTERY
By E, Zorbas

The victim of a ruthless girl disappears
into thin air. Follow Detective Prawn’s
incisive deductions as he exposes an
astounding crime.

HORROR HOUSE
By Walter Livingston Martin

Your blood will run hot and cold by turns,
as apparently inexplicable crimes follow
another in rapid succession. But science
lights the path of the law—and the secret
of HORROR HOUSE is revealed at the
dramatic conclusion to a story that is

“different” than usual. A weird yet logical
story of an amazing killer.

THE MIND MACHINE
By George Eugene Key

We do not believe that any story which
has been published in the last few years
so plausibly explains the scientific devel-
opments we may expect to be common-
place by 1950. A story of murder and
crime in future years—clearly and ex-
citingly narrated.

THE MYSTERY OF THE
PHANTOM SHOT

By Amelia Reynolds Long
A wealthy man is alone in bis study. A
shot is fired within the room—the man is
found dead—yet no bullet has touched his
body. “HOW? WHY? and WHEN?” are
the questions you will ask yourself when
reading this masterpiece of fiction.

AND OTHER STORIES OF ABSORBING
INTEREST AND EXCITEMENT.

science is gaining and religion, is losing. Now
if all these things were true, it should have

behooved us to stick with the winning side.

The only thing we have cautioned our read-

ers in this controversy, is alx)ut closing their

minds to both sides of the question. Critics of

religion blame it chiefly for its intolerance. But
those on the side of science and science only

should be careful that they do not fall into

the same error of intolerance. They should

keep always a suspension of judgment—always

ready to receive new evidence that might change

|heir opinions.

We can only assuage our regrets at losing

our reader by the fact that one can not pleas<

everyone—and as the old sage remarked “th«

only one who doesn’t make bad friends is thi

one who doesn’t make any friends.”

—

Editor.
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The
SEASIDE HOTEL
Pennsylvania Avenue and Beach

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

1873-1930

NEW in construction and
furnishings.

OLD in hospitable traditions.

Famous for its home-like
atmosphere.
The SEASIDE is a rare

combination of a thoroughly
modern hotel and a great

private hotel with your
friends about you. The
mildest weather north of the

southern resorts, open golf

throughout the year and no
snow.

COOK’S SONS
CORPORATION

WONDER STORIES

is a combination of

Science Wonder Stories

AND

Air Wonder Stories

retaining the best

features of both

LONELY HEARTS
Let U8 arrange a romantic correBpon-

dence for you. Meet your sweetheart
thru the world’s foremost high-class
social correspondence club, a club for re-
fined lonely people. Members every-
CONFIDENTIAL, efficient and dignified

service. We have made thousands of lonely people
happy, why not yooT Write for FREIE ParticuIarB.
eVA MOORE. BOX 008. JACKSOWVlIXE, FLA .

HAVEA SWEETHEART FOR YOU

SCIENCE NEWS OF
THE MONTH

WALTZING MiCE USED TO DETECT
MONOXIDE GAS

Queer little Japanese waltzing mics have been

put to good use by scientists who have found the

mice even better than canary birds for detecting

deadly carbon monoxide gas in the air, reports

the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
Carbon monoxide is a highly-fatal gas which

has neither color nor odor; so that it can creep

on a man unaware and overcome him almost be-

fore he knows what has happened to him. Small
animals are affected more quickly than man by
the same concentration of this deadly gas. There-

fore they have been used to detect the presence

of the gas in the atmosphere of mines and other

places where it is a menace.
Because the effects of carbon-monoxide pois-

oning are increased by physical activity, the

waltzing mice, with their almost continuous and
violent movements, show the effects of exposure

to the gas much more quickly than any other

animals and are therefore especially suitable for

detecting the presence of the gas.

ECLIPSES AND COMETS ON 1930

ASTRONOMICAL PROGRAM
Two eclipses of the sun and two of the

moon, one of each visible in the United States;

the return of two periodic comets and perhaps

several new ones; a gradual decline of sun-

spots and solar activity, which will bring with

it better radio reception;—these are some of

the chief events on the astronomical program
from 1930. Perhaps most interesting was the

eclipse of the sun on April 28th; because it

was the peculiar kind called a “central eclipse.”

An eclipse of the sun is caused when the shadow
of the moon crosses the earth, and completely

covers up the brilliant solar disc for people

in the path traversed by the shadow. This is

a total eclipse; but sometimes the shadow fails

to reach the earth, and then the moon obscures

only the center of the sun. A narrow rim of

sunlight is seen around the dark lunar circle,

and an “annular” eclipse is the result.

The eclipse of April 28th was both annular
and total, paradoxical as that may seem. When
the eclipse started, in the middle of the Pacific

Ocean, the shadow falls just short of the sur-

face of the earth at this phase; then it is

annular. A few hours later, the eclipse reaches

California, north of San Francisco. The earth

being round, California is on the bulge toward*
the moon, and about 2,000 miles closer to it.

By this time the shadow reaches the surface

of the earth, and so the eclipse is total for a
brief period. Then, as it passes on, the eclipse

again becomes annular, crossing Hudson Bay
and Labrador, and ending in the middle of

the Atlantic.

PROVES WAVE THEORY OF MATTER
Professor J. A. Dempster, of the University

of Chicago, has won a $1,000 prize offered by
the American Association for the Advancement
of Science for his work in proving the wave
theory of matter, as advocated by Schrodinger,
in distinction from the other atomic theories

of Bohr and Langmuir.
Professor Dempster’s experiments dealt with

the behavior of tlie positive elements of hydro-
gen atoms when allowed to fall on a crystal.

This experiment proves, also, the concept that

atoms are made up of positive and negative
charges—protons and electrons. Professor
Dempster’s experiment, something like the classic

piece of research which showed the nature of

the negative parts of the atom, dealt with the

protons—with the atomic “heart.” This center
of the atom was found to pulsate very rap-
idly, at an incredible speed. Dr. Dempster
based his work upon the results of research done
by the German physicist Laue, who found, as
far back as 1911, that crystals could be con-
sidered to have a regular arrangement of mole-
cules. This arrangement acts like the struc-

ture of a silk umbrella when a distant light

is seen through it—it diffracts the light. This
was the first real evideijce that X-rays were
of a wave nature. Professor Dempster’s experi-

ments have shown that the same crystal arrange-
ment acts in an analogous way on streams of
positive hydrogen atoms, indicating that they,

also, have a wave structure.

The discovery of the wave structure of the

atom is one of the most important contribu-
tions to present-day physics. It is of immense
value in the development of the theories of

wave mechanics. (.Continued on page 188)

. . . a dash
to freedom
fame and fortune!

A SULTRY NIGHT. In Boston’s har-
bor there showed but a dim silhouette

of steeples, warehouses, and feathery

lacework of spars of this great town. An
immigrant boy, starved and penniless, crept

from the steerage hold to the deck and
dropped into the murky waters of Boston
Harbor. He swam ashore to a new life of

adventure, hardships and trials in a strange
land. . . . Such is the story of Joseph
Pulitzer, publisher of the New York World.

It is but one of a hundred phenomenal stories

that you will enjoy in this amazing 4-Volume
Set— “PERSONALTY—100 PATHS TO
SUCCESS.” Crowded into each story is

the essence of a great life—spectacular epi-

sodes and material more than sufficient for

a full-length novel—the secrets of how a
hundred every-day men and women like

yourself achieved outstanding success by
overcoming almost insurmountable obstacles.

These Books Will INSPIRE
You to Greater Deeds

These four fascinating books are like a golden
treasury. For the youth of America they
hold a wealth of inspiration and guidance.
Here are a hundred paths that have been
blazed to the higher pinnacles of self-reward
and progress.

In these four volumes have been placed the

most intimate glimpses into the careers and
characters of successful men and women.
Some of these PATHS TO SUCCE^SS were
blazed by men and women whose names are
known the world over, others by some who
are known only within the small circles in

which they move, but in each individual

story, replete with its own series of in-

cidents and anecdotes, there is the essence of

a thing well done, the stimulation, the in-

spiration that makes happiness, content-
ment, independence, and success.

Four Splendid Volumes

will be sent to you — simply fill out the
coupon below and mail. The books will be
shipped as soon as we receive the coupon
with your remittance of $5.98, which is an
unusual low price for these fine volumes.

These four books will be of inestimable help
and inspiration to you. They will give you
a new outlook on life, and will afford you
many hours of the most pleasant relaxation
while reading ho.w 100 men and women, in

various walks of life, attained almost un-
dreamed of success by forging ahead in spite

of tremendous obstacles.

Let us send PERSONALTY—100

PATHS TO SUCCESS today!

GRENPARK COMPANY, SG-7
245 Greenwich Street, New York City.

Gentlemen:
I want to own the 4-vnlumo set PERSONALTY—100

PATHS TO SUC(!ESS described horo. I am enclosing
$5.98, the exact amount. Rush the set to me, postage
prepaid.

Name

Address

city
,

stale
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AO CHARGE! B
This charming hotel surrounded by green lawns

and sun porches is the only Hotel in Atlantic

City serving breakfast in your room vrithout

charge.

The bedrooms are built for comfort; each with

its own private bath, large closets, modern fur-

nishings, bridge and reading lamps and

three or more windows to the room-

Everything is cozy and homelike.

CHAS. H. BERRY, Oie-wer

H. L. FAIRBAIRN, Manager

CONTINENTAL PLAN
«

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements in this section are inserted at the cost of ten cents per word for each

insertion—name, initial and address each count as one word. Cash should accompany all classified

advertisements unless placed by a recognized advertising agency. No less than ten words

are accepted. Advertising for the August 1930 issue should be received not later than June 7th.

BOOKS

BOOKS OF ALL SCIENCES—read of comforting
infinities—hopeful evolutions, also scientific refer-

ence vrork, etc. F. L. Jones, General P. O. Box
398, New York,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAKE $50.00 WEEKLY with $2.00 capital. Send
10c for plan. L. Malian, 6372 Forward Ave.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHEMICALS

BOOKLET OF EXPERIMENTS and chemical
catalog, 15c. General Chemical Company, Box 397,

Reading, Pa.

DETECTIVES
DETECTIVES Earn Big Money. Excellent oppor-

tunity. Experience unnecessary. * Particulars

Free. Write, George Wagner, 2190-B Broadway,
N. Y.

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TATTOOING. Instruction catalog, dime.
Miller, X431 Main, Norfolk, Virginia.

MAGIC
‘‘BRAIN MAGIC,'’ AMAZING mind-reading nov-
elty. 50c. Original and strikingly different. Neil
Tasker, Sharaokm, Penna.

IVIEDICAE

LOST VITALITY — Tlie Specific Pill and Win
Chester's Hypophosphites, $1.00 per box or bottle
postpaid, literature free. Winchester & Company
Established 72 years. Box 237, Mount Vernon
New York.

MISCELLANEOUS

WILL PAY WELL for clippings or information
about Death Ray. _ Dr. Evans, Grand Hotel,
Santiago, Qiile, South America.

TO THE MAN OR WOMAN seeking correspond-
ence, matrimony or pen pals, we offer entirely dif-

ferent service. Box 1540, Sta. C, Los Angeles,
California.

OLD GOLD WANTED
CASH FOR FALSE TEETH. DENTAL GOLD,
discarded jewelry, platinum, diamonds, antiques.

Send to Uhler, Station B, Brooklyn, N. Y.

OLD MONEY WANTED
$5 to $500 EACH paid for Old Coins. Keep ALL
old money. Many VERY valuable. Get Posted.
Send 10c. for Illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x6.

Guaranteed Prices. We buy and sell. COIN
EXCHANGE, Room 10, Le Roy, N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHY
SEND ME 40c. and negative and receive by re-
turn mail beautiful 8x10 glossy finish enlargement.
Other photographic work at lowest prices. Send
for circular to Charles, 210 Chestnut St., Camden,
N. J.

SONG POEM WRITERS
SONG POEM WRITERS—“Rear proposition.
Hibbeler, D189X, 2104 Keystone, Chicago.

SONG POEM WRITERS.. Composer of many
“Hits” offers real opportunity. Ernest Shonfield.
2236 Olive, D-20. Pasadena, Calif.

Low Power Transmitter adaptable for phone or code.

With plug-in coils $14.75
Short Wave Sets, one tube complete with 5 coils, H

to 550 meters 6.45
B Eliminator, Rone Dry with 280 tube. 180 rolts, will

operate up to ten tube set. fully guaranteed 6.75ABC Power Packs 8.75
Power and Filament Transformers 4.00
Tubes: UX type, 30-day replacement guarantee. No. 210,

$2.25: No. 250. $2.35; No. 281. $1.85: No. 245, $1.25;
No. 224, $1.25; No. 227. 75c; No. 226, 65e; No. 171, 75e.

Chas. Hoodwin Co., 4240 Lincoln Ave., Dept. G-i5, Chicago

SONG
Substantial Advance Royalties
•re paid on work found acceptable for pub^
lication. Anyone wishing to write t%ih£T
th$ words or music forsonga may submit
work for free examination and advice.
PMtsxpcrienceurtneeessary.iiewdem&nd
created by “Talking Pictures’*, fully
scribed in our free book. Write for it

Toilay—Newcomer Associates
791 Earle Building, New York, N. Y.

STOP TOBACCO?
Banish the eraving for tobaeeo aa

; thousands have. Make yourself free
and happy with Tobacco Redeemer.
Notaeuc^tute, not habit forming.
Write for free boolM|A^lliDg of in-
jurious effectoftobac^^^ depend-
able, easy way to relieve|4w
the cravinffmanymen have.

|

Newell Pharmacal Co.
Dept. 921 Clayton, Mo.

FSK.
BOOK

An interesting announcement of

. the New Science Fiction Series

will be found on page 100 of this

issue. Be sure to turn to it and
read it carefully.

SCIENCE NEWS
Continued from pa^e 187)

EINSTEIN THEORY RECEIVES PRAC-
TICAL APPLICATION

One of the main points of Einstein’s Relativ-

ity Theory has received a practical application

in a new engineering device. The theory that

energy in any form has inertia, or mass—which
means that a body moving at high velocities

increases in mass—has been used in connection

with a device for calculating the intensity of

lightning striking an electric power line. In a

cathode-ray oscillograph, the General Electric

Company has used a new formula dealing with
the deflection of the electron jet of the instru-

ment. The amount of deflection indicates the

voltage .of a lightning surge on the power line

to which the oscillograph is attached. A study
of the intensity of these surges is necessary, so

that engineers can equip the power lines with
lightning arresters powerful enough to stop

those of the highest voltage.

The instrument is adjusted to operate in less 1

than one-millionth of a second, since it deals -

with lightning which approaches the velocity !

of light. The usual formula used for the \

deflection of an electron jet introduces an error
'

of 5 per cent.; since it does not consider the
^

relations between mass and speed at the tre-
,

mendous velocities involved. Without the use
of the Einstein theory the error of 5 per cent,

is explainable only through the construction of
elaborate equations. By making use of the

Einstein conclusion, it is possible to develop
a far simpler formula which explains the de-
flection and thus simplifies the use of the in-

strument. At high speed each electron acts as
though its mass were increased. i

ENGLISH ASTRONOMER FINDS NEW
VALUE FOR ELECTRON'S CHARGE
A new value for the electrical “charge on

the electron,” one of the most fundamental of
physical quantities, has just been announced
by Prof. A. S. Eddington in Nature. About a
year ago Prof. Eddington, who is Plumiau pro-

fessor of astronomy at Cambridge University,
announced calculations made from theoretical

considerations, showing the value to be 136.
He now announces that his further study has
shown the theoretical value to be 137. This
brings it more nearly in accord with the classi-

cal experimental determination of the value by
Dr. R. A. Millikan, American physicist and
Nobel prizeman, who found it to be 137.1.

SAYS EARTH'S CRUST SHIFTS AS
MOON PULLS

Dr. Harlan T. Stetson, noted astronomer, has
stated that there is an actual shift in the crust
of the earth as a result of the gravitational
pull of the moon. Dr. Stetson has made an
intensive study of the variation in latitude

with the moon’s position. While some move-
ment of the crust of the earth has long been
known to scientists, it was thought too small
for measurement. Observations made and ana-
lyzed by Dr. Stetson show that the change of
position may amount to five or six feet or
more. Dr. Stetson has pointed out that changes
in the position of the moon produce a change
in the direction of gravity, causing the shift
ill tl^e; earth’s crust.

EARTHQUAKE WAVES LIKE X-RAYS
FOR EARTH STUDY

Just as the surgeon examines the interior of
his patient’s body by means of X-rays, so
are scientists becoming able to study the in-

terior of the earth by means of earthquake
waves, produced naturally, or artificially by a
dynamite blast There appears to be not only
a remote possibility but a high probability of
the increasing use of seismic methods for the
exploration of the hidden portions of the crust
of the earth. The prospect has for us a sort
of fascination, declared one worker. We are
able as it were to hold the earth up to the
light and look through it The earth is as
transparent to seismic rays as a ball of glass
would be to light. The earthquake or dynamite
blast is the flash, and the eye we use is the
seismograph. So much progress has been made
in the last two decades that we may look for-
ward in the next few years to a great increa.'.*

in our knowledge of our planet.

{Continued on page 189)
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Its yours
and free

It’s just the Midget Cone

Speaker that makes radio

programs more enjoyable

—

and besides its clarity of

reproduction, its smallness

of size makes it convenient

to be placed in any room

about the house — you get

it free, at absolutely no cost.

Many thousands are enjoy-

ing the advantages of this

attractive speaker — why
not you?

This speaker is yours— just

for entering your subscrip-

tion to Wonder Stories

for one year. Fill in the

coupon below. Clip it out

and mail it TODAY.
There’s not an overstock of

these wonderful speakers

so you must ACT
QUICKLY!

Hurry! Fill in Coupon —
Mail it TODAY.

WONDER STORIES, Dept. B
98 Park PUce, New York, N. V.

My $2,50 for a year’s subscription to

WONDER STORIES is enclosed. I under-
stand that a Midget Cone ^eakcr will be
sent to me absolutely FREE.

Name

Address

City State ...

SCIENCE NEWS
{.Continued from page 188)

STARS PULSATE OR TURN BUT
CANNOT DO BOTH

Some stars, like our own sun, turn on their

axes. Other pulsate like a gigantic heart. But

the same star cannot do both, says Dr, Ross

Gunn, of the Naval Research Laboratory in

Washington. When a star turns, it acquires a

magnetic field, and this prevents it from pul-

sating. The pulsating stars are not magnetic.

This helps explain the astronomical mystery of

the Cepheid variable stars, which are believed

to pulsate, but which have also been supposed

to be so large that they would not hold to-

gether if they were rotating.

NEW PROCESS ANALYZES TINY
' PARTICLES

A new discovery, of value to scientific re-

search and to industry—the chemical analysis

of particles so small that hitherto they defied

all attempts to determine their composition

—

is explained by Dr. W. C. MacTavish, pro-

fessor of chemistry at New York University.

The “microvaporimetric molecular-weight method
of analysis,” by which one determines the com-

position of a fraction of a drop of liquid has

determined the chemical constituents of a small

drop of substance produced in an effort to

find a rubber substitute; and it has found
microscopic impurities in iron that was being

galvanized. The method may be used in de-

termining the genuineness of old paints and
coins.

In demonstrating it the chemist analyzed

about a third of a drop of liquid contained in

a capillary tube. The tube was placed in

mercury and then broken, releasing the liquid.

The mercury was then heated until the liquid

from the tube became gas. As the gas ex-

panded it forced off an amount of mercury
equal to its volume. By taking into considera-

tion the temperature at which the gas w&s
vaporized, together with its volume, its molecular

weight was determined.

SPAIN PROPOSES 20-MILE TUNNEL TO
AFRICA

Spain wants to be permanently joined with

the land of her traditional enemies, the Moors,

by the longest tunnel in the world—200 miles

from end to end and 1,500 feet below water
surface at the midpoint. Spanish engineers

have discussed in their societies this proposed

bond between Europe and Africa, and a pre-

liminary shaft has already beeji sunk. Al-

though the Straits of Gibraltar are only eight

miles wide at their narrowest point, it is im-

possible to drive a tunnel there because of the

great depth of the channel and the presence of

rock too hard to bore. Further explorations

of the consistency of the rock are to be made
from the shaft by means of sound waves.

PHYSICIST CONFESSES BEWILDERMENT
AT MODERN ADVANCES IN

IDEAS OF MATTER
Tlie scientifically inclined layman who feels

bewildered at the host of new physical concep-

tions that have been brought forward in recent

years, can now have the consolation that he is

not alone in some such feeling. Speaking as

vice-president of the Physical Section of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, Dr. P. W. Bridgman, of Harvard
University, admitted a similar sensation.

“Many of us could, I believe,” he declared,

‘•“confess to a feeling of breathlessness at the

rapid changes of our present physical progress

and some of us might even, in a moment of

candor, admit a little resentment at our short-

ness of' breath.”

Some of the important landmarks in the pro-

gression of physical knowledge he listed as
follows : Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory of

light; Einstein’s special theory of relativity,

and general theory of relativity, the quantum
theory of Bohr, the matrix calculus of Heisen-
berg, the wave mechanics of Schrbdinger, the

transformation theory of Jordan and Dirac, the

group theory of VVeyl, and, finally the double
quantization theory of Jordan and others. How-
ever, Dr. Bridgman said, such changes and
new ideas in rapid succession are to be ex-

pected, for “whenever we extend the domain
of experiment we must be prepared for unex-
pected new facts.”

Large Size (9 by 12 inches)—4-Color
Cover—100 Large Pages

Amateur aviation constructors and aviation
students— comprehensive chapters on con-
struction of a monoplane and biplane with

detailed practical hints on motors, instruments,
gliders and other parts are found in this invalu-
able book. Replete with over 200 photographs,
illustrations and working diagrams—also complete
descriptions and photographs of latest types of
planes.

If your newsdealer cannot supply you
with a copy of Aviation Mechanics,
send fifty cents in U. S. stamps, check
or money order to

POPULAR BOOK CORP.
97G Park Place, New York City

PATENTS
TRADE-MARKS.

Before disclosing your invention to
anyone send for blank form
DENCE OF Conception'
and witnessed.

“Evi-
' to be signed

LANCASTER, ALLWINE & ROMMEL
(ReglBlered I'atenl Attorney.)

„ ,
Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Originators of forms "Evidence of Cooceptioa't

CHICAGO BLOTTED
OUT OF EXISTENCE!

All life in Chicago, and then in Philadelphia, was
blotted out in an hour- by a plague. New York
was threatened with immediate destruction, and
the authorities, from the President down, were
helpless to combat the threat menace. This pow-
erful story of a bacteriologist’s lust for power and
the exciting fight to save civilization constitutes
the theme of THE DEATH LORD by Edmond
Hamilton—one of the greatest stories of science
ever written. This and other scientific stories
appear in the July issue of—

Weirdlales
Vhe VniQueMagazine

On sale at leading newsstands June 1st. op mall 25c to
the publishers at 840 N. Michigan Avo., Chicago, IN.

MAKE BIG MONEYf
Just out. Lights gas instantly without
sparks or flame — Sells like wildfire
wherever gas Is used—Retails for 25c.

5 MYSTERY GAS LIGHTER

b ON INDIVJIDUAC CAROS WITH INSTRUCTiums

Sample free or rush $9.00 per gross or $1.00
per dozen. NEW METHOD MFC. CO., Desk
SFG-7, New Methcd Bldg., Bradford, Pa. I

0
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The Greatest Sin of all is total IGNORANCE of

the most important subject in the life of every

man and woman—SEX.

Away With False Modesty!

Let US face the facts of sex fearlessly and frankly,

sincerely and scientifically. Let us tear the veil

of shame and mystery from sex and build the

future of the race on a new knowledge of all the

facts of sex as they are laid bare in plain, daring

but wholesome words, and frank pictures in the

huge new library of Sex Knowledge.

"MODERN EUGENICS"

l^tSECRETS
Everything a

Married Woman
Should Know

—

How to hold a husband
Uow to have perfect
children

How to preserve youth
Warding off other wom-
en

Keeping yourself attrac-
tive

Why husbands tire of
wives

Dreadful diseases due
to ignorance

Diseases of women
Babies and birth control
Twilight sleep—easy

childbirth

How babies are con-
ceived

Diseases of children

Family health guide
Change of life—hygiene

Why children die young
Inherited traits and
diseases

What will you tell your
growing girl?

The mystery of twins
Hundreds of valuable
remedies

Secrets

for Men

—

Mistakes of early mar-
riages

Secrets of fascination
Joys of perfect mating
How to make women

love you
Bringing up healthy
children

Fevers and contagious
diseases

Accidents and emergen-
cies

Hygiene in the home
Limitation of offspring

The sexual embrace
Warning to young men
Secrets of greater de-

light

Dangerous diseases

Secrets of sex attraction

Hygienic precautions

Anatomy and physiology

The reproductive organa
What every woman
wants

Education of the family

Sex health and preven-
tion

Girls

—

Don’t Marry

before you know
all this

—

The dangers of petting

How to be a vamp
How to manage the
honeymoon

What liberties to al-

low a lover

Secrets of the wedding
night

Beauty diets and baths
Do you know

—

How to attract desirable
men

How to manage men
How to know if he

loves you
How to acquire bodily

grace and beauty
How to beautify face,
hands, hair, teeth and
feet

How to acquire charm
How to dress attrac-

tively

Intimate personal
hygiene

How to pick a husband

[

IMPORTANT!
This work will not be sold to minors.

When ordering your book, state your age!]

My age is

Name

Address .

.

Grenpark Company
245 Greenwich St.

Dept. SG-7
Hew York, N. Y,

Please send me "Mod-

ern Eugenics" SEALED,
in plain wrapper. I am
sending you $2.98 in

accordance with your

special half price offer.

City and State

BOOK REVIEWS

AIR NAVIGATION AND METEOR-
OLOGY, by Capt. Richard Duncan,
M.C. Flexible cover, 5%" by 8", 246
pages, 80 illustrations. Price |3.00. Pub-
lished by Goodheart-Willcox Co. Inc.,

Chicago.
This handbook is a very practical one and

represents a valuable treatise which every stu-
dent flier or those interested in the navigating
of aircraft should certainly read carefully. The
book is all the more valuable because it was
prepared by Captain Duncan, a man who knows
his subject in view of the fact that he held
the rank of flight-commander in the R. A. F.,
and was instructor in navigation and artillery
observation. The author opens his subject with
the making and reading of maps, an art which
every flier or embryo flier must know thor-
oughly. The next subject discussed is Latitude
and Longitude; then we find Magnetic Varia-
tion, Deviation and Bearings discussed. Next
we learn how to observe and determine the Drift,
Dead Reckoning, etc. Directional Wireless and
navigation by this means is covered, as well as
Cross-Country Flying, the Aircraft Compass
and how to use it, as well as Drift Indicators,
the Earth Inductor Compass, Bank Indicator,
etc. The hazard of Ice Accumulation on
Planes is discussed and means for overcoming
this danger. Then comes a section on Meteor-
ology, \,'ith a chapter on Radio Direction Find-
ing, fallowed by an appendix, Air Traffic rules,
and a thorough index to all the subjects in the
book.

phase of its particular subject, starting with the

fundamental principles of direct currents—such
as the application of Ohm’s Law—and going
through the heating effects of electricity, the

various resistances, primary and storage bat-

teries, the magnetic effects of currents, direct-

current generators and motors, and dynamo
losses and efficiency. There is a valuable ap-

pendix of useful information which will save the

reader and experimenter a great deal of time.

THE EARTH IN TJLE HEAVENS,
by L. Edward Johndro. 151 pages,
illustrated, stiff cloth covers, size 6"

by 8^". Published by the Doherty
Publishing Company, San Bernardino,
California. Price, $1.00.
This companion volume to The Stars, by the

same author, is sub-titled “Ruling Degrees of
Cities, How to Find and Use Them." The
book gives a bewildering array of facts and
figures, and a great many astronomical charts,

to enable the student to follow the reasoning of
the author, who has worked out a system of his

own for predicting the destiny of communities
by their locations and by the times of their

founding. As in the case of The Stars, scientists ;

may lie skeptical of the conclusions and formulas
derived from previous events; but this book,
like the other, makes fascinating reading.

ACES OF THE AIR, edited by Joseph
Lewis French, with an introduction by
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker. 320 pages,
size 9 by 6J4 inches, stiff cloth covers.

Profusely illustrated with photographs.
Published by McLoughlin Bros., Inc.,

Springfield, Mass. Price, $1.00.
This book is a complete record of the progress

made in aviation during the past two years. It

is simply and interestingly written, so that it

appeals to, and is understandable by young
boys as well as adults. Many of the exploits
of Aces of the Air are narrated by the prin-
cipal actors in them, and all other chapters are
written by eye-witnesses or by those intimately
associated with the events of which they write.

The wide scope of the book may be imagined
by perusing the following chapter titles, taken
at random. “My Flight to 39,140 Feet/’ by-

Lieut. A. Soucek, U.S.N.; “Flirting With Death
in a Parachute,’* and “Around the World by
Airship." Other chapters deal with the com-
mercial, safety, teaching, legal^ naval, and asso-

ciated problems of aviation, including tlie en-
gineering question, which looms very large at
the present time. Henry Ford (THE Flenry
Ford of automobile fame) contributes a chapter
on airplane engines, and Mr. Rose talks about
bigger and better balloons. The development of
the glider has not be overlooked and altogether,

this IS an interesting and very reasonably priced
book.

WHEN THE U-BOATS CAME TO
AMERICA, by William Bell Clark.

359 pages, illustrated, stiff cloth

covers, size 6" by 8J4". Published
by Little, Brown & Company, Bos-
ton. Price, $3.00.
This book gives an exhaustive account of the

operations of (jcrman submarines along the

Atlantic coastline during 1918. Though this may
not be known to the general public, there were
at one time six submarines operating in these

waters, with the purpose of destroying American
shipping and demoralizing American transport

operation. Mr. Clark is a well-known historian,

and his detached account of U-boat operations,

free from any national prejudice, may be con-

sidered complete and authentic. It is illustrated

with many unusual photographs that add much
to its interest.

DIRECT-CURRENT ELEC-
TRICITY, by L. Raymond Smith.

262 pages, illustrated, stiff cloth

covers, size 5" by 7j4". Published
by the McGraw-Hill Book Company,
New York. Price, $2.00.
Direct-Current Electricity is a carefully or-

ganized textbook on the fundamental principles

and practical applications of direct-current elec-

tricity. The value of the volume lies in the

fact that it does not assume any previous knowl-

edge of electricity on the part of the reader;

and therefore it may be used with profit by the

beginner in physics and general science. As one

of the Industrial Physics Series issued by the

McGraw-Hill Company, the volume covers every

BENVENUTUS GRASSUS DE
OCULIS, translated with notes and
illustrations by Casey A. Wood,
M.D., LL.D. 101 pages, illustrated,

stiff cloth decorated covers, size 6J^"
by 9 ]/^''. Published by the Stanford
University Press, Stanford Univer-
sity, California.
This new edition of a curious old work on

the eyes, is a very scholarly piece of research;
and Dr. Casey is to be commended for it. While
the theories of Benvenutus Grassus, who lived

in the tenth century, on the nature and character
of the human eye, are of no scientific value at

present, they are interesting as scientific cur-

iosities. The volume, beautifully printed in old-

face Caslon type, is to be treasured for its own
sake.

ANTARCTIC ADVENTURES AND
RESEARCH, by Griffith Taylor. 240
pages, illustrated, stiff cloth covers, size

5 by 8. Published by D, Appleton &
Co., New York. Price, $2.00.
This volume forms part of the Appleton New

World of Science Series. It is a modern
attempt to portray, in the light of recent ex-
plorations, all that we know of the history,

climate, geography and resources of the Ant-
arctic regions. For one who is interested in

this still practically unknown part of our earth,

a knowledge of the locale is very necessary.
For this task, the presentation convincingly of

the meaning of Antarctica, Professor Taylor
is admirably fitted, for he himself has been a
leader in vark>us expeditions to the frozen
wastes. As a result we have a book which is

not only scientifically accurate but also quite

thrilling in the picturization of the meaning of

the great vastness of Antarctic wastes.

I positively guarantee my
great Successful “Relief”
Compound. Safely relieves

some of the longest, most
obstinate, abnormal cases in 3 to 5 days. No harm,
pain or interference with work. Mail $2.00; Double
Strength $3.00. Booklet Free. Write to-day.

DR. B. X. SOUTHINGTON REMEDY CO.
Kansas City, Mo.

PATENTS Write for Free Guide Book,
“HOW TO OBTAIN A
PATENT” and Record of

Invention Blank. Send model or sketch and descrip-

tion of your invention for our Free Opinion whether it

comes within Patent Office Rules. RADIO and ELKC-
TRICAL Cases a Specialty. Prompt. Efficient Service.

PAYMENT OF FEES IN INSTALLMENTS
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., 923 - 9th, Washington, D. C.

EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONS!
New and used Correspondence courses, and Educational

Books, all schools and subjects sold at one-flfth otiK-

Inal price, also bought, rented and exchanged. Write for

4 Illustrated catalogues of 10,000 Bargains and copy of

Educational W’orld Magazine. 10 cents stamps.

EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE CO.
147-W Michigan Avenue Detroit, Mich.
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NOW— on all newsstands

Remember that EVERY-

DAY MECHANICS
stands for practical me-

chanics in all its phases.

And still more important,

this magazine is the only

one ever published where

nearly all of the ma-

terial published is edited

with the view that its

readers can cash in on

the ideas.

The Copy

H ere Js the latest and most up-to-date magazine of its kind that

has ever been published. Edited by Mr. Hugo Gernsback,
veteran publisher of radio and scientific magazines for over

20 years.

The new magazine is chock-full of the latest inventions, new devel-

opments, how-to-make-it material, home mechanics, woodworking, metal

craft, radio experimentation, etc.

But the important point about this new magazine is that it is thor-

oughly practical from beginning to end. No theories, no scientific

accomplishments, no reading material that is not 100% practical in

^ everyday life.

The magazine contains dozens of valuable articles showing how
3 you can make things not only for yourself but how you can make
money out of them immediately—^that’s the big thing.

The first issue of this magazine is now on all newsstands. Or if you
wish to take advantage of several fine offers for a year or two-years’

subscription, fill in the coupon at the right.

A Special Offer

and saving are made for readers of this magazine.

EVERYDAY MECHANICS will be sent to you
for one year at $1.00; two years at $1.90; and three

years at $2.70. Remember each issue bought on

the newsstand costs fifteen cents the copy.

Mail Coupon Today

EVERYDAY MECHANICS PUBLICATIONS, lac.

96-98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. WS-7

1 wish to take advantage of your special offer.

Enclosed find for which send me EVERY-
DAY MECHANICS for years. Check one

of the following.

( ) I year for 5I OO ( ) 2 years for $1.90

( ) 3 years for $2.70

Name

EVERYDAY MECHANICS PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

96-98 Park Place New York, N. Y.

Address

City State



If You Want a JoI> with a Future, Get into Chemiistry

T. O'Connor $loane»
A.B.. A.M.. Ph.D..

LL.D.

Chemistry is one of the most ancient and honorable callings known to man. During the Middle Ages its adepts

were the advisors of kings. Then it was called a black art and its followers were believed to have supernatural powers.

The chemist of today with his modernized knowledge has secrets a thousandfold more potent at his command. He
is the brains behind hundreds of rich industries, which could not exist without his skill. Yet the field of Applied Chem-
istry has spread so widely that it is difficult to get enough good men to fill the available posts. A chemical expert is

always sure of a good income, a respected and confidential position and a guaranteed future. He may also make himself a
fortune, as hundreds of chemists have done before him. Did you ever hear of C. M. Hall ? He was an American chem-
ist who at the age of twenty-one discovered how to e.xtract aluminum from clay. It was known that this could be done.

It remained for someone to e.xperiment and do it. There are innumerable other chemical problems today waiting to be
solved. Mr. Hall died a few years ago leaving an estate of many millions

of dollars.

WE GAN TEACH YOU AT HOME
In order to become a chemical expert you must have the proper training under experienced teachers.

Our faculty knows just how to mold you into a skilful laboratory worker. The head of ou*" staff is

Dr. T. O’Conor Sloane, scientist, engineer and author of wide repute. He has had more than fifty years
of teaching experience. Our course fits you for an immediate position in a chemical laboratory, and
you do not have to give up what you are doing now to learn it. During evenings and week-ends you
can work at home on the fascinating experiments and the delightfully simple but comprehensive lessons.

A personal tutor is always ready to help you over difficulties and to answer all your questions. Most
important of all—the teaching you receive is practical. You can actually use this knowledge to make
money, as thousands have done before you.

SPECIAL ADDED EQUIPMENT
At no extra charge every student is given a complete cabinet of chemicals and apparatus for his own

use. The illustration gives some idea of what it contains. There are over fifty distinct chemical
reagents in the set. But in addition there is something which we have never offered before. The
chemical expert needs sharp eyes. For much of his work no human eyes are keen enough. Every

modern scientist resorts to the microscope, which is one of the most valuable
instruments in home or laboratory.

We Are Now Sending to Each New Student

ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT CHARGE
THIS VALUABLE MICROSCOPE

It is a beautiful instrument of fine German make and extremely sensitive.
Any person not a student of our course may procure one through us at $25.00,

which is somewhat less than the usual price, but to those who enroll the
microscoiie will l)e

.

given ABSOLITTELY WITHOUT CHARGE. With it you
will receive a ispecial lessoil on its construction and use. Tlie microscope is

not loaned to you. It becomes your permanent possession along with all the
other equipment and the lessons.

TUITION PRICE REDUCED
No advance in tuition price is occasioned by this newest addition to the

apparatus, we supply. In fact we have even reduced the fee, so that this

splendid* course and equipment are within the means of every individual who
is interested in following Chemistry, whether- as a career or merely as a hobby.
Fee can be paid on EASY MONTHLY TERMS. The one price covers every*
thing. There are no extras to buy.

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOK

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK, Inc.

16-18 East 30th Street New York, N. Y.

We eire to every fstudent. without additional charge,
this chemical e<|iii|)ment. including fifty-two pieces of
laboratory apparatus and supplies. an<l fifty-two different
chemicals and reagents. These comprise the apparatus
and chemicals used for the experimental work of the
course. The fitted heavy wooden box serves not only as a
case for the outfit but also as a useful laboratory acces*
sory for perfonnlng countless experiments.

Diploma Awarded When You Graduate
Upon graduation every student is awarded our Diploma

in Chemistry, certifying that he has successfully com-
pleted his studies. Your name on this certificate will
be a soim’e of pride to you all your life, as well as an
aid in obtaining a position.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK. INC.
Home Extension Division 7
16-18 W. East 30th Street, New York, N. Y.
Please send me at once, without any obligation on

ray part, your free Book “Opportunities for Chem-
ists," and full particulars about the Experimental
Equipment given to every student. Also please tell
me about your plan of payment and the reduction In
the tuition price.

NAME

ADDRES.S

CITY ST.VTE.
FG-7-30



They dared Officer Kane

. . and his music held them spellbound

E
THEL’S house party was at its height.

Shrieks of laughter mingled with pho-
nograph music could be heard outside.

Suddenly there came an ominous knock-

ing at the door. Ethel ran to open it and—lo

and behold—there stood Police Officer Kane.
“(J-CJ-CJ (jood Evening,” gasped Ethel.

“I want to see the man of the house,”

thundered Kane.
‘Tm sorry,” stammered Ethel nervously,

‘‘but my father is not at home.”
“Well, what’s goin’ on in here, anyway?”

continued the officer sternly. “Sure and
everyone on the block is complainin’ of the

noise. I’ve a good mind fo arrest the lot

of you.”

Ethel was mortified—vjbat a disgrace!

“Oh, please,” pleaded Ethel, “please don’t

do anything like that, I promise—

”

But Kane could restrain himself no longer.

“Don’t worry lassie—you were all havin’ .

such a fine time 1 couldn’t help droppin’ im.v^

Go on—have all the fun you can,” laughed
the big good-natured policeman.

“Oh,” sighed Ethel, greatly relieved, “how
you frightened me. Won’t you join us?”

Kane Joins the Party
“Ha,” laughed Kane as the Victrola

started again, “what’s the matter with you
all—playin’ that canned music—can’t any of

you play this beautiful piano? Sure I’d

like to give you a tune myself.”

“I dare you to play for us,” shouted Ted
Strong quickly sensing a chance to have
some fun at the policeman’s

expense.

Others chimed in, “Yes,

do play for us. Officer.”

“Just one tune.” “Yes, just

one

—

that will be plenty!”

“I’m afraid I’ll have to be

goin’,” stammered Kane, em-
barrassed as could be.

“Mr. Kane, I think you
might play for me after

the fright you gave me,”
smiled Ethel.

“Well, b’gorry, maybe I

will,’’ agreed the officer. And
as he sat down at the piano

everyone laughed and cheered. But the

noise stopped instantly when he. struck the
first rollicking notes of Rudolph
Friml’s famous “Song of the
Vagabonds.” They were
amazed at the way his
large hands flew lightly

over the keys.

PICK YOUR
INSTRUMENT
Piano Violin
Organ Clarinet
Ukulele Flute
Cornet Saxophone
Trombone Harp
Piccolo Mandolin
Guitar ’Cello

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing
Piano Accordion

Italian and German Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture

Drums and Traps
Harmony and Composition
Automatic Finger Control

Banjo (Plectrum.
5-String or Tenor).

“More—more.” “Encore.” “That’s great—play another.” They all shouted and
applauded as the last notes of that snappy
march song died away. Kane then started

that stirring old soldier song, “On the

Road to Mandalay.” One by one the

guests all joined in and sang.
Then Kane wound up with that popular

dance number. “You’re the Cream of My
Coffee,” and the whole crowd danced.
“Well,” he laughed happily as they ap-

plauded long and loudly. “I’ll have to be
on my way now.”

“Thank you for your lovely

music,” said Ethel. “You
must be playing a good many
years ?”

“Sure and I haven’t been
playin’ long at all.” Then the

questions came thick and
fast. “How did yon ever learn
so (iiiickly?” When do you find
time to practice?’* “Who was
your teacher?”

Kane Tells His Story

“Well, to tell you the truth I
had no teacher. I*ve always
loved music but 1 couldn’t take
regular lessons on account of
my duties as a policeman. Then

one evenin’ I saw a U. S. School of Music ad-
vertisement in a magazine, tellin’ of a new way
of learniii’ to play with no teacher at all. 1

didn’t believe it myself but they offered a free
sample lesson so I sent for it. One look at the
Free Demonstration Lesson showed me how easy
it was so 1 wrote for the whole course. My
friends all told me T was .crazy until I started
Iflayiu’ little tunes for them from real notes.

There were no tiresome scale.s or tedious ex-
ercises either. With these simple lessons I

played real pieces almost from the start. Now
I’m playin’ classical numbers or jazz, havin’
the time of my life.”

» * «

This is not the story of just one isolated case.
Over half a million people have learned to play
by this simple method. You.' too, can learn this

easily understood way. Even if you don’t know
one note from another you’ll grasp it in no time,
h'irst it tells you how to do a thing -then it show^
you how in jiictures—then you do it yourself
and hear it.

You teach yourself- -right at home—without
any uninteresting finger exercises, tedious scales
or other humdrum methods.

Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

To prove how practical this course is, the
U. S. School of Music has arranc<*d u typ.cu*
demonstration lesson and explanatory booklet
which you may have Free. They show how any-
one can learn to play his favorite instrument
by note in less than half the time and at a frac-
tion of the co.st of old slow methwls. The Book-
let will also tell you all about the amazing new
Automatic Fi«<7cr Control.

So if you really want to learn to play—if you
want a host of friends—to be ^pular—write
for this Free Booklet and Free Demonstration
Lesson.

Don’t delay—act at once—fill in and mail the
coupon below today—no obligration whatever.

(Instrument supplied if desired, cash or credit.)
U. S. School of Music, 507 Brunswick Bldg.,
New York City.

U. S. School of Music
507 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

Please send me .vmir free book, “MusIp Lessons In
Ynur Own Home.” with Introduction by Dr. Frank Crane.
Free Demonstration Lesson and partiriilars of your easy
payment iilan. I am interested in the following course:

Have \’ou
Instrument?

.Name

Address

City State,



192 WONDER STORIES

TRICKS-MAGIC-INSTRUCTION
For 25 years the management of this firm has sold merchandise by mail. This is our guarantee to yout

We promise courteous treatment and prompt shipment.

firdpr Direct we prepay all orders over so cents lyinnsy Rfifundsd IfU rU e r U I let l (Remit Five Cents extra for all orders below 50cl ®J * *

jp
Remit by check; money order or U. S. Postage stamps. Canadian and foreign stamps QS

Floroscope

.This is a fine imported
combination microscope.
Really two instruments
in one. One end used
for high magnification,
such as seeing bacteria
in milk or water. Other
end to see parts of in*

sects, flower specimens,
etc. Finished in gold
brass. Magnifies about
25 diameters.

No. 6518 Ploro-

vcope. Prepaid 65c

Microscope

highHere is a real

power imporlctl :

scope for instruction
and laboratory work.
Has rcp4lation rotating
light mirror. Has ad*
justable lens for correci

focusing. With it come
3 specimen slides. £n*
tirely brass. Packed in

neat leatherette box.
Magnifies about SO dia-
meters.
No. 8517 Microscope.

Prepaid ..,.$h00

MagniBer

This fine folding pocket
magnifying glass, also
called linen tester, is

made ciitiiely of gold
lacquer brass. Has
powerful lens that mag-
nifies everything 10
times. Has fixed focus.
Just open it and it is

ready. When folded

this magnifier occupies
space about as larg^

as a rmortcr and twice
as thick.

No. 8516 Mag-
nifier Prepaid

Ooh-La-La Ring

H.andsomely carved
platinum fini.'h. Looks
iust like any other ring.

But, oh boy. wait till

you look through the
"VIEW.” Strong mag-
nifying glass shows
French actress when
viewed against light.

Ring has large imitation
diamonil. Wiien order-
ing enclose a strip of
paper giving size of
your finger.

No. 8511 Sur-
prise ring. Prepd

Periscope

See what’s going oft be-

hind your back with this

Scebackoscope. Used
like a magnifying glass.

No one knows you’re

watching them. Gives

you "eyes in your

back.” This article is

made in molded bakelite

and its size is 2"xlj4".

No. 8506 Peri-

scope. Prepaid 25c

Wonderscopes

"NEWl Greatest pocket microscope
invented. Looks like a fountain pen

, and ACTUALLY MAGNIFIES 25
TIMES. Hair looks as big as a

rope. See the pores in your skin,

Has slide adjustable lensi For home,
laboratory or shop. Full black
enamel with clip, its size measures

Must be seen to be appre-
ciated.

No. 8503. Wonderscope A—
l>repaid

No. 8652 Wonderscope B—Same as
above but adjustable to the amount
of light available. 4^1 QC
Prepaid' wr,

Microfcopea
A REAL laboratory mi*
croscopc that sf' 6"

high, comes compl .. with
forceps, 2 ^prepared speci-

men slides and 2 blank
gfass slides, all packed in a
cherry wood box with brass
hinges and fittings. Made
entirely of lacquered brass,

with powerful lenses. En-
tirely demountable to facili*

.tate cleaning. Has ar-

cade (open both sides) frame and
rotary reflecting mirror. Made in

thr^e 'models for use in home, office,

or laboratory.

No. 6645. Microscope.
Magnifies SO diameters. $3.75
No. 8646. Microscope.

Magnifies 70 diameters. gQ
No. 8647. Microscope.

Magnifies 90 diameters. *7C
Prepaid .S

Telescopes

We tarry only high grade imported
French telescopes. All come in. gold
brass lacquer. The most powerful
telescope made. No. 8650 is covered
with black Morocco leather. Brings
object nearer ten- times. This num-
ber has also brass dust cap and auto-
matic eyeslide piece. Comes in imi-

tation leather carrying case.

No. 8504. Telescope. One
draw. 654". Prepaid ....

No. 8648. Telescope. Two QO

98c

‘draw, 954"- Prepaid

No. 8649. Telescope. Three 4*0 CA
draw. 1254". Prepaid

No. 8650. Special Tele-
scope, 4 sections, 1354"
long. Prepaid .Ff,....,

$4.95

Luminous Paint

Make yOur own luminous
articles. Paint watch and
clock hands, electric light
switches, push buttons, key-
holes, .house numbers, etc.
1.000 tt^es. Articles treat-
ed stand out brilliantly in
d.irk_ The darker the
room, the more brilliancy.
No. 8508 Luminous OtS^
Paint. Prepaid
No. 8508-A Large QQ

Big Magic l^et

A chest of magical appara-
tus and directions for per-
formingTWELVE AMAZ.
ING MAGICAL FEATS.
An entire evening's enter-
tainment can be given with
them. Includes the Magic
Yanisher, Cigarette Van-
isher, Hoo Coinsy Master
Memory. Beads on String.
Obedient Ball, Vanishing
Watch, and many others.
Biggest value ever offered,
worth double the price we

No. 8713. Big 4*-| AA
Magic Set. Prpd.

Nose Blower

The real article! Con-
ceal nose blower in

your handkerchief ami
blow into instrument
while you pretend to
blow your nose. Every-
one stops and looks at

you. There never was
a terrible noise like it.

Keep it up as long as
you like.

No. 8510 Nose- 1
blower. Prepaid.

Bluffgun

Bluff your friends with
this gun. Made of com-
position metal hand-
somely nickeled. Ex-
actly same size, weight
and shape as real ar-

ticle. Fine to bluff bur-
glars. Used also as

desk paper weight. Size
of this gun is 654" long
and 3" wide.

No. 8505 Bluff-

gun. Prepaid. 65c

Real Pistol

Here's a real pistol, yet small enough to be used
as - a watch charm. Illustration is full size.

Imported, best European workmanship. Excel-
lent reproduction of standard pistol. Cut shows
pistol broken open to load blank cartridge’.
When trigger is pulled, cartridge goes off with
a loud BANG, that can be heard for a block,
Pistol entirely made of steel, nickel plated.
Handle is beautifully engraved. Octagonal bar-
rel. Comes in box, with cleaning rod and 25
blank cartridges AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
(As explosives are prohibited to go by mail, pis-
tol is sent express collect).

No. 8509 Pistol -.vk.. ...
$L20

No. 8509A Set of 25 Cartridges, by ex.

press collect ;
AOC

Microscope

A real high-powered
imported pocket micro-
scope for instruction

and laboratory work.
Has adjustable and au-
tomatic lens lor correct
focussing. Comes with
one prepared subject
and three specimen
glass slides. Entirely
made of lacquered
brass. Packed in a
neat leatherette box.
Magnifies 40 diameters.

No. 8817 Mi-
" * "

croscopc. ;
$1.40

Imp in the Bottle
A real Cartesian di,vcr—Can
you explain how it works? A
little glass imo placed in a
bottle of plain water and sealed
with special rubber cap, dances
UD and down in the liquid at

your will. Will perform unique an-
tics. An interesting, amazing and sci-

entific novelty. Bottle 4 inches high.
No. 8573. Imp in Bottle.
Prepaid

Opera Clast Charmt

A pretty and unique watch charm.
)4"xl". Exact duplicate of real Opera
Glasses. Powerful lenses that clearly
magnify the view. Assorted views,
scenic and French actresses. Fitted
with j-ing to attach to watch chain.
2 VIEVVS to each charm.
No. 8585. Bone Opera Class
Charm. Prepaid fcOC
No. 8586. Rolled Gold Opera
Class Charm. Prepaid " OC

Cigaret Gun
NEW. Actually
shouts cgiarettes.
New improved double
action model. Press
the trigger lightly — out
shoots a cigarette—press it

again, back flics the tid re-

vealing it a cigarette case. Looks like

a real automatic. Made entirely of

metal, with oxidized sto.' s. barrel and
fittings. The same size as the real

article, and weighs hut 12 ounces.
No. 8618. Automatic Cigar- 70
rette Gun. Prepaid

BlackstoneS Magic
A big 98-page book, every trick illustrated.

Instructions forever 50 MAGICAL TRICKS
—25 MATCH TRICKS—7 OPTICAL IL-
LUSIONS and MANY OTHER interesting

diversions. No skill needed—no practice-
no special apparatus. Written by the fa-

mous magician, Harry Blackstone. Neatly
bound with highly lithographed cover.

Most astonishing value ever offered.

No. 8661..

Prepaid .

.

Book of Magic, 25c

NEW!! Spinthariscope
Positively the most astounding scientific
instrument ever developed. This instru-
ment formerly sold from $1.00 to $50.00
upwards. Now it Is possible to get it

for a small sum. Witness actual de-
struction of thousands of Worlds by
simply looking through the lens of the
instrument. Actual radium is disinte-
grated before your eyes. You see the

atomic bombardrhent plainly. Instrument is guaranteed to contain a
minute Quantity of radium. There is no more enthralling sight in
the whole world. Nothing to wear out. Lasts forever.
No. 3524—Spinthariscope complete with instructions. Prepaid

'Invisible Ink
A fluid in which you
can write love let-

ters, confidential
messages, etc., with-
out fear of detection.
Remains entirely in-

visible until paper is

heated. Used ex-
tensively by secret
service operatives,
detectives, etc.

Invisible Ink. — Per

15c

NEW!]
Telegraph 25c

For the astonishing
small sum of 25c
you can learn teleg-
raphy. Any wide
awake boy or girl

can- learn the tele-

graph codes with
this little outfit

within from 30 to
60 days. Gives loud
signals perfectly—

•

nothing to wear out.

No batteries. The
instrument consists

of hard fiber base,
mechanical sounder
and telegraph key
knob. Screw t o
table Or carry it in

pocket. Guaranteed
to. give exact repro-
duction of telegraph
sounds just like
regulation sets. We

_ also furnish free a

set of telegraph codes as shown, and full instruc-

tions of how to learn telegraphy.

No. 8525. Telegraph Set. Prepaid .......

Combination Cigar, Cigarette, Pipe Holder
A- combination pipe, cigar holder and
novelty view. A bottle shaped novelty
that ha» a scenic view in the top. may
be converted imo a pipe, a cigar holder
or a cigarette holder. Made of highly
polished wood with aluminum fitting.
Stands 6" tall when closed. A useful
article and a real novelty. Assorted

Views. French actresses and scenic pictures. 'TC.*
No- 8599. Combination Cigar Holder. Prepaid 4,.., /OC

Cigarettebang*
Here boys is THE novelty. Box con-
tains a dozen tiny wood pegs—but they
are "treated.” Push the sharp end of peg
into cigarettes about 1/3 in. Pegs are
so small they're invisible. Then offer your
friends the cigarettes. BANG, BANG I

they go off—Yet ENTIRELY HARM-
LESS.
No. 8520. CigarettebsBfS
Prepaid'

10c Compasa 10c
Fine imported
magnetic compass.
ACCURATE
Pocket size. In-
valuable for hik
ers, automobiliKts. I

Often saves lives. I

Use It to tell live
'

electric wires
;

make your own
g a 1 v a n o >

scone. Fully _ ..

nickel plated. . The actual article is

about onc-half again as large as illustra-
tion shown. Ifli*
No. 8507. Compass Prepaid

X-Ray Tube
With this little

instrument you
apparently see
through your \
hand, cloth,

wood, stone
anil other ob-
jects. See the
lead In a pen-
cil, the stem hole in a i>lpe, the bones

in your fingers. An amazing optical illu-

sion that no one has ever satisfactorily

explained. Startle the girls by showing

them what this, tube can do and let them
imagine the rest. lOc
No. 8590. X-Ray Tube. Prepaid..

Kumanatone
Anyone can play the
Humanatone. A unique
and novel musical in-

strument played with
nose and mouth com-
bined. Produces sweet
toned music similar to a
flute. No fingering-
no lessons. A little

practice and you’ll

get the knack. Made en-
tirely of metal. Nothing to get out 0!

order or wear out. 1
No. 8537. Humanatone. Prepaid.

Magic Seta
Here is the best
selection of three
magic sets at bar-

gain prices. The
contents of any of
these three sets

are valued at 60c.
Requires no skill

to perform, are en-

tirely automatic
and simple in op-
eration. Each box
contains five or
more magic articles and complete instruc-

tions for performing the various feats.

No. 8705. Coin Tricks. Prepaid O C?
No. 8706. Magic Set. Prepaid.

No. 8707. Card Tricks. Prepaid.

Or all three numbers.
Prepaid

65c

Luminous Skeleton

A real startler. A big
jointed figure of a skele-

ton. 12 inches high, that

emits a ghastly radiance

in the dark. Not a pretty

sight but a big thrill pro-

ducer. Gives you the

creeps when you know
about it—birt a real sur-

prise for those who come
upon it unawares.

No. 8612.
skeleton.

Prepaid

3 for 40c

Luminou*

15c

Wizardeck

A full deck of 53 linen finish cards that

you can use for play or magic. Deck is

cut tapered, one end narrower than the

other. Draw away card picked from the

deck—and hundred of other amazing feats.

Full instructions for performing 10 dif-

ferent tricks. Startle and entertain youi

friends. No skill required. 7*?C
No. 8709. Wizardeck. Prepaid ..

Midget Harmonica
The smallest harmonica
made, only I

H" long.

It is a practical musical Instrument and a
popular novelty. Has four single holes, eight

perfectly tuned reeds, brass plates, nickel fin-

ish covers and ring to attach to your watch
cliain or fob.

Send for our new big fall

catalog. Postal brings it.

No. 8533.
Prepaid. .

Midget Harmonics. ISe
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